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Preface

When a master plays an amateur, he is normally confronted with a different type and a greater number of inferior moves and errors than he would find in master play. These are precisely the inferior moves and kinds of errors which the amateur meets constantly when playing other amateurs.

What better way could the amateur have of learning how to exploit the weak play of fellow amateurs than to study how a master would handle such positions? If the brilliant games of Paul Morphy against the masters of the nineteenth century seem much more instructive to many amateurs of today than the far subtler victories of twentieth century grandmasters over fellow grandmasters, it is precisely because Morphy's victories over his far weaker opponents provide a more striking example of how to exploit to the maximum the more serious errors of the weaker player.

This work consists of twenty-five games between master and amateur. The amateurs range all the way from weak players who make characteristic amateur moves never found in master games to players just below master strength, amateurs who have studied chess and know a considerable amount of technique, but who fail to grasp all the strategic implications of a position. Since the games themselves have no particular importance, we have not indicated the names of the players. Our criterion for choosing a game was not whether a master was pitted against an amateur, but rather whether one opponent, who was performing as a master, showed in a convincing way how to exploit certain typical errors of another, who was playing like an amateur.

Not only does this work show how to recognize and exploit
weak play; in its running commentary it delves into the very nature of chess and discusses, as they arise in games themselves, the various aspects of chess play.

We are indebted to a number of amateur players who read over various games in manuscript form and raised further questions as to various possibilities. We are especially indebted and very grateful to Mr. Norman Cotter, of Wilmington, Delaware, for his help, comments, and encouragement during the several years in which this work was being written, and for his careful reading of the entire manuscript in its final form.

M. E.
W. M.
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Introduction

A. Chess Players

§ 1. Range of chess players

Chess players range from very strong to very weak. They extend from those whose errors are almost imperceptible to those who frequently lose pieces.

In almost all countries where chess is found, players are classified according to their strength as grandmaster, master, or amateur. In the United States, amateurs who participate in tournaments are classified as experts or A, B, C, or D players. In certain other countries, there are regional masters, national masters, international masters, and grandmasters.

§ 2. Traits of a master

The master is thoroughly conversant with the technique of handling each phase of the game: opening, middle game, and end game. He treats the game as a whole, each move being part of a certain strategical or tactical concept. He keenly appreciates the possibilities of all positions. He can analyze accurately and foresee rather exactly the consequence of this move or that. He understands the basic principles involved in the various positions. His tactical play is accurate; he makes fewer and less serious mistakes than other players. He knows a great many chess games of the past and is well informed on the lines played in the tournament games of the present.

§ 3. Earmarks of an amateur

The amateur has not yet completely mastered the technique of correct chess play. He is prone to error. He understands the game
less profoundly than the master; his general feelings toward chess are less sensitive; he is less accurate; he foresees the consequences of the moves less well; his analytical powers are limited. The amateur is relatively or even totally unacquainted with the great chess games of the past and with the tournament play of the present.

§ 4. Range of amateurs

The range of amateurs is wide, and the types of amateurs are so numerous that they almost defy classification. Some amateurs are so strong that they approach master strength; others, so weak that they lose in a few moves. Some plan their games carefully; others play from move to move, without any concept of the relation between moves. There are amateurs who have a sharp eye for tactical opportunities, but who have no notion whatever of positional play or of strategical planning. There are others who, through study of books on chess and master games, have acquired some feeling for a good position, but whose tendency to play by general rules has completely dulled them to the art of making the most of a position tactically. There are amateurs who know nothing of book openings but have a keen intuitive sense of what constitutes a good chess position. There are others who have learned dozens of book variations but have no idea of why those variations are best nor of what to do with their position in the middle game, once they have reached the end of the book openings.

§ 5. Master vs. master

When master plays master, the opening moves normally follow chess theory, occasionally with some carefully prepared innovation on the part of one of the masters. Masters normally reach the middle game with approximate equality. From there on, although the masters are now on their own, the game is usually free from tactical errors: that is, no pieces or Pawns are lost through carelessness, and the position does not deteriorate through faulty tactical play. Many master games are played along solid strategical lines; sometimes, however, "wild" positions result from the opening, and then the tactical factor dominates.

With both players keenly alert, both quite aware of the possibilities of the game, neither making any glaring errors, the master examines the position of his fellow master very carefully to see whether there is some small weakness which can be exploited. If there is none, the master then tries to play in such a way as to force his opponent into weakening his position in some way or other. But often the play of the White master is countered by equally strong play on the part of the Black master, and the game becomes a real struggle on the part of each player to attain some sort of advantage. In many cases, chances remain equal, and the game ends in a draw. In certain others, where positional considerations dominate, one of the masters succeeds in gaining some small advantage, in gradually increasing it, and finally in winning. But often great complications arise, and there is not such a gradual differential in advantage. Threats and counterthreats have their immediate impact on the course of the game, and chances apparently shift from move to move. Here, the winner will be the one who has the deeper insight into the sharp tactical possibilities of the positions involved, and the one who can calculate farther in advance.

§ 6. Amateur vs. amateur

When amateur plays amateur, the game is usually marred by a certain number of weak moves or by outright errors or both. Such moves may be either strategical or tactical in nature. These weak moves and errors offer to the opponent a marvelous opportunity of gaining some sort of advantage, at times small, at times great. But all too often the amateur does not realize that his opponent has made a weak move and that he himself now stands better, and he therefore fails to make the most of the situation. Instead, he often makes a weak move or error of his own. Thus, it frequently happens that the scale shifts many times during the game, and it often does even from move to move. For example, at a given point Amateur A has an advantage which he fails to press; a move later, through A's inaccurate play, his opponent
Amateur B gets the advantage; and very soon after, through B's inept play, Amateur A again has a theoretical advantage or even a win.

§ 7. Master vs. amateur

When master plays amateur, a player who makes almost no weak moves or errors and understands chess thoroughly is, in effect, pitted against one who makes frequent weak moves and errors and understands chess to a limited extent only. In such games, the technique of the master is to note and take the maximum advantage of all the weak moves and errors made by the amateur.

The winning of the game by the master is so much easier because of the tendency on the part of the amateur to make not just one but many weak moves and errors in the course of a game. Errors are a progressive evil. Three errors in the same game are much more serious and much easier to exploit than three times one error. Each time the amateur makes a weak move, the master replies with a strong move. Each successive weak move of the amateur enables the master to increase his advantage. When the errors are gross and the weak moves numerous, the advantage of the master quickly becomes overwhelming, and the amateur goes down to an early and scathing defeat.

§ 8. The best move

Amateurs playing their fellow amateurs sometimes make an aggressive move which they know (or perhaps do not know) will work only if their opponent fails to discover the proper reply. In other words, in order to gain a big advantage they gamble on the ineptness of their opponent and on his inability to analyze the situation properly.

This is not sound chess. A master does not indulge in this type of chess play even when he knows that it is most unlikely that his amateur opponent will ever find a good answer to his aggressive but theoretically inferior move. On the contrary, in every given position he must look for the strongest theoretical reply, regardless of whether his opponent is another master or the weakest of amateurs. Occasionally, a master may make a slightly weaker reply in order to lead his opponent astray, but he normally does not make a definitely unsound or questionable reply simply to win rapidly through the lack of experience of his opponent. Thus, in simultaneous matches, there frequently arise cases where the master is thinking along profound strategical lines to counter plays which the amateur has made after a very superficial tactical analysis or after no analysis of any kind at all.

There are two reasons for which the master makes the best reply possible in a given position. First, if the opponent should discover the best line against the master's questionable move, the latter could find himself at a disadvantage which might even lead to the loss of the game; second, if the score of the game were later examined by analysts, the master's faulty play would be questioned and criticized.

§ 9. Styles of chess play

Not all masters play the same style of chess. Some play aggressive, attacking games; others prefer to build up a strong defensive position. Some show a predilection for rapid combinational chess; others like the slower positional development. The style of play thus depends to a certain extent on the temperament of the player.

There are many positions which can be handled in several ways, depending on the preferences of the player; there are other positions which demand a certain type of play, and any deviation from such play may result in an inferior position.

It might even be said that there is a master style of play and an amateur style of play. For instance, a few years ago a given position was shown to a number of masters and to a number of amateurs. It is significant that the masters all agreed on one certain "best" line, whereas the amateurs almost unanimously recommended another line.

§ 10. Classification of amateurs

Although it is difficult to fit amateurs into hard and fast groups, we may put them into three rough categories for the purpose of study:
(a) The beginner, whose play is characterized by almost total lack of purpose, by the careless loss of pieces and Pawns, and by the surrender of all initiative early in the game.

(b) The coffeehouse player: that is, the non-book player who deviates from “theory” in the opening and is also more or less ignorant of middle-game and end-game finesses in chess play. Often, however, this coffeehouse player has good tactical ability because of his great experience.

(c) The book player, whose opening play is relatively accurate, but whose feeling for strategy and tactical analytic ability are somewhat limited in the middle and end game. Book players may be subdivided into those who, despite their book study, still play rather weak chess and those who not only know “theory” but also play a strong middle and end game: in short, those who are on their way to becoming masters.

§ 11. Master vs. beginner

Since the beginner’s play is characterized by lack of purpose, by loss of pieces, by failure to answer pressure with counter-pressure, and by many types of weakening moves, the master can often play for a big advantage early in the game, and the game may end in a few moves. On the other hand, the beginner’s play sometimes consists largely of defensive moves, especially of Pawn moves which do not contribute to helping the beginner win his games, but do prevent his opponent from making an early all-out attack. At times, the beginner makes meaningless piece moves which also prevent the master from bringing about a rapid decision even with a favorable position.

§ 12. Master vs. coffeehouse player

The game of the coffeehouse player is often characterized rather by a series of weaker moves than by outright errors. His game is the more interesting because he departs from theory rather early, yet makes plausible replies which, with the proper play, can be exploited in a most profitable manner.

In this type of game, the master usually accumulates a series of small advantages by exploiting the weaknesses of his opponent. Some of the advantages obtained are so slight that they are imperceptible to the untrained eye. But with the successive weaker moves of the coffeehouse player, the master’s advantage can become greater and greater and eventually overwhelming. However, the coffeehouse player’s specialty, his tactical skill, must be watched very carefully by the master, for in the long run the tactical blow counts more than the strategical.

§ 13. Master vs. book amateur

The play of the book amateur, especially in his correspondence games, is often theoretically correct throughout the entire opening stage. It is in the middle game that such players often begin to go wrong. They frequently fail to find the correct strategy, and all too often they have no strategy at all, simply playing the game from move to move. They also make inaccurate analyses and find themselves in difficulty because of incorrect tactical play.

Against book players, the master gains his first advantage in the middle game. Once he spots a weak move, he focuses his attention on it, and gradually the amateur’s position becomes weaker.

Of course, there are a certain number of very strong amateur book players who not only play theoretically correct openings, but also have a rather profound understanding of the middle game, which they play with remarkable correctness. Against such players the master must depend on very slight advantages on his part for a win. It is also against such players that masters most often draw or even lose in a simultaneous match, given the disparity of time for analysis on the part of the master and of the strong amateur. Yet such amateurs differ from masters in that their understanding of chess positions is not as profound, and they are in general weaker in tactical play. However, the master cannot always take advantage of their weaker tactical play, especially if the amateur succeeds in keeping the position quiet.
B. Certain chess terms

§ 14. Chess theory

After chess had been played for a time under its present rules, it was discovered that certain sequences of opening moves were more successful than others. These sequences were played over and over again, and eventually they were given names. As time went on, the opening lines which brought the greatest measure of success were very often used in tournaments. Masters penetrated into the strengths and weaknesses of these openings and endeavored to improve the stronger sequences and find ways of breaking the weaker ones. Part of their analyses were made in actual practice in tournaments; part, by theoretical tries. This process has been going on ever since the beginning of the sixteenth century, but especially since 1850.

Some openings, such as Ruy López, the Queen’s Gambit, and the Sicilian Defense, have been analyzed much more than others, because they have been found most effective in tournament play. Certain openings have had a vogue in one period in chess history; others, in another period.

The investigations into opening play have resulted in a vast accumulation of knowledge concerning what could happen in a given opening position, and in an ever-increasing realization of the possibilities on the chessboard. The most successful lines of each opening—that is, the lines recommended by present-day masters for gaining equality or better during the opening—are known as “theory.” In discussions on chess, one often hears: “Theory recommends . . .” or “The theoretical move is . . .”

Chess theory is not static. Each year, a certain number of new lines are discovered; during each decade, certain older lines are discarded because they seem to be less effective.

§ 15. Book chess

In all countries where chess is currently played, there exist books on openings and end games giving the lines which have been most successful in tournaments: namely, beginnings and endings of games in which “theory” has been created.

Masters follow these lines in general because they understand why they are best and what the disadvantages of alternates are. Amateurs often follow such lines because they are “in the book” and because they feel that by following book they cannot get into difficulty. In fact, beginners often think that successful chess play depends on a rote knowledge of book variations.

Book play does not insure an automatic win. It is convenient for the amateur to know classical openings and endings, but it is unwise to memorize them without studying the reasons behind the moves. Players who learn book lines without understanding their basic ideas risk playing mechanically. Once they have reached the end of the book analysis, they often find themselves completely bewildered, unable to continue successfully, because they do not understand exactly why the position at the termination of the opening analysis is + or = or because they have not learned to analyze for themselves.

Very interesting is the game between the book player and the non-book player. If the book player knows how to take advantage of the deviations from book, he may soon gain an advantage in the opening phase of the game; if, however, his knowledge of book is superficial, he may gain no advantage whatever from that knowledge.

§ 16. Chess “rules”

During the last century and a half, much study and thought have been given to how to win a chess game. Certain types of moves and certain positions have been found in general to be advantageous; others, disadvantageous. Some pieces have been found to be stronger than others, and it has been discovered that certain pieces are stronger in one position than in another. Through their experience, masters have formulated a number of principles or precepts of good play into generalization known as chess “rules.” This has been especially true of certain masters who have written chess manuals, such as Tarrasch and Emanuel Lasker. These are not the rules by which the players must officially abide when playing, but rather general principles embodying what has proved to be successful play.
But chess "rules" are not absolute. They do not work 100 per cent of the time.

Many games have been lost because these chess "rules" were not followed. But many other games have also been lost or needlessly prolonged because these same chess "rules" were followed too blindly. Time and time again, the amateur player has lost the opportunity to make the really best move because he felt bound to follow some chess "rule" he had learned, rather than to make the sharp move which was indicated by the position.

For the amateur, the best general procedure is to follow the chess "rules" unless there is some special circumstance, some compelling reason for doing otherwise. But when that special case arises, then a player who, by analysis, can justify breaking the "rule" must not hesitate to do so.

§ 17. Chess analysis

Analysis is the process of studying a chess position, looking into every reasonable possibility, indicating what the likely continuations of such a position are, and judging their relative values. Analysis, the basis of all good chess play, normally takes place before each new move. In certain positions, where a series of moves is forced, the analysis may lead to an accurate forecast of what will occur over a number of moves.

Chess analysis occurs whether an amateur looks at a position and says, rightly or wrongly, "If I play such and such a move, this is what will happen," or whether a chess columnist writes, "Of course, not 10 Nxd5, for . . .

One of the most fascinating aspects of chess is the fact that in many positions, different players (and especially kibitzers) come up with rather diverse ideas embodying varied series of moves.

Because of the greater insight of the master into the nature of the game of chess, the analysis by a master and by an amateur of the same position may be rather different. On the other hand, there are positions in which it might be essentially the same.

For the amateur, it is important first of all not to make moves without analyzing, second to improve his analytical ability.

§ 18. Strategy

Strategy is the process of planning chess play. It consists of defining the objective toward which to work and of conceiving a means of attaining that objective. A strategic plan may encompass an entire game, or it may be limited to securing a specific aim in a phase of the game. Strategic play may consist in trying to obtain a good position for oneself or in forcing one's opponent into a bad position. Strategic moves are positional; they contribute to building up one's position to the point where one can play for an advantage, or to weakening the opponent's position to a point where that weakness can be exploited. Strategy entails plans for attaining various positional advantages: material superiority, strong squares, advantageous Pawn formation, proper use of the Two Bishops, retention of the Good Bishop, elimination of the Bad Bishop, opening lines, controlling lines, attaining a preponderance of control of space, dominating the center, obtaining and using Pawn majorities, gaining a preponderance in time or development, weakening the opponent in various ways, defining the direction in which an attack is to be carried out, etc.

There are games in which strategic concepts are very clear-cut; there are other games or phases of games in which it is difficult to find a definite strategic objective.

It is in strategy especially that the master excels. Whenever the position is quiet, he thinks in strategic terms. He normally conceives a strategic objective and formulates a plan to attain it. Amateurs often play without any strategy whatever; that is, they tend to play aimlessly from move to move, often not even realizing what legitimate objects there are to strive for.

§ 19. Tactics

Tactics is the practical move-to-move play which ensues when the pieces of the opposing sides come into contact with each other or threaten to do so. Tactics entails calculation. Tactical moves are those which take into consideration the immediate replies of the opponent when the pieces of the two players meet or could reasonably meet.
The concept of tactics also includes the detailed moves through which one’s strategy is realized. One might differentiate between two forms of tactics, the first being those calculations which aim at realizing some strategical concept. In such cases, one has to calculate only the answers which are related in some way or other to the strategical situation. The other form of tactics we find in the wild combinative positions in which one has to consider almost every acceptable answer and in which tactics play the deciding part.

There are a number of tactical motives or devices which make careful analysis imperative: the threat, the pin, discovered check, double check, double attack, the in-between move, the sacrifice, the overworked piece, indirect attack, the fork, etc. Each of these terms will be explained when it is first exemplified in the games between master and amateur.

As far as tactics is concerned, the master sees more and wider possibilities and calculates farther and more exactly than the amateur. He visualizes the consequences of a position more easily, and his judgment of the relative worth of different lines is sounder.

§ 20. Strategy vs. tactics

A chess situation is strategical as long as the position is quiet and the players are concerned with general objectives to be attained over a certain phase of the game. It becomes tactical as soon as the pieces of the opposing sides come into contact with each other or threaten to come into contact, so that it is necessary to calculate exactly what could happen after one or more moves and to evaluate the consequences of those moves.

Whenever a situation becomes tactical, tactics must by force take precedence over strategy. A tactical situation must be resolved whenever it exists. In other words, when the situation is tactical, a player cannot wisely ignore the tactical side and continue thinking only in strategical terms.

The result of an error of strategy is likely to be a slow and gradual loss of terrain, of mobility, or of some other chess potentiality or advantage; the result of a tactical error is often the immediate loss of a Pawn or a piece or even the game.

Strategical and tactical thinking are rather different; their domains are at the same time closely related and somewhat separate. A player who has a good strategic sense may be working toward a given goal, while his tactical opponent may have no idea of what he is doing. A player with tactical skill may be able, through his ability to analyze consequences of moves, attain a favorable position without a perfect understanding of strategy. It is the tactical player who makes the so-called “sharp” moves which threaten to annihilate the opponent.

The player whose chief concern is strategy plays the so-called positional game; the player who is mainly concerned with tactics tends to play combinative chess.

§ 21. The combination

Allied both to strategy and tactics, but especially to the latter, is the combination. “By a combination we mean a short part of the game within which a certain purpose is attained by force. Its sequence of moves forms a logical chain and cannot be divided. When looked at one by one, these moves may seem to be purposeless or even mistakes, yet together they form an exceedingly beautiful unit. After a series of moves incomprehensible by themselves, the solution suddenly follows and their real purpose comes clearly to light. From this it follows that the aim must already have been conceived from the first move of the combination . . .

“Every combination, carefully examined, consists of three parts: (a) tracing the idea of the combination; (b) calculation of the moves of the combination; (c) evaluation of the results of the combination.”

1 Dr. Max Euwe, Strategy and Tactics in Chess (1937), pp. 58-59.
it entails risks. Therefore, today many players prefer the quieter positional play.

The master naturally sees more combinative possibilities than the amateur and analyzes these situations more profoundly. Because of weaknesses in the amateur position, there are frequent opportunities for combinative play. Sometimes these combinations suddenly evolve out of an apparently quiet position.

C. Elements of chess applied to master vs. amateur games

§ 22. The nature of the chess struggle

A chess game is essentially a struggle for supremacy on the board between two opponents: White and Black. At the outset, White holds a very slight advantage over Black by virtue of having the first move. In the initial phase of the game, the opening, White attempts to retain and, if possible, to increase this slight advantage; Black tries to overcome his slight disadvantage and to obtain at least equality.

When the master plays the amateur, if the master plays White, the amateur often never attains equality; if the master plays Black, he often overcomes his initial handicap as Black rapidly and soon converts it to a sizable advantage.

§ 23. Equality

By equality is meant equal material, about equal development of pieces, about equal control of squares (especially of center squares), about equal initiative or chances to attack. In a game between two players of approximately the same strength, this state of equality is sometimes maintained through the entire game. The game then ends in a draw. In master vs. amateur, equality is usually not maintained.

§ 24. Pressure

The game of chess is developed by bringing pieces into the open field. Each piece exerts a certain force, called pressure, on the squares to which it could move or on which it could take a piece. For instance, the Rook exerts pressure along the rank and

along the file, the Bishop along the diagonals, the Knight to the points to which it can move (eight points if the Knight is in the center of the board). As contrasted to the pieces, the Pawn exercises pressure only diagonally on the squares on which it can take.

The concept of pressure is very important in chess, for the sum total of all pressure exerted constitutes the force of a player at a given moment.

Pressure has a special significance in master vs. amateur games, inasmuch as a master frequently exerts far more pressure than the amateur and thereby maintains initiative, obtains an attack, and sometimes paralyzes his opponent.

§ 25. Neutralization

Pressure can be met by counterpressure: that is, when one side exercises pressure on an important square, the other side may apply pressure there, too. Meeting pressure with counterpressure may be called “neutralization.” This may be accomplished by bringing a piece to bear on a square already commanded by an opponent or by pinning or exchanging the opponent’s piece which is exerting pressure on a square. Neutralization prevents the opponent from gaining the upper hand and makes for the maintenance of an equality of force.

In master vs. amateur games, the beginner often fails to neutralize at all. He thus loses all initiative and goes on the defensive early in the game. The coffeehouse player neutralizes sporadically; the book player, regularly, at least during the opening.

§ 26. Accumulation of power or force

In cases where a player fails to neutralize, the opposing player is often able to build up a considerable accumulation of power and exert tremendous pressure on his opponent’s position. In such cases, the player exerting the pressure is often able to sacrifice one piece or even more, in order to open up the position and bring all his forces to bear on the position of the opponent. This may result in an all-out attack against the hostile King, in which the player with the superior pressure is able to overwhelm his opponent because of the greater activity of his own pieces.
§ 27. Space control

Space control is attained by bringing one's pieces and Pawns into effective places, as, for instance: Pawns in the center of the board, Bishops along effective diagonals unhampered by one's own Pawns, Knights on strong squares in the center of the board, etc. Of special importance in space control is the domination of squares of a given color when the opponent has exchanged the Bishop controlling such squares.

The master often gains such a superiority of control of space that he virtually paralyzes his amateur opponent. An examination of positions where this near-paralysis exists will show that the master has gained overwhelming space control because of the failure of the amateur to neutralize.

§ 28. Center control

By the center is meant the four squares in the very middle of the board: K4, Q4, K5, Q5. It has long been recognized by good players that he who controls these squares has a far better grip on the position than he who does not. Control of the center may be obtained through actual occupation of the squares by pieces or Pawns, or it may come through pressure exerted on the squares from afar.

We have already mentioned neutralization as a means of lessening the pressure of the opponent on certain squares. Neutralization of the center may be carried out by various means, but especially by exchange of Pawns. Various games will show how Black neutralizes White's center control by diminishing or even annihilating White's Pawn structure in the center.

§ 29. Initiative and counterchances

One of the most valuable intangible temporary advantages in a chess game is the initiative, which carries with it the power to harass the opponent and to make him play to one's tune.

The skilful player who has the initiative tries to retain it and uses it to tie up his opponent in such a way that he cannot strike back.

When the player with the initiative relinquishes that initiative to the extent of also giving his opponent a certain measure of initiative, this is called giving counterchances to the opponent.

The player with the initiative normally looks for the line which will give his opponent the least possible number of counterchances.

§ 30. The attack

Closely related to the initiative is the attack, which consists in bringing one's pieces against the opponent in such a way that the latter is forced to defend himself. The attack is advantageous in that it forces the opponent to play on the defensive, rather than make moves constructive to his own plan.

Playing for an attack is justified only if it can be shown that the position has certain characteristics, such as, for instance, an accumulation of power on the King's side, a weakening of the hostile King's position, the opportunity to bring many pieces to the front. But if none of these characteristics exists, then one should try to attain them rather than attacking immediately.

The player with the attack must calculate carefully, to be sure that his attack either will be overwhelming enough to mate his opponent or to insure material advantage. Often, the opponent attempts to reduce the attack through exchange; and the attacking player, if he has not planned carefully, may find that the attack has vanished and that he is at a material or positional disadvantage, or at least that so many pieces have disappeared from the board that he can hope for no better than a draw.

When a player has a sufficient advantage to play for attack, he is bound to play for attack. Should he fail to attack under such circumstances, he may never again get the opportunity to use his advantage. This Dr. Emanuel Lasker has pointed out in his Manual of Chess.

§ 31. Open and half-open lines

Open lines are files or diagonals completely unobstructed by Pawns. They are of prime importance to the player who has the advantage, for they allow him to bring his pieces into play very
rapidly. The opponent will try to neutralize the play along the files or diagonals by placing pieces of his own along the same lines. Rooks are normally used along files; Bishops, along diagonals.

Half-open lines are those unobstructed by one’s own Pawns but blocked by an opponent’s Pawns. Play on the half-open file is of strategical nature quite different from play on the open file.

§ 32. The rank

Apart from the vertical and diagonal lines, there are also horizontal lines known as ranks. Especially for the Rooks, it is important to have ranks along which to play from one front to the other. A free rank improves mobility, gives greater flexibility to the strategic project.

There are two special horizontal lines, the 7th and 8th ranks. The 8th rank comes into play if the hostile King, after having castled, has no flight square and the 8th rank is not at all or scarcely protected by the opponent’s own pieces. In such cases, a mate on the 8th rank is among the possibilities. Sometimes beautiful combinations are based on this concept.

The 7th rank can also have both tactical and strategical implications: tactical in the sense that two heavy pieces maneuvering along the 7th rank might easily build up a mating position; strategic in that the Rook can attack the hostile Pawns on the side or from behind. The Pawns are, in those cases, more vulnerable than against frontal attack. That is why, especially in endings, penetrating to the 7th rank may play such an important part.

§ 33. Pawn majorities

The division of Pawns on either side of the board can be different, and the consequence may be that one side has a majority on the Queen’s wing and the other on the King’s wing. Characteristics of this sort not only can influence the strategy but can even dictate the strategy of both sides.

A King-side majority can often be used as a very strong attacking weapon. A Queen-side majority can be productive of a passed Pawn.

Not infrequently, one side has a center majority. This center majority means a certain preponderance of space and more possibilities of shifting the pieces from one side to the other, for the center is a bridge of communication between the two wings. Advancing the center Pawns can be very strong, because the advance may increase the preponderance in space and its resulting possibilities. On the other hand, the advance sometimes enables one’s opponent to seize a strong square between the advanced Pawns.

§ 34. Advantages

Certain situations on the chessboard are more favorable than average—these are advantages.

There are many kinds of advantages: material (more Pawns or pieces), superior development, great mobility, more command of space, solid Pawn formation, a secure King position, the initiative, the attack, etc.

Certain of these advantages, such as the possession of more material, are relatively permanent; others, such as that of development and mobility, are relatively temporary.

It is often wise to convert a temporary advantage into a permanent one. For instance, an advantage in development might be used to win a piece; the advantage of the Two Bishops might be exchanged for giving the opponent a double isolated Pawn.

§ 35. Small and big advantages

Some advantages are so minute that they are considered as small advantages; others are so important that they are known as big advantages. It is possible to arrive at a rough scale of advantages, but this scale can be only approximate, because the weight of an advantage is, for the most part, dependent on special circumstances.

Considered as small advantages are the win of a tempo, pressure against an opponent’s weak Pawn, the possession of an open file or of a Good Bishop, etc. Among the bigger advantages are the advanced passed Pawn, the weakening of the hostile King
position, an overwhelming majority of attacking pieces, and a material advantage.

In the course of a game, a player tries to accumulate small advantages and to increase them in order to be able to play for bigger advantages. This must be done with caution. As has already been noted in § 30, one must not play for a big advantage without having reason to do so, and this reason must stem from the favorable characteristics of the position. If one plays for a big advantage without good reason, he risks both not attaining his goal and also ending up with a disadvantage. On the other hand, if play for a big advantage is indicated, then the player must play for the big advantage or risk losing his small advantages.

§ 36. The role of advantages and weaknesses in chess play

A chess game is normally won through obtaining and increasing one’s advantages and through creating and exploiting the weaknesses of one’s opponent. This is true of all types of chess play, but it is particularly the case in master vs. amateur games, in which the master, who makes almost no weak moves, exploits the play of the amateur, whose game is riddled with weak moves and errors.

D. Learning chess from the study of master vs. amateur games

§ 37. Advantages of studying master vs. amateur games

Most of the chess players in the world are amateurs, and amateurs normally play against other amateurs. They are therefore confronted with the kinds of weak moves and errors which amateurs normally make. We have seen that games are won through the exploitation of weak moves and errors. Thus, the basic problems are to know: (a) What types of moves are weak? (b) What is the best way to exploit a given type of weak move or error?

Obviously, it is the player with the knowledge, the skill, and the experience of a master who can best point the way to the exploitation of errors and weaknesses.

For that reason, a thoroughly annotated game of master vs. amateur—teaching (a) how to recognize typical amateur weak moves and errors and (b) how to exploit such weak moves and errors to one’s advantage—must be a very effective medium for showing an amateur the way to improve his play against fellow amateurs.

§ 38. The organization of Chess Master vs. Chess Amateur

This book consists of a series of twenty-five games played between master and amateur. The early games of the book were played against beginners; later games, against coffeehouse players of various types; the last games, against amateur book players.

Each game has been chosen to study certain aspects of chess. The introduction of the game lists the important points illustrated in the course of the game and discusses in detail one or two aspects of chess which are exemplified in the game. The running commentary after the moves discusses various chess terms and concepts, usually at the point at which they first occur. Since the book is designed for all types of players, it is assumed that some of the readers will not understand current chess terminology. Therefore, such terms are defined and explained where they first occur.

As far as possible, the games are presented in order of their degree of amateurishness, but this order has occasionally been varied so as to present openings as a group or in some advantageous sequence.

The majority of the games have King Pawn openings, since the weaker amateur normally prefers this type of opening to others. Games in which the amateur loses Pawns or pieces through carelessness or oversight have been avoided for the most part, but such tactical possibilities are occasionally indicated as variations.

§ 39. Variations

Any variation from the text which constitutes a reasonable and interesting tactical possibility is analyzed and discussed in the commentary, so that the reader can appraise its merits as com-
pared with the text move and can have some idea of what would have happened if the alternate move had been played.

Throughout the book, but especially in the earlier games, we have taken the opportunity to present analyses of variations which are favorites of amateur players, especially of weaker amateurs, but which are never seen in tournament play. Such variations have been included in order to show the reader how a master would exploit certain types of amateur play. These variations may prove the more valuable inasmuch as they are not included in books of openings based on master play nor in other instructional manuals.

Occasionally a long and complete analysis of all possible variations of a given position is presented. This is in order to provide the student of chess with a complete picture of what could have happened at a critical point in the game and to afford him the opportunity of improving his own analytical skill by giving him a model with which to compare his own analysis.

For players who have not had much chess experience, such variations can be confusing and sometimes more of a hindrance than a help. It is therefore recommended that only those players who feel the need of exploring variations use these analyses. On his first time over a given game, a reader could well confine himself to the study of the actual moves played in the game and to the comments on those moves; on subsequent perusals of the game, he can study as many of the variations as seem to fit his needs. Using a pocket set in addition to the regular board is a good way of studying complicated variations without disturbing the position of the game itself.

How to Use the Book

Improvement in chess comes partly from gaining a better understanding of what makes for a strong chess position, partly from getting more experience in chess analysis. Both are acquired more effectively through books when you participate actively in the game you are studying. When going over these games in Chess Master vs. Chess Amateur, therefore, you may find it interesting and profitable to try to anticipate the moves of the master and to work out your own continuation of some of the variations before you read the analysis given.

The commentary on each game consists of: a discussion of the reasons for each significant move of the actual game; general ideas on the opening used; explanations of important concepts from all areas of chess as they arise in the positions of the game; and, often, detailed analysis of tactical variations which could have been played at various points in the game.

On the first reading, we suggest that you study only the actual moves of the game along with the reasons for those moves. On later readings, you can go through those of the variations which interest you.

The Chess Notation

If you play chess but have had no experience in reading chess books or columns, a few words concerning the descriptive notation currently used in English-speaking countries may prove helpful.
Game 1

Center control
The struggle for space control during the opening
Pressure
The threat
The strategical move and the tactical move
Analysis
The mating pattern

Amateurs frequently have the idea that a master can overwhelm them with a few swift blows. How often one hears at a simultaneous exhibition: “Oh, he’ll mate me in five or six moves.”

Such is not usually the case. As a matter of fact, the master sometimes requires more moves to down an amateur than to win from another master, even though the amateur’s position may be clearly inferior or even lost early in the game. This is partly because a master resigns when his position becomes untenable, whereas many amateurs play on until they are mated.

There are, however, types of games in which the master does mate the amateur very rapidly. In many such instances, the master is able to open lines and to develop a preponderance of pieces early in the game because of the faulty play of the amateur. The mating pattern also plays its part in these rapid mates.

There exist in chess dozens of standard mating positions, and with these the master is well acquainted. Once the game goes in the direction of a given mating pattern, the master, who recognizes the outlines of the approaching pattern, keeps this pattern well in mind. He does not neglect, however, to look into all reasonable alternate lines.
In the following game, which is a fine example of the tremendous difference between master and amateur chess thinking, because the amateur has weakened his position by opening diagonals unfavorable to him, there suddenly appears in the position a pattern based on the Fool's Mate (1 P-KB3 P-K4 2 P-KN4 Q-R5 mate). The master explores the possibilities not only of giving mate but also of reasonable alternatives, should his opponent be able to ward off the threat of mate. Confident through his analysis that he will come out ahead in any variation, he plays for the mating pattern. Thanks to the presence of this pattern and to the full cooperation of his amateur opponent, he is able to deliver mate on his 8th move.

**Bird Opening**

**Beginner**

1 P-KB4

**Master**

1 P-KK4

The beginner probably plays this move without any idea of its real strategic significance, but let us consider what the move means to the master.

To the master, the opening phase of the game is a struggle for control of the center: that is, for control of squares K4, Q4, K5, and Q5. (Read Introduction § 28—Center Control.) By playing 1 P-KB4, White exerts pressure on his K5-square, for Black cannot now put a Pawn or a piece there without its being taken. (Read Introduction § 24—Pressure.)

1 P-KB4 also opens the K1-R4 diagonal for White, but this open line does not aid White to develop any of his pieces, and under certain circumstances Black could use the diagonal for attack, as he will later in this game.

The move 1 P-KB4 is perhaps not the strongest opening move, but it is an acceptable one.

1 ...  

P-Q4

Black, in turn, works toward center control in two ways. He takes possession of his center square Q4 by occupying it, and his QP now exerts pressure on White's K4-square, so that White cannot put pieces on this square without their being taken. The move also opens a diagonal for the development of Black's QB.

The move 1 ... P-Q4 has one disadvantage—as many good moves do. Black no longer has the possibility of playing 1 ... P-Q3, and thus he has relinquished the possibility of controlling his K4-square with his QP. This square therefore becomes more important to White.

2 P-QR4?

A typical beginner's move, made without any valid purpose. It does nothing to occupy or to control the center and little to help the development of White's pieces. For the moment, it does offer White the possibility of developing his QR via R3, but even if White should succeed in playing R-R3, it would not have much effect. A Rook on the third rank in the early part of the game hems in its own Pawns.

2 ...  

P-K3

The best move in this position, because it contributes most to the fundamental idea of the position, namely, the struggle for the possession of Black's K4-square. Let us see why.

It is not yet clear whether Black's KN will be more useful in the center struggle on its KB3 or on its K2. Therefore, it is better to defer the development of the Knight. But 2 ... P-K3 opens up the possibility of ... B-Q3, where the Bishop can play its part in vying for control of Black's K4-square.

Incidentally, in playing 2 ... P-K3, Black opens two diagonals and closes one. The result of the open diagonals is that Black's KB is now guarding its QR6-square, so that White will not wish to move his Rook there. If he did, it could be exchanged, and a Rook is normally worth more than a Bishop. Likewise, the Black Queen can now go to its KR5 and give check. For the moment, this is of no importance, but it might become significant later on. On the other hand, the diagonal for the Black QB is now closed; but, since this QB does not have much future along the diagonal, the shutting-in of the QB is of minor importance.
Very likely the beginner made this move because he was fascinated by the Pawn configuration PQR4-PQN3-PQB2, rather than because he understood its basic significance in relation to the requirements of the position.

Actually, the move is good in that it allows White to play B-N2, from which square the Bishop will play its part in the struggle for control of Black's K4-square by exerting pressure on that square.

This move also permits White to play B-R3, from which point it could threaten to exchange the Black KB. Under certain circumstances, this exchange could favor White.

3 ... P-QB4

This move serves several purposes:

(a) In general, it plays its part in controlling the center by exerting pressure on White's Q4-square.

(b) It opens up Black's game for future development in a way that is always to be considered in the ... P-Q4 openings.

(c) It allows Black to bring further pressure on his K4-square by playing ... N-QB3, which he would not normally play before moving ... P-QB4, because then his Q-side would remain cramped.

(d) It anticipates and stops White's possible attempt to exchange Bishops by 4 B-R3.

4 P-N3

Another Pawn move. The beginner probably likes the looks of the two chains of Pawns, and he possibly has no deeper motive for this move. The real importance of 4 P-N3 is that it allows the development of White's KB to N2. This move is, however, less effective, because Black's QP, solidly protected by his KP, blocks White's Bishop at KN2 for the moment.

The move 4 P-N3 is not bad, but more in harmony with the basic idea of gaining control of Black's K4-square would be one of the following:

(a) 4 B-N2, exerting pressure on Black's K4-square.

(b) 4 P-K3, opening the long diagonal for White's KB, so that White could answer 4 ... N-QB3 by 5 B-N5, neutralizing Black's pressure on his K4-square.

(c) 4 N-KB3, bringing this Knight both to its natural square and to a square where it would participate in the struggle for Black's K4-square.

Notice that all these suggested moves are in harmony with the strategy indicated by the nature of the opening. (Read Introduction § 18—Strategy.)

4 ... B-Q3

Here the master sees this move theoretically and strategically as an adjunct to the center struggle, inasmuch as the Bishop now exerts pressure on Black's K4-square, thus participating in the struggle for center control.

However, the move also brings the game into the realm of tactics. (Read Introduction § 19—Tactics; § 20—Strategy and Tactics.) Black is now threatening to win a Pawn by 5 ... BxP, and White cannot reply 6 PxP because of 6 ... Q-R5 mate. Black's open diagonal (Q1-KR5) is already beginning to play a part in the game.

Ordinarily, a move which attacks an enemy piece or Pawn and forces the opponent to take protective measures is sharper than one which merely develops a piece. A move which obliges the opponent to take action is called a threat. A threat is a very important weapon in a chess game. It has the effect of limiting the opponent's reply to a few moves. We shall see the threat used again and again in the games that follow. On the other hand, the
threat has one advantage to the opponent. It makes his choice of a reply easier, since he has fewer moves to choose from. By a threat, one may “force” one’s opponent to make a good move.

The threat 5 ... BxP is made possible because of the consequences of the opening of White’s diagonal K1-R4.

5 B-QN2

Does White fail to see Black’s threat, or does he merely realize that by 5 B-QN2 he is making the counterthreats of 6 BxP and 7 BxR?

With White’s last move, the game takes on an entirely different aspect. The strategic importance of controlling Black’s K4-square gives way to the tactical possibilities afforded by the position. Strategy must give way to tactics. (Reread Introduction § 20—Strategy vs. Tactics.)

Black, looking ahead to what can happen and fully cognizant of what can happen, plays

5 ... BxP

If now 6 PxB? Q-R5 mate, and Black uses the open diagonals to administer this variation of the Fool’s Mate.

But White does not even look into this possibility. Delighted at the prospect of winning first Black’s KNP and then his KR, he plays

6 BxP

Black, who has analyzed the position thoroughly, replies

6 ... Q-N4

Analysis is the basis of all good chess play, especially when the position becomes tactical. (Read Introduction § 17—Chess Analysis.) Let us see what an analysis of the position shows.

Black now threatens mate either by 7 ... BxPch 8 PxP (forced) QxP mate, or by 7 ... QxPch 8 PxQ (forced) BxP mate. At the same time, he threatens 7 ... QxB, followed by 8 ... QxR, so that White cannot save himself by moves such as 7 N-KR3 on account of 7 ... QxB 8 NxB QxR.

But the beginner, not seeing even the threats, much less possible defenses, seizes what he thinks is an opportunity to win a piece, and plays

7 BxR?

The correct move here, one which would limit White’s loss to two Pawns, is one which would probably never be found by a beginner. White must play 7 B-Q4, and after 7 ... PxP 8 N-KR3 BxPch 9 PxP QxPch 10 N-B2, and while White comes out of the scuffle with two Pawns down and a bad position, he at least has escaped an early mate.

This variation shows what we shall also find in several later games, namely, that even when the loss of a piece or mate threatens, there is often a way out if one investigates all possibilities.

7 ... BxNPch

Equally well and with the same result could have been played 7 ... QxNPch, etc.

8 PxP

Notice the role played by the mating pattern: that is, mate by the Black Queen along with the White diagonal K1-R4. As soon as the possibility of such a mate came into view, Black kept it constantly in mind. But note also that he explored alternate possibilities which would have left him with material superiority, had White succeeded in defending himself against mate itself.
Game 2

The discarded line
Playing for the big advantage
Chess rules
The open line
King and Queen of the same color on an open file

The present chess rules have been in force since about 1500, and the development of chess technique is due in great measure to the lessons learned from the games played since that time.

Some lines have always proved strong; others have been considered strong until a refutation was found; others failed from the very outset. The last two categories of play may be called "discarded lines," since they never appear in tournament play today.

But the amateur, especially the beginner, not realizing that these lines have been discarded, often plays them, for they look plausible. And his amateur opponent, who may even know that the line in question is no longer played, frequently neither sees the fundamental weakness of the discarded line, nor knows how to meet the line so as to derive an advantage from it.

The analysis of these discarded lines may be found in Bilguer, Handbuch des Schachspiels, the exhaustive German work on chess openings, which dominated the last decades of the nineteenth and the early decades of the twentieth century; but they are not usually included in present-day manuals on openings, because there are no recent tournament games to exemplify them.

In the game that follows, the beginner adopts a discarded line. The master replies with a sacrifice justified by the weakness in the amateur's position. Before making the sacrifice, the master could have analyzed the continuation move by move; but, knowing the theoretical analysis of the discarded line, he can confidently sacrifice and then play the theoretical analysis until his opponent deviates from it—being sure that the deviation would be even worse than the main line.

Because of Black's second move, a strategical error which White can refute by a sacrifice which requires calculation, the play immediately becomes tactical. From then on, tactics reign in Game 2. No important strategical ideas come into play, as they did in Game 1.

It is not always easy for the beginning player to find the refutation of discarded lines, either through his own analysis or in books. As a matter of fact, often he does not even recognize these discarded lines as questionable. In this work, therefore, several games are based on discarded lines often played by amateurs. But more frequently such lines are analyzed as variations of games given. The student of chess may find the analysis of some of these variations as instructive and as helpful as the games themselves.

Irregular KN Opening—Damiano Defense

Master  Beginner

1 P-K4

As we have pointed out in the previous game, the object of the opening moves is to gain control of territory on the chessboard, particularly of the center.

To accomplish that purpose, 1 P-K4 is a good move. White's KP now controls one of the center squares; in addition, it exercises a measure of control over White's Q5- and KB5-squares by making it impossible for Black pieces to move there without the risk of being taken. This move also opens two diagonals, one for White's Queen, one for his KB. These open lines permit pieces to develop and thus to control territory on the chessboard.

1 . . .  P-K4

Black's first move is good for the same reason as was White's.

2 N-KB3
Of the many possible moves, there is none more effective at this point than 2 N-KB3. White develops an important piece to a square where it will be of most use. In this position, the Knight has the greatest possible radius of control. It exercises pressure on the White center squares K5 and Q4. It also attacks and threatens to take the Black KP, obliging Black to do something about this attack.

In general, in the opening it is preferable to play the KN before the Bishop, partly because in moving to KB3 the Knight is developed to its natural square (the one from which it exercises a measure of control over the greatest number of squares), whereas White does not yet know whether he will want to develop his Bishop to QB4 or QN5, partly because, in this particular opening, the Knight can be developed so as to attack a Black Pawn, whereas the Bishop, if developed at this point, would not threaten anything. Ordinarily, a move which attacks an enemy piece or Pawn and forces the opponent to take protective measures is sharper than one which merely develops a piece.

There are several ways in which Black can meet the threat:

(a) He can play 2 ... N-QB3, which is excellent, for at the same time that it protects the attacked Pawn, it develops an important piece to its natural square (see Game 3).

(b) He can play 2 ... P-Q3, the Philidor Defense, which is less active, because it shuts in the Black KB, but nonetheless satisfactory (see Game 11).

(c) He can reply by the counterattack 2 ... N-KB3, leading to the Petroff Defense.

(d) Beginners often play 2 ... B-Q3?, which is very bad. It protects the Black KP, but it blocks all center development and thus prevents Black from playing his QP and opening his center, which is indispensable if Black is to develop his game actively. If Black should play 2 ... B-Q3, the game might continue: 3 B-B4 N-KB3 4 N-B3 N-B3 5 0-0 0-0 6 P-Q3, and Black would have to lose a move or a tempo by either 6 ... B-K2 or 6 ... B-B4 in order to get into a position where he could develop his QP. Or if 6 ... P-QN3 7 B-KN5 B-N2 (7 ... B-K2 is more natural) 8 N-Q5 B-K2 (practically forced) 9 NxBh QxN 10 N-R4 N-Q5 (10 ... P-KR3? 11 N-N6!) 11 P-B4 with a strong attack. This is just an example, which shows that a bad move such as 2 ... B-Q3 does not necessarily lead to an immediate loss but does give Black an inferior position in the long run.

Instead, Black meets the threat by another plausible but incorrect move. He plays

2 ...

P-KB3?

The discarded line. Let us see why it is no longer used. This move is incorrect on several counts:

(a) It is a Pawn move rather than a piece move, and, as a general rule, although not always, Pawn moves afford a player less influence in the center than piece moves.

(b) By occupying Black's KB3 it takes the natural square from the KN.

(c) Most important, it opens up the Black K-side, especially the diagonals radiating from Black's KB2-square.

2 ... P-KB3 is a serious weakening move. The move is so erroneous that White can already afford to play for a big advantage. (Read Introduction § 34—Advantages; § 35—Small and big advantages.) But how?
He must open the diagonals even wider. This he does by a sacrifice: that is, by temporarily giving up something to gain something else. He plays

3 NxP

The sacrifice. A piece is sacrificed only in order to gain some counteradvantage. Here the sacrifice gives White a strong attack which leads either to mate or to the win of sufficient material counterweight. Otherwise, the sacrifice would not be justified.

3 ...

PxN?

Before accepting a sacrifice, one should always look into the motive for the sacrifice and the various possibilities arising after the sacrifice. The continuation of the game will show why 3 ... PxN was bad.

A better move is 3 ... Q-K2 4 N-KB3 (not 4 Q-R5ch P-N3 5 NxNP QxPch, followed by 6 ... QxN) 4 ... QxPch, winning back his Pawn; but in that case White still has the better of it, for the Black Queen is developed too early in the game, is vulnerable, and will be driven back with tempo: e.g., 5 B-K2 N-B3 6 0-0 P-Q4 7 R-K1.

4 Q-R5ch

As we have pointed out above, it is a rule that the Queen should not be played early in the game, but, like all chess rules, this is a generality which does not apply in special cases. (Read Introduction § 16—Chess “rules.”) Here, the unprotected state of the Black King justifies White’s immediate attack with the Queen both strategically and tactically. In fact, White must attack with the Queen in order to justify his Knight sacrifice. He must play for a big advantage. (Read Introduction § 30—The attack.)

4 ...

P-N3

The only alternative was 4 ... K-K2, after which 5 QxPch K-B2 6 B-B4ch K-N3 (better 6 ... P-Q4) 7 Q-B5ch K-R3 8 P-Q4 dis ch P-N4 9 P-KR4, etc., and White not only has certain material com-

penetration for his Knight (two Pawns), but he has an attack which must lead to a decisive advantage.

5 QxPch

Q-K2

The alternative 5 ... K-B2?? 6 B-B4ch P-Q4 7 BxPch leads to a quick win for White.

6 QxR

White now has a Rook and two Pawns plus an attack on Black’s KN in return for the sacrificed Knight. However, his Queen is temporarily relatively out of play, and Black has the initiative. Moreover, under certain circumstances, White’s Queen position might easily become a liability.

6 ...

QxPch

The beginner sees an opportunity to give check and win a Pawn at the same time. But, in so doing, Black has opened a line—the K-file. Open lines favor the player with the advantage. Especially dangerous to the player who has such a position is the open file with the King and Queen of the same color, for the opponent can often bring his Rook on the open line and thus win the opposing Queen in exchange for the Rook.

Less ambitious and probably better would have been 6 ... N-KB3 7 P-Q3 K-B2, and Black can work toward trapping the White Queen. White’s best answer is then 8 B-N5.

7 K-Q1
In order to protect his QBP and to clear the K1-square for the White Rook. Moreover, the alternate 7 B-K2 could lead to 7 ... QxNP with a loss of time for White.

7 ... Q-K3

To protect his KN. Better might have been 7 ... N-K2 8 QxP.

8 B-Q3

There is a chess rule which states that a Bishop should never be developed to its Q3 before the QP has been moved to Q4 in order not to impede the development of the center Pawns. This rule is almost absolute. Yet here the master flagrantly violates it and puts his Bishop in a seemingly bad position. Why? Because after the White Queen has captured the Black KRP, White's KB threatens the Black KNP and because, in this position, White threatens to win the Queen by 9 R-K1. This threat will gain him an important tempo. In other words, the Black position is now so bad that ordinary rules of development give way to the forming of a rough mating pattern.

Black sees the threat to his Queen and covers by

8 ... B-K2

Perhaps slightly better would have been 8 ... Q-B2 in order to protect the KRP. Then the game might continue 9 R-K1ch N-K2 (or 9 ... B-K2) 10 P-QN3.

9 QxP

White now takes the RP, which he might not be able to get later. He also threatens to win the KNP by 10 BxPch.

9 ... Q-N5ch

Another check! Beginners enjoy checking.

Certainly every check should be investigated, since a check often leads to an advantage by forcing the opponent to take immediate action to end the check. But a check should not be given without due reason.

10 P-B3 QxP

Having won another Pawn, Black is now threatening to win a Rook also. But White has the initiative, and Black loses quickly. There was no satisfactory alternative to 10 ... QxP. If Black tries to protect his Knight by 10 ... Q-K3 11 R-K1 Q-Q4 12 N-B3, and Black must give up protecting his Knight, for if 12 ... Q-B2 13 BxP.

11 QxNch B-B1
12 R-K1ch K-Q1
13 QxB mate.
Game 3

The hole and how to exploit it
Playing with a sound purpose
The sacrifice to improve one's position
Combinational motifs: pin, discovered check,
Pawn fork, Knight fork, Bishop and Queen
on the same file, the in-between move

A beginner differs from other amateurs in his degree of unfamiliarity with the chessboard and in the seriousness of his errors. He has little or no notion of chess technique. He has no concept of positional strengths and weaknesses. He is completely lacking in a knowledge of strategy. He is unable to analyze accurately tactically. He cannot find his way through the busy traffic on the chessboard. His method of handling the critical situations which arise on the board are often naive and inadequate.

The outstanding characteristic of the beginner's move is its total lack of purpose. Completely unaware of what needs to be done or of what might be done to improve the situation, he frequently makes a move simply in order to be moving, a move which in no way corresponds to the requirements of the position. Yet the characteristically aimless moves of the beginner sometimes serve quite by chance to set up a protective barrier around his King, which results in requiring more moves, rather than fewer, to bring about the eventual mate, even though the master's theoretical superiority is evident from the very earliest stages of the game.

The technique of winning from a beginner consists in exploiting his weaknesses in the most accurate manner. The master notes the weaknesses as soon as they appear, chooses the proper method of exploiting them, increases his own advantage move by move until the inevitable victory.

In the game that follows, the outstanding weakness is the hole created by an incompletely fianchetto. We shall see how many of the master’s moves stem from the theme of exploiting the weak square in the amateur's position.

The Four Knights Opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Master</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 N-KB3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As was pointed out in Game 2, this move threatens 3 NXP.

2 ... N-QB3

This move meets the White threat by developing a piece to its natural square.

3 N-B3

A sound move which develops a new piece to a central position. True, this move threatens nothing for the moment, but the mere development of a piece to a central position is the beginning of a concentration of power which, in the long run, may be as potent or more potent than the direct threat. With such a move, the initiative is a bit slower in coming but not less powerful in the long run, and the advantage is that White does not risk very much.

3 ... N-B3

Bringing out the four Knights gives each side a solid, if somewhat unimaginative, set-up. The theory of this set-up will be discussed in Game 8.

4 P-KN3?
In this position a typical beginner's move.

Moving the NP one square, then bringing the Bishop to its N2 is known as a fianchetto (flank development). On its N2, the Bishop dominates the long diagonal and exercises a strong pressure diagonally across the entire board. Under certain circumstances, the fianchetto is a powerful weapon. It is widely used by present-day masters.

In our game, the beginner, having heard of the fianchetto, thinks: "Why not try it myself?" He makes the initial NP move, but, not understanding the purpose behind the move, he fails to complete the fianchetto with B-N2 and, as a matter of fact, soon forgets completely about the fianchetto.

By moving his Pawn to N3, White has created at his KR3 and KB3 squares which can no longer be protected by Pawns. In chess terminology, such squares are known as holes. When the fianchetto is completed by B-N2, the Bishop guards these weakened squares, but, when the Bishop does not go to N2, these holes constitute serious weaknesses on the wing where they exist, as will be shown later in the game.

Here, the fianchetto would be inefficient even if the Bishop were developed to N2, because the diagonal extending from White's KN2-K4 is blocked by White's own KP, which limits the power of a Bishop on N2.

4 ... B-N5

Black now threatens to win a Pawn, not on the very next move, but by 5 ... BxN followed by 6 ... NxP. This type of threat is more subtle than the direct threat. By this threat, the Black Bishop exerts a certain pressure on the White center.

Black could also have taken immediate possession of the center by 4 ... P-Q4. But this would have helped White to control the diagonal after B-N2. After 4 ... P-Q4, the game might have continued 5 PxP NxP, followed by either (a) 6 B-N2 or (b) 6 NxN QxN 7 B-N2, and in either case White is not badly off. This variation illustrates how a player who has gotten behind in an opening may re-establish equality because of unskilful play on the part of his opponent.

Possible also at this point is 4 ... B-B4, which would place Black's KB in a position to attack White's KBP. In analogous positions, White usually tries the Fork Trick (see Game 8, Black's 4th move), but in this position, because of White's ill-advised and incompleted fianchetto and the hole at his KB3, the Fork Trick would result in the loss of a piece for White: 5 NxP? NxN 6 P-Q4 BxP 7 QxB?? N-B6ch, winning the Queen.

5 P-QR3?

A second typical beginner's move. White attacks Black's Bishop with a Pawn. He fails to see that Black threatens by 5 ... BxN to win his KP and that he must do something to meet the threat.

It is not difficult to see that White could have protected his indirectly threatened KP by 5 P-Q3. But there is another way which is much more subtle and which furthers White's development, namely, 5 B-N2. This second way is based on the power of the Bishop along the diagonal. If then 5 ... BxN 6 QPxN NxP 7 NxP! NxN 8 BxN (or 8 Q-Q5).

5 ... BxN

Black exchanges his Bishop for White's Knight in order to win White's centrally placed KP one move later.

White is now faced with the problem of which way to retake. Each method has its advantages. If he plays 6 QPxN, he attains better development and creates open lines for his Queen and his QB and better chances to win back his Pawn. If he plays 6 NPxB, he ends up with a more solid center.
White prefers open lines and plays

6 QPxB

NxB

Black now captures White’s KP. But, before so doing, he calculated what might happen next. We learned in Game 1 that this is called analysis. The analysis here is more extensive than it was in Game 1, in that there are several lines to investigate. Black’s analysis went as follows: If

(a) 7 Q-Q5 N-B3, and the White Queen has to retreat.
(b) 7 Q-K2 P-Q4.
(c) 7 B-N2 (threatening 8 NxB) 7 ... N-B3.
(d) 7 NxP (temporarily sacrificing a piece in the hope of getting it back with a Pawn) 7 ... NxN 8 Q-Q5 Q-K2 9 QxKN N-B6ch, winning the Queen. The weakness created by 4 P-KN3 is already making itself felt.
(e) 7 B-Q3 (see continuation of game).

In no way could White regain his lost Pawn.

7 B-Q3

The natural square for this Bishop was N2, because of the incompleted fianchetto P-KN3. At that square, it guards the holes created by P-N3.

7 ...

N-B3

Black withdraws his Knight in order to threaten to fork White’s Knight and Bishop by ... P-K5.

Supposing that here Black should instead make the very plausible developing move 7 ... P-Q4, protecting his Knight, opening the game, and controlling the center. White by a series of forced moves could then win back his Pawn and come out with at least equality. Strategically, 7 ... P-Q4 is a fine move, but here is what could happen tactically: 8 BxN PxN 9 QxQch KxQ 10 N-N5 (attacking Black’s KP and his KBP simultaneously). Black must reply 10 ... K-K2 in order to avoid losing his KR, and White wins back his lost Pawn by 11 NxP.

8 0-0

White does not see the fork ... P-K5. Or does he?

8 ...

P-K5

Attacking two pieces at the same time by a Pawn or a Knight is known as a fork. Fortunately for White, he has a way out.

9 R-K1

Black cannot now take with his Pawn, because in so doing he would expose his King to check, which is illegal. In the bargain, White is now attacking Black’s KP twice, threatening to win it by 10 BxP.

An incorrect execution of the same idea would be 9 Q-K2?, for then Black could win the White Bishop after 9 ... 0-0 10 BxP R-K1 11 N-Q2 P-Q4.

Note that 9 BxP NxB 10 R-K1 P-Q4 would not be sufficient for White.

9 ...

P-Q4

Black must protect his twice attacked Pawn, but now he is threatening to win either the Knight or the Bishop after 10 ... 0-0.

10 B-QN5

White wishes to escape the consequences of the fork. Preferable, however, would have been 10 N-Q4, in order to avoid the Knight pin which follows.

10 ...

B-N5
Black avails himself of the opportunity to win a piece, since White has made possible the taking of the Knight by blocking the action of the White Rook along the K-file. White, however, now has the possibility of giving a discovered check, one of the strongest weapons in chess.

12 BxP dis ch

If Black should now answer 12 . . . K-B1, White would then win back the piece and a Pawn. But, unfortunately for White, Black can cover the discovered check with the threatened Bishop and thus save it.

A discovered check is so potent that all possibilities must be examined. If, instead of 12 BxP dis ch, White had played 12 B-QR6 dis ch, Black would have to play carefully: (a) 12 . . . B-K3? 13 BxP (attacking the Black Rook and Knight) 13 . . . N-K2 (to save the Knight) 14 BxR, winning the exchange; (b) 12 . . . N-K2 (removing the Knight from QB3) 13 BxP R-QN1, and White wins only a Pawn for his piece.

12 . . .

Black covers White's check and saves his Bishop.

13 B-N5

White makes a pin of his own. But there are pins and pins, and the White pin does not entail the threats that the Black pin did.

13 . . . 0-0

14 BxN

White reasons: "If Black plays 14 . . . PxN, I will have opened up his K-side and given him a double isolated Pawn; if he plays 14 . . . QxB, I can win a Pawn by 15 BxP BxB 16 QxP." White has looked two moves ahead, which is commendable, but he should have looked ahead still farther, as we shall soon see.

14 . . . QxB

15 BxP?
This is as far as White had analyzed when he played 13 B-N5. He either failed to analyze farther, or he did not realize that it is dangerous to place one's Queen and Bishop on the same file, especially when one's opponent can post his Rook on that file.

15 ... 
QR-Q1

White's Bishop is now pinned, and Black threatens ... RxB or ... BxP.

16 P-QB4

His only possibility—to protect his Bishop a second time.

16 ...

N-K4

This move has two purposes:

(a) Black threatens to win the Bishop by attacking it by ... P-B3, which demonstrates a general situation in which one can win a pinned piece by attacking it with a Pawn.

(b) He places his Knight on a central square from which it radiates pressure and in particular threatens at a suitable time to occupy his KB6-square and harass the White King.

17 Q-K2

This move looks very good to White, for he gets his Queen out of the range of the Black Rook, he unpins his Bishop, and attacks the Black Knight twice. But Black has a superior position because of White's weak squares at his KB3 and KR3. A little better would have been 17 Q-R5, which accomplishes just as much and also protects White's KR3-square from invasion by the Black Bishop. We shall soon see what this means.

17 ...

RxB!

Black sacrifices the "exchange" (a Rook for a minor piece) in order to bring his Bishop to the long central diagonal which White should be controlling by a fianchettoed Bishop at his KN2.

A Rook is normally stronger than a Bishop, but when it is clearly desirable to have a Bishop perform a certain piece of work, then one must not hesitate to sacrifice the exchange.

17 ... BxB would have netted only a Pawn: (a) 18 PxR RxP; (b) 18 QxN QxQ 19 RxQ BxP. So Black would have regained the Pawn he lost on the 15th move and would again be a clear piece ahead.

With 17 ... RxB, Black takes the maximum advantage of the holes on the K-side. Moreover, the Black Knight is now protected by the Black Rook, so that White is forced to retake the Rook.

18 PxR

N-B6ch

If Black had continued in the sequence and played 18 ... BxP?, White would have won back his piece by 19 QxN. But Black first plays what is known as an in-between move: that is, a forcing move between the moves of a sequence, in order to force the King to go to a less favorable square and also to get his Knight out of danger. Because of the priority of check, White must move his King immediately, and if 19 K-B1?? B-R6 mate.

19 K-N2

BxP

By putting his Bishop in a straight line with the White King, Black has two deadly threats based on discovered check: (a) to win the Queen by 20 ... N-Q5 dis ch; (b) to win the Rook by 20 ... NxB db ch.

20 K-B1

Anything to get the King out of range of the terrible discovered check. But by this move, which is doubtless the least bad of the
few moves at his disposal, White has created the possibility of another type of combination. He has moved his King onto a straight line with the Queen. When the King and Queen are in a straight line, whether diagonal, horizontal, or vertical, look for a combination!

20 ... B-B5!

Black is apparently sacrificing his Bishop. Why? He could have first won an extra Pawn by 20 ... NxPch 21 K-N1 N-B6ch, and the White King would have to return to his KB1. But why make this extra effort? Black's advantage is already overwhelming.

21 QxB

If the Queen does not take the Bishop, the Bishop will take the Queen. But now the King and Queen have two diagonal squares between them—just the right number for a Knight fork.

21 ... N-Q7ch

22 Resigns

For the King is compelled to move, and with 22 ... NxB, White loses his Queen.

With a Black Queen, Rook, and Knight against White's two Rooks, Black has an overwhelming advantage. Even against such odds, beginners often play on, and perhaps against other begin-

ners they have some chance of recovering. But against a stronger player White has no chance whatever, and there is no point in prolonging the agony. When the odds are overwhelmingly against you, resign and get on with the next game.
Game 4

Center control in the opening
Not playing the same piece twice during the opening
Opening lines to attack the unprotected King
The power of open lines
Combinational motifs: discovered check, double check, the loose piece

When a master or a strong amateur plays a beginner, it is not winning that counts—for it is almost certain that, during the course of the game, the beginner will make a sufficient number of errors to lose, no matter how his more experienced opponent plays. The real challenge to the stronger player is how to handle in a theoretically correct manner the successive positions which arise from the unconventional play of the beginner, and how to win the game in the shortest and most direct manner.

Uneconomical and incorrect as the beginner’s play may be, he is by no means irretrievably lost at every point in a game, and at times he stumbles by mere chance into positions which, if properly continued from his side by a master, could lead his opponent into considerable difficulty.

Positions from beginners’ games are especially fascinating in that they often pose in the most elementary form some of the basic problems of chess technique. To see how a master handles a given position in his game against the beginner is the more interesting because the punishment of an error is likely to be more overwhelming as a result of the beginner’s complete inability to find his way out.

In Game 4, the beginner compromises his position increasingly by a succession of inferior moves, and the master steadily increases his superiority until he can announce mate.

Irregular Opening

Beginner
1 P-K3

Master

Almost no one but a beginner ever opens with the neutral 1 P-K3, because White also has at his disposal the positive 1 P-K4, which takes a firmer command of the center and begins a process of opening more lines.

Yet 1 P-K3 cannot be considered a bad move. With the White pieces one can permit oneself this neutral move, for White can afford to take more liberties than Black. In short, since 1 ... P-K3 is one of the standard replies to 1 P-K4 (French Defense—see Games 6 and 21-23), the text cannot be bad.

1 ...

P-Q4

Black, who is striving to overcome the slight disadvantage he had from being the second player (read Introduction § 22—The nature of the chess struggle), makes this normal and efficient move in which he occupies the center and now exercises some measure of control over his QB5 and K5 squares, since no White piece could now go to the squares without running the risk of being taken.

2 N-KB3

N-KB3

Both players move their KN to what is, in general, the natural square for the KN, namely, the square at which the Knight brings the greatest pressure on the center and commands the largest number of squares on the board.

3 N-B3

A beginner’s move.

It is true that the White QN is now developed to its natural square, but, made at this point, it blocks the development of the
QBP, which could also aid very effectively in the control of the center.

The same criticism could not as effectively be made of 2 N-KB3. It is true that 2 P-KB4 would also help to control the center, but this move has its negative aspects:

(a) The K-wing is weakened thereby (compare with the remarks concerning 1 P-KB4 in Game 1).

(b) White's important K4-square might then become a weak square for White and a strong square for Black (after White had played P-Q4), because, if Black should then post a piece on it, that piece could no longer be driven back by a White KBP.

There are cases, however, in which it is preferable to play P-KB4 before N-KB3.

Best here is 3 P-QB4, to be followed later by N-B3.

3 ... P-K3

Black continues to build up a strong center and to open a diagonal for his KB. In so doing, it is true that he shuts in his QB, but, in the position at hand, he cannot be criticized for doing this.

Whether to bring the QB outside the chain of Pawns is a problem in itself. It has advantages and disadvantages. If White can exchange the Black QB for a Knight, the disadvantage to Black prevails. In this position, for instance, White could answer 3 ... B-B4 by 4 N-KR4, and if Black wants to avoid the exchange of Bishop for Knight, he has to retreat to Q2 or B1. Black will have lost a tempo, but White's Knight will also have lost a tempo.

4 N-QR4?

A typical beginner's move, wrong on several counts:

(a) The same piece is moved twice in the opening, whereas in general it is more efficient to develop different pieces once each during the opening.

(b) A Knight is moved from the center of the board, where it brings to bear the greatest amount of pressure, to the side of the board, where its radius of influence is much decreased.

(c) The Knight is moved to a square on which it is unprotected; therefore, it becomes a loose piece, and loose pieces are always more subject to attack than protected pieces.

(d) The move is made completely without purpose, either strategical or tactical.

It must be kept in mind that such a move would not be entirely bad if White had played it there with a purpose. But in this game it was moved without any purpose. The continuation of the game will show how vulnerable the Knight is.

4 ... P-B4!

Strong. First of all, this is a center move which increases Black's command over the center squares; second, it opens a diagonal which permits Black's Queen to go to its QR4, and this is especially significant because it can now do so in connection with White's poorly posted QN at QR4. At certain points in the game, the Black Queen may not derive any advantage from going to QR4, but the important thing is that it always has the possibility of going there.

5 P-Q4

A good move. It occupies a center square and increases the pressure against Black's QB4, apparently threatening to win
Black's QBP. Thus, the move means a kind of rehabilitation of White's last move. White's decision to occupy the center was a strategic one: that is, it had to do with general positional planning. In making this move, White had to look into Black's possible replies: that is, he had to look into the tactical implications of his move or the immediate consequences of such a position on the board. He had to take account of the continuation 5 ... Q-R4ch, attacking both King and Knight. If White replies

(a) 6 P-B3, parrying the double threat in one move, he renders Black's attack ineffective for the moment, since after 6 ... P-QN4 7 NxB loses a Pawn for Black; yet White's QN is far from ideally placed—Black first plays 6 ... P-B5 and then threatens 7 ... B-Q2 or 7 ... P-QN4; if White replies

(b) 6 N-B3, then Black is able to increase his pressure by moves such as 6 ... N-K5 or 6 ... PxP followed by 7 ... B-N5.

Actually, White does not threaten to win the QBP, since 6 PxP can be answered by 6 ... BxP 7 NxB Q-R4ch. But Black would have to exchange his Bishop for the White Knight, which he does not wish to do. Therefore, he replies:

5 ... QN-Q2

Black protects his QBP by developing his QN.

What should White do now? His QN is badly placed; therefore, he should try to get out of his compromised position with the least possible disadvantage. Relatively best, therefore, is 6 NxP, after which 6 ... NxB 7 PxN BxP. Black will have won one tempo and will have gained superiority in the center, the relatively minor consequences of White's faulty 4 N-QR4. But White, who does not realize what constitutes good and bad positions, plays another typical beginner's move:

6 N-K5?

White again makes the elementary error of moving a developed piece a second time in the opening. This can be done when a player has a special purpose, such as completing a double attack against a vulnerable spot in the opponent's position; but here there was no special reason for such a move. 6 N-K5 is so much the worse because it gives Black the possibility of ... NxB and after PxN, White's QN is again very badly situated (because he lacks the possibility of QNxB), and whatever benefit White had obtained from his 5 P-Q4 (pressure against Black's QBP) has been nullified.

White has already made two errors, thus compounding his weaknesses. Black now has the right to expect more than equality. So he follows the line suggested above and plays:

6 ...

NxB

Black makes the exchange simply because, after White retakes, the Black position will be vastly superior: a strong center, developed pieces to contrast with White's lack of center control and no pieces developed except one badly placed Knight.

7 PxN

Black could now continue 7 ... N-Q2, after which he could win a Pawn in an enterprising way if White should try to protect his advanced KP by 8 P-KB4? The win of the Pawn is based on the fact that White's K-side is now open and his QN is a loose piece: 8 ... NxB 9 PxN Q-R5ch, followed by 10 ... QxB. Here is another example of the disadvantage White has incurred by having his Knight displaced and loose at QR4. But 7 ... N-Q2 will not win a Pawn by force, for White could play 8 B-N5 and if 8 ... Q-R4ch 9 N-B3. Nonetheless, with 7 ... N-Q2, certainly Black has the best of it because of his control of the center and his better development.

But Black is out for bigger game, so he plays

7 ...

N-K5

This move prevents the White Knight from effectively returning to its B3. Because the Knight is loose, it also threatens to win a Pawn by 8 ... NxB 9 KxB Q-R5ch, followed by 10 QxB.

How can White meet this threat? A simple developing move like 8 B-K3 will not do, since Black simply carries out his threat. Note the force of a threat.
Preferable was 9 N-B3 NxB 10 PxN (10 B-Q2? NxB 11 BxQ NxNP loses a piece and a Pawn for White and 10 Q-Q2 loses at least a Pawn after 10 ... P-Q5) 10 ... QxPch 11 B-Q2 QxP/K4, which loses two Pawns for White but leaves him with the possibility of ruining castling for Black by 12 B-N5ch B-Q2 13 BxB ch KxB. To prevent Black from castling might be worth one Pawn, but certainly not two Pawns.

9 ... B-Q2

The obvious 9 ... P-QN4 wins the White Knight for Black, but then 10 P-B3 wins the Black Knight for White. With the text, 10 P-B3 is refuted by 10 ... BxN 11 Q-K2 NxBP, etc. If instead, after 10 ... BxN White plays 11 P-N3, then 11 ... QxPch clearly maintains the piece for Black. This last variation leads with exchange of moves to the actual game.

10 P-N3

Forced.

10 ... BxN

Black removes the Knight in order to strip White's QBP of its defense. Moreover, the text move ruins the White Q-side Pawn structure.

11 PxB QxPch

Notice that Black must take with the Queen in order to force the issue.

Consider 11 ... NxBP, which would be answered by 12 Q-Q2, pinning the Knight, and

(a) 12 ... P-Q5 13 B-N5ch! K moves 14 B-N2, winning back material.

(b) 12 ... 0-0-0 13 B-QN2 P-Q5 still gives Black some advantage, but not as much as in the actual game.

12 B-Q2 NxB

And Black has won a piece, for 13 QxN? QxRch.
White is now a piece and a Pawn down. He must therefore find the line which will cause Black the most trouble, one in which Black could easily go wrong.

13 R-QB1?

White misses the opportunity to spoil Black’s castling by 13 B-N5ch, which would have created complications, making it more difficult for Black to find the right way, as appears from 13 ... K-Q1 14 R-QB1 Q-N5! (14 ... N-B6 db ch? 15 K-K2 winning the Knight) 15 QxN P-B5! and Black threatens to win White’s QB by 16 ... P-QR3:

(a) 16 BxP QxQch 17 KxQ PxR.
(b) 16 RxP QxQch 17 KxQ PxR.

13 ...

N-B6 db ch

Double checks are always more forcing than others, for the King must meet two checks at the same time and therefore has to move.

14 K-K2

Black has forced White to move his King to a square where it blocks his Bishop, thus preventing it from giving check on QN5 and also depriving Black of his right to castle.

14 ...

QxKP/4

As will become evident after Black’s next move, 14 ... QxKP indirectly protects the Black Knight. But White does not see this, and in his eagerness to win a piece, he loses the exchange.

15 KxN?

White does not see the continuation, which leaves him with a Rook down. A better move would be 15 B-N2 N-Q5ch, after which White is a minor piece down.

15 ...

Q-K5ch

16 K-K2

QxR

17 K-Q2!

White becomes sly and threatens to win the Queen by 18 B-N5ch.

17 ...

P-B5

Black parries the threat and mobilizes his Bishop. 17 ... QxP would have won Black a Pawn but cost him his castling privilege after 18 B-N5ch. All in all, Black is further ahead by mobilizing his Bishop.

18 R-N1

0-0-0

In one move, Black defends the threatened QNP and brings the Rook into the game on a file where it is ready to support the attack against the White King.

19 Q-R5

A useless attack against Black’s KBP, made with no coordination of pieces. Preferable was 19 Q-B2, keeping the pieces together.

19 ...

Q-K5

Black brings his Queen back into the center with tempo; that is, he now threatens White’s Rook, which will have to move before White can undertake anything else. Since a move with tempo
forces the opponent to protect something, it gives the side that makes it a free move.

20 R-N5

Now Black has gained sufficient material, and he starts thinking how to force a quick decision.

20 ... P-Q5!

The right strategy! When the hostile King is out in the open, open the position. Black brings his Rook into the direct offensive.

21 BxP (?)

Equally bad is 21 Pxp. Relatively best would have been 21 QxBP, which could have been followed by 21 ... PxB db ch 22 K-K1 PxB db ch 23 KxP R-Q7ch 24 K-N1 and Black has to make good moves in order to break all resistance: e.g., 24 ... B-Q3 or 24 ... B-R6, threatening ... R-B1. The White Queen and Bishop control White's KB2 and KN2 squares sufficiently so that Black is rather limited in his possibilities.

21 ... PxB db ch

Attacking the King and the Bishop simultaneously.

22 K-B3 PxB

To free Black's K6-square.

23 QxBP

Catch as catch can. White would do better to look to his defenses, but there is actually very little to be done in the light of Black's overwhelming control of open lines. White could offer to exchange Queens by 23 Q-K2 and get into a hopeless ending.

23 ... Q-K6ch
24 K-N2

If 24 K-B2 R-Q7ch and mate in two.

24 ... B-R6ch
Game 5

Seizing the initiative by opening the center
Tactical possibilities of the Ponziani Opening
Winning material by attacking the defender
Mutilating the opponent’s Pawn position
Taking advantage of the opponent’s loose piece
Preserving attacking power by not exchanging
The self-pin
Drawing the King into a mating-net

When experienced chess players meet each other over the board, they follow familiar theoretical lines known as openings for a certain number of moves at the outset of the game. The beginner, unaware of these lines, often accidentally starts out his game with some known opening, but after a few moves he deviates from the theoretically correct continuation. His opponent is therefore obliged to think early in the game but gets the opportunity to apply the basic chess principles which will improve his position. Once he obtains an advantage in the opening, he can cast about for the continuation which will increase this advantage and lead to eventual victory.

An advantage at a given point in the opening by no means assures a player of an automatic win nor even of a continuing superiority. Each move offers its strategical and tactical problems. At each move, the player must take stock of the situation and look for the correct continuation. If he fails to find it, his opponent frequently has ways at his disposal to regain at least equality.

Beginners often think that successful chess play depends on a rote knowledge of book variations. For them, it would be quite impossible to learn the hundreds of variations of book openings. It is desirable rather to learn the general principles of opening play, to study the basic strategical ideas behind the most common openings, and to learn how to handle the tactical problems which arise during the opening.

The Ponziani Opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Master</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 N-KB3</td>
<td>N-QB3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These moves, which we have already studied in Games 2 and 3, are excellent. No better have been found. The question before White now is how to continue.

At this point, he has a number of possibilities, most of which will be discussed in this book. Among these are:

(a) 3 N-B3, leading to the Four Knights Openings (see Games 3 and 8).
(b) 3 P-B3, the Ponziani Opening (see the continuation of this game).
(c) 3 P-Q4, the Scotch Game (see Game 18).
(d) 3 B-N5, Ruy López (see Game 12).
(e) 3 B-B4, leading to the Guıoco Piano (see Game 25), or to the Two Knights Defense.

Of these, White chooses a continuation which is sufficient, not bad, but neither is it the strongest move possible at this point. He plays

3 P-B3

White, the beginner, has fallen by chance into the Ponziani Opening. He hopes to continue with 4 P-Q4 and to build a strong Pawn center for himself. This is his strategic aim. Strategy deals with general planning. It does not deal with the problems which arise one by one in carrying out the moves as the pieces come in
contact with the opponent’s pieces. Those problems are in the realm of tactics, as we shall soon see.

The general idea behind 3 P-B3 is good, but the move has three disadvantages:

(a) It develops a Pawn, rather than a piece, leaving White behind in development.

(b) It places a Pawn on White’s QB3, the natural square to which to develop the QN.

(c) It temporarily creates a hole on his Q3. On the other hand, the move is advantageous in that it opens a second diagonal for the Queen, and, as we shall see in the comments after White’s 4th move, the use of this diagonal can be tricky in the hands of experienced players.

3 ...  
P-Q4

Since White, in playing 3 P-B3, has relinquished the initiative, Black now seizes it and at the same time opens up his game.

Usually Black cannot attain ... P-Q4 successfully early in the KP openings, because, after PxP QxP, White can drive the Black Queen away with a gain in tempo by playing N-QB3. In this game, on the contrary, Black can play 3 ... P-Q4 successfully, for, after 4 PxP QxP, White does not have at his disposal the continuation 5 N-B3. Contrast this with the situation in the Center Counter Gambit: 1 P-K4 P-Q4 2 PxP QxP 3 N-QB3, where the Black Queen must move with a loss of tempo (compare Game 15, moves 2 and 3).

By bringing his QP in contact with White’s KP, thus threatening to win it, Black has created a tactical situation which White will have to handle in some way if he hopes to retain equality.

What should one do with this opening? It is no opening for beginners, because tactics predominate in the play. There are no simple strategic principles to govern the general lines in this opening. If, after 3 P-B3 P-Q4, White does not make use of his tactical chances by 4 Q-R4 or 4 B-N5—as our beginner does not—he may get into trouble. Then the opening is very bad indeed.

The advanced player will be interested in looking into the tactical opportunities:

(a) 4 Q-R4

(a1) 4 ... PxP (obvious but not best) 5 NxP Q-Q4 6 NxN Pxn (6 ... QxN?? 7 B-N5) 7 B-B4 Q-Q2 8 0-0 N-B3 (8 ... B-Q3? 9 B-N5 PxP 10 QxPch followed by 11 QxR) 9 P-Q3 PxP 10 BxP (tricky again—White threatens B-B5 and Black’s Queen is tied down to the defense of the QB) 10 ... B-N2 11 Q-B2 and White is better off.

(a2) 4 ... B-Q2 (a gambit—Black sacrifices a Pawn for a quick development) 5 PxP N-Q5 6 Q-Q1 NxNch 7 QxN P-KB4 8 P-Q4 P-K5 9 Q-Q1 B-Q3 (not so convincing especially for a beginner, and this applies to the whole variation).

(a3) 4 ... N-B3 (again a Pawn sacrifice) 5 NxP B-Q3 6 NxN PxP 7 P-Q3 (or 7 QxPch, taking a second Pawn, after which Black enlarges his advance in development by 7 ... B-Q2) 7 ... 0-0 8 B-N5 P-KR3 9 BxN QxB (theory states: Black has sufficient compensation—difficult to explain).

(a4) 4 ... P-B3 (solid and best, but against all principles because it takes the natural square from the Black KN) 5 B-N5 N-K2 6 PxP QxP 7 P-Q4 B-Q2 8 0-0 PxP 9 PxP P-K4! 10 BxPch QxB (with an even game).

(b) 4 B-N5

(b1) 4 ... P-B3 (see a4).
(b2) 4 . . . PxP 5 NxP Q-Q4 6 Q-R4 N-K2 7 P-KB4 PxP e.p. 8 NxP/B3 P-QR3 9 B-K2 N-N3 10 0-0 with about an even game.

In the game at hand, the beginner, seeing the threat to his KP, makes a move calculated to take care of the immediate situation, but the move fails to take into account the long-range strategy indicated for White.

4 B-Q3?

A typical beginner's move. It is bad because it prevents White from later playing the natural P-Q3 or P-Q4.

4 . . .  N-B3

This is an important move from several points of view: (a) Black develops his KN to its KB3, where it is the most effective because it brings pressure on the largest number of center squares; (b) an additional piece is brought to bear on White's PK4, which was already attacked by Black's QP. Thus, Black's threat to win White's KP has been renewed.

Black will not help White by playing instead 4 . . . PxP, for then White improves his position by 5 BxP, and after 5 . . . B-Q2 (to prevent BxNch PxB and its double isolated Pawn) 6 P-Q4, and White has retrieved his mistake of 4 B-Q3? (blocking the advance of the QP) and taken full advantage of his 3 P-B3, which prepares P-Q4.

The questionable Black move 4 . . . PxP illustrates how players sometimes make moves which improve their opponent's position, and how a player who has gotten into an unfavorable opening variation can sometimes retrieve an unfavorable position and turn it into a favorable one.

The position at hand after 4 . . . N-B3 calls for analysis. It is necessary to consider each reasonable move, how one's opponent will answer that move, and, if possible, what the continuation will be. Then it is necessary to evaluate the positions arising from the various possibilities and to choose the one which is best or, if there are several which seem equally good, the one which is most suited to one's temperament.

Let us consider the possibilities one by one. This will show how many facets the position may offer.

(a) 5 Q-B2. Black can now exchange his Knight for White's Bishop, a slight advantage, and put White's Queen in an unfavorable position as follows: 5 . . . PxP 6 BxP NxB 7 QxN P-B4 8 Q-K2 B-Q3, and Black has greater control of the center and better development. Or Black need not even liquidate in the center. He can also play 5 . . . B-Q3. This line, however, can become complicated: 6 PxP NxB 7 BxP P-N3 8 BxP PxB 9 QxPch—three Pawns and attacking chances for White against a piece for Black.

(b) 5 Q-R4. The result can be the same as in the preceding variation: 5 . . . PxP 6 BxP NxB 7 QxN, etc., as in (a). Again 5 . . . B-Q3 is possible, maintaining the tension, which, in general, is favorable for the normal developer.

(c) 5 PxP QxP. Black has a powerful center and threatens (in addition to 6 . . . QxB) 6 . . . P-K5, winning a piece by a fork.

(d) 5 Q-K2. Black can either play 5 . . . PxP with the same continuation as in (a) or 5 . . . B-Q3 as in (a).

(e) 5 B-N5, counterattacking instead of protecting his Pawn. The game might continue 5 . . . PxP 6 NxB Q-Q4 and (1) 7 BxNch PxB followed by either (a) 8 P-Q4 PxP e.p. (losing the KNP) or (b) 8 Q-R4 B-N2 and Black is a little better off; (2) 7 NxB 8 N-Q4 Q-KN4 with superior de-
selection and initiative; (3) 7 Q-R4 QxN 8 BxNch B-Q2
9 BxBch NxB with superior development and initiative. Here
as well, 5 . . . B-Q3 is to be considered.

For White, the least bad of these variations is 5 Q-B2 or
5 B-N5.

But White, a beginner, not being capable of analyzing, thinks
only of the necessity of supporting his KP once more. He plays
5 N-N5?

A naïve way of protecting his KP. The move is insufficient and
temporary, since the defender, the KN, can be driven back im-
mediately.

5 ...

P-KR3

Black follows the rule which states: “Attack the defender with
a Pawn if possible—other kinds of attack might also be useful—
thus forcing the defender to move and abandon the square from
which it protects.”

If White should now return to his KB3-square where his Knight
is most powerful, Black would win a piece by 6 . . . PxP. Therefore, he is compelled to withdraw his Knight to a side square and plays

6 N-KR3

From this side square, the Knight controls little territory. But
that is not the worse. Black replies

6 ...

BxN

Why does Black capture here and thus not only exchange a
Bishop for a Knight but also reduce his attacking force? For one
thing, his QB has not yet moved, and by playing 6 . . . BxN, he
exchanges an undeveloped Black piece for a developed White
piece. More important still, by this exchange he mutilates the
White Pawn position.

7 PxB

White now has a serious weakness—a set of doubled isolated
Pawns. Such Pawns are especially weak since they cannot be
defended by other Pawns and can be advanced only by slow
steps. Here, the situation is even worse because White was com-
pelled to take toward the side instead of toward the center. Also,
the Pawn protection for the King is demolished on the K-side.

7 ...

PxP

Black not only wins a Pawn—he improves his position, for his
extra Pawn is in the center of the board, where it acts as a re-
straining force on White’s development and from which point it
can be pushed to advantage when the time comes.

8 B-N5

White, who is forced to move his Bishop, pins the Black QN,
a positive action. But on QN5, the Bishop is loose. We shall see
how Black gains in time and therefore in development because of
this. He makes a double threat.

8 ...

Q-Q4

Black threatens both to win the White Bishop by 9 . . . QxB
and to break up White’s K-side position by 9 . . . P-K6, since
White will then be forced to protect his KR.

9 Q-R4

White protects his Bishop. Perhaps he would have done better
to simplify by 9 BxNch and then try to attack along the KN-file by
R-N1. Yet that line does not offer many prospects either, for after
9 BxNch QxB 10 R-N1 0-0-0, White is completely tied up. No action is possible along the KN-file; the center is blocked because of the presence of the Black Rook on Q1; the QN cannot develop to its natural square because of the QBP on QB3. One piece alone cannot do very much. What counts is the cooperation of several pieces.

9 ... P-K6!

By his 9th move, White was able to protect the loose Bishop and thus eliminate one threat, but Black now uses his double center Pawn to the best advantage. He threatens simultaneously to capture White’s KR and to break up the K-position further by ... PxPch.

10 BxNch

Black must now take care of the check before continuing his own attack. He has the choice of taking the Bishop with the QNP or with his Queen. He would not think of playing 10 ... QxB, for then White could reply 11 QxQch, and, after 11 ... PxQ 12 QPxP, White would win back his Pawn, and much of Black’s attacking power would be gone. Black himself would have a double isolated Pawn and an isolated RP so that the position would be even.

This line illustrates how important it is, even when one has a clearly superior position, to choose the move with which one can press one’s advantage, and how dangerous it is to play mechanically or indifferently.

The side that has the attack must avoid the exchange of pieces as far as possible, for exchanges cut down attacking power. As a corollary, the side that is being attacked should force exchanges as far as possible in order to cut down the power of the attack.

10 ... PxB

11 0-0

11 R-B1 was perhaps a little better; it is not usually wise to castle when the side on which one castles is wide open.

11 ... PxPch

Black strips the White King of its Pawn support.

12 RxP

No better would be 12 KxP, which would be followed by 12 ... B-B4ch.

12 ... B-B4

Pinning the Rook.
Black takes possession of the open lines at his disposal. Notice Black’s superior development, his greater command of territory. His pieces are either developed or can be developed quickly along the open lines. White’s position is cramped; his King is virtually out in the open undefended.

13 P-Q4

The only way to save the exchange.

13 ... PxP

White now takes advantage of the temporary lull in the Black attack to initiate a little attack himself. He plays

14 R-K2ch

Thus White saves his Rook. Checks often force the opponent to play to his detriment, but this check results only in causing Black to make a move which he would have made anyway. The loss of the castling privilege to Black does not mean anything in this case.

14 ... K-Q2

In this way Black brings his King to a square where it is completely safe, and the opportunity is made to win the exchange by 15 ... P-Q6 dis ch 16 R-B2. 15 K-B1 will not help, for Black only replies 15 ... Q-R8ch 16 K-B2 P-Q6 dis ch, winning the exchange. Therefore,

15 PxP BxPch
Black is now in full control of two adjacent diagonals. If 16 K-B1 Q-R8 mate. Therefore, White gets out of check by a self-pin, that is, he interposes his own Bishop so that it is pinned.

16 B-K3

Black now has at his disposal a number of good replies, such as 16 ... R-K1 and 16 ... Q-B6. But he takes full advantage of the pin and the open lines to draw White into a mating net, a situation where the pieces of the attacking side control an overwhelming number of squares and by checks force the opposing King to advance into these squares, where it is then mated. Black plays

16 ... Q-N4ch

White cannot reply 17 BxQ, because his Bishop is self-pinned.

17 K-B2

To protect his twice-attacked Bishop, for 17 K-B1, BxB loses a piece. After the text Black could win a piece by 17 ... Q-B5ch 18 K moves BxB. But when it is a question of a mating net, it is much more important to bring additional pieces into the game, especially if one can do so with tempo. Black therefore plays

17 ... N-K5ch

A third piece comes into the fray.

18 K-B3

If 18 K-B1 BxB 19 RxB (19 QxN? Q-N8 mate) 19 ... QxR and an early mate.

18 ...

Q-B4ch

19 B-B4?

Better but insufficient as well is 19 K-N2 BxB and (a) 20 RxB? Q-B7ch 21 K-R1 Q-B8 mate; (b) 20 N-B3 NxN 21 PxN Q-Q4ch 22 K-N3 (22 K-B1? Q-R8 mate) 22 ... Q-N4ch 23 K-B3 Q-R4ch, etc. (24 KxB? R-K1ch). If on either the 23rd or 24th move, White plays Q-N4ch, ... QxQ simplifies, the point being that, although Black has a piece to the good, he must be very careful, since his King is out in the open and in some danger. But as soon as the Queens disappear, whether on the 23rd or 24th move, this danger is eliminated.

Notice how the White King is confined by Black's control of squares. If White had time to make a move or two, he could eliminate some of the attacking pieces. But the checks continue relentlessly.

19 ...

N-N4ch

20 K-N3 QxP mate

Or if 20 K-N2 QxPch 21 K-R1 Q-B8 mate.

Once White played 11 0-0, he did not have a chance. Each Black blow entailed some sort of threat or the equivalent, which prevented White from developing and brought his King into an ever more compromising position. All this was the result of the fact that Black took advantage of White's inferior moves and errors.
Game 6

General ideas behind the opening moves 1 P-K4 P-K3
Theory behind and possible continuations after 3 P-K5 P-QB4
Disadvantages of the move B-QN5, followed by BxNc6 in the
French Defense
Play along diagonals
Sacrifice of Pawn to create flight square
Maneuvering opponent into untenable position

Behind every chess opening is some fundamental idea for gaining control of the chessboard. Every theoretical opening consists of a series of moves by White designed to retain and increase the slight superiority White has by virtue of playing first and of a series of countermoves by Black designed to neutralize White's efforts. In all sound openings, equality results after a given number of moves. In certain openings, equality is much more difficult to attain than in others.

Of prime importance in playing an opening is an understanding of the basic ideas behind that opening. A rote knowledge of a number of variations of an opening is superficial, if helpful, but the player who knows only variations does not get along when his opponent deviates from the variations with which he is familiar. On the other hand, a player who understands the basic ideas behind an opening realizes where the real strength of the opening lies, and plays accordingly.

When one player understands the ideas behind the opening and the opponent has no inkling of these ideas and therefore does not meet thrusts with counterthrusts, the better informed player often attains the maximum advantage which can be derived from the opening he is using.

But chess is so complex that, once players leave a book line, the game may proceed in channels rather different from the conventional ones. In such cases, more important even than an understanding of the opening is a knowledge of the fundamental strengths of a chess position and an ability to apply them in the position at hand.

Once a side has superiority, open lines are very useful in allowing players to make the most of the developed pieces. In the game that follows, White's typical amateur errors give Black wide-open lines and the maximum opportunity to capitalize on his advantages. We shall see how he uses them.

The French Defense

Amateur
1 P-K4

Master
P-K3

Compared with 1 ... P-K4, this looks like a timid move; but, in the hands of a player who knows the ideas behind it, it is the beginning of an excellent system of strategy called the French Defense, in which the Black player plans (a) to build up a solid Pawn wall of defense by ... P-Q4; (b) to attack the White center by means of ... P-QB4 at a propitious moment, supposing that White has played P-Q4, as he usually does. This type of game gives chances to both sides, but the opening may lead to a debacle for White if he fails to understand Black's over-all aims and the import of his individual moves. The theory of the French Defense will be explained in detail in Game 21 and further in Games 22 and 23.

2 P-Q4

White quite properly takes immediate command of the center.
Non-book players often reply 2 N-KB3, after which Black still continues by 2 ... P-Q4, which may lead to the same variations as we get in the book lines: e.g., (a) 3 PxP PxP 4 P-Q4 (exchange
variation of the French); (b) 3 P-K5 P-QB4, which may lead to positions analogous to those in the game. If White neither takes nor pushes but plays 3 N-B3, then Black has the choice between several good moves: 3 ... N-KB3, 3 ... P-QB4, and 3 ... P-Q5.

2 ... P-Q4

Black completes his defensive Pawn-formation and threatens 3 ... PxB, thus compelling White to do something to meet his threat.

White must now either protect his threatened Pawn by 3 N-QB3 (the commonest continuation) or by 3 N-Q2 (the Tarrasch variation) or exchange center Pawns by 3 PnP (the exchange variation), which tends to lead to symmetrical positions with an eventual draw, or continue by pushing the KP, a variation often played by amateurs and occasionally by masters.

3 P-K5

![Chessboard Diagram]

At first glance, this push appears strong, for it brings the White KP to the fifth rank and into enemy territory. However, the move also entails serious disadvantages: (a) White loses a tempo by moving his KP a second time; (b) he relieves the tension which existed in the center when either side could exchange and instead substitutes a set position by fixing the Pawns—in general, it is best to maintain tension in the center as long as possible; (c) as soon as the White KP is on K5, White's QP must take over the task of defending it and therefore becomes more vulnerable to attack; thus, by 3 P-K5, White creates in his QP a target for Black's attack.

As to the value of 3 P-K5, chess theory has varied considerably during the past century. Played all through the nineteenth century, this variation was discredited in the early twentieth century, only to be revived by Nimzovich, who gave it a new lease on life with his theories. At present, 3 P-K5 is considered satisfactory, although not leading to advantage.

3 ... P-QB4

Black immediately threatens to break up White's center. The problem of what White should do about it is very fascinating from a theoretical point of view.

According to many chess theoreticians, White must try to maintain his center as long as possible. To this end, he supports his PQ4 by 4 P-QB3, and a long struggle for the possession of the center usually ensues. The game might continue: 4 ... N-QB3 5 N-B3 Q-N3 6 B-K2 (White cannot bring his QB to the support of the center by means of 6 B-K3 because the Black Queen is pressing down on White'sQN2) 6 ... PnP (Black exchanges at this point to prevent White from getting command of his Q4-square, for if 6 ... B-Q2 7 PnP! BxP 8 0-0, followed by 9 P-QN4, 10 QN-Q2, 11 N-N3 and mastery of the Q4-square. See the comment to White's 4th move in the game. Notice that when White exchanges QP for QBP earlier, he gets into trouble on his KB2) 7 PnP KN-K2, after which several continuations are possible:

(a) 8 0-0? N-B4, losing a Pawn for White.
(b) 8 N-B3 N-B4 9 N-QR4 Q-R4ch 10 B-Q2 B-N5 11 B-B3.
(c) 8 N-R3 N-B4 9 N-B2 B-N5ch 10 K-B1 (10 NxN leads to the eventual loss of White's QP), since it does not do White much harm to lose his castling privilege in this case.
(d) 8 P-QN3 N-B4 9 B-N2 B-N5ch 10 K-B1 and Black should then play 10 ... B-K2! in order to be ready for ... N-R5 after P-KN4.

In b, c and d, White keeps his QP but has some difficulties. In compensation, White has a free game.
But other chess theoreticians think otherwise about the maintaining of the center.

4 PxP

The beginner, not understanding the importance of maintaining control of the four center squares (Q4, K4, Q5, K5), exchanges and thus gives up the center. The move has several disadvantages: (a) it gives up, in a sense, the all-important center, thus co-operating with Black in his purpose of destroying White's center; (b) it permits Black to gain a tempo by taking the Pawn with his Bishop; (c) it leaves White with no development at all except that of a lone and rather advanced KP; (d) it weakens the KP.

But, ironically, the beginner, doubtless without the slightest inkling of the chess principles which come into play here, has fallen into a very playable variation also used by masters. By taking Black's QBP, he creates for himself on his Q4 a strong square: that is, a square on which he can post a piece which cannot easily be dislodged by his opponent. The force of this strong square will be shown in Game 21, also a French Defense.

4 ... N-QB3

Before taking on his QB4, Black first attacks White's KP. He can do this safely, for he will win one of the two Pawns in any case.

The obvious 4 ... BxP entails a slight disadvantage in that it leaves Black's KNP vulnerable to attack. After 5 Q-N4, Black must either play 5 ... K-B1, forfeiting his castling privilege, or weaken his K-side by 5 ... P-KN3, or play a gambit: 5 ... N-K2 6 QxNP N-N3, and Black will win back his Pawn.

5 P-KB4 (?)

A positional blunder which not only gives Black an opportunity to increase his margin of development but also opens up the White K-side for an eventual attack.

White should protect his KP by 5 N-KB3 and after 5 ... BxP 6 B-Q3, White is not too badly off. As soon as Black castles, White could start a K-side attack, and his Pawn on K5 would hinder Black from defending. Such an attack is one of White's strategic weapons in the French Defense. For instance: 6 ... KN-K2 7 0-0 0-0? 8 BxPch! KxB 9 N-N5ch K-N1 (9 ... K-N3 is another variant, also favorable to White—compare Game 19) 10 Q-R5 R-K1 11 Q-R7ch (better than first 11 QxPch, which gives the Black King more room) 11 ... K-B1 12 Q-R6ch N-N1 13 N-R7ch K-K2 14 B-N5ch N-B3 (14 ... P-B3? 15 QxP mate) 15 PxNch K-Q3 16 QxP and White has two Pawns to the good and an excellent position. But if Black does not castle K-side, there is a good chance of preserving equality on either side: 7 ... N-N3! (instead of 7 ... 0-0?) 8 R-K1 B-Q2 9 P-B3 Q-K2 10 QN-Q2 0-0-0 11 N-N3 B-N3 and White now has his Q4-square at his disposal but is a little handicapped by the weakness of his KP. Chances are about equal.

5 ...

BxP

Black continues to develop pieces toward the center. He now has a solid formation with two pieces and two Pawns in play, in contrast to White's two Pawns and a weakened K-side.

White could, of course, still take advantage of the absence of Black's Bishop from the K-side and continue 6 Q-N4—and he should have done so—but now after 6 ... K-B1 7 N-KB3 N-R3 8 Q-R3 N-B4, the Black pieces obtain excellent posts, and the lost castling does not do much harm. White has no attacking power on the K-side, and Black could continue by ... P-KR4, ... P-KN3, ... K-N2. Notice that the White QB is hampered by its own KBP.

6 B-N5?

A favorite beginner's move in the 3 P-K5 variation of the French Defense. White pins Black's QN. At this point, the move is bad partly because it is imperative that White first develop his KN, partly because the White KB can now be attacked sooner or later with tempo by ... Q-N3. White then faces the choice of withdrawing his Bishop with loss of time, of supporting it with
moves such as N-QB3 or P-QR4, after which Black can again attack it by ... P-QR3, or of exchanging the Bishop for the Black QN, opening lines for Black.

The main drawback of this move is strategical. By strategical, we mean that there is no immediate threat to White's position, that Black will do nothing on the next move to give White a material disadvantage, but that, in terms of long-range planning, it is disadvantageous. Although beginners often do so, White can never properly think of taking Black's Knight, because: (a) it leaves Black with the Two Bishops; (b) it strengthens Black's center; (c) it opens the QN-file for the Black Rook; (d) it opens a diagonal for Black's QB. In general, one makes such a move only if it is forced: for instance, in order to avoid the loss of a Pawn.

6 ... Q-N3

By threatening both 7 ... BxN and 7 ... QxB, Black compels White to play 7 BxNch in order to avoid the loss of a piece.

By now, White has committed several errors, and these errors have put him into such a compromised position that he is obliged to further Black's play and allow him to increase his advantage.

7 BxNch PxB

By retaking with his QNP, Black opens diagonals for his otherwise inactive QB. Both for this reason and in order to keep the Queen and KB on the same diagonal, where they exercise strong pressure and threaten White's KN, Black would not think of capturing the White Bishop with his Queen.

8 N-KB3??

Correct although unsatisfactory—since White can no longer castle—was 8 N-K2 or 8 N-KR3.

In general, it is better to develop a KN to B3 than to K2 or R3, but amateurs frequently make the mistake of playing chess moves on general principles instead of by the specific tactical requirements of a position, and thus come into difficulties. (Read Introduction §16—Chess "rules.") In this specific position, 8 N-KB3 is a mistake because it does not attempt to close the diagonal which has just been opened to Black's QB by 7 ... PxB. 8 N-K2 would have developed the Knight and at the same time closed that diagonal. 8 N-KR3 would have protected White's KB2-square and prevented a direct catastrophe.

With his overwhelming superior development and the open lines at his disposal, Black now has a right—and a duty—to attack. If he does not do so now, White may catch up in development, and Black's advantage could disappear. Black therefore continues:

8 ... B-B7ch

9 K-K2!

Better than 9 K-B1?, which would lose at once after 9 ... B-R3ch, and much better than 9 K-Q2?? Q-K6 mate. Al-
though the text does not seem to be much different, there is a hidden defense after 9 . . . B-R3ch, as the continuation will show.

9 . . .
10 P-B4!

B-R3ch

This is the point of the White defense. By giving up his QBP, White creates a flight square, QB2, for his King.

10 . . .
11 K-Q2

BxPch

The White King is still very exposed, and there is no compensation whatever for his lost Pawn or for his compromised King position, not to speak of the fact that Black has the initiative. But—there is no mate in sight, and as long as there is life there is hope.

11 . . .
12 K-B2

Q-K6ch

13 K-B3

If 13 K-Q2 Q-Q6 mate.

13 . . .
14 B-K7!

Again a hard blow. White's Queen must now move to a square which will block the movement of the White King.

14 Q-B2

If 14 Q-Q2 Q-B5 mate. 14 Q-N3 loses on account of 14 . . . Q-Q6ch 15 K-N4 R-N1ch, and Black has the agreeable choice of winning the hostile Queen or mating.

14 . . .
15 K-N3
16 Resigns

P-Q5ch

R-N1ch

White is forced to give up his Queen. There is no point in continuing. In general, there is nothing to be gained by continuing with two pieces down (except two Knights in the end game), nor with a Bishop, Knight, or Rook down, unless your position has positive counterchances; but with a Pawn or even two Pawns down, never resign unless your position is very bad.

White escapes to his flight square.

But in such a position, with three of Black's pieces free to move at will in enemy territory, White's King in the open, and all White's pieces inactive, Black must either find a mate or attain a big material advantage.

12 . . .
13 Q-K5ch!

This check drives the King to the open field.
Game 7

Meeting the premature attack with developing moves
The neutralizing move
Moving with tempo
Sacrifice to open lines and bring pieces into active play
Attack against weakened and castled K-side
The discovered-check shuttle attack

One of the most spectacular activities in a chess game is the attack. An attack can be overwhelming and devastating—it can, in fact, lead to sudden death for the hapless opponent who is unable to meet it. So satisfying is the attack that for some amateurs it is the essence of chess play. “Attack, always keep on attacking,” said one of them in advising a less sophisticated player.

But chess is not that easy. Attacks are not always successful. An attack may even boomerang to the disadvantage of the attacker if it is poorly conceived. The solid chess player does not launch an attack until conditions are ripe for it, although he may use attacking moves throughout the game in order to oblige his opponent to play to his tune.

An all-out attack should be begun only when the attacker has superiority in some respect and when his opponent, therefore, has some weakness or inferiority in some direction. When such a situation exists, the player who has superiority has almost the duty to look for his opponent’s weakness. Once he finds it, he must study means of taking advantage of it. No weakness is more exploitable than that of a K-side which harbors the monarch himself. If the opponent’s K-side is unprotected or if one or more of its Pawns has left its original square, and if the attacker has greater mobility, more open lines, more control of space, the latter can often penetrate his opponent’s K-side Pawn structure and overwhelm him before he has the time to bring forces to his defense.

On the other hand, there are players who try from the very outset of the game to overwhelm their opponents in a few quick moves by an all-out attack, often made with a combination of Queen and Bishop. Generally, such blitz attacks are based on some variation of the Scholar’s Mate: 1 P-K4 P-K4 2 B-B4 N-QB3 (for instance) 3 Q-R5 (or 3 Q-B3) 3...P-Q3?? 4 QxP mate. Such attacks can be deadly if not properly met, but result only in the loss of time for the violently attacking player if the defender protects himself adequately with developing moves.

When in a well-conceived attack the position seems desperate, the defender should, even so, always look for a way out. Perhaps he can find one small variation which does not lead to direct mate; perhaps the defender can create complications for his opponent by an unexpected sacrifice which may upset some well-laid plans based on the supposition that the defender will follow an obvious line; perhaps the attacker has overextended himself and sacrificed too much material for an attack which he cannot quite maintain.

In this game we shall see an ill-conceived and premature attack, a well-conceived and well-executed attack, and a possible although inadequate defense in a desperate position.

Irregular King’s Pawn Opening

Beginner
1 P-K4
2 Q-R5

Master
1 P-K4

A favorite attacking move of a beginner.

This is one of the bluntest and most direct ways of launching an attack against the Black King: by bringing pressure against his relatively unprotected KB2-square and threatening at the same time to win Black’s KP. Over and above the fact that White
does not yet have superiority and Black does not yet have any real weaknesses, the move is questionable on at least two counts:

(a) In general, it is wise to complete one's development before attempting to start an attack. There are instances where an early attack is not premature and is quite justified, but this is not one of them.

(b) As a rule, it is bad to bring the Queen out early in the game, for the Queen is very vulnerable to attack, and when it is attacked by lesser pieces it must move, thus losing tempi and retarding development.

2 ... N-QB3

Black protects the attacked KP by a simple developing move. Black could also have protected his KP by 2 ... P-Q3, which is slightly inferior to the text because the Pawn on Q3 would shut in Black's KB.

3 B-B4

Continuing his blitz attack, White now threatens 4 QxP mate. It is not difficult for an experienced player to refute this vigorous attack, but to do so Black must not play indifferently.

Black has at least four ways of meeting the threat. Let us consider the merits of each:

(a) 3 ... N-R3? The Knight does protect the KBP, but it is now posted at the side of the board where its radius of influence is very limited; moreover, after 4 P-Q3, White threatens 5 BxN PxB 6 QxP mate.

(b) 3 ... Q-K2. The Queen protects the KBP, but it blocks the development of the Black KB and no longer helps control the Q4-square, which might be desirable if Black later wished to play ... P-Q4.

(c) 3 ... Q-B3. From this square, the Queen protects the KBP and is itself on a square from which it can bring pressure to bear on the White position. It has the disadvantages of taking from the KN the KB3-square, at which that Knight is most effective, and it no longer brings pressure to bear on the Q-file. In addition, White might soon be able to play B-KN5 and drive the Queen away from this square.

(d) 3 ... P-KN3. This forces the White Queen to lose time by moving and keeps the Black KB3-square free for the Knight. It has the disadvantage of slightly weakening the Black K-side.

Black can equally well choose 3 ... Q-B3 or 3 ... P-KN3. So he plays

3 ... P-KN3

4 Q-B3

White again threatens 5 QxP mate. But he has lost time by moving his already developed Queen a second time.

4 ... N-B3

In one move Black covers the attacked square and develops his important KN to its most effective square.

5 Q-QN3

By moving his Queen a third time and losing another tempo, White now threatens 6 BxPch.

5 ... Q-K2

Black protects his KB2 with his Queen. The fact that he blocks the diagonal on which the KB stands is no longer significant, since it is now almost certain that the KB will develop to N2 in order to guard the KB3- and KR3-squares, which would otherwise become weak, as they were in Game 3.
Black now threatens to end the White attack by 6 ... N-QR4, forcing the exchange of the White Bishop. He also threatens 6 ... NxP.

6 N-KB3

Desirous of continuing his attack against Black’s KB2 by 7 N-N5, White does not see or ignores Black’s threats. Although it is doubtful that White realized that he was giving a Pawn in order to accelerate his development, inasmuch as his moves up to this point were just the contrary, under the circumstances this is the best line to pursue.

6 ...

N-QR4

In violation of the general rule which says that pieces should be moved only once during the opening, Black plays his already developed QN a second time. But general rules may be ignored when there are special circumstances, and Black has a double purpose in playing 6 ... N-QR4: (a) he exchanges a Knight for a Bishop, a slight advantage; (b) he puts an end to White’s attack, which is somewhat annoying because it must always be taken into account and might become dangerous. A move which blunts or puts an end to an attack is known as a neutralizing move. (Read Introduction § 25—Neutralization.)

6 ... NxB would disturb Black’s harmonious development but should certainly be investigated. It is playable, but after 6 ... NxB 7 0-0, White could annoy Black along the K-file. To win White’s KP costs Black two tempi, because the Knight will soon be driven back by the White Rook. Is it worth that much? The game might have continued (a) 7 ... B-N2 8 R-K1 N-B4 9 Q-R3 0-0 10 P-Q4! with advantage to White; (b) 7 ... N-QR4 8 Q-K3 NxB 9 QxN, regaining the Pawn (9 ... N plays 10 QxKP or 9 ... Q-K3 10 P-Q3 or even 10 N-N5). In the light of such lines, Black is wise first to consolidate by removing the KB and to develop, then later to try to obtain material advantage.

7 Q-B3 NxB

8 QxN P-Q3

Black protects his QBP by a developing move which opens a useful diagonal for his QB.

At this point, White has developed two pieces and one Pawn, but there is no cooperation between his pieces, and his Q-side pieces are woefully undeveloped. It is obvious that he did not attain anything by his violent attack. Black has developed two pieces and three Pawns and has opened two important diagonals. He is considerably ahead of White.

9 P-KR3?

White now makes a defensive Pawn move in order to prevent Black from playing ... B-N5. This is unwise for several reasons. First of all, the move weakens the K-side, as will be seen later. Whenever the K-side Pawns move, the King position tends to become weaker if the King should castle on that side. Second, ... B-N5 is not a particularly annoying threat, since it would not result in a pin. Third, White, already behind in development, should be thinking of bringing out pieces and should make a move such as 9 N-B3 or 9 P-Q3.

9 ...

B-K3

Black develops with tempo: that is, he forces White to move his Queen, thus to lose one more move.

10 Q-N4

Since White feels obliged to protect his KP, this move, which threatens Black’s QNP, is as good as any.
Beginners, who take special delight in giving check, might prefer to play 10 Q-N5ch, which Black would answer by 10 ... P-B3, putting an end to the check and protecting his QNP and at the same time building up his center and compelling White to move his Queen still again.

10 ... 0-0-0

Black, who has a fine sense of economy of movement, protects his attacked QNP and brings his Rook to the center in a single stroke. If White’s pieces were developed, it might be dangerous for Black to castle Q-side, for Black’s own pieces are concentrated on the K-side and the Black King would then be vulnerable to attack. But with only White’s Queen on the Q-side of the board, it will be some time before White will be able to launch an attack. Nonetheless, the latent possibilities of a White attack against the Black King are there, and it is important that Black keep White occupied, so that he will have no time to bring his undeveloped pieces into play.

11 Q-R4

White now moves the Queen once more in order to attack Black’s QRP, thus losing another tempo, since in general K-N1 should be played after 0-0-0 in order to shorten the castling line. It would have been somewhat preferable for White to play 11 N-B3 or even 11 P-Q3. Black can easily protect his QRP. He plays

11 ... K-N1

A move such as 11 ... P-QR3 has no merit. It simply serves to weaken Black’s Q-side and to supply a target for an attack.

12 0-0 (?)

White brings his King to a weakened wing. A better move might have been 12 N-B3 or 12 P-Q3.

We now have a classical middle-game chess position: White has castled on the K-side; Black, on the Q-side. In such a situation, it is normal for White to look for a Q-side attack; Black, for a K-side attack. In this position, it is Black who is the more inclined to look for an attack because (a) his pieces are concentrated on the K-side; (b) White’s pieces are relatively undeveloped; (c) White’s K-side is weakened by P-KR3. Black realizes that, if he does not take positive action, White will develop his pieces and start his own attack rolling.

Attacks are often made against weaknesses in the opponent’s position. Here, White’s general weaknesses are his K-side and lack of development; his specific weakness is the PKR3, which makes White’s position much more vulnerable than it would have been if the KRP were still on its KR2. We’ll soon have the opportunity to see the role which White’s KRP plays in Black’s attack.

The technique of executing a K-side attack against a castled King consists in opening lines and placing pieces on squares near and in the enemy territory. Black therefore begins his attack by

12 ... N-R4

This move will enable Black to open files by means of ... P-KB4 and possibly to post his Knight on his KB5, where it would constitute a constant nuisance and threat to White.

13 N-B3

White finally develops this important piece. If Black gives him time, he can now initiate action such as N-N5 at a later stage of the game.

13 ... P-KB4
Consistent with Black's plan of opening files for attack. He need not fear White's N-QN5, which can easily be repulsed by ... P-QR3.

14 PxP?

Opening the KN-file for the opponent. White would have done better to answer 14 P-Q3 so as to bring pressure along the diagonal commanded by his QB. In that case, Black might have continued by ... P-B5, ... P-KN4, ... P-KN5, taking advantage of White's weakness on his KR3. Notice that Black would not have opened the KB-file by ... PxP, since that file is not so important.

14 ... PxP

Since he has the choice of an open KN-file or KB-file, Black naturally opens the KN-file. The attack along the KN-file is strong (a) because Black can double heavy pieces (Q and R) along this file, (b) because the White KNP is protected only by the White King, and (c) because, with the text, Black's KP and KBP exert tremendous pressure on the enemy territory and prevent White's pieces from moving in.

If Black had the open KB-file at his disposal, he would find the White KBP protected by both King and KR. There is not much possibility of attack along that file, but if Black were compelled to make the attack along the KB-file, he would probably play ... R-KB1, ... N-B5, followed by ... NxNP or ... NxBPch.

15 N-QN5?

A beginner's move which threatens to win a Pawn by 16 QxPch or 16 NxRP. The threat can easily be parried with a gain of tempo, but it is true that by 15 ... P-QR3 Black would somewhat weaken his Pawn position.

White could have played 15 Q-R4, attempting to neutralize the Black K-side attack by an exchange of Queens (in general an excellent means), but Black would have then continued 15 ... Q-K1, protecting his KN, maintaining the protection of his QR, and preparing ... B-K2.

15 ... P-QR3
16 N-R3?

Another typical beginner's move. The White Knight had to retreat with a loss of time. White does not want to admit that his last move was wrong, so he places his Knight on a less useful square, the QR3, where its radius of influence is very limited. From QB3, the Knight controls its Q5-square, which is very important in what follows.

If White had played 16 N-B3 and thus returned the Knight to QB3, the position would have been approximately as it was before 15 N-QN5, but now with Black to move. Black would then have continued by 16 ... R-N1, threatening 17 ... N-B5 with double attack. After 17 P-Q3, controlling Black's B5-square, things would not have been as easy as in the game. Black would gradually increase the pressure by moves such as 17 ... Q-N2, 18 N-K1 B-K2; e.g., 19 K-R2 P-B5 20 N-K4 B-R5. A fierce struggle, about the outcome of which there is not the slightest doubt.

After the bad text move (16 N-R3?), things go smoothly for Black. The big difference is that Black has the Q4-square for his Bishop, and this constitutes a considerable plus.

16 ... N-B5

One should not be surprised that Black has two winning lines in this position. 16 ... R-N1 wins just as convincingly. For instance:

(a) 17 P-Q3 (to prevent 17 ... N-B5) 17 ... B-Q4!
   (a1) 18 N-K1 (or 18 N-R4) 18 ... BxNP 19 NxN Q-N2 wins
   (a2) 18 K-R2 BxN 19 PxN Q-N2 wins
   (a3) 18 any other move BxN
(b) 17 Q-R4 Q-K1
   (b1) 18 N-K1 B-K2 19 Q-QN4 N-B5 20 K-R2 Q-R5 with the threat 21 ... RxPch, etc.
   (b2) 18 P-Q3 B-K2 19 B-N5 (19 Q-QN4 B-Q4) 19 ... BxB 20 NxN Q-N3 and wins.
(c) 17 N-K1 N-B5 18 K-R2 Q-R5 (threatening 19 ... RxPch) 19 R-KN1 QxBP, etc.

Likewise, by transposition of moves 16 ... N-B5 17 N-K1 R-N1 18 K-R2 Q-R5 wins.

17 P-Q8

White finally opens the diagonal in order to exert pressure on his KB4-square and to threaten to remove Black's Knight, which would seriously reduce his attack.

But Black has so many pieces within attacking radius and so many open lines at his disposal that he can now afford to begin his all-out attack with a sacrifice. Such an all-out attack is possible only when pieces and open lines are present and when the opponent cannot bring up forces which might oblige the attacker to exchange pieces.

However, even when open lines and pieces are available, it is not sensible to sacrifice on general principles. One should calculate in advance the variations and their consequences.

17 ... NnPch
18 PxN

In return for his sacrificed Knight, Black has completely opened the KN-file. He must now be able either to mate or to retain sufficient material; otherwise he will be lost.

18 ... R-N1ch

Also possible here is 18 ... B-Q4.

19 K-R2

After 19 K-R1 B-Q4 is overwhelming, and after 19 B-N5 or 19 N-N5, 19 ... P-R3 regains the piece with a Pawn up and an overwhelming position.

Black now controls the KN-file, but White can easily neutralize this control by 20 R-KN1. Black must therefore find a move which forces White to play something other than R-KN1.

19 ... B-Q4

White's KN cannot be protected, therefore must move. (a) After 20 N-N1 or N-Q2, 20 ... R-N7ch is killing; (b) after 20 N-N5, there is the simple 20 ... P-R3; (c) after 20 N-R4, the simple 20 ... P-B5 or the beautiful sacrifice 20 ... QxN (see later) or finally 20 ... B-B3 21 Q-QB4 P-Q4; (d) after 20 B-N5 BxN! 21 BxQ R-N7ch 22 K-R1 BxB and wins; this discovered-check situation is the theme of the finish of the actual game; (e) after 20 R-KN1 RxR 21 NxR Q-N2 22 P-B3 B-K2 followed by 23 ... R-N1 is killing. White does have one temporary defense. He plays

20 N-K1

Guarding the vulnerable KN2-square.

20 ... Q-N2

To prevent White from playing 21 R-KN1 and from closing the diagonal by 21 P-B3, for then 21 ... Q-N6ch 22 K-R1 QxRP mate.

21 B-K3

To protect the KBP and clear the first rank.

If instead White plays 21 Q-R4, Black has two lines:

(a) 21 ... Q-N7ch immediately (see continuation of game) wins back the piece and leaves Black with a Pawn to the good. This is only a mediocre reward for Black's tremendous attack. Far better is

(b) 21 ... B-K2 22 Q-N3 Q-B2 23 Q-K3 Q-N3 24 Q-N3 Q-R4 25 Q-K3 P-B5 26 Q-Q2 Q-N3, etc.
21 ... B-K2

A preparatory move which prevents the White Queen from coming to its KR4 and clears the first rank for the movement of the Black Rooks.

The Queen sacrifice 21 ... Q-N7ch would also work, but not as effectively as later: 22 NxQ RxNch 23 K-R1 R-N5 dis ch (or first takes all Pawns from 7th rank) 24 Q-K4!

22 P-QB4

White, not knowing what else to do, makes a move which simply drives Black's QB to a square from which it attacks the White Queen and shuts his Queen entirely from the K-side. However, there was nothing better, and the Black attack is in no way altered. One advantage of the text is that after an eventual ... Q-N7ch; NxQ RxNch; K-R1, Black has no discovered check to win the White Queen.

22 ... B-QB3
23 Q-N3

With overwhelming control of the KN-file and the long diagonal, Black is ready for the second and still more costly sacrifice:

23 ... Q-N7ch
24 NxQ RxNch
25 K-R1 RxP dis ch

Any other reasonable move would allow White to close the diagonal by P-B3. Now comes a series of discovered checks in which the Rook shuttles back and forth, known in German as the Zwickmühle.

26 K-N1 R-N7ch
27 K-R1

At this point, 27 ... RxP dis ch (or any other Rook move along the 7th rank) looks good, but there are some finesses. Sometimes a seemingly hopeless position offers at least a fighting chance and even a way out, as we have seen in Games 1 and 6. There exists the possibility of interposing a piece to give the King an escape square. White, who is for the moment a whole Queen up, must offer his Rook, thus making available to him his KB1-square. Thus, after 27 ... RxB dis ch, 28 R-B3! postpones mate. We continue 28 ... BxRch 29 K-N1 R-N1ch and if

(a) 30 K-B1 B-K7ch and (1) 31 K-B2 B-R5 mate !! (2) 31 K-K1 B-R5ch 32 B-B2 R-KN8 mate; but
(b) 30 B-N5! RxBch 31 K-B1 and Black no longer has a direct mate. However, after 31 ... RxB 32 PxB, Black has sufficient material to win.

This shows that:

(a) In this special case 27 ... R-K7 dis ch or 27 ... R-Q7 dis ch or 27 ... R-QB7 dis ch would not be good; e.g., 27 ... R-K7 dis ch 28 R-B3! BxRch 29 K-N1 R-N1ch 30 K-B1 and the result is doubtful. At the price of "only" one Rook, the White King has retained his freedom of movement, while Black has sacrificed a Queen to bring the White King into this situation.

(b) In general, one should not despair too soon. By sacrificing a Rook and a Bishop, White prevented mate, and, except for the fact that Black was able to regain sufficient material, these sacrifices might have been a refutation of the combination.

Therefore, Black replies
Now there is no longer any escape. Black threatens 28... R-KB7 mate, and White can only postpone the mate by giving up his Bishop on KN5 and his Rook on B3.

28 B-N5 RxB dis ch
29 K-R2 R-N7ch
30 K-R1 R-KB7 mate.

Game 8

The Four Knights Opening
Loss of initiative through passive moves
The Fork Trick
Premature pinning of opponent’s KN
Loss of tempo by playing same piece several times in opening
Attack against uncastled King: opening the position
Transforming advantage in space into advantage in material
Restricting movement of opponent’s pieces

As the beginning player becomes more experienced, he gradually loses the characteristic traits of a “beginner.” He no longer blocks his center development; he hesitates to bring his Queen out early in the game; he becomes more aware of the tactical requirements of the position; and his moves take on an increasing semblance of purpose.

However, there are still large areas of chess with which he is unfamiliar, and often it is not until much later in his career as a chess player that he fully understands the importance of time and the value of piece development in chess.

There is a principle which states that the more pieces you have developed to key positions, the greater your chess power will become. It follows that if your opponent does not bring out a sufficient number of pieces to neutralize your growing power, you will soon get an attack which could become overwhelming.

Making the best use of superiority in time and development is a sensitive matter. The problem of launching and executing an attack is not always simple. There are times when the player with superiority in development must settle for converting it into
Now there is no longer any escape. Black threatens 28...
R-KB7 mate, and White can only postpone the mate by giving up
his Bishop on KN5 and his Rook on B3.

28 B-N5  RxB dis ch
29 K-R2  R-N7ch
30 K-R1  R-KB7 mate.

Game 8

The Four Knights Opening
Loss of initiative through passive moves
The Fork Trick
Premature pinning of opponent’s KN
Loss of tempo by playing same piece several times in opening
Attack against uncastled King: opening the position
Transforming advantage in space into advantage in material
Restricting movement of opponent’s pieces

As the beginning player becomes more experienced, he gradually
loses the characteristic traits of a “beginner.” He no longer
blocks his center development; he hesitates to bring his Queen
out early in the game; he becomes more aware of the tactical
requirements of the position; and his moves take on an increasing
semblance of purpose.

However, there are still large areas of chess with which he is
unfamiliar, and often it is not until much later in his career as a
chess player that he fully understands the importance of time and
the value of piece development in chess.

There is a principle which states that the more pieces you have
developed to key positions, the greater your chess power will
become. It follows that if your opponent does not bring out a
sufficient number of pieces to neutralize your growing power, you
will soon get an attack which could become overwhelming.

Making the best use of superiority in time and development is
a sensitive matter. The problem of launching and executing an
attack is not always simple. There are times when the player with
superiority in development must settle for converting it into
27 ... QR-N1

Now there is no longer any escape. Black threatens 28...
R-KB7 mate, and White can only postpone the mate by giving up
his Bishop on KN5 and his Rook on B3.

28 B-N5 RxB dis ch
29 K-R2 R-N7ch
30 K-R1 R-KB7 mate.

Game 8

The Four Knights Opening
Loss of initiative through passive moves
The Fork Trick
Premature pinning of opponent’s KN
Loss of tempo by playing same piece several times in opening
Attack against uncastled King: opening the position
Transforming advantage in space into advantage in material
Restricting movement of opponent’s pieces

As the beginning player becomes more experienced, he gradu-
ally loses the characteristic traits of a “beginner.” He no longer
blocks his center development; he hesitates to bring his Queen
out early in the game; he becomes more aware of the tactical
requirements of the position; and his moves take on an increasing
semblance of purpose.

However, there are still large areas of chess with which he is
unfamiliar, and often it is not until much later in his career as a
chess player that he fully understands the importance of time and
the value of piece development in chess.

There is a principle which states that the more pieces you have
developed to key positions, the greater your chess power will
become. It follows that if your opponent does not bring out a
sufficient number of pieces to neutralize your growing power, you
will soon get an attack which could become overwhelming.

Making the best use of superiority in time and development is
a sensitive matter. The problem of launching and executing an
attack is not always simple. There are times when the player with
superiority in development must settle for converting it into
superiority of material rather than trying to maintain a superiority of force. It must be noted that superiority in force is a temporary state, which can disappear if the opponent is given time to catch up, whereas a superiority in material can remain permanently.

In this game, Black attains a considerable advantage in development, due to White's continuing loss of tempi. At a given point, Black can do nothing more than exchange his superiority in development for a Pawn and the initiative, but the last part of the game shows how this advantage is quite sufficient for a win.

The Four Knights Opening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amateur</th>
<th>Master</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 N-KB3</td>
<td>N-QB3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 N-B3</td>
<td>N-B3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Four Knights Opening, the beginning of which we have already seen in Game 3.

Black is almost compelled to follow in the same passive style as White. For him, this is not serious, since Black's habitual role is one of meeting White's moves and not seizing the initiative until the position warrants it.

In the Four Knights Opening, one of the problems of the second player is how to get the initiative in an almost symmetrical position. This is especially important if Black is a considerably stronger player than White. To this end, there are at each point in the opening ways of avoiding absolute symmetry. Here, there is 3 ... B-N5, but it does not afford Black many possibilities.

White now has the choice between three kinds of Four Knights games:

(a) The Spanish version, 4 B-N5, exerting pressure on Black'sQN and indirectly on the center, since White threatens under circumstances 5 BxN followed by 6 NxP; e.g., 4 ... P-QR3 5 BxN QPxB 6 NxP (doubtful is the continuation 6 ... NxB 7 NxB Q-Q5 8 0-0). Nowadays, the Spanish version is considered as the strongest continuation of the Four Knights, because it maintains the tension, which is the right procedure for White, and because it does not simplify, as does the Scotch continuation, nor permit the sham sacrifices, as does the Italian.

(b) The Scotch version, 4 P-Q4, which gives Black equality after 4 ... PxP 5 NxP B-N5 6 NxN N-PxN 7 B-Q3 P-Q4 8 PxP P-KxP 9 0-0 0-0.

(c) The Italian version, 4 B-B4, often preferred by amateurs, who do not realize that it leads to the Fork Trick, which involves a sham sacrifice: 4 ... NxP! The game can continue:

(c1) 5 BxPch KxB 6 NxB, and at the moment it looks as though White has the advantage, with two well-placed Knights against a Black King whose position is compromised, but then 6 ... P-Q4 7 QN-N5ch K-N1 8 P-Q4 P-KR3 9 N-R3 BxN 10 PxP PxP, with advantage to Black notwithstanding the loss of the right to castle, because of his greater mobility and possibilities of direct action against the White King.

(c2) 5 NxN P-Q4

(1) 6 B-Q3 PxN 7 BxP B-Q3 8 P-Q4 PxP 9 BxNch PxB 10 QxP, recommended by theory, which gives Black possibilities because of the Two Bishops and the greater
freedom of movement, and this is all one needs when playing the Black pieces in the Four Knights Opening. True, Black is left with a double isolated Pawn, but the greater mobility of the Black pieces entails sufficient compensation. As a rule, this will lead to an attack against the King with all chances involved. On the other hand, if White succeeds in defending his position, the double isolated Pawns may count against Black in the end game, just as in Game 15. But chances in this variation have to be considered as equal.

(2) 6 B-N5 PxN 7 NxP Q-Q4 8 BxNch PxB 9 P-Q4 P-QB4, and Black again has the advantage of the Two Bishops.

(3) 6 BxP QxB 7 P-Q3 B-KN5, and Black has a fine free game.

The White player in the game, however, has had no contact with theory and does not understand the importance of getting out his pieces. He plays a typical beginner’s move.

4 P-Q3

Tactically, there is nothing wrong with this move, but it leaves much to be desired strategically, since it surrenders all the initiative. White shuts in his KB, thereby giving up the advantage he had in playing the first move. In other words, White now plays Black’s role with the White pieces.

4 ... B-B4?!

Strategically good. On this square, the Black Bishop aims at the White KB2. If the Black KN should come to its KN3, the combined action of the Knight and the Bishop could prove embarrassing to White.

However, by placing the Bishop on B4, Black invites White to play the very Fork Trick described in (c) above: namely, 5 NxP NxN 6 P-Q4 B-Q3 7 PxN BxP 8 B-Q3, giving White the characteristic position in the Fork Trick. The game might continue 8 ... P-Q4 9 PxP BxNch 10 PxB QxP, with difficult problems for both sides, already mentioned in the variation (c2-1) above.

Instead, Black might have continued 4 ... P-Q4 5 PxP NxP, which gives him the center and the initiative, or 4 ... B-N5, which pins White’s QN and prepares ... P-Q4 with even greater force.

5 B-N5

A relatively aggressive move, which turns out to be premature. As a rule, one should not pin the hostile KN before the hostile King has castled, because then the unpinning by P-KR3 and P-KN4 is so easy.

5 ... P-KR3

If Black had already castled, such a move would have been weakening and perhaps a waste of time. Since he has not castled, it may be considered as the beginning of an attack, for Black will probably not castle on the K-side.

6 B-R4 (?)

Here, the Bishop comes to a dead end and soon becomes the object of the hostile Pawn storm. In other words, after ... P-Q3 and ... P-KN4, White’s Bishop will find itself on its KN3, facing the wall of granite of Black’s chain of Pawns QB2-Q3-K4. In such cases, it is preferable to exchange the Bishop for the Knight. Therefore, not bad here would have been 6 BxN QxB 7 N-Q5 Q-Q1 8 P-QB3, followed by 9 P-Q4. In this way, White seizes the center and frees his Bishop. This continuation would have justified White’s 5 B-N5, which was played contrary to the rule not to pin the hostile Knight before the opponent has castled but with the special purpose of obtaining the center.

As we have hinted previously, general rules may often be ignored when there are special circumstances which justify ignoring them. It is important to be aware of general rules, but one must not follow them blindly nor 100 per cent.

6 ... P-KN4

This would have been the logical and ideal continuation if White had already castled, but even in the text position the move
has many advantages. For instance, the White Bishop is shut in by Black Pawns; Black has at his disposal many possibilities such as P-KR4-R5 and N-KR4-B5. Of course, under special circumstances, such a Pawn advance might prove to have weakened Black's position because it creates a hole at Black's KB4. But White cannot occupy that hole for a long time.

7 B-N3 P-Q3

Protecting his KP, setting up a wall of granite for the White QB, and opening a line for his QB.

8 P-KR3

It would be interesting to know exactly what White had in mind when he played this move. Amateurs often make such moves in analogous positions in order to prevent the pinning of their KN by ... B-KN5. If White made the move with this intention, he did not understand the requirements of the position. He need not play the move in order to prevent the pin as long as the pin can be answered by B-K2. But there are other considerations which make 8 P-KR3 a reasonable move: (a) it discourages ... P-N5, which might be a nuisance; (b) it makes room for the retreat of White's QB, which is shut in by its own Pawns and by Black Pawns. As soon as Black can play ... P-KR4, White must play either P-KR3 or P-KR4. The move also prevents N-KN5, but for the moment that is not so important.

8 ... B-K3

When a Bishop cannot be developed to N5 where it would pin the opponent's Knight, K3 is often the best for it. From there, it commands two diagonals.

Both players have now made sound developing moves, with the exception of White's 4 P-Q3, which was passive, and his 5 B-N5, which gave Black the opportunity to make the aggressive 5 ... P-KR3 and 6 ... P-KN4.

9 N-K2?

Another typical amateur move. Instead of developing the as yet undeveloped pieces, he plays a developed piece a second time. This is contrary to the principle that pieces should normally be moved only once during the opening, which is logical. If you violate it, you end up with a reduction in development. Yet one cannot be too dogmatic. See the comment on ignoring rules after White's 6th move.

White wants to bring his Knight to his QN3 (via QB1)—which will take time. He has a solid position, and in such cases it is not too risky to lose time. Still, the move is to be condemned.

Best here was 9 B-K2.

9 ... Q-Q2

Black continues his development and prepares for casting on the Q-side.

White might now consider playing 10 P-B3, apparently threatening to win a piece by 11 P-Q4 and 12 P-Q5. Actually, there is no such threat, for 10 P-B3 0-0-0 11 P-Q4 PxP 12 PxP B-N5ch 13 N-B3 NxKP 14 P-Q5 NxN and wins, for if 15 PxQN (or PxB) 15 ... NxQ dis ch.

10 N-QB1

Following his plan to bring the Knight to QN3, he plays it a third time, thus giving Black another tempo.

Many of White's first nine moves are truly amateur; still, after eight more moves, the total advantage to Black will be only one Pawn. This may seem a paltry result, but it is sufficient for a win. One must often work hard to get a small advantage in chess, and
a player can often play the second-best move without incurring any serious disadvantage.

10 ...  
0-0-0

Now White has developed two pieces and three Pawns; Black, six pieces and four Pawns. Black has completed his development and must now try to take advantage of his superior development.

If Black, in order to bring his Knight to KB5, had tried instead the typical maneuver 10 ... N-KR4, making the Knight a loose piece, White would win a Pawn by discovery as follows: 11 N x KP P x N 12 Q x N.

11 N-N3

The Knight has finally reached a square from which it can annoy Black slightly. This does not seem worth three tempi.

11 ...  
B-N3
12 KN-Q2 (?)

Perhaps White plans to play his Knight to B4 later, or perhaps he plans P-KB3, followed by B-B2, or he may fear ... P-N5, or, finally, he is preparing the development of his KB via K2 to B3 or another square on the diagonal line K2-R5. In any case, this latest violation of the principle of developing new pieces instead of old ones cries for revenge!

12 ...  
KR-K1

The player with superior development must try to open his game and then overwhelm his opponent. The text is one of the preparations, inasmuch as he has placed his KR on a direct line with White’s uncastled King.

13 B-K2

This move permits the White Bishop to play to KR5, KN4, or KB3. It also prevents the move ... P-KR4.

13 ...  
P-Q4

Black now opens his game. He does so because (a) his development is now complete; (b) he could not play ... P-Q4 earlier, since both the N/KB3 and the B/KN3 were directed against his KP.

Black attacks in the center in order to force the White King to decide on which side to castle. He does not attack White’s K-wing, partly because White has not castled K-side, partly because he cannot play ... N-KR4, partly because ... P-N5 might be answered by B-R4.

14 P x P

White is not compelled to take in the center. 14 B-B3 might have opposed Black’s plans more effectively. But then Black would have been able to lay open White’s center also: e.g., 14 ... P x P 15 N x P N x N, followed by either (a) 16 B x N P-B4 or (b) 16 P x N Q-K2 17 Q-K2? B x N 18 R x B N-Q5.

14 ...  
B x P

Strongest because the Bishop attacks White’s KNP and thus forces the opponent’s game in a special way.

Note that 14 ... N x P was also possible. Then 15 N-B4 N-B5 16 N x B ch R x P x N 17 B-B3 or B x N, and Black now stands well, but nothing decisive has been obtained.

15 B-B3?

White should have castled, but that would have been a success for Black in that he would have forced his opponent to castle on
the vulnerable side. Black in that case would have first played 15 ... B-K3 in order to parry the threat 16 P-QB4 and 17 P-B5, and after some preparation he could have realized ... P-N5, which would have led to a powerful K-side attack.

The continuation in the actual game will give an idea of how to carry an attack against an uncastled King.

15 ... BxB

To open the game further.

15 ... P-K5 looks very tempting, and it could have been played, but it gives Black a much smaller advantage: e.g., 16 PxP NxP 17 NxN and (a) 17 ... BxN 18 0-0, which leads to a small advantage; (b) 17 ... P-B4 18 0-0 PxN 19 B-N4 B-K3 20 BxB with equal chances.

16 QxB

After 16 NxB, there follows 16 ... P-K5! 17 PxP RxPch, which loses at once.

16 ...

N-Q5

Forcing the Queen back, since

(a) 17 QxN NxBch
   (a1) 18 K-Q1 NxR 19 NxN QxQP 20 N-N3 B-R4 21 Q-B3 Q-N8ch or 21 ... BxN costs material
   (a2) 18 K-B1 NxR 19 NxN QxPch, followed by 20 ... QxN
(b) 17 NxN PxNch forces White to give up castling
(18 N-K4? NxN 19 PxN P-KB4 costs a Pawn)

But White should have answered 17 NxN in any case, since it is the lesser evil.

17 Q-Q1 P-K5

This is the breakthrough Black was playing for while White was still uncastled. He follows the principle of opening the game if you have the greater development. White's uncastled King is now in great danger because of the threat of a discovered check. By threatening to win a Pawn, the master again tries to prevent White from castling.

18 0-0

White finally castles despite the fact that it loses him a Pawn, since it seems to be the lesser of two evils. For 18 PxP NxKP and (a) 19 0-0? NxB 20 PxN NxN dis ch or (b) 19 NxKN? RxNch 20 K-B1 would have cost him more.

18 ...

NxN

This simplifying move weakens Black's attack but enables him to win White's QP.

Black no longer plays for the attack, because his QB, which is an important support for the attack, is no longer on the board, and this is an important consideration. Apart from that, if one has the choice between a sound Pawn and a promising but not absolutely certain attack, one will do well to take the Pawn. Better a bird in the hand than two in the bush!

19 NxN PxB

One does not hesitate to win a Pawn if one can do so without compensation to the opponent. In this position, it also entails the exchange of Queens, but Black's attack is largely dissipated by exchanges, and his win will now depend not on superior mobility, but on his plus Pawn. He has transformed an advantage in space into an advantage in material. The former was temporary; the latter will be permanent.

20 PxP QxP
Black has finally won a Pawn, and there was probably no way for him to win more with the given position, despite his advance in tempi. But, in addition to the Pawn, he maintains the initiative by threatening White’s Bishop. This is all the logical consequence of his accumulation of power.

21 QxQ

If White had wished to avoid the exchange of Queens, he could not have, as 21 Q-B1? is refuted by 21 ... QxB. He could, however, have allowed Black to exchange Queens by playing 21 K-R2. In that case, Black would probably have avoided the exchange by 21 ... Q-B4, since his Queen is more active than White’s.

21 ... RxQ

Threatening 22 ... RxB. That Black has continuing threats proves that his attack has not suffered from winning the Pawn and making exchanges.

22 K-R2

Perhaps a better move would have been 22 K-R1, so as to leave a square of retreat for the Bishop.

22 ... P-KR4

Threatening to win the Bishop by 23 ... P-R5. Observe how the White pieces are hindered in their movements. The Bishop can move nowhere along its diagonal; the White Knight is limited in its movement because of the Black Bishop.

23 QR-K1

In order to secure the K5-square for his Bishop.

23 ... RxR

In order to win a second Pawn.

24 RxR P-R5

In order to deprive White’s KBP of its last protection.

25 B-K5 BxP

Winning a second Pawn.

26 R-KB1

If 26 R-K2? B-N6ch 27 BxB PxBch 28 K-N1 R-Q8ch, followed by mate.

26 ... N-K5

Black could also play 26 ... B-N6ch 27 BxB PxBch 28 K-N1, but then 28 ... N-K5 would cost a Pawn: 29 RxP R-Q8ch 30 R-B1.

27 N-B1 R-Q4

28 B-B3

In addition to his material disadvantage, White is in the embarrassing situation of having no really good place to move his Bishop.

28 ... B-N6ch

29 K-N1 NxB

To reduce the number of pieces on the board.

30 PxN P-KB4

Protecting the KBP and preparing ... P-KB5.

31 P-B4
A last try—an attack against the Rook, which is protecting the KBP. If White should succeed in taking Black's KBP, he could have some hope of eliminating Black's Bishop (in that case deprived of the additional support of his KBP), which seriously restricts the White King.

31 ... R-R4
32 N-N3

Consistent. White, who does not want to be completely shut in after ... P-B5, gives up his RP in order to win Black's KBP.

32 ... RxP
33 RxP P-N3

A false hope. True, Black cannot take the Knight, as White is threatening 35 R-B8 mate. Black, however, has a neat continuation.

35 ... R-N8ch!
36 R-B1
Forced.
36 ...
B-R7ch!

This check has two implications: (a) White cannot take the Bishop without losing the Rook; (b) the White King cannot play 37 K-B2 without losing the Knight.

37 K-B2 RxB

Black takes advantage of the fact that the KB-file is now closed to the Rook, thus eliminating the possibility of mate for at least one move.

38 K-K2
Again threatening mate.
38 ...
B-B5
Resigns

White is a piece and two Pawns down.
Game 9

Maintaining or easing tension in the center
Negative result of stubborn refusal to abandon lost battle
Motives for Queen exchange
Exerting pressure along the open file by indirect attack
Penetrating the 7th rank
Cooperation between invading Rook and Bishops

In certain well-known openings there are lines which are almost never encountered in master play but look logical and strong to amateurs and are not infrequently played by them. More often than not, the inexperienced opponent against whom such a line is used does not understand the inherent disadvantage of the unconventional move, and, failing to meet it with best play, allows his adversary to realize much more from the line than he could against someone who understood the position and knew how to counter it.

One of the most common non-book lines often played by amateurs of a certain level in the Queen's Gambit Declined is 1 P-Q4 P-Q4 2 P-QB4 P-K3 3 P-QB5. Despite the fact that 3 P-QB5 appears superficially strong to the amateur, it is strategically bad for a number of reasons. The problem is how to answer 3 P-QB5 so as to exploit White's error of strategy to the maximum degree.

The game that follows is an excellent illustration of three points: first, how White's mistaken strategy can give Black a mighty center; then, how White's attempts to maintain his badly placed Pawn outpost by supporting Pawn moves result in his loss of two Pawns; finally, how the player with the center and a mate-

rial plus should press his various advantages so as to win the game quickly.

The Queen's Gambit Declined—3 P-B5?

Amateur
1 P-Q4
2 P-QB4

Master
P-Q4

The Queen’s Gambit, a system of play which is very popular in tournament play. Other variations occur in Games 16, 19, and 20.

2...
P-K3

There exists in the center at present a state of tension. Tension in the center is a fundamental chess concept, which we shall try to clarify here.

In the opening of the game, both sides will aim to develop pieces and to obtain influence in the center. They can obtain this influence by directing pieces and Pawns toward the center, a process called centralization, and by placing Pawns on the center squares K4 and Q4. As a consequence of this center strategy, there will be created a situation analogous to a tug of war and known as tension. For instance, at this point we see that Black’s Q4-square is a contested square. White attacks; Black defends. It is normal, now, that White should try to strengthen the tension by 3 N-QB3 and that Black, on his part, should defend the point by 3... N-KB3. In the classical line, White then continues by 4 B-N5, indirectly attacking the pivotal point, Black’s Q4-square. The tension or struggle for possession of the center which has been built up will be eased at some point in the game. For instance, if Black plays ... PxB or if White plays P-QB5, as actually happens in this game, the tension will be broken. It may be stated in general that easing the tension facilitates the opponent’s play and should be done only if it is necessary or if the player has some special purpose in mind. If you can force your opponent to
ease the tension, it may be considered as a small measure of success.

3 P-B5?

A typical beginner's move, which amateurs often play with the mistaken idea that by pushing into enemy territory they impede their opponent's development. The move is bad for several reasons:

(a) White has eased the tension in the center, which makes things easier for Black.

(b) It strengthens Black's influence in the center, since he can now play ... P-K4 without giving up a Pawn as he must in the Albin Countergambit (1 P-Q4 P-Q4 2 P-QB4 P-K4 3 PxP ...). Our game can now continue 3 ... P-K4 4 PxP BxP. It is a general disadvantage of 3 P-B5 that it facilitates Black's carrying out the counterpush ... P-K4.

(c) White cannot maintain any pressure by his advanced Pawn, because he will be forced to exchange the QBP as soon as Black plays ... P-QN3.

(d) White has lost time by moving the same piece twice in the opening, which, in general, is bad unless some special purpose is served by it. It is difficult to count tempi in such a case, but after 3 ... P-QN3 4 PxP RPxP: (1) Black is a tempo ahead, because his KB is already free; (2) he is another tempo ahead because his QR has an open file (but this is an unusual way of counting).

One of the means of taking advantage of White's 3 P-B5? would be to occupy the center by 3 ... P-K4. True, Black loses a tempo with it; but, on the other hand, he threatens 4 ... PxP and if 5 QxP N-QB3, White will have difficulty in defending his advanced QBP. Taking Black's KP by 4 PxP is answered advantageously by 4 ... BxP. White, therefore, has no better move than 4 P-K3, whereupon Black plays 4 ... N-Q2, etc. In this position, Black is a little better off, as he is now attacking White's Q4. Black has created tension, and White is playing a more or less defensive role. Moreover, Black has more terrain on the K-wing than White. One of the immediate consequences of this situation is that White's possible N-KB3 can be answered by ... P-K5, increasing Black's space advantage even more.

But Black has a still stronger reply than 3 ... P-K4. He plays

3 ...

P-QN3

The text move has a forcing character, since it threatens to win a Pawn by 4 ... PxP, and, with best counterplay, it gives Black at least a Pawn majority in the center.

The relatively best line for White (the one in which he loses no material but only control of the center) is: 4 PxP RPxP, after which Black has an open QR-file and can continue by 5 ... P-QB4, thus building a mighty center.

But our amateur decides he can keep his Pawn by protecting it a second time. So he plays

4 P-QN4?

Although a natural try, this is the second mistake, which must cost a Pawn. There are positions in which White can afford P-QB5 followed by P-QN4, but generally not so early in the game.

4 ...

P-QR4!

This is the refutation. Observe:

(a) 5 PxNP BxPch 6 B-Q2 BxBch 7 NxB PxP and Black has a sound plus Pawn.

(b) 5 PxRP PxP also wins a Pawn, because White's P/R5 cannot be defended: e.g., 6 B-Q2 N-QB3.
5 P-QR3 and Black also wins a Pawn, this time by 5 . . . PxCN, because White's QR is not protected. If the White QB were already on QN2, things would be quite different. In that case, 4 . . . P-QR4 would not have won a Pawn on account of the reply 5 P-QR3, and Black would have tried the attack against the White center by . . . P-K4 at the appropriate time.

It is interesting to note that, apart from this positional refutation, Black has another more tactical way of meeting White's unsound attempt to maintain his advanced Pawn 4 P-QN4: 4 . . . Pxp 5 NpxP BxP?/ 6 PxB Q-B3, winning the Rook. White, however, has some counterplay: 7 B-Q2! QxR 8 B-B3 QxP 9 BxP and anything may happen.

5 Q-R4ch

This attempt to save the Pawn makes matters worse.

5 . . .

B-Q2

What is White to do now? If 6 P-N5 Pxp, winning a Pawn. Or if 6 Q-N3 R-Pxp and (a) 7 Q-NP Pxp 8 Pxp N-QR3, winning a Pawn, or (b) 7 Pxp P-QB4 (better than 7 . . . Pxp, which would leave Black with a double isolated Pawn) 8 Pxp BxP, followed by 9 . . . QxP.

So White replies

6 Q-R3

Maintaining pressure along the QR-file.

Although Black cannot play 6 . . . R-Pxp, he has an excellent line which will net him at least two Pawns.

6 . . .

N-QB3

Now Black's QR is protected, and Black threatens to win a Pawn and obtain a positional advantage by 7 . . . R-Pxp. What is White to do?

7 B-Pxp is quite out of the question because of 7 . . . BxP, winning the Queen.

If 7 P-RxP N-QP, threatening 8 . . . N-B7ch, so 8 Q-QB3 PxBP, and Black has a mighty center, whereas White's double RP doesn't count for more than one.

Therefore, White plays

7 P-K3

Thus White has finally protected one of his vulnerable points, the PQ4.

7 . . .

NxNP

Threatening to win the Queen by 8 . . . N-B7ch.

By 7 . . . P-KxP, followed by 8 . . . P-KBP, Black could also have won two Pawns, but the continuation chosen seems still stronger because now the Black pieces can develop more actively.

8 Q-B3

Pxp

This wins the QBP, since the White Queen doesn't seem able to defend it.

9 PxB

Q-B3

Forces the exchange of Queens and after that the win of White's QBP, since the threat of . . . N-B7ch revives after the exchange of Queens.

Whether or not to exchange is a question which often arises in a chess game. The decision depends on the relative activity of the Queens. In general, the attacking player will avoid exchanging Queens, and the defender will aim to exchange in order to
facilitate his job of defending, but this does not apply in our game. Also, the player with the material advantage will probably want to exchange Queens, since it is more difficult for the player who is down materially to obtain initiative or attack without the Queen.

In the position at hand, White's Queen is not less active than Black's. Black has a material advantage, and White's Queen is charged with protecting its QB2-square. It is therefore to Black's interest to eliminate this strong piece. Also, the exchange entails the development of Black's KN.

10 QxQ

10 B-N2? would be a mistake, for 10 ... QxQch 11 NxQ N-B7ch would follow.

10 ... 
11 N-QR3

Parrying the threat of ... N-B7ch.

11 ... 

BxP

What retribution! The apparently innocent Pawn move (3 P-B5) has been punished in the most brutal way! Black has two Pawns to the good and an enormous advance in development.

12 B-N2 
R-QN1

This move illustrates the use of the open file and the indirect attack on White's QB by 13 ... N-B7ch or ... N-Q6ch.

13 BxN

White gives Black a doubled Pawn. But in this position a doubled Pawn for Black is not a serious weakness. It is more than compensated for by the fine open KN-file it gives Black. Moreover, it is not a double isolated Pawn.

The exchange 13 BxN is not forced. White could play 13 B-Q4, after which Black would continue by 13 ... B-Q3, threatening 14 ... P-K4, and the White Bishop would come into difficulties.

If White should simply make a developing move such as 13 N-B3, Black would increase his advantage by 13 ... N-B7ch 14 NxN RxB 15 0-0-0 RxP.

13 ... 
PxB

14 N-B3 
R-N1

This move illustrates how an open file may be used to tie down the opponent's pieces. The pressure of Black's Rook along the file momentarily prevents the development of the White KB.

15 N-Q4

Perhaps White hopes to get some counterplay by attacking Black's QBP with 16 KN-N5.

A slightly better move would have been 15 P-N3, in order to be able eventually to develop the KB and KR. True, 15 P-N3 would create holes, but with a compromised position a player must choose the least of several evils.

15 ... 
P-K4
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Black establishes his strong center only after assuring himself that this move does not make new squares available to White. White cannot go to B5, and 16 KN-N5 is not worth much: 16 ... BxN 17 BxBch RxB! 18 NxR N-B7ch 19 K-K2 NxR 20 RxN P-B3! and then (a) 21 N-B3 RxP or (b) 21 N-B7ch K-Q2 22 N-R6 B-Q3, and the Knight is hemmed in.

16 KN-B2

What else can he do? If 16 N-B3, he has retreated with a loss of tempo. If 16 N-N3 B-Q3, threatening (a) 17 ... NxP followed by 18 ... RxN, winning a Pawn; (b) 17 ... P-R5, driving the Knight away again, and if White answers 16 ... B-Q3 by 17 NxP?, then 17 ... R-QR1 and Black wins a whole piece for his Pawn.

16 ... B-R5!

Attacking the Knight a second time, and White cannot answer 17 NxN? for that would cost him a piece after 17 ... BxNch, attacking the Knight and King simultaneously.

17 K-Q2

17 0-0-0? loses immediately by 17 ... NxPch 18 K-Q2 BxN/R3 19 NxB BxR.

17 R-B1 could also be answered by 17 ... NxP, but still simpler is 17 ... NxNch 18 NxN R-N7 19 K-Q2, and, by a transposition of moves, we get to the game.

17 ... NxN
18 NxN R-N7

Black seizes the 7th rank with a threat. White will have to tie up his pieces in defense of the pinned Knight.

19 R-B1

If 19 B-Q3, then 19 ... P-K5 20 K-B1 PxB 21 KxR PxN with a strong passed Pawn and decisive material advantage to Black.

19 ... B-N5ch
20 K-Q1
20 K-Q3 P-K5ch loses a piece for White.
20 ... RxRP

Now White cannot prevent 21 ... B-R6, attacking the defending Rook and thus depriving the Knight of its necessary protection.

21 B-Q3

The obvious reply, but the Bishop cannot maintain itself on this square.

21 ... P-K5
22 B-K2 B-B6
23 Resigns

White is completely tied up. He cannot move. Black continues ... K-K2, ... R-N1, and ... KR-N7, winning the whole board.

Any other reasonable Black maneuver would decide as well: e.g., ... P-QB4 and ... P-Q5 or an immediate ... RxP.
**Game 10**

Disadvantages of an early . . . P-KR3
How to play when one is tempi ahead
Maintaining the initiative by a preventive move
Attack against the uncastled King
Maintaining the attack

One of the favorite moves of the weaker amateur playing Black is a defensive . . . P-KR3 early in the game. This unnecessary protective move is disadvantageous for Black in two different ways: (1) it weakens his K-side Pawn structure; (2) it loses a tempo for him and allows White to secure a superior development.

The problem for White is how to capitalize on his slight advance in development.

One of the most effective methods at White’s disposal is to increase his margin of development even more at the expense of a Pawn. While Black loses another move capturing the proffered Pawn, White develops one more piece. From then on, White must try to combine his developing moves with threats, molesting Black as much as possible, so that the latter will have to make defensive moves rather than developing his pieces.

In this game, once White’s pieces are all in play, he eliminates most of Black’s developed pieces by a series of well-considered exchanges. Then, making the maximum use of his own remaining pieces, which are active, he overwhelsms his opponent’s vulnerable King before Black can do anything effective himself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Amateur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 N-KB3</td>
<td>N-QB3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 B-B4</td>
<td>P-KR3 (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a favorite move of the weaker amateur. He fears some future attack by the White QB (B-KN5, for instance) or by the White KN (N-KN5), and, before the White QB is even able to move, he plays the precautionary 3 . . . P-KR3. In certain positions, such a precautionary move is occasionally necessary, but in this position, not only is it not necessary, but it consumes valuable time. This puts Black one move behind White in the type of opening where tempi are of greatest importance. Instead of meeting the enemy’s rapidly mobilizing forces with armed soldiers (i.e., by bringing out his pieces), Black only loses time and force, and, without realizing it, even weakens his defensive wall.

Black would have done better to contest White’s command of the center by a move such as 3 . . . B-B4 (see Game 25) or by 3 . . . N-B3, threatening the White KP, after which White would have to do something to meet this attack on his Pawn. With the text, there is no direct threat, and White can play at will.

Therefore, White makes an aggressive bid for complete control of the center by playing

4 P-Q4
White now has his initial advantage of moving first, and, in
addition, he has won a tempo because of Black's ineffectual
3 ... P-KR3. Because he now has an advantage of two tempi, he
decides to play for open positions, since the value of the tempo
is greatest in these kinds of positions.

4 ... PxP

Black must take, as we shall see by an analysis of the most
plausible alternate reply 4 ... P-Q3: 5 PxP PxP 6 QxQch and (a)
6 ... KxQ 7 BxP, etc., or (b) 6 ... NxQ 7 NxP. White could act
even more energetically by playing 6 BxPch KxB 7 NxPch, and
Black is in great trouble, for (a) 7 ... NxN? 8 QxQ or (b) 7 ... 
K-K2 8 N-N6ch, or (c) 7 ... K-K1 8 Q-R5ch K-K2 9 N-N6ch.
After (d) 7 ... K-B3, the continuation is less clear. This does not
mean that the sacrifice would be incorrect, since after 8 N-Q3,
White has two Pawns for a piece and the Black King is badly
placed. On the other hand, a safe win of a Pawn, as in the other
variations, might be preferable.

5 P-B3

White offers to give up a Pawn in return for more rapid
development. In open positions such as this one, development is of
paramount importance, and it is often worth a Pawn or two to
obtain it. White not only threatens to build an ideal center by
6 PxP, but he has also opened an avenue for his Queen, which
could now jump to QN3.

White could also have answered 5 NxP, after which the game
might have continued 5 ... P-Q3 6 0-0 N-B3, and White certainly
has a good game.

It cannot be stated objectively which of the two methods
(5 P-B3 or 5 NxP) is the better. But by the sacrifice of a Pawn,
White can demonstrate more convincingly the futility of Black's
... P-KR3.

However, if Black could win the extra Pawn and then hold
the position, his Pawn plus might count in the end. White must there-
fore play very accurately in order to make the best possible use of

his superior development before Black can consolidate and make
the Pawn plus count.

5 ... PxP

Black accepts the Pawn. He cannot do much else. If he tries
to continue his development by 5 ... N-B3, the game continues
6 P-K5 P-Q4 (6 ... N-K5 7 B-Q5 N-B4 8 PxP leads to an over-
whelming game for White) 7 B-QN5 N-K5 8 NxP B-Q2 9 P-K6!
PxP 10 Q-R5ch and because of Black's weakening move 3 ...
P-KR3, Black now loses his right to castle and finds his King in
a compromised position.

6 NxP

Compare the development of the two sides. White has three
pieces developed and a Pawn on his K4; Black has one piece
developed and a Pawn on his KR3. White's QB is free; Black's
QB is not. White's Queen can develop to his N3. White is at least
three tempi ahead, depending on the method one uses to count the
tempi.

6 ... P-Q3

If Black tries to develop his KN (6 ... N-B3), he comes into
difficulties after 7 P-K5.

If he replies 6 ... B-N5, we get a game of the nature of Game
18, with this difference: in that game, the Black KN is on KB3; here,
the KRP is on KR3, certainly a disadvantage for Black by
Black would then threaten the simplification ... N-QR4, as the check 8 Q-R4 is out of the question. Moreover, White would not have at his disposal the attacking move 8 N-Q5. After 7 ... Q-Q2, the game might have continued 8 B-QN5 P-R3 9 BxN QxB and White has laid a good foundation for a later attack by 0-0, B-K3, QR-B1, and N-Q5.

8 N-Q5

It is important to retain the initiative in open games where one side has the advantage of a tempo or more. Therefore, White abandons his KP and threatens the Black Queen.

When a player has an open game and is tempi ahead, he can generally afford to attack, even though all his pieces are not developed.

8 ... Q-Q2

Black does not answer with the counterattack 8 ... QxPch, because after 9 K-Q1, White threatens both 10 R-K1, winning the Queen, and 10 NxPch, winning the Rook. If Black tries to meet these threats by 9 ... K-Q1, White would do nothing special, just strengthen his position by 10 R-K1 Q-B4 11 B-Q2 (preventing ... N-R4), and now Black is at a loss. White has all his pieces developed; Black, practically none. White can do various things, such as N-K3 or N-B4 and BxP. But the game is not easy. White must play carefully to maintain his superiority.

9 B-Q2

Prevents Black's simplifying move ... N-QR4. Such preventive moves can constitute an important part of the problem of how to maintain the initiative. One should not hesitate to play them, despite the fact that they cost a tempo and seem to slow down the force of the initiative.

White could also have played 9 B-QN5, but 9 B-Q2 is stronger because it develops another piece, avoids the exchange BxN (which would be necessary after 9 ... P-R3), opens the QB1-square for the Rook, and maintains the battery Q/QN3-B/QB4.

9 ... B-K2
To prepare for the development of the Black KN, which he cannot easily play at once, since after 9 ... N-KB3 10 NxNch PxN, Black’s Pawn formation is seriously damaged and his casting possibilities are reduced.

10 0-0

N-B3

10 0-0

N-B3

Black is now developing his pieces normally, but his 3 ... P-KR3 has cost him time, and he is still behind in development.

11 B-B3!

Again threatening to double Black’s Pawns by 12 NxNch BxN 13 BxB PxB.

In positions where a player is being subjected to violent attack, he should try to simplify by exchanging pieces, but here Black cannot simplify by exchanging Knights because of 11 ... NxN 12 PxN N-Q1 13 BxP R-KN1 14 B-Q4 Q-R6 15 P-N3 and White has the advantage, since he has regained his gambit Pawn, and the Black King is very exposed in the center, and the Black pressure against the White K-side is of a temporary nature, since it cannot easily be increased.

11 ...

NxP

In for a penny, in for a pound. This leads to a quick catastrophe, as the position is becoming more and more open. Altogether, castling is probably the best for Black here, notwithstanding the possibility of White’s mutilating his K-wing after 11 ... 0-0 12 NxNch, etc.

12 KR-K1

White at once takes possession of the open file, which will surely give him some sort of attack on Black’s uncastled King.

If, instead, White should play 12 BxP, then 12 ... R-N1 gives Black counterchances: e.g., 13 BxP? Q-R6. Compare this with the comment after White’s 11th move, and note how much better off Black is here because his KN takes part in the attack.

12 ...

NxB

13 NxB!

The Black Knight on White’s QB3 can wait. First, White sets out to demolish the Black King position.

13 ...

NxN

14 BxPch

The first concrete result of the White strategy. Black must give up castling, and this is undoubtedly worth the Pawn Black still has to the good.

14 ...

K-B1

14 ... K-Q1 and the Black King is still worse off. White simply plays 15 PxN and already threatens the knockout blow N-K5, and if 15 ... PxN 16 QR-Q1.

15 PxN

P-Q4
Black must block communication between the White Queen and Bishop as soon as possible, before White strengthens his position by a move such as N-Q4, threatening N-K6ch.

16 N-K5  
17 QR-Q1  

Always the same principle: Bring up new forces if you have an advance in development. Compare games 14 and 24.

Here White attacks Black's QP with the newly developed Rook and even constitutes a latent threat to Black's Queen. Whenever your King or Queen is in line with your opponent's Rook or Bishop, there is latent danger even if there is an intervening piece or Pawn.

17 ...  
18 P-QB4

Not only to direct a new attack against the Black QP, but also to open a horizontal line which will enable the White Queen to go to the other side of the board. Open lines are an advantage to the side which has the attack.

18 ...  
B-B4

Note that 18 ... PxB? loses immediately after 19 RxQ PxQ 20 R-Q8 mate.

19 PxP  
20 BxP  
21 RxP

White has recaptured his Pawn and stands marvelously. His attack is maintained, and the Black pieces are still fighting for development.

21 ...  
22 R-Q7

Threatening 23 R-B7ch, followed by an early mate.

The possession of the 7th rank by a Rook is always strong. Here it is especially so because of the triple attack on Black's KB2-square.

22 ...  
B-K3

If 22 ... BxR? 23 NxBch, winning the Queen.

White now has the initiative and certainly a much better game, even though the pieces are even.

But such positions often pose the problem of how to maintain the initiative or how to convert the advantage in tempi into an advantage in force or even how to give mate with the number of developed pieces available.

In this position, if Black could exchange certain pieces or if he could get his Rooks into play, he might be able to turn the tide. This would be difficult, however, because of the vulnerable position of the Black King. Nevertheless, White must analyze carefully and find forcing moves.

So he continues

23 N-N6ch
By this move, White forces the exchange of his Knight with the Black Bishop, thus eliminating Black's most important defensive piece. Note that Black must take.

23 ...  QxN
24 RxB

Not 24 QxB? After the exchange of Queens, White has only a small advantage. Without this exchange, White wins immediately, as will be seen below.

24 ...  R-K1

A last attempt. Black is hoping to administer the corridor mate by 25 RxQ? R-K8 mate.
He had nothing better, since 24 ... Q-N4 25 R-K8ch leads to 25 ... KxR 26 Q-B7 mate; and 24 ... Q-B4 25 R/6-K7 is no better.

25 Q-N4ch

This in-between check protects White's K-square and, by giving check and forcing Black to play his King, enables White to capture the Black Queen on the next move.

25 ...  Resigns

For 25 ... K-N1 (forced) 26 RxQ, etc.

Game II

The Philidor Defense
Surrender the center
Time vs. material
The combined KB + KN attack against the hostile KBP
Pressing the advantage
Exchange to remove a well-posted piece

Morphy's great contribution to chess is his strategy and his technique of handling the open game. From an examination of his technique in the open game, one might summarize his method as follows: "Get an advantage in development; open up the game, if necessary by sacrificing Pawns or even pieces; then overwhelm your opponent with all the forces at your command before he can equalize or strike back."

In this game, the amateur makes the mistake of striving for material superiority at the expense of development. He wins first one Pawn, then a second. This gives the master an enormous edge in development. But this temporary advantage of time and space must be used at once, or it will disappear. The master must first choose the most propitious squares to which to bring his pieces; he must then decide how to maneuver the pieces so as to give mate or come out with a material superiority—a question of tactics.

In the solution of the tactical problem, all kinds of factors may arise. The perfect method would be to calculate all possibilities, but this is, in general, not practical. So the master has to examine one or two moves of different lines and evaluate the final positions of these variations. The bases of such evaluations can be
different. In one instance, the basis may simply be material relationship; another time, the fact that the hostile King is exposed to an overwhelming number of attacking pieces; in a third case, a combination of these two elements, etc. From these evaluations the master judges the position, chooses the most favorable line, and decides which way to follow up his advantage.

The Philidor Defense

Master
1 P-K4
2 N-KB3

Amateur
P-K4
P-Q3

The Philidor Defense.
Black builds up a solid defensive wall, which is an advantage, but he shuts in his KB, which is a slight disadvantage, and he elects to play a somewhat passive and defensive game, rather than striving for an eventual ... P-Q4, which would give him a more active game.

3 P-Q4

White opens up his game immediately and now threatens to win a Pawn by 4 PxP PxP 5 QxQch KxQ 6 NxP.
Black now has several choices. He can play

(a) 3 ... N-QB3, and the game could continue: 4 B-QN5 B-Q2 5 N-B3 N-B3 and we get the so-called Steinitz Defense of the Ruy López by transposition.

(b) 3 ... N-Q2 (in order to maintain the center KP) 4 B-QB4 P-QB3 (the Hanham variation) 5 0-0 B-K2 6 N-B3 N-B3, and, although Black's position is a bit cramped, it is very solid.

(c) The counterattack 3 ... N-KB3 4 PxP NxP 5 QN-Q2 NxN 6 BxN and White stands a little better.

Instead, he plays

3 ... P-QB4?

This move is slightly inferior to the above alternates, because it constitutes surrendering the center: that is, being content with a Pawn on the third rank when one's opponent has a center Pawn on the fourth rank.

The game could now continue:

(a) 4 NxP N-KB3 5 N-B3 B-Q2 6 B-QB4, and White has more freedom, which is, in general, valid for all the variations resulting from 2 ... P-Q3.

(b) 4 QxP N-QB3 5 B-QN5 (in this way White does not lose a tempo and the Queen remains in her good central position) 5 ... B-Q2 6 BxN BxN 7 N-B3 N-B3 8 B-N5 B-K2 9 0-0-0.

But he decides instead to give up the Pawn in return for an extra tempo, and plays

4 B-QB4

Black has no pieces developed and might well continue 4 ... N-KB3 or 4 ... N-QB3. Instead, intrigued by the idea of maintaining the Pawn just captured, he plays

4 ... P-QB4?

If Black could hold this formation, it might be worthwhile to play for it, but he cannot hold it, and, moreover, he has no pieces developed, so that White's superiority in development and in
control of squares is already considerable. On the other hand, Black has maintained his plus Pawn.

5 P-B3

In order to give Black a Pawn weakness, White attacks the formation, threatening 6 PxP and 7 NxP. If Black plays something like 5 ... N-QB3, then 6 PxP, and whichever way Black retakes, he ends up with a bad Pawn formation and equal Pawns. He therefore plays what is perhaps least bad under the circumstances:

5 ... PxP

White could now get a good game by 6 NxP, for Black would remain with a backward QP and a hole on his Q4 in return for an extra Pawn. Masters preferring positional chess might well play this line. But White decides to carry the struggle of time versus material still farther. (Read Introduction § 9—Styles of chess play.) He plays

6 0-0 PxP?

Black would have done better not to have accepted the additional Pawn, but to have begun his development by 6 ... N-QB3.

7 BxP N-KB3?

Because White could exploit the position after this move, it might have been better for Black first to play 7 ... N-QB3, which would have been an excellent preparation for an eventual defense of the weak point KB2, since a later N-N5 could be answered by ... N-K4, both protecting the Black KB2 and attacking the White KB.

White has now castled, has three minor pieces developed to Black's one, and has a Pawn on his K4 as contrasted with Black's bad Pawn formation PQB4-PQ3. With this overwhelming advantage in development and in control of space, White can expect to attain something more than equality: that is, he can afford to look for a big advantage, and he must look for a big advantage. If he fails to make the most of his temporary advance in time, Black may catch up with him in development and still retain his two plus Pawns. So White plays

8 N-N5

White threatens to take Black's KBP. This type of combined KB and KN attack on Black's KBP is often found in amateur KP games; and in the Two Knights Defense, where it is theory, it is also played by masters. In this position, there is no easy defense. All replies force Black to give back one of his Pawns.

8 ... B-K3

If 8 ... P-Q4 9 PxP opens the K-file dangerously: e.g., 9 ... P-KR3? 10 R-K1ch B-K2 11 P-Q6, etc. (or 11 NxP).

9 BxB

White exchanges his Bishop rather than his Knight, because in this position the Knight is a more valuable piece than the Bishop, since it can make annoying threats and checks.

9 ... PxB

10 P-K5

In order to answer 10 ... PxP by 11 QxQch, followed by 12 N-B7ch, winning the Rook.

It is important to see how and why the master presses his advantage here. He could have played 10 NxP Q-Q2 11 N-KN5,
but the text opens up the game, which makes White's advantage in development better felt.

10 ... \[ KN-Q2 \]
10 ... N-Q4 would lose a piece after 11 NxKP.

11 NxKP

White's Knight now occupies a very commanding position in Black's territory.

11 ... \[ Q-N3 \]

Black decides to counterattack. As a matter of fact, he does not have much choice. It would be natural to drive the White Knight away by 11 ... Q-K2, but then 12 N-B7ch wins the Rook.

White now has an overwhelming position, and yet an amateur might not know what to do with it. How can the attack be continued while at the same time protecting the attacked White Bishop? Part of the key lies in the fact that if Black takes White's Bishop, White can win Black's QR.

12 N-B3

Black decides first to protect against White's N-B7ch, but this brings his Knight to a rather ineffective square. It exercises little influence on the center.

13 R-N1 \[ NxP \]

Black is once more interested in material gain, but this time rightly so, for, along with getting material, he eliminates White's KP, which is a dangerous weapon.

14 N-Q5

White brings his Knight to this important, strong center square with tempo, for he attacks the Black Queen.

14 ... \[ Q-B3 \]

Here again arises the question: Given his strong position, how can White continue so as to make the most of it?

15 BxN

White exchanges here in order to remove Black's one well-posted piece and make best use of his lines to bring more pieces into dominating positions.

15 ... \[ PxB \]

16 Q-R5ch \[ P-N3 \]

17 QxKP

Threatening 18 QxR, much as in Game 2.
With all the center files open and three White pieces directed like pistols against the Black King, Black stands hopeless.

17 ... R-KN1

In this position, White is so strong that he can win the game in a number of ways. For instance, 18 N-Q4 dis ch wins the Queen and forces a resignation. But this game was played in a simultaneous exhibition, and the master, aware of the tendency of some amateurs to play on even against hopeless odds, decided to give mate instead. So he played

18 N-B6ch K-B2

Or 18 ... K-K2 19 QR-Q1 (threatening 20 N-N5 dis ch, etc.) and (a) 19 ... QxN 20 R-Q7 mate or (b) 19 ... B-R3 20 N-N5 dis ch K-B1 21 N/6xP mate.

19 N-N5ch K-N2

20 N-R5 db ch

Mate is in the air. Also possible is 20 N-N4 dis ch Q-B3 21 QxQ mate.

20 ... K-R3

21 N-B7 mate

**Game 12**

Ruy López

Motives for exchange

Reducing the attack by neutralization

Center pressure by a Pawn

Cutting the communication between the sides

Exploiting the weakened side

The all-out attack against the King

The current variations of the openings are not the only correct variations, for there is a factor of fashion involved. If a certain opening is often played in tournaments, it becomes the subject of much theoretical analysis, and consequently a great many players use that opening. This does not mean that lines which are seldom played are necessarily inferior. It is a merit of World Champions such as Steinitz, Lasker, and Alekhine that from time to time they came up with very solid openings which no one knew because they were so seldom played.

In this game, Black, a coffeehouse player, chooses a rarely played defense of the Ruy López. It is not the strongest theoretical line of that opening, and he will certainly not get an overwhelming game with it, but it is a solid line, and the master will not be able to overrun him in a few moves. On the contrary, at the beginning of the middle game, nothing seems to be wrong with the amateur's position.

But this is precisely where the master shows his skill at first creating, then exploiting a weakness. He comes up with a fine move which, to the untrained eye, looks strange, but which leads to the splitting up of the Black defense system into two parts,
with the communication between the parts interrupted and made difficult. This is the point. If the communication between the Queen- and King-wing is such that the opponent cannot easily and rapidly bring his pieces from one side to the other, it can and must occur that at some time or other he has a minority of forces on an important part of the board.

This is what occurs in this game. Black, through lack of communication, is unable to defend his Q-side. Having created the weakness, the master then deftly proceeds to exploit it.

**Ruy López**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Amateur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 N-KB3</td>
<td>N-QB3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 B-N5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ruy López, an opening which affords White more possibilities than most others.

With 3 B-N5, White exercises indirect pressure against Black's position, for by BxN, he threatens eventually to win Black's KP. He cannot do so immediately, since 4 BxN QPxB 5 NxP? is answered by 5 . . . Q-Q5 or 5 . . . Q-N4, either of which leads to regaining the Pawn and gives Black at least an even position. But Black must continually take into account the possibility of White's playing BxN under more favorable circumstances, as we shall now show in two examples where he first protects his KP so that Black cannot regain the Pawn with his Queen after White has played NxKP:

(a) 3 . . . N-B3 4 P-Q3, threatening 5 BxN QPxP 6 NxP and Black cannot regain his Pawn with 6 . . . Q-Q5.

(b) 3 . . . P-QR3 4 B-R4 N-B3 5 0-0 B-K2 6 R-K1 and White again threatens to play BxN to advantage, as for instance, 6 . . . 0-0 7 BxN QPxB 8 NxP, and White has won a Pawn.

3 . . . KN-K2

The idea behind this move is to reinforce the QN so that in case of BxN, Black could reply . . . NxB, thus protecting his KP.

The theoretically strongest move here is 3 . . . P-QR3. Since the coffeehouse player in this simultaneous match did not make this move, we shall not concern ourselves further with the theory of the opening at this time.

4 0-0

White castles at this point in order to gain complete freedom for all kinds of actions in the center.

4 . . . P-Q3

A solid defensive move, which again has the disadvantage of less mobility (see Game 11). This move is more or less a consequence of Black's previous play.

5 P-Q4

White again tries to open up the game, threatening to win a Pawn by 6 PxP. Also, 6 P-Q5 could be unpleasant for Black.

5 . . . B-Q2

Black now has a cramped but solidly defensive game.

6 N-B3

A simple developing move.

6 . . . P-B3
This move looks amateurish, but in many variations of the Ruy López it is the right way to strengthen the center.

The move may be played both by amateurs and by a World Champion. In a Lasker-Steinitz game, Moscow, 1896, White played 6 B-N5 (instead of 6 N-B3), and Black obtained a very good game by replying 6 ... P-B3 with tempo.

White, who now has better center control and therefore a slight advantage, tries to profit by the situation by playing

7 PxP

White now exchanges in order to have more freedom of action. As long as the tension (see Game 9, Black's 3rd move) Q4 vs. K5 exists, White has to take into account, after his PxP, the possibilities ... QPxP, ... BPxP, and ... NxP. This exchange frees him from the necessity of looking into these from now on.

If Black could attain ... N-N3, ... B-K2, and ... 0-0, his position would be excellent although cramped. Alekhine had a clear preference for such positions.

Note that 7 B-QB4 to prevent Black's castling, which is good strategically, is poor tactically because Black would answer by 7 ... N-R4.

7 ...

NnP

The alternates 7 ... QPxP and 7 ... KPxP are just as good.

8 NxB

This time White exchanges in order to free the diagonal Q1-KR5 for the Queen.

8 BxBch is not so good, for White's KB is better situated than Black's QB. The text gives the Black player the opportunity to exchange Bishops himself; it is true, but he would exchange them under conditions less favorable to himself. See (b) under Black's 8th move.

8 ...

BPxB

This opens up the K-side suspiciously. Yet

(a) 8 ... QPxN 9 B-B4 and Black has greater problems. The formation QBP2-QP3-KP4 is more natural than KBP3-PK4.

(b) 8 ... BxB could be answered by 9 N-B7! (he has to lose the Knight anyway) 9 ... KxN 10 NxN and White has succeeded in displacing the Black King; or 9 ... Q-Q2? 10 NxPch! PxN 11 Q-R3ch followed by 12 QxB, and White has won a Pawn.

9 B-QB4

White places his Bishop on the important diagonal which has been opened. Given Black's restricted position and White's open lines, there should be something in the position for White.

9 ...

Q-B1

Black plans to neutralize White's control of the dangerous diagonal by ... B-K3—an excellent idea.

10 Q-B3

Developing the Queen and threatening 11 Q-B7ch.

To be considered is: 10 Q-R5ch P-N3 11 Q-B3 B-K3 12 Q-B6, but then 12 ... BxB 13 QxB R-B3 with equality.

10 ...

B-K3

Certainly, this is the only way to stop White's attack.

11 BxB
The alternates 11 B-K2 or 11 B-N3 would lose a tempo for White and leave the Black Bishop in a place which is not inferior to that of the White Bishop.

11 ... QxB

One may well ask at this point, "Now that Black has succeeded in cutting down White's attack through neutralization, what does White have? Wherein does his advantage lie?"

Actually, White has only a little more than equality here: namely, his advantage in development and a Bishop which is slightly more mobile. The fact that Black's inferiority is so slight is due to the following conditions: (a) Black has built up a solid defensive position; (b) Black was able to neutralize White's attack; (c) Black really has no Pawn weaknesses.

Under those conditions, not even a master can get an advantage over a coffeehouse player. To a certain extent, he must wait for a weak move or an error.

12 N-Q5

Why does White play the already developed Knight when his QB and his QR are still undeveloped? He wishes to force the following exchange, after which the White KP will press against the Black position and will divide the Black camp into two parts between which communication will be difficult. Moreover, White's K4-square will then become free for a piece.

12 ... NxN

Practically forced. After 12 ... 0-0-0 13 B-N5 R-K1 14 Q-QN3 (threatening 15 N-N6ch, winning the Queen) 14 ... NxN 15 PxN, and thus ... NxB is forced anyway.

13 PxN

At this point, the position is slightly in favor of White, for Black has an open K-wing and a vulnerable Q-wing, which are potential weaknesses. As already noted, the communication between the Black K- and Q-wing is made difficult by this Pawn. However, this need not play too great a part, because too few pieces are left on the board.

13 ... Q-N3?

The decisive error!

Black should have played 13 ... Q-Q2. Then the game might have continued 14 Q-K4 B-K2 (better than 14 ... 0-0-0 15 B-K3 and White might try to start an attack against the Black King, which is motivated by the pressure of White's KP and is certainly not without chances) 15 B-Q2 0-0 16 QR-K1 Q-B4 and White is only a little better off—he has the Good Bishop and possession of his K4-square—17 QxQ RxB 18 R-K4 QR-KB1 19 P-KB3. The White Rook can go to either side of the board. This does not mean much because of the reduced material.

14 Q-QN3
Protecting his QBP and attacking Black’s QNP. This forces Black to make some sort of disadvantageous or weakening move.

14 ... P-N3

As a result of this move, Black now has a disadvantageous Pawn position in which he opens diagonals for White. Let us look at the alternatives.

(a) 14 ... 0-0-0 15 B-K3 K-N1 16 Q-R4 P-QR3 17 P-QN4 with a strong attack or 16 ... P-N3 17 Q-R6, followed by 18 P-QR4. (17 ... QxP makes things worse.)
(b) 14 ... R-QN1 15 Q-R4ch and 16 QxP.

Now that Black has created the weakness, White has a right to play for a bigger advantage. He starts by wrecking Black’s K-position and castling possibilities.

15 Q-N5ch K-B2

Black visualizes 16 Q-Q7ch B-K2 17 QxBP KR-QB1, with full development.
If 15 ... K-K2, which is a poor move because it blocks the Bishop, 16 Q-B6, etc.

16 P-KB4

White first makes this move, opening lines for attack, in order to prepare for Q-Q7ch.

16 ... PxP

The alternatives are equally bad.

(a) 16 ... K-N1? 17 PxP PxP 18 P-Q6, threatening Q-Q5ch or Q-B4ch or Q-N3ch.
(b) 16 ... QxP? 17 Q-Q7ch B-K2 18 PxP dis ch K-N1 19 Q-K6 mate.
(c) 16 ... P-K5 17 P-B5 Q-B3 18 Q-B4 Q-K2 19 B-K3, after which Black’s development has not improved and White can prepare the deciding blow at his leisure: e.g., R-B4, QR-KB1, P-B6.

17 Q-Q7ch

White makes this in-between move in order to immobilize the Black Bishop.

17 ... K-N1

For 17 ... B-K2 loses the Bishop after 18 RxPch.

18 RxP P-KR3

In view of the immobile position of the Black King, it is wise to create a flight square. For instance, if 18 ... QxP?? 19 Q-K6 mate.

19 B-Q2

To increase pressure against Black’s KN2 by B-B3.

19 ... QxP?

Don’t go Pawn hunting when your house is on fire!
A better move would be 19 ... K-R2, after which White continues the attack by 20 QR-KB1.

20 B-B3

The pressure is building up.

20 ... Q-N3

21 QR-KB1
White now threatens 22 R-KN4, and the Queen must give up
the protection of its KN2. On the other hand, 21 R-KN4 at once
would be met by the neutralizing 21 ... Q-B2.

21 ...          K-R2
Black overlooks the threat, but even so there is nothing better.

22 R-KN4          Q-K1
Hoping to neutralize by an exchange of Queens. But White's
pressure is too overwhelming.

23 QxPch          BxQ
23 RxPch is also sufficient.

23 ...          BxQ
24 RxB mate.

Game 13

The nature of fianchetto play
The importance of Black's having influence in the center
when playing the fianchetto
The wing attack (P-KR4-KR5) against the fianchetto
The demolishing of a weakened Pawn position by sacrifice

The development of the NP on either side to its third square
is the beginning of a maneuver known as a fianchetto, that is, a
flank development. Usually the N2-square is then occupied by
the Bishop, which exercises considerable pressure along the whole
diagonal and particularly on the center squares which form a part
of the diagonal.

Around 1940 chess masters considered this fianchetto as insuffi-
cient to obtain equality unless the Black player first took
measures to prevent White from obtaining full superiority in the
center.

The approved method of playing a fianchetto then was, for in-
stance, 1 P-Q4 N-KB3 (preventing 2 P-K4) 2 P-QB4 and now
2 ... P-KN3, or, on the other side, 1 P-Q4 N-KB3 2 N-KB3 P-QN3.

The Black player feared 1 P-Q4 N-KB3 2 P-QB4 P-QN3? on
account of 3 N-QB3 B-N2 4 P-B3, followed by 5 P-K4.

On the other hand, the Black player did not fear 1 P-Q4 N-KB3
2 P-QB4 P-KN3 3 N-QB3 B-N2 4 P-K4, because he was convinced
that he could obtain counterchanges in the center by 4 ... P-Q3
and later by ... P-QB4 or ... P-K4.

Thus, the ability to decide when an opponent's center must be
considered unassailable and when it is not so strong that it cannot
be destroyed or neutralized is, in the eyes of a master, a matter of experience in practical games. The master concludes from his own games and those of other masters that in some cases he can permit his opponent a strong center, and in other cases he cannot.

Lately, some relatively unknown players have been playing the fianchetto without first taking the precaution of preventing White from taking complete possession of the center, and, strangely enough, their White opponents could not refute their play in a convincing manner.

Today, the situation is not clear. It appears that Black can play the fianchetto immediately, but he must be sure that he has counterplay in the center at the right time and in the right way.

In both of the following games, Black, the amateur, plays the immediate fianchetto, but in Game 13 he plays the fianchetto at random, without attempting to exert any influence in the center, whereas in Game 14 he tries to bring some influence to bear in the center.

It is a principle of chess established by Steinitz that once the center has become stabilized and is secure, a player can safely and profitably start a flank attack. The fianchetto, with its protruding PN3, is particularly vulnerable to an attack by his opponent's P-R4-R5. Such an attack is stronger when the attacking side is ahead in development, for that player can then hurl everything he has against the points weakened by his flank attack.

The Double Fianchetto

Master       Amateur
1 P-Q4        P-QN3
2 P-K4

When Black plays an immediate fianchetto, it is customary for White to take complete possession of the center by occupying it with two center Pawns, the KP and QP.

2 ...     B-N2

White is now obliged to protect his attacked KP, so he plays

3 N-Q2

Compare this method of protecting the PK4 with that offered by 3 N-QB3. With the text (a) the QBP conserves freedom of movement; (b) the QN cannot be pinned by ... B-QN5; (c) on Q2 the QN can hope to participate in a K-side attack eventually; for the Knight on QB3 there is less chance; (d) but the QN on Q2 temporarily blocks the Queen and QB; (e) White's QP is temporarily unprotected; and (f) White's QN does not exert pressure on the center square Q5.

The development of the QN to Q2 is found in several openings, such as the Colle system of the QP opening and in the Tarrasch variation of the French Defense.

White could also have protected his KP by 3 B-Q3, but it is an old of precept of Lasker that it is preferable to develop Knights before Bishops. The reason for this is that the best square for the Bishop depends largely on what the opponent's center formation will be. So one should wait with his Bishop until the opponent has shown his "cards," that is, his center formation.

3 ...     P-N3 (?)

A fianchetto at random—without special reason. Black plays his fianchetto without any plan in mind, simply says: "Well, we'll fianchetto on the other side as well."

Amateurs, especially those who have not studied master games, frequently use this double fianchetto in the belief that the Bishops
exert tremendous pressure along their diagonals. This they do, but it must be noted that the fianchettoed Bishops are hampered by the White center Pawns and that these Bishops can exert their full strength only if the Black Pawns are able to make holes in the White center or to neutralize it. For instance, if Black at a given moment plays ... P-QB4 followed by ... BxQP, this exchange improves the scope of the fianchettoed KB considerably.

At this point, therefore, 3 ... P-N3 must be considered a slight error, as it leaves White too much freedom in the center. Instead, Black might have played 3 ... P-QB4 simply to exert a bit of pressure against the center. If then 4 P-Q5 P-K3, etc.

4 KN-B3
B-N2
5 P-B3

This move is not necessary at this point, but it is perfectly good. It has the following purposes: (a) it strengthens the PQ4; (b) it forms a protective bulwark on the Black KB diagonal after the White QP is removed; (c) it opens a diagonal for the White Queen to develop to QB2 or QR3; (d) it affords to the KB, which will be developed to QB4, the possibility, if its activity on QB4 should be hampered in one way or another, of going via QR3 or Q3 to QB2, on the one hand preventing it from being trapped (as it can be in many variations of the Ruy López), on the other protecting White's KP from its QB2.

White might equally well have played 5 B-B4 first and later on P-B3.

White now has a strong center; Black has only his Two Bishops developed on the flank, and he sees that 5 ... N-KB3 could be answered by 6 P-K5. Some influence in the center seems to be necessary. He therefore plays

5 ...

P-Q3

This type of move, the purpose of which is to prevent the opponent from pushing his center Pawns into a pawnless center and preparing a counterpush ... P-QB4 or ... P-K4, is a common way of meeting this sort of situation, not only in openings where Black fianchettoes immediately, but in certain other openings where Black deliberately allows White to set up a Pawn center, so that he can later destroy it. It is found in the Alekhine Defense, among others.

In this particular game, 5 ... P-Q3 leads to the Black Pawn formation QR3-QN3-QB2-Q3, creating holes in the Black position (compare Game 3). Such a formation is bad in general, although White cannot take advantage of it at the moment. But, after the exchange of the White Bishops on both sides, the holes created could become a serious weakness.

6 B-B4

This is the square on which to develop the KB, first because it brings pressure to bear on the relatively weak Black Pawn at Black's KB2, second because White's KB would be passive at its K2 and relatively inactive at its Q3 because of Black's K-side Pawn formation.

Moreover, in case Black should decide to play ... P-K4, White would maintain a fine diagonal for his Bishop.

6 ...
P-K3

Black neutralizes White's activity along the diagonal in the simplest way, thereby creating new holes in his K-side Pawn formation KR2-KN3-KB2-K3.

Note the complications after 6 ... N-Q2 7 BxPch KxK 8 N-N5ch K-K1 9 N-K6 Q-B1 10 NxBch K-B2. The advisability of allowing this combination is doubtful: 11 N-R5 Pxn 12 QxPch. It shows the vulnerability of Black's King position as a consequence of the fianchetto. Note further that 6 ... KN-B3 could still be met by 7 P-K5.

If 6 ... P-K4, White continues his attack by 7 P-KR4 as in the game, and the fact that the diagonal QB4-KB7 is opened for the White Bishop certainly means a strengthening of White's attack.

A glance at the board will show that White now has complete control of the center and that Black cannot alter this situation in the next few moves. White therefore is now ready to undertake
a flank attack. Flank attacks are an important part of chess strategy, but they should be undertaken only when the center is stabilized.

7 P-KR4

One of the popular attacks against the fianchetto, based on the vulnerability of Black's K-side Pawn position. This type of attack is certainly stronger when Black has already castled, but even here it is effective, the more so since Black fails to reply with ...P-KR4.

By playing 7 P-KR4, White wants Black to decide whether or not to permit P-KR5. The development of White's forces depends on this decision and will be quite different in one case from the development in the other.

If Black meets the attack by 7 ... P-KR4, it means a further weakening of the Black K-wing, both of his PKN3 and of his KN4-square, as we shall soon show. Still, 7 ... P-KR4 would have been the lesser evil for Black.

Another quieter plan at this point would have been 7 0-0 8 R-K1 9 N-B1, etc.

7 ... P-Q4

To drive back the White Bishop. 7 ... P-KR4 now or on the next move would be better, because it prevents White's P-R5.

8 B-Q3

Note that in general 8 B-Q3 is better than 8 PxP, since if White takes, the center is even; if Black takes, White maintains his superiority in the center by 8 ... PxP 9 NxP. We have already learned that one should aim at maintaining the tension in the center as long as possible, if one has greater influence and space there.

8 ...

N-KB3

Black makes this move, which permits 9 P-K5, because his Knight can then go to K5. The best move is still 8 ... P-KR4.

8 ... PxP 9 NxP would give White the possibility of continuing with 10 B-KN5, thus taking advantage of the holes in the Black position.

9 P-K5

10 Q-B2

The additional pressure of a third piece forces Black to simplify, which entails the liquidation of White's K4-square.

10 ...

NxN

If 10 ... P-KB4 11 PxP e.p. NxP, followed by 12 P-R5 or N-K5 or even BxPch.

11 BxN

At this point, it is already too late for Black to try to prevent White's threatened 12 P-R5 by 11 ... P-KR4, for then 12 BxP
PxN 13 QxPch K-B1 14 N-N5 Q-K2 (14 ... Q-K1 15 NxPch) 15 NxPch K-N1 16 R-R3 Q-B2 17 QxQch KxQ 18 NxP and White has for his piece four Pawns plus the exchange still to come. From this variation can be seen what the weakening of Black's KN3 means.

Therefore, he plays

11 ...

N-Q2

Now comes the crucial move of White's strategy, the long-expected

12 P-R5!
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Black is now in an awkward situation, for:

(a) 12 ... N-B1 13 P-R6, winning the Bishop.
(b) 12 ... Q-K2 13 P-R6 B-KB1 14 B-KN5 P-B3 15 PxP NxP 16 BxPch PxB 17 QxPch, etc., winning back the piece with a couple of Pawns.
(c) 12 ... 0-0, and Black castles into a storm of oncoming Pawns: 13 PxP RPxP 14 BxP PxB 15 QxP and White's attack is decisive: (1) 15 ... Q-K2 16 N-N5, or (2) 15 ... Q-K1 16 Q-R7ch.

The importance of White's flank attack by P-KR4-KR5 now becomes clear. It threatens 13 PxP, after which Black's KNP is protected only once and therefore open to a sacrificial attack by BxP.

Were Black's Pawn still on its KR2, Black's KNP would still be protected by his BP and RP and the sacrificial attack by BxP would not work. You cannot sacrifice a piece against a doubly protected Pawn.

12 ...

P-QB4

Since Black has no good defensive moves, he has to find some counterattack.

13 B-KN5

Bringing more force in such a way that Black must move his Queen out of danger before he can pursue his counterattack. White could also have played 13 PxNP immediately. The text is just a transposition of moves.

13 ...

Q-B2

13 ... P-B3 costs a Pawn or more: (a) 14 KPxP BxP 15 BxB and 16 PxNP; or even (b) 14 BxNPch PxB 15 QxPch K-B1 16 P-R6 BxP (forced) 17 BxPch RxB (forced, for 17 ... K-K2 18 Q-N7ch) 18 QxRch and mate in a few moves.

14 PxNP

RPxP

After 14 ... KBPxB, there follows a typical "petite combination": 15 RxP RxR 16 BxPch, winning back the Rook with two extra Pawns.

15 RxRch

BxR
Let us stop to examine the position here. We note that, although the material is equal, (a) all the Black pieces are ineffective; (b) the Black K-side Pawn formation is weakened to the point where Black’s KNP is protected by only one Pawn; (c) the White QB controls the Black squares of an important diagonal, thereby shutting the King from flight; (d) the White Queen and KB are on the same diagonal, poised for action; (e) as a consequence of the fianchetto of Black’s QB, the Black KP could become weak (as will be shown later).

How could White amass this accumulation of power and so effectively paralyze Black? First of all, Black’s fianchetto of the QB lost him two moves; second, he permitted White to weaken his K-side by P-KR4-KR5.

White’s accumulation of power is imposing, yet his advantage could disappear if he allowed Black to catch up in development, or, through a series of exchanges, to come to an end game. Taking all elements into account, a sacrifice must be in the making.

16 BxP!

Black cannot afford to accept the sacrifice, for 16 ... PxB 17 QxPch K-B1 18 B-R6ch K-K2 19 Q-R7ch, winning the Bishop. So he plays:

16 ... Pxp

Best here would have been 17 ... N-B1. White continues 18 B-R5 Pxp 19 Q-R4ch B-B3 19 QxP, and (1) White has a sound Pawn plus; (2) Black is prevented from castling; (3) but there is no mating attack.

17 BxPch!

You won’t take me? You must!

17 ... KxB

The strength of White’s position lies in the fact that White’s three pieces—Queen, Knight, and Bishop—are all highly mobile and that his PK5, a spearhead Pawn, exercises a powerful restraining influence on whatever Black does, whereas Black’s King is out in the open and none of his pieces is placed so that it can do anything. The situation is the consequence of the accumulation of force on the part of White.

The White PK5, the spearhead Pawn, is very powerful under these circumstances, since it prevents the King from escaping. This KP would not live long under normal circumstances—it is attacked three times, defended once—but here circumstances are not normal.

18 Q-R7ch B-N2
19 B-R6 R-KN1

The only move.
White is down a piece, but all his remaining pieces except the Rook are in action, whereas Black’s pieces are passive.

20 N-N5ch K-K2

Forced, for if 20 ... K-B1 21 NxPch, winning the Queen.
Too bad. Since the QB was fianchettoed, Black’s KP is no longer guarded and must therefore be protected.

21 BxB

Now the Bishop protects White’s valuable spearhead KP and threatens the deadly double check 22 B-B6 db ch, etc.
Note that a move like 21 QxR would lead to 21 ... QxPch 22 K-B1 BxB, and a win by White is very doubtful.

21 ...
RxB
22 QxRch

White now has the exchange and, a very important factor in an attack, the initiative. The naked King is defenseless against the combined attack of Queen and Knight.

22 ...
K-K1

Postponement of execution. Forced because of White’s threat of NxP.

23 Q-B7ch
K-Q1
24 NxPch
K-B1
25 Q-K8ch

White prefers giving mate to winning the Queen immediately.

25 ...
Q-Q1

26 QxQ mate

---

Game 14

Neutralizing the center
Forcing the opponent to make weakening moves
Advance in development
Strategic planning by phases
Using a concentration of power
Maintaining an attack
“Step-check”

There is no problem more vital in chess than how to develop a win from an approximately equal opening position. What is the proper procedure? Often, amateurs simply play along, hoping that the opponent will make a mistake on which they can capitalize. The idea is sound—that is what the master does, too—but with several fundamental differences. First of all, the master is much quicker to recognize even a small mistake, and, in the second place, he is much more skilful in taking advantage of it. Moreover, as the game proceeds, the master plans his strategy to suit the requirements of the ever-changing position.

Most chess games pass through a series of strategic phases. Each phase emerges as a result of the preceding phase. In each phase, a player may have a different aim, and, once that aim is attained, he then turns to the next phase of the game.

This game is a marvelous example of how to develop a win through strategic planning in a series of successive phases of a game. Black plays a K-side fianchetto. He is mindful of the necessity of acquiring some influence in the center, but he chooses the wrong way. His error is almost imperceptible, but because of it White gains in development and, through a series of successive
stages of different types of strategy, pushes on to a win. The strategic phases are so clear-cut that they can be outlined by moves:

(a) Moves 5-9: White wins tempi and forces Black to weaken his position.

(b) Moves 10-11: White builds up his attack against Black’s QP.

(c) Move 12: White completes the building-up of an accumulation of power against Black’s KP.

(d) Moves 13-15: White undertakes a sacrificial attack against Black’s KP.

(e) Moves 16-23: White liquidates the situation in such a way as to emerge with four Pawns plus the initiative in return for his sacrificed piece.

(f) Moves 24-27: Through a series of checks which keep Black from developing his pieces, White brings his Queen into a more favorable position.

(g) Moves 28-31: Through a series of Knight maneuvers, White wins the Black Bishop.

(h) Moves 32-33: With equality of pieces and an overwhelming Pawn majority, White forces the exchange of Queens.

This is just a developing move, but it is one which controls important center squares.

White does not play 3 N-QB3, because he wishes to maintain the possibility of playing P-QB3.

He does not play 3 B-K3, because Black could answer 3 ... P-QB4 4 P-QB3 Q-N3 with counterchances, e.g., 5 Q-Q2 P-Q3 6 N-B3 N-KB3, and White has several difficulties—protecting his PK4, preventing ... N-KN5 with the exchange of his QB, which has been brought into play too early in the game—and White is a bit on the defensive.

By counterchances, we mean giving the opponent an opportunity to seize initiative. One seeks the line which will give one’s opponent the least opportunity to become active. Compare the above variant 3 B-K3 with the game itself, where Black does not get this opportunity.

3 ... P-Q3

As pointed out under Black’s 5th move of Game 13, it is of importance for Black to have some influence in the center in order to be ready to execute a counteraction at a given moment. Note that in the present game ... P-Q3 comes two moves earlier
than it did in Game 13 and that it creates no holes in the Black position.

If, instead of 3 ... P-Q3, Black tried to bring out a Knight at this point, he would lose time. Such a move illustrates the danger of having no Pawn center. For instance, 3 ... N-KB3 4 P-K5 or 3 ... N-QB3 4 P-Q5. At this point, it is impossible for Black to maintain the Knights in the center.

If, after 3 ... P-Q3, the game should now continue 4 P-QB4 N-KB3 5 N-B3, we would have a regular King's Indian. But White plays

4 B-QB4

White continues his development in a logical way, by bringing out pieces and at the same time controlling the center, but he does not worry too much about preventing Black from building up his center.

According to the general principles of King-fianchetto play, Black should now try to get a foothold in the center either by ... P-K4 or by ... P-QB4. But, unfortunately, neither of these two moves is satisfactory at this point.

(a) 4 ... P-QB4 has its drawbacks, as will be shown in this game.

(b) After 4 ... P-K4? 5 PxP PxP 6 BxPch K-K2, White has won a Pawn and disrupted the Black position. If Black should try to prepare ... P-K4 by 4 ... N-Q2, then 5 BxPch KxB 6 N-N5ch and wins as follows: (1) 6 ... K-K1 7 N-K6 wins the Queen; (2) 6 ... K-B1 7 N-K6ch wins the Queen; (3) 6 ... K-B3 7 Q-B3 mate.

From these two tries, it is clear that Black cannot gain control of the center and obtain counterchances by ... P-K4 at this point.

But Black must somehow find counterchances in the center. The best he can do is either 4 ... P-QB3 or 4 ... P-K3, followed by 5 ... P-Q4 to neutralize the effect of White's KB.

The neutralizing process usually means that equality is attained in the center and that an inferiority in command of space has been remedied. That is why White will try to avoid the exchange of Pawns in the event that a Black Pawn appears on its fourth rank.

Let us go through the moves of the neutralizing process:

4 ... P-K3 5 0-0 P-Q4

(a) 6 PxP PxP 7 B-N3, at which point the center is neutralized, but White has won a tempo and disposes of possibilities of exploiting the open K-file.

(b) 6 B-Q3, which may be still stronger: 6 ... PxP 7 BxP N-KB3 8 B-Q3 0-0 9 B-KN5, at which point the center is not neutralized and White rather maintains superiority in space, since he has a Pawn on his 4th rank against Black's Pawn on his 3rd rank.

4 ...

P-QB4?

The mistake! Black attempts to neutralize the center in another way, but this, too, is unsuccessful. Here White outplays Black strategically, not tactically, as he does in the case of 4 ... P-K4 and 4 ... N-Q2.

5 PxP

An important strategic decision! White gives up the center in order to accelerate the development of his pieces.

After considering Black's principal replies (5 ... PxP and
5 ... Q-R4ch), White decides that he will have the better of it, no matter which way Black replies.

Moreover, the alternatives are not promising for White. After 5 P-B3, Black will neutralize in the long run: 5 ... PxP 6 PxP P-K3, followed by, say, 7 N-B3 N-K2 8 0-0 P-Q4, and after (a) 9 B-Q3 PxP, White has an isolated QP; (b) 9 PxP PxP, both players have an isolated QP, so that White has the more reason to exchange by 5 PxP in order to avoid coming out with an isolated Pawn.

5 ... Q-R4ch

If Black had replied 5 ... PxP then 6 BxPch, winning the Queen. This would be a tactical refutation of 4 ... P-QB4. Instead, Black plans to win back his Pawn by checking the White King and then retaking on his QB4. That is the point of Black's whole setup.

6 P-B3

As a general rule, it is better to make a move which develops a piece than to move a Pawn, but in this specific case the Pawn move opens the diagonal for White's Queen, and presently we shall see what this will mean. General principles may be violated when there are specific reasons.

6 ... QxP/B4

Now Black has attained his goal—the elimination of one of White's center Pawns. But in exchange White has a still more important advantage which is of immediate value—advance in development. Let us see how he uses it.

Black could have answered 6 ... PxP, but after 7 0-0, look at Black's development and the lack of cooperation of his pieces. His Queen is quite out of the game.

7 Q-N3

The first consequence of the strategic decision taken with 5 PxP. This is a move with a threat. It protects White's KB and forces Black to protect his KBP, so that White can win an extra tempo by 8 B-K3.

7 ... P-K3

The only reply, and it has the disadvantage of weakening Black's QP. To make a move which forces the opponent to reply by a weakening move is the very essence of positional play. Moreover, again there are holes in Black's position. Compare Game 13.

8 B-K3

The second step in White's strategy. This move not only develops the White QB to a square where it controls two important diagonals, but, by forcing Black to move his Queen, it gains a tempo for White.

8 ... Q-B2

9 N-R3

An aggressive move which continues the attack. This is the third step in White's strategy.

Normally, Knights should be developed toward the center, where the number of squares they control is the greatest. Here, however, the flank development of the Knight is justified because it threatens 10 N-QN5 with several attacking possibilities.

If Black should answer 9 N-R3 by 9 ... P-QR3, White would block Black's Q-side completely by 10 B-N6. Black therefore continues:

9 ... B-Q2
Up to now, White's strategy has been to win tempi and force Black to weaken his position. The game now enters a new phase during which White's strategy will be the exploitation of the newly created weakness—the Black QP.

An important consideration here is the order of moves. For instance, 10 0-0-0 looks very strong, stronger than the text, but after 10...N-KB3 11 B-B4 NxB 12 KR-K1 P-B4, it is difficult to find a sharp continuation. Therefore, White plays

10 B-B4

The move is contrary to the rule not to play the same piece twice in the opening, but here this procedure is justified because White is following a sharply outlined plan: attack on Black's weak QP. Moreover, Black's Queen is now on a diagonal with an enemy Bishop, and, as already pointed out, this always portends danger, even though the Queen is separated from the enemy Bishop by Pawns or pieces of either color.

10...

N-K2

Now 10...N-KB3 would elicit the strong reply 11 P-K5 PxP 12 QxBP. Besides, 10...P-K4 is impossible because of 11 BxPch.

11 0-0-0

N-B1

The Knight is available just in time to protect the attacked QP, but Black's pieces are not being developed.

12 N-Q4

Another tactical detail of the general strategy. White now threatens (a) 13 KN-N5 and the winning of the QP, and (b) 13 NxP, a sacrifice in order to get an attack on the uncastled Black King.

Note that instead of playing 12 N-N5 immediately, White first brings up his KN so as to be able to answer...BxN by NxB, thus continuing the threat to the Black QP. The attacking player must not give the defender the opportunity to exchange the important attacking pieces.

If Black now plays

(a) 12...BxN, then 13 RxB P-K4? 14 BxPch K-B1 15 B-R6ch, etc., giving White a Pawn and the attack. Although 13...P-K4 was not immediately necessary, it seemed to be dangerous for White, and therefore it should be considered. Without...P-K4, Black has exchanged his strong Bishop for nothing.

(b) 12...0-0 13 KN-N5 BxN 14 NxB, winning at least a Pawn.

(c) 12...P-K4 13 BxPch K-B1 (13...K-K2 14 B-N5ch) 14 N-K6ch BxN 15 QxB (threatening mate) 15...QxB 16 QxNch, with material advantage to White.

So Black decides to prevent the threat to his QP, but that is even worse than the above alternatives.

12...

P-QR3

Let us now stop to look at the position. White has six pieces developed actively; Black has three developed, at the most. White has complete control of the center; Black controls only one long diagonal. White has castled, bringing his QR into the active conflict; Black has not yet castled, and his Rooks and Knights are all relegated to the back row. The Black King is still in the center. After only twelve moves, White has his pieces attacking Black's QP and KP directly and Black's King and Queen behind them indirectly.
White's strategy has led to a tremendous concentration of power. His pieces penetrate into the very heart of the Black position. With such a concentration of power, a combination must exist for White.

The fact that White can decide the game by a sacrifice is not accidental. Whenever the difference in development between the two sides exists, the side which has the development must look for a combination, especially when the King of the opposing side is not yet castled. In such positions, the indicated procedure is to try to sacrifice material in order to open the position and expose the enemy King to the direct attack of one's pieces.

Even with such a majority as White has in this position, it is difficult to find a forced win. White has to play very carefully and exactly. This makes chess so difficult and at the same time so attractive.

But either you make the sacrifice and of necessity find the right moves to follow up, or you neglect your opportunity and never get it again.

13 BxKP

13 NxKP would be inadequate, because after 13 ... PxN 14 BxKP, Black need not recapture on his K3.

13 ... PxB

14 NxP BxN

What else is there to do? The White Knight was threatening the Queen and Bishop simultaneously.

15 QxBch K-B1

Or (a) 15 ... Q-K2 16 QxNch, etc.; (b) 15 ... K-Q1 16 RxPch! NxR 17 B-N5ch, etc.; (c) 15 ... N-K2 16 N-B4! K-B1 (otherwise NxPch, etc.) 17 NxP.

16 RxP

16 BxPch would give up the attack but still maintain three Pawns for the piece with good chances.

16 ... N-B3

For if 16 ... NxR 17 BxNch, winning the Queen.

17 KR-Q1

Notice that White could not move his QR from its square because of ... QxBch. But now he is threatening 18 R-Q6ch.

White should consider 17 P-KN3 (protecting the Bishop and threatening 18 R-Q7), but this could be answered by 17 ... N-Q1! 18 Q-Q5 N-K2.

17 ...

Q-K2

18 RxN!

Other moves are less convincing—they involve the exchange of Queens and lead to an ending in which White has three Pawns for a piece, which might win—but this is not at all certain.

18 ...

PxB

19 QxBP

White now has four Pawns and the initiative to compensate for his temporarily sacrificed Rook. Without the initiative, even four Pawns would not be sufficient, for practice has shown that if Black should succeed in exchanging Queens, he would have the better ending.

19 ...

Q-B3

What else? If 19 ... Q-R2 20 R-Q6ch wins.

20 QxR QxBch

21 K-N1 Q-QB2
21 ... K-B2 is no better for Black: 22 R-Q7ch N-K2 (22 ... K-K3? 23 Q-Q5ch, or 22 ... K-B3 23 QxPch followed by 24 RxB) 23 Q-Q5ch wins.

White now has four Pawns, a fifth Pawn to take, and the initiative in return for his Bishop. Let us see how he uses them.

22 QxP K-K2

To bring his Rook into the game and to prevent 23 Q-K6 followed by 24 R-Q7. White finally brings his Knight into play—with tempo.

23 N-N5 Q-N3

Considering the large number of White passed Pawns, exchange is hardly indicated but is still the best chance, since the Black King is very unsafe as long as the White Queen is on the board.

If White should now exchange 24 QxQ NxQ, he might win by 25 P-QN3, followed by the advance of Pawns on the Q-side (26 P-QR4, etc.). But, since his win will be easier with Queens on the board, he avoids the exchange. With his next move, he brings his Queen nearer and into a more favorable position by a series of checks—a typical example of "step-check." The technique is frequent in problems.

24 Q-R3ch K-K3

After 24 ... K-B3, the continuation is difficult, but 25 P-K5ch entices the King into the open field. After 25 ... KxP 26 P-QB4! and White threatens, for example, 27 Q-B3ch.

25 Q-N3ch K-K2

After 25 ... K-B3, the same type of continuation as in the previous note.

26 Q-N4ch K-K3

If 26 ... K-B2 27 R-Q7ch.

27 Q-B4ch K-K2

28 N-B7

Threatening to win the Queen by 29 N-Q5ch.

28 ...

R-Q1

29 RxR

To win the Bishop. Or he could have won the exchange by 29 N-Q5ch RxN 30 RxR.

29 ...

KxR

30 N-K6ch K-Q2

31 NxB QxP

The only try—to disturb the quiet of the White King.

32 Q-Q4ch

Forcing the exchange of Queens. White could have played, for instance, 32 Q-K6ch, but at this point, where White's Pawn majority is overwhelming and White has already regained his piece, the simplest course is to exchange Queens and advance the Pawns.

32 ...

QxQ

33 PxQ K-K2

Black's last hope—to win the Knight by ... K-B2.

34 P-Q5

To allow the Knight to escape via K6.

34 ...

Resigns
Game 15

The Center Counter Game
The accumulation of tempi, therefore of power
Play against double isolated Pawns
Analyzing and exploiting multiple weaknesses
Knight vs. Bishop ending
The mobility of the Bishop hampered by double Pawns

In a given position, the evaluation of the relative strength of the two sides in the various aspects of chess power can be only approximate. Even the comparison of material strength by counting pieces may be rough. But counting tempi, as we do to arrive at a measure of development, is a very rough means of measure, which can vary from valuable to worthless.

In many of the preceding games, we have emphasized the importance of an advance in tempo. Yet tempo is not an absolute quantity. The tempo has different values:

(a) In wild positions, it may be decisive.
(b) In open positions, it is generally worthwhile.
(c) In closed positions, it doesn't mean much.
(d) In very closed positions, it doesn't mean anything.
(e) In the ending, it may mean the difference between a win and a loss in either direction (i.e., a tempo may even lose the game).

In the present game, tempo figures in a very peculiar way because White's Bishops require two moves to develop to their most effective squares. We speak of White's winning two tempi because twice in the opening a White Knight is developed with an attack on the Black Queen. But if we examine the position after Black's 10th move, it appears that White's two tempi consist in White's Bishops moving to their K2 and Q2. Are these Bishop moves half-moves or no moves at all? White's Bishops have to make another move to get to their most effective squares (in this case KN5 and QN5). If then, as in this game, one first plays B-K2 and then later the same Bishop B-QN5, can we say this counts as only one move? Sometimes no, sometimes yes.

There are two aspects to such moves: (a) Generally, one cannot know at the outset of the game which is the best square for the Bishop—it depends on the course of the game. Therefore, B-K2 is a kind of waiting move. But (b) B-K2 is a developing move even if the Bishop does not do any work at K2, because by playing B-K2, castling and the development of the KR become possible. All this we find in this game.

Summarizing the question of tempi in the game:

(a) The Black Queen comes out very early.
(b) This gives White the opportunity to develop with tempo (N-QB3, N-KB3, R-K1).
(c) On the other hand, Black's threats with his Queen force White to "half" development (B-K2, B-Q2).
(d) The final balance, however, is a slight plus for White, which gradually increases to an important advantage.

This process is characteristic in chess: an advantage increases if you use it well. In this game, B-KN5 and B-QN5 leads to simplification and an ending where Black has a pair of double isolated Pawns.

The Center Counter Game

Master
1 P-K4

Amateur
P-Q4

Not content to play toward equality slowly, Black immediately contests White's possession of the center and opens a file for the development of his pieces.
This opening, the Center Counter Game, is theoretically weaker than the Sicilian or the French Defense, because after 2 Pxn QxP 3 N-QB3, White wins an important tempo for development in an opening where an extra tempo counts. Also to be considered is the fact that in the Sicilian and the French the building up of the center is different in character for White and for Black, which means that each side has specific chances. In the Center Counter Game, on the other hand, the situation is equivalent—the White KP and the Black QP have disappeared, which means that Black could hardly have chances which White would not have all the more so. The only factor in favor of Black in this opening is a tactical circumstance: the Black Queen could be dangerous—but only if White plays carelessly.

2 Pxn

White normally exchanges at this point, for, as will be seen, he thereby gets a slight advantage, no matter how Black answers.

If, instead of exchanging, he continues 2 P-K5, White loses a tempo rather than gaining one, and after 2 ... B-B4 3 P-Q4 P-K3 Black has a kind of French Defense in which the QB is better placed than it usually is. He continues with ... P-B4 and ... N-QB3 and has a marvelous game.

2 P-Q4 leads to the Blackmar Gambit, which is doubtful but full of possibilities. The Blackmar Gambit is more commonly reached by 1 P-Q4 P-Q4 2 P-K4.

2 ...

QxP

This move would be fine if the Queen could maintain herself in the center of the board. But she is too vulnerable to attack. Time will be wasted getting her out of danger, and during this time White will develop pieces.

Also played here—and a little better—is 2 ... N-KB3, the Scandinavian line, in which White also succeeds in coming out somewhat better than Black after 3 P-Q4 NxeP. At this point, White can make Black lose a tempo and gain an excellent center for himself by 4 P-QB4 N-N3 5 N-QB3, or he can continue 4 N-KB3 B-N5 5 B-K2 P-K3 6 0-0, reserving P-QB4 for later. If, however, after 2 ... N-KB3, White plays 3 P-QB4, trying to hold on to the gambit Pawn, then 3 ... P-B3 4 Pxn NxeP appears to give Black better development, which might compensate for White's plus Pawn. Finally, White, after 3 P-QB4 P-QB3, can continue by 4 P-Q4, just to reach the Panov variation of the Caro-Kann after 4 ... Pxp 5 N-QB3. This position is usually reached as follows: 1 P-K4 P-QB3 2 P-Q4 P-Q4 3 Pxp Pxp 4 P-QB4 N-KB3 5 N-QB3.

3 N-QB3

White wins a tempo by compelling the Black Queen to move.

3 ...

Q-QR4

By moving to the diagonal in line with the White King, Black hopes to exert some pressure, even though for the moment that diagonal is completely closed. More passive would be 3 ... Q-Q1. Here, Black simply withdraws the Queen without anything whatever to compensate for the lost tempo.

4 P-Q4

White now opens up his center at the expense of giving Black a little more pressure on the diagonal.

4 ...

P-K4
In order to equalize in the center. Enterprising but doubtful. It causes Black to lose one more tempo. More solid here would be 4 . . . N-KB3 5 N-B3 B-N5 6 P-KR3 BxN 7 QxB P-B3 8 B-Q2 QN-Q2 9 0-0-0 P-K3 10 B-QB4 Q-B2 and White is a bit better off because of a freer game.

5 PxP

A bit sharper than 5 N-B3, which White could also play and after which the game could continue: 5 . . . B-QN5 6 B-Q2 B-N5 7 B-K2 and after 7 . . . N-QB3 8 P-QR3, Black must simplify and White maintains his advantage.

5 . . . QxPch

This loses another tempo, but Black had scarcely anything better.

He might try a premature attack 5 . . . B-QN5, and theory gives 6 B-Q2 N-QB3 7 P-QR3 N-Q5 (a better move is 7 . . . QxPch and Black is just as badly off as in the game) and White cannot take the Bishop: 8 PxB? QxR 9 QxQch NxBch, etc. White can, however, continue 8 KN-K2 with an excellent game, maintaining his plus Pawn.

6 B-K2

The text is superior to 6 B-K3, since then, after 6 . . . B-QN5 7 KN-K2, White does not gain his second tempo by KN-B3.

Naturally, White does not offer the exchange of Queens by 6 Q-K2. Reasons: (a) in positions without Queens a tempo generally does not mean much, so after 6 . . . QxQch 7 BxQ, the position is about even; (b) White does not want to exchange his "good" Queen for Black's exposed Queen.

6 . . . B-QN5
7 B-Q2

After 7 . . . B-KN5 8 N-N5! BxBch 9 QxB, White threatens 10 NxPch QxN 11 BxB winning a Pawn. So Black has to simplify: 9 . . . BxB 10 QxB QxQch 11 NxQ N-QR3 12 0-0-0, and, just as in the game, White is a few tempi ahead, which does count here, notwithstanding the exchange of Queens, because of the aggressive position of the White pieces.

8 N-B3

Developing and gaining another tempo.

8 . . . Q-K2
9 0-0 0-0

Look at the position. White is tempi ahead, but those tempi do not make a big impression. For one thing, White's Bishops are on Q2 and K2, and they must lose a tempo each to come into action. Still, White's advance in time has some significance, as will be shown. One of the reasons is that Black's Queen is still vulnerable on its K2.

10 R-K1

White occupies the open file and thereby threatens to gain another tempo by moving his KB. Now Black will not feel secure as long as his Queen is in direct line with the White Rook.

10 . . . N-B3

White has a somewhat better position. His KR is better placed, and his QB is somewhat developed. He looks about for a plan and decides that he will bring his QB to KN5, pinning the Black
KN, and then play N-Q5 with the intention of breaking up Black’s K-side Pawns.

11 P-QR3

Before playing B-KN5, White plays 11 P-QR3 in order not to be inconvenienced by a double Pawn after ... BxN. But he must look into the tactical aspects of this move, which may lead to positions in which he will not be able to carry out the strategy upon which he has decided. If Black answers 11 ... BxN, White will reply 12 BxB, which is also favorable for him, leaving him with the Two Bishops and a free game. If Black then tries to eliminate the Two Bishops by 12 ... N-K5, White cannot avoid the exchange of one of his Bishops. However, White maintains in this case an advantage by 13 B-N5 NxN 14 RxB NxB 15 BxN NxNP 16 B-Q5. White now threatens both N-N5 and RxQP. Black is bound to lose his plus Pawn, and it will be difficult even to avoid the loss of a second Pawn: (a) 16 ... N-R5, withdrawing the Knight as soon as possible, 17 N-N5 wins two Pawns, White thus having at least one to the good; (b) 16 ... P-QB3 17 B-N3 B-K3 freeing the game at the cost of his extra Pawn, 18 R-NP N-B5 19 N-Q4, and White will perhaps win another Pawn, but Black keeps drawing chances.

The plausible 11 B-QN5 (instead of the text) would be answered by 11 ... Q-B4, threatening to win a piece by 12 ... BxN and 13 ... QxB/N5. White could continue: (a) 12 B-K3 Q-R4 13 BxN BxN 14 PxB PxB, and White has nothing; or (b) 12 BxN QxB 13 N-K5 Q-R3 with equal chances.

11 ... Q-Q1

The Black Queen retreats on her own. Black must parry White’s threat. If now 13 N-Q5 (or 13 N-K4, which amounts to the same thing), Black can unpin by 13 ... B-K2, the standard way. In this particular position, after 13 N-Q5, Black has an even stronger reply: 13 ... BxPch 14 KxB QxN 15 BxN QxQ 16 QRxQ PxP, and Black has an extra Pawn.

13 B-N5

One can see that these positions cannot be evaluated exclusively by counting the tempi. White is now fewer tempi ahead than after 10 ... N-B3, but his Bishops now stand better.

White has opened his K-file and has the mild threat of 14 BxQN, thus giving Black double isolated Pawns and himself assuming greater control over his Q4- and K5-squares. Another goal of White’s move becomes clear after 13 ... B-Q2? White would answer 14 N-Q5 B-K2 15 BxQN BxN 16 NxBch, winning a piece, since the exchange 15 BxQN deprives the Black KB of its double protection.

Let us examine White’s threat further by asking what White would do if he could move one more: 14 BxQN PxN (the double Pawn does not count too much as long as Black has the Two Bishops to compensate—unless White can take advantage immediately) 15 N-K4 B-K2 (forced) 16 QxQ and (a) 16 ... RxQ 17 N-Nch BxN (17 ... PxN 18 BxB PxN 19 NxB) 18 BxB PxN 19 QR-Q1—two double Pawns without compensation; or (b) 16 ... BxQ 17 N-Nch BxN (17 ... PxN 17 B-R6) 18 BxB PxN—about the same). The point is that one of the two Black Bishops
disappears, after which the double isolated Pawns do count against Black.

13 ...  
B-K2

Unpinning and simplifying.
After a move such as 13 ... B-KN5, White continues 14 BxQN as indicated above.

14 BxQN

White exchanges in order to give Black double isolated Pawns. In Games 17 and 18, the side with the attack does not fear the isolation of his Pawn because he still has the attack. In this game, Black has no attacking chances, and, moreover, through the exchange he gets double isolated Pawns, which are a much more serious disadvantage than a single isolated Pawn. The disadvantage comes from White's next attacking move, which soon leads to the exchange of one of Black's Bishops.

14 ...  
PxB

14 ... QxQ? would lose a piece after 15 QRxQ PxQ 16 RxQ. If, in making an exchange, a player wishes to interpolate another exchange, it is wise to analyze the consequences accurately.

15 N-K5

The logical continuation. White takes possession of the conquered K5-square and exploits the double isolated Pawns.

15 ...  
B-N2

(a) 15 ... B-Q2 loses a piece after 16 BxN BxN 17 NxB, or after 16 NxB; (b) 15 ... QxQ 16 QRxQ loses a Pawn after 16 ... B-N2 17 NxBP because Black's KB is loose. Very comical is the continuation 17 ... BxP. (The Bishop is what we call "desperado." The point is that after the obvious 18 PxN, Black would not have lost a Pawn.) 18 N-R5! BxNP 19 N-R4! Look at the Knights! Black must lose one Bishop or the other.

16 N-Q7

An interesting sham sacrifice by which White succeeds in doubling the KBP as well. Notice that Black's moves are forced, since White is threatening to win the exchange by 17 NxB. Therefore:

(a) 16 ... NxN 17 BxB Q-B1 18 BxR wins the exchange.
(b) 16 ... QxN 17 QxQ NxB 18 BxN moves 19 RxP wins a Pawn.
(c) 16 ... R-K1 (text) results in the isolation of the second pair of Pawns.

16 ...  
R-K1

17 BxN  
BxB

If instead 17 ... PxN 18 Q-N4ch K-R1 19 QR-Q1 with a strong attack for White.

18 RxRch  
QxR

19 NxBch  
PxB
Black now has two pairs of isolated Pawns, very serious positional weaknesses. Let us see how White proceeds to exploit these weaknesses.

Often, such positions can be won in the attack because the Black K-wing is seriously damaged and the Black Bishop does not have very much scope. For instance, after 20 Q-B3 Q-K3? 21 N-K4, Black is practically lost: 21 ... K-N2 22 N-B5 Q-B1 23 R-Q1 followed by 24 R-Q4 or R-Q7 wins at once. But Black plays 20 ... Q-K4! temporarily immobilizing the White Knight, and then things are not so easy. The Black pieces begin to play. That is why White decides to exploit Black’s weakness in the ending.

20 Q-Q4

This move brings the Queen into an attacking position, prepares the development of the Rook, threatens QxP, and prepares N-K4, which attacks Black’s KBP a second time and threatens in turn N-B5.

20 ... Q-K4
21 R-Q1

Now all the White pieces are in play. 21 QxQ would strengthen Black’s Pawn position.

21 ... R-K1

Threatening 22 ... Q-K8ch, followed by mate.

22 QxQ!

And now White does play what one move earlier would have favored Black. Unfortunately for Black, the natural 22 ... PxQ, undoubling the KBP, does not work: 23 R-Q7 R-QB1 24 N-K4 with all sorts of threats, e.g., (a) 25 N-B5 awkward for Black; (b) 25 N-B6ch K-N2 26 N-N4 (winning a Pawn); (c) 25 N-N5, winning a Pawn. So Black has to retake with his Rook, and his two double isolated Pawns remain.

22 ... RxQ

What strategy will White now follow? Black has three weaknesses: (a) Pawns (two sets of double isolated Pawns); (b) Bishop (it is badly placed and can possibly be trapped); (c) King (it is restricted on the one hand and unprotected by its Pawns on the other). Each of these weaknesses is the result of the double isolated Pawns. If the Pawn on Black’s QB3 were on QN3 and the one on his KB3 on KN3, Black would be all right, even better off than White, because an active Bishop is, in general, superior to a Knight.

What plan can White conceive, given these weaknesses? It is not always possible to outline a single winning scheme. Moves often depend on the opponent’s possibilities of defense. Here, the win will be based on opportunities arising from each subsequent position, but all of Black’s weaknesses will figure in the strategy.

White looks at three types of possibilities: (a) the difficulties into which the Black Bishop will come through N-QB5 combined with several Pawn moves (the continuation will show what this means); (b) the possibility of winning Black’s Pawns, all of which are very weak—though, if the White Rook makes a sally, the Black Rook can do the same, and this may mean that White
will exchange his sound Pawns for Black’s unsound Pawns; (c) the possibility of playing for direct mate.

So it is understandable that White does not confine himself to a single scheme. He simply waits for his opportunity.

23 P-R3

Providing a flight square for the White King. Now White threatens 24 R-Q7.

23 ... R-K2

To be considered is 23 ... K-B1 24 R-Q7 R-K2, but, as a matter of fact, after the exchange of Rooks, the Knight would be still more powerful against the Bishop than it is now.

24 N-R4!

Threatening to win the Bishop by 25 N-B5 B-B1 or B-R1 26 R-Q8ch, a well-known type of position.

24 ... B-R3

25 P-QN3

In order to restrict the Bishop. White threatens 26 P-QB4, which would shut in the Bishop and might lead to its capture.

25 ... B-K7

To escape being hemmed in.

26 R-Q2

26 R-K1 looks stronger, since it pins the Bishop and threatens to win it by 27 N-B3. Black, however, protects his Rook by 26 ... K-B1 and then withdraws his Bishop. However, after the exchange of Rooks we have the same type of situation as after 23 ... K-B1, favorable to White.

But the text seems to give still more.

26 ... K-N2

To get out of the range of the Rook check and to protect P/KB3.

27 P-KB3

To allow the King to enter the struggle and to restrict the Bishop still further. One more move (P-QB4) and the Bishop would be lost after K-B2.

27 ... B-N4

28 N-B5

Threatening to win the Bishop by P-QB4 or P-QR4. The Knight is now posted in front of Black’s isolated Pawns and cannot be driven away except by pieces.

28 ... R-K4

Black drives away the White Knight in order to save the Bishop.

29 N-Q7

The Knight goes away—but with tempo.

29 ... R-K8ch

The attacked Rook also goes away, but in its turn with tempo.

30 K-B2 R-B8ch

Winning a tempo.
The fact that the Black Rook can move away from the White Knight with a check simply means that Black has not lost anything (i.e., has not lost a tempo) because of White’s Knight move with tempo.

31 K-N3
Now White again threatens N-B5 and the win of the Bishop by P-QB4 or P-QR4.

31 ... B-R3
32 N-B5

Once more from his powerful position the Knight restricts the Bishop.

32 ... B-B1
33 K-B4

The King takes from the Black Bishop its KB4-square and now there threatens 34 R-Q8 B-K3 35 NxBch PxB 36 R-Q7ch, etc., winning at least a Pawn. Moreover, the White King will cooperate in the attack against the Black King, which will soon follow.

33 ... R-K8

To parry 34 R-Q8 B-K3 35 NxBch (35 ... RxB!)

34 N-K4

To bring the Knight to the K-wing in order to attack, as we shall see.

34 ... B-K3
35 N-N3

According to plan.

35 ... R-QR8 (?)

An amateur move. White can afford to lose this Pawn, because he has a mating attack. A better move is 35 ... R-K4, after which White continues his attack with 36 R-Q8.

36 N-R5ch K-N3
37 P-KN4 RxP
38 R-Q8

Taking advantage of the bad position of Black's King.

38 ...

38 R-R7

If 38 ... P-KR3 39 R-N8ch K-R2 40 NxP mate, and if 38 ... P-KB4 39 R-N8ch K-R3 40 N-B6, threatening 41 P-N5 mate, which cannot be parried.

39 R-N8ch K-R3
40 NxP Resigns

White is threatening 41 P-N5 mate.

As a general rule, in a Knight vs. Bishop ending, the superiority of the Knight or Bishop depends on the Pawn structure, where the Bishop is "good" or "bad." Moreover, the Knight being able to advance only by short steps, Pawns on only one wing prove better for the Knight, whereas Pawns on both wings seem to be better for the Bishop.

But these rules do not find application here—the Knight works on both sides. The special feature of this end game is that the Bishop does not find a good square on the whole board. It is continually driven by the White pieces—Rook, Knight, Pawns. This is the direct consequence of the double Pawns.
The Queen's Gambit Accepted

The acceptance of the gambit leads to the exchange of a center Pawn for a side Pawn. In itself, this is not to be recommended, but there are other aspects of the Queen's Gambit Accepted which motivate the strategy followed by Black, as will be explained below and during the course of the game.

Compared with the various lines of the Queen's Gambit Declined, the Queen's Gambit Accepted has the advantage that the development of the Black Queen's Bishop does not constitute a problem. On the other hand, the Queen's Gambit Accepted has the disadvantage of leaving the center to White, at least temporarily.

In general, Black gets a free game in the Queen's Gambit Accepted if he succeeds in neutralizing White's superiority in the center, a superiority which Black has given him by exchanging the center for a side Pawn. This neutralizing move is ... P-QB4 played at the right moment. Without this move, White would get an ideal center (PQ4-PK4), from which a K-side attack might result (moves like P-K4-K5—see Game 19), and Black would remain in a cramped position.

The Queen's Gambit is not a gambit in the proper sense of the word: that is, White does not permanently sacrifice a Pawn in return for an advantage in development, for he can always recover the Pawn. Compare with Games 17 and 18, where the side offering the gambit gives up the Pawn permanently.

Since many amateurs play 2 ... PxP in the hope of holding on to the extra gambit Pawn, it will not be amiss to discuss the various attempts to keep the Pawn under the moves that follow.

3 N-KB3

This move develops an important piece to the proper square, prevents the Black ... P-K4, and theory shows that after 3 N-KB3, Black cannot hold the extra gambit Pawn.

More direct for an immediate winning back of the gambit Pawn would be 3 P-K3, but this could be answered by 3 ... P-K4 4 BxP (4 PxP QxQch 5 KxQ N-QB3 6 P-B4 P-B3 7 PxP NxP 8 BxP), and, although White has an extra Pawn, this line is cer-
tainly not favorable for him because of 8 ... N-K5 or 8 ... B-N5ch, followed by 9 ... 0-0-0, and Black has a considerable advance in development) 4 ... PxB 5 PxB, and White's isolated Pawn is compensated for by a greater command of space. But in this position also, Black has adequate possibility of activating his pieces.

The Black amateur who is not aware of the resources of 3 ... P-K4 often tries to hold on to the gambit Pawn by 3 ... P-QN4?. Since this move is fairly common in amateur play, we shall show the possible continuations:

(a) 4 P-QR4 P-QB3 (4 ... P-QR3 5 PxB and Black cannot retake) 5 PxB PxB 6 Q-B3! and Black loses his Rook or, if Black interposes, his Knight or his Bishop.

(b) 4 P-QR4 B-Q2 5 PxB PxB.
   (1) 6 N-QR3, regaining the Pawn with a positional advantage.
   (2) 6 P-QN3, regaining the Pawn with a fine center.

Sometimes after 1 P-Q4 P-Q4 2 P-QB4 PxB 3 P-K3, the inexperienced Black player tries to hold the gambit Pawn by 3 ... B-K3, which is strategically very bad because it blocks Black's center development. White can win the Pawn back immediately by 4 N-QR3, or he can simply complete his development and attain great advantage in comparison with the Black position, which remains cramped as long as the Bishop on K3 hinders the development of the Black pieces.

3 ... N-KB3

A simple developing move. If Black now plays the neutralizing move 3 ... P-QB4 at this point, White can simply continue with 4 P-K3, or he can play 4 P-Q5, and his center Pawn acts as a restraining force on Black's movements and poses him some problems in his search for equality.

If Black tries to hold the gambit Pawn by 3 ... P-QN4, White regains it by 4 P-QR4 P-QB3 5 P-K3 followed by (a) 5 ... B-N2 6 PxB PxB 7 P-QN3!, the typical way of regaining the gambit Pawn; or (b) 5 ... Q-N3 6 N-K5 (threatening 7 RPxB PxB 8 Q-B3 with the double threat of 9 QxBP and Q-R) 6 ... B-N2 (or 6 ... N-B3) 7 P-QN3! (again this strong move) 7 ... PnP 8 QxBP with the double threat of QxBP and PxB.

4 P-K3

Again a simple developing move to open lines. Black shuts in his QB, but he later plans to fianchetto it. At this point, 4 ... P-QB4 could be answered by 5 BxB PxB 6 PnP, and, as compensation for his isolated Pawn, White has a freer development, just as in the similar variation already mentioned.

5 BxB P-B4

The key move of the Queen's Gambit Accepted, the purposes of which are to free Black's game, to neutralize White's center, and to afford freedom of movement to the Black pieces. Without this move, Black would have a cramped game, and White would be able to develop his pieces at will and emerge from the opening with a superior development, especially if White could realize the move P-K4, which, in general, means the triumph of White and the relegation of Black to passive play in a cramped position.

6 N-B3

Developing the QN to its natural square, which looks logical enough, is nonetheless fraught with certain dangers in this variation and at this point. First of all, it delays White's castling, and
the game will show how postponing castling too long will mean that White will never get to castle. Second, if Black succeeds via \ldots P-QR3 in bringing his QNP to its 4th square, he may then continue \ldots P-QN5 at the right time, driving away White’s QN. Thus, at such a time, the Knight would no longer be safe at its QB3, and the protection of the White K4-square by this Knight becomes dubious. One must keep in mind, however, that the postponement of the development of the QN is valid only in this special case of the Queen’s Gambit Accepted, not in general.

6 \ldots

P-QR3

The first of a series of two moves which aim to drive back the Bishop, to open up Black’s Q-side for the development of his QB at N2, and to threaten \ldots P-N5, thus attacking White’s QN.

Instead, Black could have played 6 \ldots PnP, and, just as in an analogous line played earlier, after 7 PnP, White would have greater development and mobility to compensate for his isolated Pawn. True, White’s advantage is temporary in nature; Black’s, permanent as long as White’s Pawn remains isolated. But in positions of this sort it is not difficult for White to force a Pawn exchange by P-Q5, in which case he keeps some superiority in space and has liquidated his only weakness.

If White answers 6 \ldots PnP by 7 NnP and Black attempts to control the center immediately by 7 \ldots P-K4, then 8 KN-N5 with threats such as 9 QxQch followed by 10 Bxp, and if Black exchanges Queens, White’s threat of N-B7ch is annoying. Therefore, after 7 NnP, Black would also continue 7 \ldots P-QR3, preparing both \ldots P-QN4 and \ldots P-K4.

7 B-Q2 (?)

An amateur move, the purpose of which is the simple development of the QB without any appreciation of the strategic requirements of the position. It has the additional disadvantage of depriving theQP of one of its defenders. Yet the move is not entirely bad. In many variations, as in this game, White can bring his QB into the game via QB3. The move also vacates the QB1-square for the QR, which might mean something.

7 0-0 is the logical move, or White could play 7 P-QR4, preventing Black from carrying out his Q-side maneuvers.

If White should try to dominate the center immediately by 7 P-K4, then Black answers 7 \ldots P-QN4 and there follows 8 B-Q3 (9 B-N3 loses a Pawn after 8 \ldots P-N5) 8 \ldots PnP 9 NxpP and 9 \ldots B-N2 or 9 \ldots P-K4 (9 \ldots QxN?? 10 BxPch, winning the Black Queen) and White’s position is certainly not better than Black’s.

7 \ldots

P-QN4

Black continues his plan. The problem of his QB is solved. His threat of P-N5 means that there is indirect pressure on the center.

8 B-Q3

So that the Knight can eventually go to its QB4 to attack the White Bishop. It is very important usually for Black to retake with the Knight after White plays PnP.

In this variation, Black’s QN is best developed to its Q2, which leaves the diagonal open for the QB. This may also be important in order to prevent White from playing P-Q5, which in many variations is a dangerous move for Black.

In this special position where White has played the bad move 8 B-Q2, leaving his B/Q3 unprotected, 8 \ldots N-B3 would also have been good, for White would have been obliged to play 9 N-K2 to avoid the loss of a Pawn. The latter move does not do much harm to White, however.
The position at hand could arise from the Meran Defense of the Queen's Gambit Declined after the following moves: 1 P-Q4 P-Q4 2 P-QB4 P-QB3 3 N-QB3 N-B3 4 P-K3 P-K3 5 N-B3 QN-Q2 6 B-Q3 PxP 7 BxP P-QN4 8 B-Q3 P-QR3 9 B-Q2? P-B4. One more move is necessary to reach the same position in the Meran Defense, because in this variation White loses a tempo by B-Q3 followed by BxP, and Black by . . . P-QB3 followed by . . . P-QB4.

9 N-K4 (?)

This move has the advantage of making room for the White QB on QB3, but the disadvantage of White's losing a move to exchange his Knight for the Black Knight. It is preferable that he should castle here and then continue by moves such as Q-K2 and PxP followed by P-K4. Amateurs often postpone castling too long. A practical principle is: Castle first, then think of your attack or strategy.

From 9 N-K4, it is evident that White has no definite strategy in mind, no plan, that he is swimming in the whirlpool of the middle game, playing from move to move without any idea of the direction in which he should go.

True, White has more pieces developed than Black, but consider how they are developed!

9 . . .

B-N2

Black carries out his strategic plan of fianchettoing his QB and with tempo, since he is now threatening to win White's N/K4.

10 NxNch

If White does not exchange, he loses a move. For instance, 10 Q-B2 P-B5! 11 NxNch NxN 12 B-K2 and White has been compelled to withdraw his Bishop, leaving Black with full power over his K5-square.

It is true that, after Black retakes, White will have as many pieces developed as Black, but Black's fianchettoed Bishop is much stronger than White's poorly developed QB.

10 . . .

QxN

Threatening to mutilate the White Pawn structure by 12 . . . BxN 13 QxB QxQ 14 PxQ PxP 15 PxP and also, under certain circumstances, to attain . . . P-K4 with greater domination of the center.

10 . . . NxN, putting additional pressure on White's K4-square and preventing White from playing P-K4, is also good. But the text had the additional advantage of preventing White from playing PxP because of Black's reply . . . QxQNP.

11 B-K2

To prevent Black from carrying out the exchange described under Black's 10th move. But it loses White a tempo.

11 . . .

B-Q3

A continuation of Black's development and the beginning of an accumulation of power: Bishops at QN2 and Q3.

To be considered is 11 . . . PxP 12 PxP B-Q3, but in that case White's QB has the diagonal Q2-KN5 at its disposal.

12 PxP

This exchange has the advantage of allowing White to bring his QB to a better diagonal, but the disadvantage of bringing Black's Knight to an ideal square.

12 . . .

NxB

13 B-B3

The Bishop stands better here than on Q2, but it is not yet ideally placed, since Black has at his disposal moves such as . . . N-K5, . . . P-K4, and, under certain circumstances, also . . . P-N5.

13 . . .

Q-K2

The Queen retreats temporarily in order to come out again at the right time with greater force. It also now protects the Bishop at Q3.

Black now has the better game. His pieces are more active. Compare the relative position of the White and Black Bishops and Knights.
Now White should play 14 0-0 and, if possible, simplify by
15 B-K5, in order to exchange Bishops and thus reduce Black’s
concentration of power. 14 B-K5 at once would cost a Pawn after
14 ... BxP 15 NxB BxP for if 16 R-KN1 B-K5 17 RxP B-N3.

Note that 14 BxKNP would not work after 14 ... R-KN1
15 B-B3 (15 B-K5 BxP followed by 16 ... RxP) 15 ... RxP.
(Compare this with the above reverse combination.) Both sides
lose their KN, but Black ends up with his Rook on his KN7,
where it is in an excellent attacking position.

14 Q-Q4?

Not understanding the requirements of the position, White tries
for a greater concentration of power himself. His Queen is not
safe here; it will soon be driven to another square, where it will
not be safe either. White’s attacking chances are nil—a Queen plus
one Bishop is too little. But perhaps White was hoping for
14 ... 0-0??

14 ... P-B3
15 R-Q1

White’s pressure along the Q-file is illusory. He forces Black to
play 15 ... R-Q1, a move which he would have played anyway.
A better move would be 15 0-0 R-Q1 16 Q-KR4 N-K5 17 B-K1,
which does not leave White with a marvelous position, but White
is not too well off in any case.

15 ... R-Q1

To make room for his QB in view of a possible ... N-K5 (or
... N-R5), but the text move does not work.

Let us examine the position a little more closely. The point to
be noted is Black’s indirect threat against the White Queen by
his QR. This means that White cannot castle because of
... BxPch. On the other hand, Black cannot move his KB at
random with an attack against the White Queen because of the
simplifying White QxRch. For instance, after 16 P-QN3, 16 ...
B-K4 would be bad: 17 QxRch QxQ 18 RxQch KxR 19 NxN, etc.

Although White’s Queen is in some danger, there are no direct
threats. Yet White must play very cautiously and, for instance,
must take into account Black’s move ... B-B2, defending his QR
and attacking the White Queen. However, after 16 B-R5 (instead
of 16 P-QN3), White need not fear 16 ... B-B2, since he can still
continue by 17 QxRch! BxQ 18 RxBch and White reaches an
almost equal ending. This means that after 16 B-R5, Black would
have continued 16 ... R-Q2, thus protecting his Rook once more
by his Knight, so that he now would threaten to move his KB
anywhere.

16 ... 0-0

Threatening 17 ... B-K4.

Not convincing is 16 ... N-K5 17 B-QR5 B-B2 18 QxRch, with
the same combination as above.

17 Q-KN4

17 Q-KR4 would put the Queen in a somewhat less exposed
position and would be slightly better. Why the Queen is more
exposed on its KN4, we shall see.

Black, looking for the proper strategy in a position where he
has a considerable accumulation of force and pressure over many
points on the board, notes two weaknesses in White’s position:
(a) his uncastled King; (b) his loose Bishop on QB3. He there-
fore takes the opportunity to drive away the Bishop (and then
attack the uncastled King) by playing

17 ... N-K5
18 B-N2
White postponed castling on his 7th and 14th move, perhaps because he feared an attack. This was bad strategy, for after Black's next move he can no longer castle at all.

After 18 B-Q2 NxB 19 NxN B-N5, the same situation obtains: White cannot castle.

White cannot hold the diagonal by 18 B-R5 either, for 18 ... B-N5ch 19 BxB QxBch loses a piece after 20 R-Q2 or N-Q2 and so 20 K-B1 gives up castling, as in the continuation of the game.

18 ...

... B-N5ch

In order to prevent White from castling, which is an important adjunct of Black's plan. The catastrophe resulting from White's inability to castle will become clear!

19 K-B1

Forced, since Black controls his Q7-square with too many pieces for White to be able to interpose successfully.

19 ...

... RxBch

Black eliminates White's active Rook and brings his own KR into play with tempo within a few moves. White's KR, on the contrary, remains out of play.

20 BxR

R-Q1

The remaining Rook is placed on the vital Q-file with a threat to the White Bishop. From now on, one blow follows another. All the Black pieces cooperate, constituting a maximum concentration of force. The White pieces, on the other hand, have very little activity. There is no cooperation at all from the White Queen and Rook.

21 K-K2

A relatively good move in a bad position. There is now some hope that the White Rook may be brought into play.

If 21 N-Q4?, White's Rook remains undeveloped, the White Knight can be driven away, and Black will gain possession of his Q7-square: 21 ... P-B4 (in order to try to deprive White's KB of its protection by the Queen) and

(a) 22 Q-K2 P-K4 23 NxBP? (better 23 N-B3—see [d])
23 ... Q-Q2! attacking both Knight and Bishop and winning a piece.

(b) 22 Q-R3 P-K4 23 NxBP RxBch 24 K-K2 R-Q7ch, winning a piece.

(c) 22 Q-B3? N-Q7ch, winning the Queen.

(d) 22 Q-R5 P-N3 23 Q-K2 P-K4.
   (1) 24 N-B3 N-Q7ch and (a) 25 NxN RxN, winning a piece; (b) 25 K-N1 NxNch 26 Pxn R-Q7, winning a piece all the same.
   (2) 24 N-B2 R-Q7, winning the Queen (25 Q-B3 RxPch, etc.).

If 21 B-B2 N-Q7ch and (a) 22 K-K2 NxN followed by 23 ... R-Q7ch, winning a piece; (b) 22 NxN RxN and if 23 BxP QxB 24 QxB QxP mate.

All these variations show why 21 K-K2 is forced.

21 ...

... P-B4

To displace the White Queen in order to reduce her possibilities of engaging in further play.

22 Q-R5

P-N3

23 Q-R3
If White tries 23 Q-R4 in order to reduce the attack through exchanges, Black replies 23 ... R-Q7ch with all sorts of threats which compel a direct decision, and White cannot reply 24 NxR without losing his Queen.

23 ...

Q-Q3

Black thus threatens 24 ... Q-Q6 mate and obtains complete control of the Q-file and of his Q7-square.

24 B-B2

If 24 N-Q4 P-K4; if 24 N-K5 (to prevent 24 ... Q-Q6 mate) 24 ... Q-Q7ch.

24 ...

Q-Q7ch!

This sound Q-sacrifice is the result of the accumulation of power. Black's goal is twofold: (a) to drive the King back to his 1st rank, again immobilizing the White Rook; (b) to take possession of his own 7th rank.

25 NxQ  
26 K-B1

RxNch

If 26 K-B3 RxP mate; if 26 K-K1 RxB dis ch, winning at least two pieces.

26 ...

RxPch

27 K-N1

RxB

28 Q-R4

White prepares a counterattack, since he cannot save his remaining Bishop: e.g., 28 B-Q4 R-B8 mate.

28 ...

RxB

29 Q-Q8ch

B-B1

The material result of Black's combination is in favor of Black: three pieces and a Pawn against the Queen. Moreover, Black has a tremendous attack. He now threatens 30 ... R-N8ch, followed by mate. What can White do against it?

(a) 30 K-B1 R-N8ch, winning White's remaining Rook.

(b) 30 Q-Q1 N-B6 31 Q-Q3 R-N8ch 32 K-B2 N-K5ch, winning the Rook.

White cannot hold his 1st rank. He therefore plays

30 P-KR4

This is a bit better than 30 P-KR3, because it puts the KR3 at the disposal of the White King.

30 ...

N-N6

Black now threatens 31 ... RxP mate.
If 31 K-R2? RxPch 32 K-R3 NxR, etc. So White answers

31 R-R2
The analysis of the position arising at this point in the game is rather involved and difficult to follow. It is included here in order to give the reader an impression of the extent of a complete analysis of a complicated chess position, as an illustration of the richness of the possibilities and the surprising turns which may exist in such a position, and of a method which may be used to analyze certain types of positions.

The reader should not be concerned if he does not grasp the details of the following analysis at once, but should rather simply play over the variations a few times to enjoy the variety of turns which they produce. Those desiring to explore the analysis more deeply on subsequent readings.

Black has given up his Queen in return for three pieces and a Pawn. He has complete control of his 7th rank and the long diagonal. In addition, he has absolutely immobilized the White Rook, which must remain on its KR2 because of Black's attack on White's KNP. Only White's Queen can play. But this Queen is a powerful piece, especially because it can simultaneously give check and attack other pieces. This makes the problem in this position much more difficult than it appears at first glance.

Yet, in positions where the enemy King is seriously restricted, a player can think in terms of giving a not too distant mate or of winning considerable material.

Often, in positions such as this one, no absolute mate is in sight, only a mate if the position were just a bit different. When a player is that near to mate, this if can be a valuable clue as to how to proceed, and one should make the most of it. Let us see how it can be applied in the position at hand.

Black notices that he could give mate in not one but three ways—if:

Mate A—if there were no White Pawn on White's K3 and if Black's KB were not pinned, Black could play ... B-B4 mate.

Mate B—if Black's Knight were protected, Black could give mate in two by 31 ... R-N8ch 32 K-B2 R-B8 mate.

Mate C—if the White Rook plays, Black has mate in one by ... RxNP.

Black also considers 31 ... N-K5, threatening mate in one, but rejects it, since after 32 K-B1 there is no positive continuation. The White King simply has more freedom than before. He therefore thinks along the lines of mates A, B, and C.

He reasons: I could play 31 ... P-B5, threatening mate in two (mate B). This practically forces 32 PxP, for if 32 Q-Q1 B-K5, threatening 33 ... R-N8 winning the Queen.

If I then play 32 ... K-N2, threatening 33 ... B-B4 (mate A), White answers 33 Q-Q4ch, winning my Rook, but this would be followed by 33 ... K-R3 34 QxR B-B4ch 35 Q-B2 BxQch, winning Queen for Bishop. But the ending of Bishop and Knight against Rook may be a difficult one. Let's see whether there isn't something better. The principal problem here is how to mobilize the KB.

Is there any way that I can unpin my KB without moving the King? I could play 31 ... R-B7 to continue later by ... R-B1, driving the Queen away and unpinning the KB. The direct threat here would be 32 ... P-B5 33 PxP R-B1, followed by 34 ... B-B4ch (34 Q-Q4? N-K7ch) or by 34 ... B-B4, winning the Queen in either case. After 31 ... R-B7, White's retreat 32 Q-Q1 does not work on account of the role played by the K-Q forking attacks by the Knight, here and also in what follows. For instance, 32 ... R-B5! 33 QxR N-K7ch.

White's only defense against 31 ... R-B7 seems to be 32 P-N4,
protecting his QB5-square, but it has the disadvantage of freeing Black's QB5-square for my QB, and after 32 ... B-Q4, which both protects my KP and brings my QB into active play, there must be something in this position. In view of the very limited space at its disposal, the White King cannot stand alone against the combined attack of all the Black pieces.

31 ... 

R-QB7!

White now has various replies at his disposal.

(a) 32 Q-N8 (simultaneously attacking Black's QB and his Knight) 32 ... P-B5! 33 PxP (33 QxP? N-K7ch, again a K-Q forking Knight attack) 33 ... R-B1 and White cannot parry the 34 ... B-B4 mate without giving up his Queen.

(b) 32 Q-Q1 R-B8 33 QxR N-K7ch, again winning the Queen by the K-Q forking Knight attack.

(c) 32 Q-Q7 B-Q4 33 Q-Q8 P-B5 34 PxP K-N2 (after a check by the White Queen the Black King will go to R3, where it cannot be checked further, and then White cannot effectively prevent ... B-B4 mate).

(d) 32 P-R5 (or 32 P-R3) 32 ... P-B5 33 PxP and Black carries out the threat 33 ... R-B1, followed by ... B-B4 mate (mate A).

(e) 32 P-N4 B-Q4 and Black now threatens a variation of mate B: 33 ... R-B8ch 34 K-B2 N-K5ch and (1) 35 K-B3 R-B8ch 36 K-K2 B-B5 mate or (2) 35 K-K2 B-B5ch 36 K-B3 R-B8 mate. Therefore 33 P-K4 (after any other move, Black carries out the threat) 33 ... P-B5 and Black can now execute mate B, beginning 34 ... R-B8ch, which works even after 34 R-R3 (34 ... R-B8ch 35 K-R2 R-R5 mate).

So far, Black's plan seems to succeed. White, however, finds the one move which poses an entirely new problem. He plays

32 Q-K8

This is to some extent an improvement over line (c) 32 Q-Q7. It should be noted that if the Black King now tries to escape,

32 ... K-N2, unpinning the Bishop, White can simply play 33 QxKP, because Black does not now have "one move threat." This might lead to the idea of reviewing the order of the moves and playing 31 ... P-B5 first, forcing 32 PxP and then 32 ... R-B7. But then variation (e) no longer works: 33 P-N4! and, because of changed circumstances, the White King now has his K3-square as a flight square, and there is no clear decision. We are therefore now faced with an entirely new problem. Since we cannot afford to lose our KP because of the many checks involved, we have practically nothing better than 32 ... B-Q4.

32 ... 

B-Q4

The unpinning can now be realized only by playing the King in one of the following moves. For the moment, White has a little breathing space, since he now has no "one move threat" to fear. White can therefore try—and he has practically no other choice—to mobilize his dormant Rook to some extent.

33 P-R5

Not 33 P-K4, after which 33 ... P-B5, followed by 34 ... R-B8ch and mate B.

33 Q-N8 is easily met by 33 ... P-B5 34 PxP (forced, for if 34 QxP?? N-K7ch wins the Queen) 34 ... K-N2 35 Q-K5ch K-B2!, followed by mate A.

33 ... 

PxP

Here there is no point to 33 ... P-B5 34 PxP and unpinning the Bishop by 34 ... K-N2 because of 35 P-R6ch.

Black now threatens to protect the Knight by ... P-R5, and if RxP then ... RxP mate.

34 Q-Q8!

The only move, but a strong one which both attacks and defends, threatening 35 Q-N5ch, 36 QxN, and parrying ... P-R5.

34 ... 

P-B5!

35 Q-N5ch
If 35 PxP K-B2 (threatening 36 ... B-B4 mate) 36 Q-Q7ch K-N3 37 Q-K8ch (37 P-B5ch K-R3!) 37 ... K-N2 (a peculiar zigzag—it is very instructive to observe how Black escapes White’s check) 38 Q-Q7ch K-R3! and there are no more checks so that ... B-B4 decides. (39 RxPch NxR costs too much material.)

35 ...

36 B-N2 Q-Q8ch

If 36 QxBP N-K7ch.
If 36 PxP? R-B8ch 37 K-B2 N-K5, winning the Queen by the K-Q forking attack.

36 ...

37 Q-Q7ch K-N3
38 Q-K8ch K-R3!

Black again takes refuge in a flight square from which he cannot be checked, and now all three mates are still in the position. White can choose:

Mate A—39 PxP B-Q5 mate.
Mate B—39 Q-B7 R-B8ch 40 K-B2 R-B8 mate.
Mate C—39 R-R3 RxNP mate.

There is only one way to postpone the mate:

39 RxPch N-R3

Now the position is no longer either difficult or instructive—only amusing.

40 Resigns

The game might have finished: 40 Q-B7 RxPch 41 K-B1 N-N6ch 42 K-K1 B-QB6ch 43 Q-Q1 B-B6ch 44 K-B1 B-N7ch 45 K-N1 B-K5 mate.

---

**Game 17**

The nature of the gambit

Ideas behind gambit play

The target of attack

Creation of positional weaknesses to further attack

The power of a direct attack against the King by Queen and Rooks

Rule of thumb for double Pawns

A gambit is, in general, the giving up of a Pawn or a piece in return for an extra tempo which will be used to obtain a greater development in pieces, or sometimes for a majority in the center. A real gambit leads the game into quite a new direction, for one is in the presence of two entirely different units: time against *material*. One can never say which is superior, for it is almost impossible to compare two entities so different in nature. One can only prove which is better in a given position of a variation. Moreover, there is considerable difference between theory and practice. Even if a gambit is not theoretically correct, it works fairly well in practice because of two very important factors: (a) the task of the defender is, in general, more difficult than that of the attacker; (b) the player who accepts the gambit is beset with a psychological problem—he has won material, which makes him think that he has the moral obligation to play for a win. Practice has shown the importance of this second factor as well. It should be pointed out that the defender of the gambit should not set his goal too high. He should be satisfied with some simplification and equality, for only in this way can he be freed from the bad consequences of the psychological disadvantage which he has incurred in accepting the gambit.
Once the gambit player has attained maximum development, he must convert this advantage of development into an attack of some kind at the right time, since a superiority in development is purely temporary in nature, and the other side can catch up in development if given time.

Successful attack must, in general, be based on weaknesses in the opponent's position. If the opponent has no weaknesses and therefore no target for attack, the only way to proceed is to maintain the balance, to continue maneuvering, putting problems to the opponent and looking for the opportunity to obtain an advantage.

In gambits, therefore, the problem of the side that offers the gambit is to find a target for attack in order to make effective use of superior development, whereas the role of the defender is to play in such a way that no target for attack exists and then eventually to make his material plus count.

The Center Counter Gambit

Amateur
1 P-K4

Master
P-Q4

The Center Counter Game. For the main lines of this opening, see Game 15.

2 PxP

P-QB3

Black offers White a Pawn in exchange for faster development. This is known in chess as a gambit.

A distinction must be made between a gambit such as the Queen's Gambit (see Games 9, 16, 19 and 20), in which Black may accept but cannot hold the extra Pawn, and the Center Counter Gambit and the Göring Gambit, in which the side against which the gambit is played can accept and hold this extra Pawn.

3 PxP

White accepts the proffered Pawn, and the battle between time and material begins.

White did not have to accept the gambit. He could have played 3 P-Q4, and after 3 ... PxP, we get the exchange variation of the Caro-Kann. Or, after 3 P-QB4 PxP 4 P-Q4, we get by transposition the Panov variation of the Caro-Kann. (See Game 15, Black's move 2.)

3 ...

N x P

Instead, Black could have offered a second Pawn (3 ... P-K4 4 PxP BxP), and in that case, since his material sacrifice was greater, his advance in development would also be proportionally greater.

If, after 3 ... N x P, White wishes to play a solid game in which Black's advance in tempi will net him the least, he will answer 4 P-Q3, which gives him a solid position on which to begin developing his pieces. True, 4 P-Q3 shuts in White's KB, but in this case White plays a defensive role and hemming-in has the advantage that all pieces are at hand. Also to be considered is 4 P-KN3. Then the game might continue 4 ... N-B3 5 B-N2 B-N5 6 P-KB3, and thus Black still has some compensation.

4 B-N5

White pins the Black Knight, threatening to isolate the Black Q-side Pawns by 5 BxN. If Black wishes, he can avoid the isolation of his Pawns by answering 4 ... Q-N3, attacking the White Bishop. An amateur might even play 4 ... B-Q2, which would also avoid the isolation of the Pawns. But this move would be completely out of harmony with the spirit of the gambit which Black has chosen: 4 ... Q-N3 threatens and compels White to act, whereas 4 ... B-Q2 does not. After 4 ... B-Q2, White would not think of exchanging.

If Black has played the gambit, it was to get rapid development in the type of game where the positional disadvantage of isolated Pawns will not count too much.

4 ...

P-K4

Black is unimpressed by White's threat to isolate his Q-side Pawns. He is more concerned with getting an active game in order to make use of the possibilities opened to him by the Pawn
sacrifice. In other words, the Pawn sacrifice has given Black one more tempo, and this he must use to further his development if he is to retain his temporary advantage in time.

5 BxNch

At this point, White might have played 5 P-Q3 or N-QB3 or N-K2. But he will be practically forced to play BxN as soon as Black has castled, since at that time the White Bishop would become the object of attack by moves such as ... N-Q5. Therefore, White makes the exchange at once, which is also all right.

5 ... PxB

As compensation for his sacrificed Pawn, Black now has the Two Bishops, two open files, and open diagonals.

Black's KP restricts White's freedom to develop. If White now plays the natural 6 N-KB3, his Knight can be driven away by 6 ... P-K5. White therefore decides to control his K4-square first by N-QB3, later by P-Q3 if necessary.

6 N-QB3 N-KB3

Black applies counterpressure to White's K4-square. Therefore, White deems it necessary to protect that square once more and plays

7 P-Q3

At this point, White might consider 7 Q-B3, attacking Black's weak QBP. It is a question of which system White wishes to follow. He has already won material, and he might try for additional material. In that case, Black might answer 7 ... B-Q2 or 7 ... Q-B2 and later play ... B-KN5, gaining a tempo by attacking White's Queen and forcing it to move.

7 ... B-QN5

Again neutralizing White's pressure on his K4-square. For instance, if now 8 N-B3, 8 ... P-K5 could be played: 9 PxP BxNch 10 PxP QxQch 11 KxQ NxP and Black has a good game, as for instance, 12 R-K1 B-B4 13 N-Q4 0-0-0!

8 B-Q2

Breaking Black's pin, re-exerting pressure on the K4-square.

Another possibility would have been 8 KN-K2, after which 8 ... P-K5 would not mean much: 9 PxP QxQch 10 KxQ and the KP is protected.

8 ... 0-0

Black would not consider 8 ... BxN at this point, for he would not want to exchange his Good Bishop even if he could manage to advance his KP after the exchange. The advance has meaning only when it attacks.

9 N-B3?

This move is of utmost importance in the continuation of the game, because it gives Black a target for attack and compensation for his sacrificed Pawn. Up to now, he has had only a shadow of compensation—the Two Bishops and one tempo.
After 9 KN-K2, Black would not have had many chances. If the game had reached the ending, he might have drawn, notwithstanding his being a Pawn down, but he would have had to fight for a draw at the maximum. Certainly Black has mobility for his pieces, but how can he go about using it? An example: 9 KN-K2 B-N5 10 P-B3 B-K3 11 0-0 Q-N3ch 12 K-R1 QR-Q1 13 N-R4 Q-N2 14 BxB QxB 15 P-QN3 and Black no longer has attacking chances.

Black's essential difficulty in this sort of position is that every exchange improves White's game and diminishes Black's chances to take advantage of his mobility.

There are two ways of proceeding in a chess game: (1) by ordinary—i.e., logical—moves; (2) by extraordinary moves, such as sacrificing Pawns or pieces or carrying out artificial, illogical maneuvers.

Up to move 9, the White position has no weaknesses which would allow Black to undertake a direct attack. The ordinary way is too slow, and the extraordinary way is not possible here. If one plays a gambit, in many cases, one can obtain a promising game by ordinary, logical moves. In this position, Black cannot. This means that, after all, Black's gambit is not worth very much.

With 9 N-B3? will come the later pin of White's KN by ... B-KN5, and this almost always leads to a weakening of White's King position if White's KB is missing. If the KB were still on the board, White would never have to fear this weakening. Up to now, Black was merely moving pieces. From here on, Black's strategical plan is clear.

9 ... R-K1

By threatening 10 ... P-K5, Black induces White to castle on the K-side. Only after White has castled on the K-side will Black's ... B-N5 have sufficient force. Before that, it does not mean much.

An immediate 9 ... B-N5 has no particular significance. Then comes 10 P-KR3 B-KR4 (10 ... BxB accomplishes nothing, simply gives up the Two Bishops) 11 N-K4 NxN 12 Pxn BxB 13 PxB, and, although Black has weakened the White K-side, it does not greatly inconvenience White because he can still castle Q-side. In many analogous positions, after 10 P-KR3 B-KR4, White could continue the attack against the Black Bishop by 11 P-KN4, but in this case it is sensible for White to postpone this attack for one or two moves only because it drives the Bishop to the N3-square, from which it controls a very vital square in the battle, its K5.

On the other hand, an immediate 9 ... P-K5 10 PxP BxN 11 BxB NxP is not too illogical, since Black is playing for an attack with the initiative, and in many cases the push P-K5 gives the initiative. However, one must analyze the tactical details and evaluate the position resulting from the continuation. After 12 QxQ RxQ 13 B-Q4 B-N5 14 0-0-0, and Black is still a Pawn down with nothing to show for the attack. True, he has succeeded in giving White a double isolated Pawn structure on the K-side after 14 ... BxN, but that does not mean much in this position.

The rule of thumb for double Pawns is as follows: Doubling on your majority wing does harm, because it diminishes the chances of getting a passed Pawn. On the other hand, doubling on the minority wing does not mean much, nor does doubling on the equality side. But this is only the aspect of the double Pawn in regard to the possibility of getting a passed Pawn. The other aspect is the vulnerability of the double isolated Pawn.

10 0-0

White does castle on the K-side and Black will now be able to attack. Let us see if there was anything better.

10 Q-K2 does not look very trustworthy, as the White King and Queen are both on a file controlled by the Black Rook. Still, it would not have been easy to exploit the situation: e.g., 10 ... BxN (the necessary preparation for the following move) 11 BxB P-K5 looks killing. Then

(a) 12 PxP? RxP wins the Queen, as could be expected after such a silly continuation.
(b) 12 BxN Pxn 13 BxQ RxQch 14 K-B1 RxQBP, and Black has by far the best of it.
(c) 12 N-K5! (the right move) 12 ... PxB 13 QxP QxQ 14 PxQ. This situation seems hopeless for White, and still, when Black continues 14 ... N-Q2 (or 14 ... N-N5, in both cases with the intention after 15 P-Q4 of following with 15 ... P-B3), White answers 15 0-0!

(1) 15 ... NxN 16 KR-K1 and White wins back his piece, after which he certainly cannot lose.

(2) 15 ... RxN! 16 BxR NxB 17 KR-K1 P-B3 18 P-Q4 N-N3 19 R-K8ch K-B2 20 QR-K1 B-N2 and it will be a hard fight between R + P against B + N with about equal chances.

So there remains the problem of which is the better move here—10 Q-K2 or 10 0-0.

10 ... B-N5

The pin. White can never get rid of this pin without incurring some other inconvenience to himself. At last, Black now has some compensation for his sacrificed gambit Pawn. Whether it is sufficient, remains to be seen.

11 R-K1

Not a bad move, considering the important role played by White's K4-square in this game. The move is made with the intention of preparing N-K4.

11 P-QR3 does not come into consideration here. The Bishop on QN5 is not so well placed that it needs to be driven away. Black would welcome such a move in order to bring his Bishop back to B1 with tempo.

11 P-KR3 at this point is a double-edged move. After 11 ... B-KR4, nothing is improved in White's position. If White really wants to eliminate the pin, he has to continue with 12 P-N4, and then he has weakened his K-side and Black's well-known sacrificial 12 ... NxP 13 PxN BxP may be very risky for White.

11 ...

R-K3

Sooner or later, White's K-side will be weakened by a double Pawn or an advanced Pawn or something of that nature. The Rook will stand in readiness to attack it along its 3rd rank, which in most cases is very effective. For instance, after 12 P-KR3 B-KR4 13 P-N4 NxP 14 PxN BxP, the Rook stands ready to act and to strengthen the attack by ... R-N3 or ... R-B3.

12 N-K4

Correct. By an exchange of pieces, White hopes to eliminate Black's threats and then to attack Black's isolated Pawns and make his own plus Pawn felt.

12 ...

NxN

Black sees that he can weaken the White K-side by force and thus at least equalize.

13 RxN

The correct reply. After 13 BxB

(a) 13 ... N-N4! and White can no longer avoid the doubling of his Pawns, which entails very serious consequences. A Rook and a Queen against a weakened King's wing can sometimes decide the game in a few moves (see conclusion of this game).

(b) 13 ... NxP 14 KxN Q-N3ch followed by 15 ... QxB, winning back the Pawn.
It is noteworthy that if you make one weak move, combinations surge up all at once. The character of the gambit is such that if the opponent fails to make the right move, combinations develop. But if he succeeds in finding the right moves all the time, most gambits will fail.

13 ...  
BxN

Black now proceeds in the simplest way. By exchanging, he gives White a double isolated Pawn and opens the KN-file for attack. If he should fail to do this, he would have nothing.

14 PxB  
Forced, since 14 QxB costs a piece.

14 ...  
BxB

If the Black Bishop retires, the White Bishop is not weaker in the defense than the Black Bishop in the attack.

15 QxB

Now Black’s only possibility of winning is by attack, because he is a Pawn down and only heavy pieces are left, so surprises in the open field are hardly possible: that is, with minor pieces gone, double attack, pins, etc. are out.

Attack entails bringing as many pieces as possible into the battlefield so as to overwhelm the hostile King.

15 ...  
P-KB4

First, Black tries to reduce White’s defensive power by driving away the Rook; then he plans to continue with ... P-B5 and shut off the White pieces from the defense.

16 R-K2?

This is fatal: (a) because it enables the Black Queen to enter into the attack directly via its KR5, i.e., without any preparation; (b) because it later deprives the fleeing King of the very important flight square K2.

The correct move was 16 R-QB4. Now, with accurate play, White cannot lose, since just this one tempo gives White time to organize his defense, that is, to protect the vital KR2, KB3 and KN2: 16 ... P-B5 17 K-R1 Q-R5 18 R-KN1 and if (a) 18 ... Q-R6 19 Q-K2 (to protect KB3) 19 ... R-R3 20 R-N2, and White is protected on the K-side, or (b) 18 ... R-KB1 19 Q-K2 R-B4 20 Q-K4 QxP draws (21 QxR QxPch, etc., or 21 RxP R-R4! 22 R-B8ch K-B2 23 R-B7ch K-B3!).

16 ...

Q-R5!

Black is threatening to win as follows: 17 ... R-N3ch (a) 18 K-B1 Q-R6ch followed by mate; (b) 18 K-R1 Q-R6 19 R-N1 QxBPch followed by mate. It is evident from these variations that White is unable to protect both his KB3 and his KN2.

17 P-KB4

After 17 KR-K1, Black wins by 17 ... Q-R6! (threatening 18 ... R-N3ch) 18 K-R1 R-N3 or R-R3.

17 ...

Q-N5ch

Wins by force, for 18 K-R1 Q-B6ch leads to mate.

18 K-B1  
R-N3

19 KR-K1

To provide a flight square for his King.

19 ...

PxP

20 Resigns
For there is no adequate defense against 20 . . . P-B6, since the White King is trapped. After 20 P-KB3, Black wins by 20 . . . Q-R6ch and 21 . . . R-N7ch.

A gambit (a) makes your play easier than that of your opponent; (b) entails the risk that if the opponent solves all the problems, he has a clear advantage.

In this game, White does not solve all the problems (e.g., 9 N-B3), and this gives Black a certain grip on the position (his QB on its KN5), which under all circumstances must lead to a weakening of the White K-position. It is now only a question of a draw or win for Black: three heavy pieces against three heavy pieces. Placed in the right defensive position, they can maintain the balance. In the game, the Rook on K2 ruins the White defensive system.

Game 18

The Scotch game
Cutting down force through exchange
Finding attacking possibilities
Analyzing tactical lines
Making the most of the opponent's weaknesses
The strong Bishop radiating its power into the heart of the hostile position

One of the hardest tasks of the chess player is to find the most favorable line in a position beset with tactical problems. To do so requires: (1) the imagination to discover the various playable lines; (2) the power to analyze each line for the necessary number of moves; (3) the judgment to evaluate accurately the results of each of the available lines.

In this game, the gambit player succeeds in building up a strong attack by sacrificing two Pawns. His opponent is quite willing to return the Pawns for the sake of simplification and in order to reduce the attacking power of the gambit player, but he chooses an inferior tactical variation, so that when equality of material is re-established, he is left with a serious weakness: a compromised King position. His King is no longer safe in the center; he cannot castle on the K-side; and by casting long he heads into serious weaknesses. At this point he again fails to find the best defense, whereupon the gambit player makes the most of the weaknesses he has induced in his opponent's position.
The Göring Gambit (Scotch Game)

Master
1 P-K4
2 N-KB3
3 P-Q4

Amateur
P-K4
N-QB3

The Scotch Game.
White immediately occupies the center and opens up the game. After retaking, Black has no trouble in attaining equality after several more moves. Hence, the Scotch Game is not seen as frequently in tournament play as are certain other openings in which Black has greater difficulty in equalizing.

3 ... PxP

Although Black loses a tempo by taking, this does not really entail a loss of time, for White must also lose a tempo in order to retake.

If Black does not retake at this point, he cannot equalize as easily. Let us examine some of the alternatives in order to get a better idea of the problem of gaining equality as worked out in the theory of openings.

(a) 3 ... P-Q3 4 PxP loses a Pawn or the privilege of castling after 4 ... PxP or 4 ... NxP. Or White can also play 4 B-QN5, with some pressure against Black's position.

(b) 3 ... P-B3º entails a weakening of Black's K-wing. After White's 4 B-QB4, Black cannot castle. On the other hand, 4 PxP is not conclusive, for (1) 4 ... PxP and White would not have attained much, but (2) 4 ... NxP? 5 NxN PxN 6 Q-R5ch wins immediately.

(c) 3 ... N-B3 4 PxP NxP/K5 5 B-QB4, threatening 6 Q-Q5 with a good game for White.

(d) 3 ... Q-K2 has the disadvantage of blocking the Black KB.

After 3 ... PxP, White normally continues:

(a) The Scotch Game: 4 NxP N-B3 (attacking the center and preparing ... P-Q4) 5 N-QB3 (protecting the KP) 5 ... B-N5 (reverting to the KB) 6 NxN (practically forced) 6 ... NPxN 7 B-Q3 P-Q4 and Black has attained equality.

(b) The Scotch Gambit, in which White temporarily gives up the Pawn for the more rapid development: 4 B-QB4 N-B3 5 0-0.

In this game, the master deliberately chooses a continuation which is not entirely sound.

4 P-B3

The Göring Gambit, which, despite the fact that it is not entirely sound, leads to complicated and interesting play.

4 ... PxP

Black accepts the gambit Pawn. He could have refused the proffered Pawn by 4 ... P-Q4, which is not at all bad. For instance 5 PxP/Q5 QxP 6 PxP B-KN5, etc. Or he could refuse the Pawn by 4 ... P-Q6, which would prevent White from building up the ideal center by PxP and thus prevent him from dominating the center. This last variation embodies an important principle: When one must lose or wishes to lose a Pawn in any case, it is economical to lose it in such a way that one's opponent gets some positional disadvantage by taking it.

5 NxP B-N5

An enterprising move which leaves open to Black possibilities of counterattack but involves certain risks. Compare with Game 10.

The alternate 5 ... P-Q3 is a more peaceful continuation. Black tries to build up a solid position, and, if he succeeds in withstanding the White attack, his plus Pawn must do its work in the
end. But White is able to complicate things. For example:
6 B-B4 B-K3 7 BxB PxB 8 Q-N3 Q-B1 9 N-KN5 N-Q1 10 0-0
B-K2 11 P-B4 and anything can happen.

6 B-QB4

The right square for the White KB. White threatens moves like
Q-N3.

6 ... P-Q3

To control his K4-square and open a diagonal for the QB.
Black feared White's P-K5.

If Black had played 6 ... N-B3, the continuation 7 P-K5 would
have been very strong: 7 ... P-Q4 8 B-N3 N-K5 9 0-0 BxN 10 PxB
with very difficult complications. The amateur would do better
to avoid lines which entail such extremely complicated problems.

7 0-0

7 ...

BxN

By exchanging, Black sets out to reduce the lead in development which White has attained in return for the gambit Pawn. The exchange is especially justified here, for, since White's QN is no longer pinned, Black has to reckon with N-Q5. If, for instance, Black had replied 7 ... N-B3, then 8 N-Q5! would bring

him into difficulties, since 8 ... NxN would cost a piece after
9 PxN N-K2 10 Q-R4ch.

If, instead, Black had played 7 ... B-N5 and pinned White's KN now that White has castled, the game could have continued
8 Q-N3 Q-Q2 9 N-Q5 B-QR4 10 QxP, threatening 11 B-QN5.
Black therefore plays 10 ... R-N1 and after 11 Q-R6 BxN 12 PxN
with equal Pawns, and both sides have chances.

At this point, we take the opportunity to give an example of a
typical amateur combination based on the unsound sacrifice of
White's KB on his KB7 after 7 ... B-N5: 8 BxPch? KxB 9 N-N5ch,
and it looks as if White is going to regain his piece plus a Pawn
by 10 QxB. But Black plays 9 ... QxN! and wins a piece after
10 BxQ BxQ 11 QRxB.

8 PxB

White now has an isolated Pawn, but this does not mean much
under the given circumstances. White is a Pawn down, and he
must find some compensation for it. The isolated Pawn is com-
penasated for by the fact that White now has the Two Bishops
against Bishop and Knight, and, moreover, he has open lines for
his Bishops and Rooks. Most important here are White's attacking
possibilities, not the special positional features such as Pawn
structure. If a general liquidation should occur, then these posi-
tional factors would again count. But White has based everything
on winning by attack. If the attack fails, he is likely to find him-
self at a disadvantage with or without isolated Pawns.

8 ... N-B3

9 P-K5

To open up the game and try to find some compensation for
the sacrificed Pawn in attacking possibilities. With this move,
White gives a second Pawn.

The quiet continuations 9 R-K1 and 9 B-KN5 (which is play-
able despite the fact that the King has not yet castled—compare
Game 17) are not so bad, either, but perhaps they are less direct.
9 B-R3 B-N5 seems to be inferior, and White has no promising continuation of his attack.

9 ... 

9 ... NxP is followed by 10 NxN PxN 11 Q-N3 0-0 12 B-R3, winning the exchange as compensation for White's two lost Pawns, which in many cases is a doubtful bargain, but here seems at least to guarantee a draw.

10 N-N5

White violates the general principle of moving a piece only once until the other pieces are developed, but here again there are special circumstances which justify such a move. By moving his Knight to N5, White threatens 11 NxBP, winning the Rook. The fact that it is not simple for Black to parry this threat justifies the violation of the above-mentioned rule. If Black plays 10 ... 0-0, then 11 B-R3 wins the exchange. This does not mean that White would then have a won game, for Black would have two Pawns as compensation, but in any case the game would then enter a new phase of the struggle, with all its possibilities and all its chances.

10 ... 

10 ... B-K3

Rather than lose the exchange, Black prefers to give up his extra Pawn and allow White to isolate the KP. The idea is to accelerate the development at the price of one or two of the gambit Pawns.

After 10 ... QxQ 11 BxPch K-B1 12 RxQ, White is still a Pawn down, but he threatens 13 B-R3ch N-K2 14 R-Q8 mate. After 12 ... P-KN3 13 B-R3ch K-N2, White has good chances after 14 B-N3, notwithstanding the fact that Queens are no longer on the board. With threats such as 15 N-B7 or 15 N-K6ch, depending on Black's counterplay, White certainly has chances by which to compensate for the Pawn.

With the text, however, Black offers to return the gambit Pawns, thus hoping to eliminate White's most dangerous pieces and to enter an end game in which he would certainly not have the worst of it. These are the proper tactics when playing the defensive side of the gambit, as has been pointed out in the early moves of the game. For example: 11 BxB PxB 12 NxBP QxQ 13 RxQ K-B2 14 NxBP QR-Q1 and Black stands well. Pawns are even, but one of White's Bishops has disappeared, and now the isolated Pawns may count in favor of Black.

11 NxB

Special tactical possibilities favor 11 NxB over 11 BxB. No generalization is possible in a tactical position such as this.

If now 11 ... QxQ 12 NxBPch K-Q2 13 RxQch KxN 14 BxP, the ending is a little better for White because he has maintained his Two Bishops. True, White's QBP is weak, but in this variation White has full compensation, in that the Black KP is also isolated. So Black plays

11 ... 

11 ... PxN

If White now simply plays the obvious 12 BxP, the game could continue 12 ... QxQ 13 RxQ K-K2 14 B-N3 KR-Q1, and White would find himself in a simplified position with a Pawn down. He must, therefore, look for a stronger reply. With this in mind, he plays

12 Q-N3
With this move, White attacks the QNP and threatens BxP with greater force, since the possibility of Black's exchanging Queens no longer exists, and since the side that has less material should not exchange Queens. White's 12 Q-N3 is so strong that Black must carefully analyze all possibilities. His reply here will prove the turning point of the game.

12 ... N-R4?

Black protects his QNP and hopes by a series of exchanges to reduce White's attack, but he has underrated the fact that, even after the simplification, White's initiative remains strong.

It appears that after 12 ... 0-0 13 BxPch K-R1 14 QxP Q-Q3 15 B-N3 QR-N1 16 Q-R6, Black can hold his own. This line is better for Black than the text—his pieces are more centralized, more cooperative, but White has the Two Bishops and the threat of B-R3.

But Black has still better. After 12 ... N-Q4 13 QxP N-R4 14 B-N5ch K-B2 15 Q-R6 P-B4 16 B-R3 Q-N3, Black has the best of it, because the Black Knights are well posted and the White Bishops have no lines. Tarrasch said: "A Bishop is stronger than a Knight only when it can run along open lines."

From this, we conclude that at this point 12 ... N-Q4 was the strongest continuation, and that it was at this point that the amateur went wrong for the first time. This is the more noteworthy since the position is so complicated.

13 Q-N5ch P-B3
14 QxKP NxB
15 QxPcch Q-K2
16 QxQN

Thus, at the end of the liquidation invited by Black, the sides are equal in pieces, and White's isolated Pawn, a weakness, is compensated for by open lines for attack, by the fact that White has a Bishop whereas Black has a Knight, and by the fact that Black cannot castle on the K-side. White certainly has the best of it.

16 ... 0-0-0

Although Black's Q-side is not an extremely safe place for the Black King, considering the open lines at White's disposal, neither is Black's King safe in the center. Black had no alternative. Castling was forced in view of the eventual threat R-K1.

17 B-B4

The idea behind this move is to take from the Black King his QN1-square. Surprising combinations could evolve, as we shall see later. The Black King is unsafe.

17 ... N-Q4

Black hopes to reduce White's attack by exchanges. The idea is correct, but the means of execution is imperfect.
Despite its centralized position, the Black Knight does not succeed in eliminating the White Bishop. Correct for forcing the exchange of pieces would have been 17 ... Q-K5, and after 18 QxQ (forced) NxQ 19 B-K5, White is a little better off because of the centralized position of his Bishop, to be strengthened by P-KB4 and the unsafe position of the Black King, which, it is true, does not count too much after the exchange of Queens. These two factors more than compensate for the disadvantage of White's isolated Pawn.

18 B-N3

The Bishop is just as strong on KN3 as it was on KB4.

18 ...

P-KR4

An attempt to drive away the Bishop, which is easily met. It would have been preferable to bring pressure on the center by a move such as 18 ... KR-K1, possibly followed by 19 ... Q-K5.

19 P-KR3

To provide a refuge from which the Bishop can continue to control the diagonal.

19 ...

P-KN4

Black wishes to exploit the weakness of the KRP, but White has various possibilities of attack which must be met. The text is a weakening and, to a certain extent, an unmotivated attack. Still preferable was 19 ... KR-K1, the centralizing move. But White already had some attack anyhow. After White moves such as Q-QR4, Black cannot protect his QRP by ... K-N1, so he must weaken his position by ... P-QR3. One sees the enormous force of White's Bishop along the diagonal.

20 KR-K1

Development with tempo.

With White's superior command of space and the open lines at his disposal, Black's position is already precarious. Although there is nothing definite yet, White can feel confident that there must be promising lines in the offering, and Black must be very careful. For instance:

(a) 20 ... Q-Q2 21 QR-N1 KR-K1 22 KR-Q1! R-K3 23 Q-R6!PxQ? 24 R-N8 mate.

(b) 20 ... Q-KB2 21 Q-QR4 P-R3 (forced) 22 QR-N1 and

(1) 22 ... NxP? 23 QxBPch PxQ 24 R-N8ch K-Q2 25 R-N7ch K-B1 26 RxQ R-Q2 27 RxR KxR 28 K-B5, etc.

(2) 22 ... KR-K1! the best continuation, and now the sacrifice of the Queen leads only to a draw: 23 QxpQch PxQ 24 R-N8ch Q-Q2 25 R-N7ch K-B1 26 R-N8ch, etc., but White need not draw; he can play 23 B-K5, for example, and maintain the initiative.

20 ...

Q-R6?

A mistake in a very difficult position. The Queen should not leave its K-position undefended. In general, one should not go Pawn hunting in critical positions in which the opponent has the attack.

21 Q-K4

Wins. The threat is 22 Q-B5ch R-Q2 23 Q-K5 with the double threat of 24 Q-N8 mate and QxRch.

21 ...

QxBP

Black puts his Queen and Rook on the same diagonal—a combinational motif to be exploited with a Bishop.
Let us examine some alternate possibilities:

(a) 21 ... KR-K1? 22 Q-B5ch R-Q2 23 RxB mate.
(b) 21 ... Q-B1 22 Q-K5 and the penetration of the Queen to N8 is catastrophic.
(c) 21 ... N-B2 22 Q-B5ch K-N1 (22 ... R-Q2? 23 BxN KxB 24 Q-K5ch wins the KR) 23 Q-B7 R-QB1 24 R-K7 Q-R4 25 R-Q1 KR-KB1 26 BxN wins, for (1) 26 ... RxB; 27 QxRch or (2) 26 ... K-R1 27 BxQ.
(d) 21 ... N-B3 22 Q-K5 wins (22 ... N-Q2 23 Q-B7 mate; 22 ... Q-Q3 23 QxB wins the Rook).

22 Q-B5ch

Forces Black to interpose his QR, and then his KR remains unprotected.

If first 22 B-K5, White wins only the exchange, for the Black KR would still be protected.

Note that more than 80 per cent of all these possibilities hinge on the phenomenal position of the White Bishop, which controls squares such as its QN8, QB7 and K5.

22 ...

R-Q2

The only move.

23 B-K5

Winning the Rook.

23 ...

Resigns

In this gambit, White had attacking chances from the very beginning, and Black had to choose between a number of possible defenses. This made the defense difficult for Black.

As regards both the manner of defending against a gambit and the psychological factor mentioned in the introduction to Game 17, Black behaved properly in this game. He continually tried to give back his extra gambit Pawn and find his happiness in the end game. He didn't quite succeed; he could have, but he still had to overcome difficulties in positions where material was even, but White had a better placed Bishop. After Black missed the opportunity to force the exchange of Queens, White was able to maintain his attack, and this attack proved to be killing, thanks to White's well-posted Bishop.
Game 19

The Marshall variation of the Queen's Gambit Declined
Surrender of the center without compensation
Attack on the castled King position with all pieces
The standard sacrifice BxKRPch

One of the most glittering types of chess is that in which a player surprises his opponent with an all-out mating attack against the relatively undefended castled King. Bringing one piece after another to bear on that area of the board, he over-whelms his opponent before the latter has an opportunity to do anything about it.

Of the combinational attacks against the castled King, none is easier to execute than the well-known Bishop sacrifice on KR7. This attack, good for either White or Black, can be undertaken whenever the following situation exists on the board:

(a) The attacker must have his KN and Queen posed for action and his KB on the proper diagonal for an immediate sacrifice at KR7.

(b) This KN must be able to maintain itself on its KN5 without danger of being exchanged.

(c) Usually a spearhead Pawn at the K5-square of the attacker is useful both for preventing the enemy King from getting away and for preventing enemy pieces from going to their KB3.

(d) The defender's pieces must be far enough away from the K-side that they cannot give effective aid at the right time.

(e) The defender's King must not have available sufficient flight squares to be able to escape.

The attack starts with BxKRPch. Whether the defender accepts or refuses the sacrifice, he is in for trouble. But in order to succeed the attacking player must follow up with just the right moves. If he chooses the right moves, he will either mate or emerge with material superiority. If he does not find the correct continuation, he can find himself down a piece and his attack dissipated, in which case he may go down to eventual defeat.

The Queen’s Gambit Declined—Marshall Variation

Master

1 P-Q4

Amateur

P-Q4

2 P-QB4

The Queen's Gambit, which we have already encountered in Games 9 and 16.

2 ... N-KB3 (?)

One of the favorite positional errors of amateurs.

Apparently, 2 ... N-KB3 is a developing move which adequately protects Black's QP. Actually, after 3 PxP Black is compelled to give up the center for nothing: that is, without securing any counterchance to attack the White center.
True, once in a very great while 2 ... N-KB3 is found in master games. For instance, the American grandmaster Marshall sometimes used it with success. One must differentiate between 2 ... N-KB3 (a) as a move played by an amateur who makes it without realizing that he has committed a strategical error by giving White the opportunity to build up a strong center; (b) as a move played very infrequently by a master, in the spirit of challenge, with the aim of enticing White to play a premature 4 P-K4. In this latter case we could speak of tactical considerations.

3 PxP

White reasons: "If 3 ... QxP, I will answer 4 N-QB3 (compare Game 15), and the Black Queen will be forced to move again, thus gaining a tempo for me and also allowing me to threaten to take possession of the center by 5 P-K4. If 3 ... NxP, then P-K4 will become possible very soon."

3 ... 

NnP

Black now occupies the center temporarily, but he cannot remain there because his Knight can be driven away by P-K4. Yet an immediate 4 P-K4 would be premature. Black would reply 4 ... N-KB3 and

(a) 5 N-QB3 P-K4! and Black has counterefforts, for

(1) 6 PxP QxQch 7 KxQ N-N5, winning back the KP, for White must protect against the threatened 8 ... NxPch: 8 K-K1 NxKP 9 P-B4 N-N3, and, although White occupies the center, his King cannot castle and is vulnerable to attack in this open position.

(2) 6 P-Q5 B-QB4 and Black has satisfactory development, being one tempo ahead.

(b) 5 B-Q3 is better than 5 N-QB3, but Black here also gets chances to attack the White center: 5 ... N-B3 (Black cannot play 5 ... QxP because of 6 B-N5ch, winning the Queen) and

(1) 6 N-KB3 B-N5; (2) 6 N-K2 P-K4; (3) 6 P-Q5 N-K4
7 B-B2 P-K3

4 N-KB3

This simple move prevents Black from playing ... P-K4 for the present and at the same time conserves for White the possibility of playing P-K4 himself.

4 ... 

P-K3

Black might have replied 4 ... B-B4 in order to prevent the White P-K4 and post pieces centrally on the board. White could then answer 5 QN-Q2 with the strong threat of 6 P-K4! After 5 ... N-KB3 6 Q-N3 Q-B1 7 P-N3 P-K3 8 B-N2, White threatens 9 N-R4 followed by BxP, with a superior game because he has more space and controls more central squares.

5 P-K4

Now White occupies the center completely, forcing Black to retreat.

5 ... 

N-KB3

Inferior to 5 ... N-N3, because after 5 ... N-KB3 the Knight is exposed to the advance P-K5.

6 N-QB3

Look at what a fine position White already has—possession of the center, mobility, better development, etc.

6 ... 

B-N5

To neutralize White's control over his K4-square. The pin of White's QN is not very effective, as the White King will castle sooner or later, thus eliminating the pin. Since the exchange ... BxN only strengthens White's center and leaves White with the Two Bishops, it can be stated in general that this pin is effective only if Black succeeds in a successful pressure against the center squares Q4 or K5.

Perhaps a better move would be 6 ... P-B4, attacking the
center in a more efficient way. In that case, White has the possibility of (a) 7 P-Q5; (b) 7 P-K5; or (c) a move such as 7 B-Q3 (7 ... PxP 8 NxP QxN?? 9 B-N5ch and the Black Queen is lost).

7 B-Q3

By this one move, the White KB is developed to its most powerful diagonal, the K-side is cleared for castling, and the White KP is protected.

7 ... QN-Q2

A weak move. It does very little against White’s overwhelming superiority in the center. But the position is already difficult. From the following alternate tries, it is evident that White’s center is so strong that even direct attacks will not destroy the strength of White’s center, the force of which is exemplified in this game.

(a) 7 ... P-B4 8 0-0 PxP 9 NxP 0-0 (9 ... QxN 10 B-N5ch, winning the Black Queen) 10 P-K5 with a strong attack for White (again 10 ... QxP? 11 BxPch wins the Queen).

(b) 7 ... N-B3 8 0-0 0-0 (8 ... NxQP? 9 NxN QxN?? 10 B-N5ch, winning the Queen!) 9 P-K5, as in the game.

One must see this kind of attack as a direct result of the strong White center: P-K5 drives away Black’s only defensive piece.

8 0-0

0-0?

This is fatal! At this point, Black’s position is already ripe for exploitation. Black should never castle when White has such a concentration of force against his K-side and the possibility of eliminating the defensive N/KB3 by advancing his KP.

Let us examine the position. White’s Queen is on its original square, ready to go to KR5; his KN is on KB3, ready to go to N5; the KB is on Q3, ready to be sacrificed on KR7; the QB guards the KN5 from its home base; and the KP is on the point of going to K5 and driving the Black Knight from its KB3. Once this Knight is driven away, the Black K-side will be devoid of protecting pieces, therefore ripe for attack.

This type of position often arises in variations of the Queen’s Gambit Declined, the French Defense, and certain other openings. Whenever the K-side is without defenders, the attack which follows is in the air.

Black should have played 8 ... P-B4 in order to break up the White center. After 9 P-K5 N-Q4 10 NxN PxN 11 N-N5! White also has great superiority, with threats such as 12 Q-B3. Let us try: 11 ... P-KR3. White can answer 12 Q-R5 and then

(a) 12 ... Q-K2 13 NxP 0-0 (13 ... QxN? 14 B-N6) 14 Q-N6, etc.

(b) 12 ... P-KN3 13 BxP PxP 14 QxPch, followed by mate.

(c) 12 ... 0-0 13 P-K6 N-B3 14 PxPch K-R1 15 Q-N6 Q-K2 16 N-R7!

9 P-K5

(See next page for N-Q4 move.)
The simple key.

9 ... N-Q4  (Diagramed on page 221)

Now everything is set for the all-out attack.

10 BxPch

The well-known Bishop sacrifice on KR7.

The first move of a combination which leads either to mate or to an overwhelming attack culminating in more than equality for White.

Yet White must play with care, calculating the moves carefully. Once a piece is sacrificed, it is everything or nothing. Unless White can move up his forces and overwhelm Black, he may find himself short of the desired mate and with a piece down.

10 ... KxB

Black, not realizing that he is in mortal danger of a blitz attack, accepts the Grecian gift. He erroneously believes that his extra piece will insure him an eventual win. Pieces count only when they are active. In this special situation, few of Black’s pieces can act at all, and none at once because of White’s checks.

Even if Black had declined the proffered Bishop, White’s attack would have been successful, as we shall show later.

11 N-KN5ch

Preparing 12 Q-R5 and mate in a few moves. Notice that White’s KN is protected by its QB.

In all-out attacks which entail the sacrifice of a piece, the attacking player must find moves which limit the squares accessible to the enemy King. Here, White’s spearhead PK5 already denied the King access to his KB3, and now the White Knight controls Black’s KR2 and KB2.

11 ... K-N1

If 11 ... K-N3 12 Q-Q3ch P-B4 13 Nxp (forcing the Black Queen to move) 13 ... Q-K2 (after 13 ... Q-K1, the answer 14 N-N is also decisive) 14 N-N (again forcing the Black Queen to move) 14 ... QxN 15 N-B4ch (winning the Queen).

12 NxN

If 12 Q-R5 immediately, Black can give back his extra piece and temporarily stop White’s attack: 12 ... KN-B3 (or 12 ... QN-B3) 13 PxN Nxp, and Black posts his Knight on his KB3 and White’s attack is at an end for the time being.

12 ... PxN

13 Q-R5 R-K1

The only move.

The following forced moves illustrate how White systematically takes squares from the Black King until mate is inevitable. Notice that all Black’s moves are forced; he has no time to bring up any pieces for defense.

14 QxPch K-R1
15 Q-B5ch K-N1
16 Q-R7ch K-B1
17 Q-R8ch K-K2
18 QxP mate

Two factors are important in this mate: (a) the continual checks gave Black no opportunity to mobilize his pieces; (b) White’s PK5 and N/N5 effectively prevented the Black King from slipping out of the mating net.

Black Declines the Proffered Bishop

Now we shall consider what would have happened if Black had not accepted the Bishop sacrifice. The variations which follow give an excellent idea of numerous possibilities rising from these
kinds of attacking positions. White has two very strong continuations, which we shall call A and B.

10 ... K-R1

Continuation A

11 B-B2

White withdraws the Bishop, keeping open every possibility and, among other things, preventing 11 ... NxN, for then 12 PxN BxP? 13 Q-Q3! winning a piece, since it threatens simultaneously to give mate and to capture Black’s Bishop.

Continuation A-1

11 ... P-QB4

Black finally makes the important move (see comments under Black’s 6th move), but it was more important to secure the K-wing by 11 ... P-KN3 (see A-2), although the latter move was not sufficient either. It is only a question of time now how long the loss can be postponed.

12 B-N5

To drive the Queen from the K-side. The point is that Black can no longer answer 12 ... P-B3, which would be met by 13 Q-Q3 and mate in a few moves.

12 N-KN5 wins as well: 12 ... P-KN3 13 NxN PxN 14 NxPch RxN 15 P-K6.

12 ... Q-B2

12 ... Q-R4? loses a piece: 13 NxN PxN 14 P-QR3 and the Bishop has no retreat.

12 ... Q-K1 13 Q-Q3 P-KN3 14 B-R6 wins (14 ... R-KN1 15 NxN Pxn 16 N-N5 and 17 Q-R3).

13 NxN

By exchanging pieces, White eliminates a well-posted Knight in exchange for a Knight which, for the moment, does not participate in the struggle.

13 ... PxN

One of the basic problems in positions of this sort is to vacate squares so that the key pieces can come out and do their work. Therefore, White plays

14 B-K7 R-K1

Offering to give up the exchange would certainly have been better. Perhaps the relatively best line (although completely hopeless with the exchange and a Pawn down) would have been 14 ... K-N1 15 N-N5 P-KN3. Other moves are inferior and cost more material. For instance: 14 ... PxP? 15 BxB; or 14 ... NxP 15 NxN! QxB 16 Q-R5ch and mate on the next move.

15 N-N5 P-KN3

If 15 ... RxB 16 Q-R5ch K-N1 17 Q-R7ch K-B1 18 Q-R8 mate.

16 Q-N4

Again mate in three threatens, so that moves like 16 ... NxP, threatening the Queen by discovery, fail.

16 ... K-N1

16 ... K-N2 loses as well after 17 N-K6ch! PxN 18 QxNch, followed by mate.

17 Q-R4 N-B1
What else?

18 B-B6
Followed by mate.

**Continuation A-2**

See diagram on page 224 and play the move 11 B-B2.

11 ...
12 Q-Q2

Forcing the penetration into Black's K-side position.

12 ...
R-K1

To make room for the Knight.

13 Q-R6ch
14 B-N5
15 NxN

In order to continue 15 ... PxN 16 P-K6!

15 ...
Pxn
16 P-K6

To undermine Black's KNP.

16 ...
N-B1
17 PxPch
18 BxPch

White temporarily sacrifices the Bishop in order to be able to drive the Black King out into the open.

18 ...
NxB
19 Q-R7ch
20 QxNch
21 N-K5 mate

**Continuation B**

See diagram on page 224.

11 N-KN5

Bringing the Knight into the fray and threatening 12 Q-R5, which is also very strong.

11 ...
P-KN3

The only move; 11 ... QN-B3 would lose a piece; 11 ... P-KB3 leads to 12 Q-R5 PxN 13 B-N6ch, followed by mate.

12 Q-N4

**Continuation B-1**

12 ...
K-N2
13 Q-R4
R-R1

At first glance, it looks as if Black has been able to protect adequately. But through threats White can open lines and make the superiority of his active pieces felt.

14 NxPch
15 Q-R6ch
16 QxPch

PxN
K-B2
The game continues:

(a) 16 ... K-K2 17 Q-N7ch K-K1 18 B-N6 mate.
(b) 16 ... K-B1 17 B-R6ch K-K2 18 Q-N7ch, followed by mate.

Continuation B-2

See diagram on page 227.

12 ...

Q-K2

13 Q-R4 and wins, as will appear from the following possibilities:

(a) 13 ... K-N2 14 Nxpch followed by the win of the Queen or an early mate; if 14 ... QxN 15 Q-R6ch K-R1 16 BxP dis ch K-N1 17 Q-R7 mate.

(b) 13 ... P-KB4 14 NxB Pxn 15 BxP dis ch K-N1 16 P-K6 N-B3 17 B-B7ch RxB 18 Pxrch, with great material advantage.

(c) 13 ... P-KB3 14 BxP dis ch K-N1 15 B-R7ch K-N2 16 KN-K4 and wins by Q-R6ch or B-R6ch.

These combinations are very instructive because the Black position is so bad that White has a great many possibilities and there are only a few variations, with the moves almost forced.

The student should try to follow the combinations, first working out the moves on the board, later without moving the pieces. Such practice enhances combinative power.

Game 20

Exploiting a deviation from theory
Gaining a preponderance in space
Violating chess rules with a purpose
The unsafe center King position
Taking advantage of a temporary preponderance of pieces in a given area
Concentrated attack on a weak point

There is one chess rule which says, "Move a piece only once during the opening," and another which states, "Do not undertake attack or other action until your development is completed." These are excellent general precepts, for certainly many games have been lost because players failed to get enough pieces into the battle at the right time.

They are, however, generalities, and they apply mainly to strategic positions. Only such positions lend themselves to a more or less automatic following of rules. There are naturally positions in which these rules must be broken in order to attain the strongest play. A master cannot blindly follow the precepts set down for learners but must evaluate every position according to its merits.

Positionally, the rules of development may be disregarded when the strategic plan requires other action. For instance, in a position where the player's development is incomplete, it may look as though the development of the QN, as yet on QN1, is obvious. Yet in that position there may be an imperative reason for moving an already developed piece a second time, in order to take command of some vital square or to prevent the opponent from doing so.
The game continues:

(a) 16 ... K-K2 17 Q-N7ch K-K1 18 B-N6 mate.
(b) 16 ... K-B1 17 B-R6ch K-K2 18 Q-N7ch, followed by mate.

**Continuation B-2**

See diagram on page 227.

12 ...

**Q-K2**

13 Q-R4 and wins, as will appear from the following possibilities:

(a) 13 ... K-N2 14 NxPch followed by the win of the Queen or an early mate; if 14 ... QxN 15 Q-R6ch K-R1 16 BxP dis ch K-N1 17 Q-R7 mate.

(b) 13 ... P-KB4 14 NxN PxN 15 BxP dis ch K-N1 16 P-K6 N-B3 17 B-B7ch RxB 18 PxRch, with great material advantage.

(c) 13 ... P-KB3 14 BxP dis ch K-N1 15 B-R7ch K-N2 16 KN-K4 and wins by Q-R6ch or B-R6ch.

These combinations are very instructive because the Black position is so bad that White has a great many possibilities and there are only a few variations, with the moves almost forced.

The student should try to follow the combinations, first working out the moves on the board, later without moving the pieces. Such practice enhances combinative power.

---

**Game 20**

Exploiting a deviation from theory
Gaining a preponderance in space
Violating chess rules with a purpose
The unsafe center King position
Taking advantage of a temporary preponderance of pieces in a given area
Concentrated attack on a weak point

There is one chess rule which says, “Move a piece only once during the opening,” and another which states, “Do not undertake attack or other action until your development is completed.” These are excellent general precepts, for certainly many games have been lost because players failed to get enough pieces into the battle at the right time.

They are, however, generalities, and they apply mainly to strategic positions. Only such positions lend themselves to a more or less automatic following of rules. There are naturally positions in which these rules must be broken in order to attain the strongest play. A master cannot blindly follow the precepts set down for learners but must evaluate every position according to its merits.

Positionally, the rules of development may be disregarded when the strategic plan requires other action. For instance, in a position where the player’s development is incomplete, it may look as though the development of the QN, as yet on QN1, is obvious. Yet in that position there may be an imperative reason for moving an already developed piece a second time, in order to take command of some vital square or to prevent the opponent from doing so.
The rule of “development first” may also be broken when the opponent has made a weak move or an error which must be taken advantage of immediately. In such cases, the entire game must be focused on the point of the error, rather than on “strategic development as usual.”

If the tactical situation is clear-cut, it is often easy to see that the development rule must be broken, but this is much more difficult when it is necessary to define the exact weakness of the opponent and then to study how to go about exploiting it.

In this game, White does not complete his development in the usual way, but from time to time makes a sharper sally. The consequence of this well-directed handling of the position is that very soon the whole board is on fire and the Black player is faced with very difficult tactical problems.

**The Queen's Gambit Declined—Marshall Variation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Amateur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-Q4</td>
<td>P-Q4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 P-QB4</td>
<td>N-KB3 (?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This move, which we have already met in the previous game, is somewhat questionable, because it allows White to build up a strong center which Black cannot easily weaken. On the other hand, one must not forget that a master of the strength of Marshall often played the move and that he won with it, once from Reti, once from Nimzovich.

For further discussion of the move, see Game 19.

3 PxB

White must exchange immediately in order to take advantage of Black’s slight deviation from theory. Otherwise, Black can protect his Pawn center on the next move with 3 ... P-K3 or 3 ... P-B3.

| 3 ... | NXP |
| 4 N-KB3 |

White makes this move in order to prevent ... P-K4. An immediate 4 P-K4 would give Black some counterchances, as is shown in Game 19.

| 4 ... | P-K3 |
| 5 P-K4 | N-N3 |

Superior to 5 ... N-KB3, where the Knight is exposed to the advance P-K5 (see Game 19).

6 B-Q3

Although it might seem natural to play 6 N-QB3 first, since there is no doubt that this is the best square for the QN, White plays his KB to Q3 at this point, because after 6 N-QB3 P-QB4, White cannot play 7 PxB without giving Black the opportunity to exchange Queens and thus lessen White’s advantage.

6 ... P-QB4

Black plays this move at this point for various reasons: (a) Black’s game is cramped, and it will remain so until avenues are opened for his pieces; 6 ... P-QB4 opens Black’s game and thus constitutes a freeing move, without which his game would continue to remain cramped; (b) Black wants to attack and thus neutralize White’s strong center setup as soon as possible.

7 Pxp

White takes in order to keep control of the square K5. For instance, after 7 0-0 PxB 8 NxB, Black would play ... P-K4.

Black was not actually threatening to win a Pawn here. After 7 ... PxB 8 NxB QxN? (the correct move is 8 ... P-K4) 9 B-N5ch, and Black loses his Queen.

7 ... BxP

At this point, the only advantage White has is that he has a Pawn on his K4, whereas Black has a Pawn on K3. If Black were able to play ... P-K4, White would have no advantage whatever.
It is of great interest to see how the master makes the most of this very slight advantage during the remainder of the game.

8 0-0

Here, the amateur might make the plausible developing move 8 N-B3. The master, on the contrary, looks into possibilities such as 8 ... P-K4 9 NxB BxPch 10 KxB Q-Q5ch. One of the big differences between the strong amateur and the master is that the latter sees more, considers more.

8 ... Q-B2

This amateur, who understands the nature of White's advantage, prepares for 9 ... P-K4 and complete equality. For that reason, the text is better than 8 ... 0-0, which is a solid developing move without a specific purpose, in that the text is a strategic move which stems from a purpose.

9 P-K5!

Absolutely necessary to prevent Black from freeing his game with ... P-K4. The text has the disadvantage of giving Black free access to his Q4-square, but this does not weigh so heavily. Besides, the text has the advantage of freeing the diagonal for the KB.

An amateur intent on developing pieces might expect a move such as 9 N-B3 and condemn the text as a loss of time. Yet the text has the advantage of cramping Black's development and of making it difficult for him to bring pieces to his K-side.

9 ... N-B3

Black attacks White's advanced outpost, and if White tries to defend with 10 B-B4, Black can play 10 ... N-Q4, after which Black's minor pieces develop a reasonable degree of activity.

The advance of White's KP has opened the diagonal and has given White more mobility and control of more space, but it does have the disadvantage of handing over to Black White's Q4-square, as already noted.

10 N-B3!

Developing the Knight to its natural square and exerting pressure on Q5, to which Black might want to play his Knight.

Moves such as 10 Q-K2 or 10 R-K1 are also possible, but they might give Black counterchances, as, for instance, 10 R-K1 N-N5 11 B-K4 B-Q2 12 P-QR3 N/5-Q4 13 P-QN4 B-K2 14 B-N2 B-QB3, and Black has a kind of counterweight. The text is sharper and controls the pivotal square. It brings the game into the gambit sphere, which is very favorable for White in view of his superior development.

10 ... NxB

Let us consider the alternatives:

(a) 10 ... 0-0 would invite 11 BxPch, the consequences of which we have seen in Game 19.
(b) 10 ... B-Q2 and White might continue by 11 B-KB4, preparing assaults like N-QN5-Q6ch.
(c) 10 ... N-Q4 11 NxN PxN would make things easier for White, because of Black's isolated Pawn, and White can play moves such as R-K1 and take advantage of the Pawn majority on the K-side.

11 B-KB4

White is now a Pawn down, but in return he has pinned Black's Knight and won a tempo. The pin is the more serious because
Black cannot answer 11... B-Q3 (12 N-QN5) to eliminate the pin. On the other hand, Black does have—and must use—the resource of taking with check. So he plays

11...

NxNch

Forced, for if 11... B-Q3? 12 N-QN5 Q-Q1 (or -Q2 or -B3) 13 NxNch and if 13... QxN 14 BxN; if 11... P-B3 12 NxN PxN 13 Q-R5ch.

12 QxN

Q-K2

Look at the position. All the White forces are in the game; it is White’s move; Black has not yet castled; and Black has only partially developed. For one Pawn, White has three tempi. Most of White’s pieces are very well posted, very threatening. Still, it is not so easy to take advantage of the situation. For instance, if White plays 13 N-N5 (planning 14 N-B7ch), Black can reply 13... N-Q4, and things are not easy.

13 N-K4

Again the master moves a developed piece instead of making a developing move such as 13 QR-B1 or 13 KR-Q1. This he does because it is important to drive the Bishop from the diagonal K2-R6. Once the Bishop has left the diagonal, one of White’s pieces can penetrate to Q6. For instance, 13... 0-0 14 QR-B1 B-N5 15 P-QR3 and Black can prevent the direct catastrophe only by 15... P-B4, but after 16 PxP PxN 17 QxP, Black is hopeless, for White is threatening things like QxPch or R-B7.

13...

N-Q4

Black also plays his Knight to a prominent center square, threatening to neutralize with 14... NxB.

14 QR-B1

White again threatens to eliminate Black’s KB.

To be sure, Black can now exchange his Knight for the White Bishop, but after 14... NxB 15 QxN, he has not solved the problem of his attacked Bishop. Again, 15... B-N5 can be answered by 16 P-QR3, and if the Bishop leaves the diagonal, 17 N-Q6ch follows. On the other hand, the in-between move 16... P-K4 would allow 17 Q-N3, attacking the Black KN.

14...

P-QN3

Protects the Bishop a second time and opens the diagonal for the development of the QB.

If Black tries to neutralize by exchange, the White position is so strong that he can overwhelm Black: e.g., 14... NxB 15 QxN B-N5 16 R-QB7 (even stronger than 16 P-QR3) 16... B-Q2 17 B-N5 R-Q1 18 R-Q1 and wins, for White is threatening 19 RxB.

15 RxB!

The previous phase of the game centered around the idea of White’s obtaining the square Q6, and now he gets it by means
of a sacrifice. If now 15 ... PxB 16 B-Q6 must win. For instance, 16 ... Q-Q2 (or ... Q-N2) 17 BxP, threatening both 18 B-N5 (18 ... QxB? 19 N-Q6ch) and 18 N-Q6ch.

Contrast the concept of 15 RxB with the superficial 15 NxB, playing for the isolated Pawn. In this case, White, who is a Pawn down, relinquishes his attack for only a small positional compensation.

15 ... NxB

Black must exchange the dangerous Bishop to avoid the line beginning 16 B-Q6.

16 RxBch

This in-between check allows White to win a minor piece for the exchange.

16 ... RxR
17 B-N5ch

Another in-between check is used to harass Black’s uncastled King. Note the mobility White’s pieces have acquired through the series of exchanges.

17 ... K-B1
18 QxB

White has come out of the scuffle with two minor pieces in exchange for a Rook and a Pawn—not a big material advantage, but, in view of the bad development of Black (his KR in prison) and of his displaced King, White’s preponderance is decisive.

18 ... P-K4

This gives White the opportunity to open the KB-file for his Rook and thus concentrate his attacking forces against the important KBP. A better move would have been 18 ... P-KR3, since it does not create new weaknesses for Black and it opens the possibility of mobilizing the inactive KR by ... K-N1-R2. True, this whole maneuver takes three moves, and in the meanwhile White would be able to improve his position by moves like P-KR3, in order to have a flight square, which is always important when heavy pieces are on the board, then R-K1 or R-Q1, followed by more active participation of the Rook.

If Black had tried to seize the initiative by 18 ... Q-N5, White would have continued by 19 B-Q7 and 20 BxP.

19 Q-B5
20 P-B4!

Strong again. White must continue to make strong moves in order to bring the game to a head before Black can bring his immobile Rook into play. Once he succeeds in doing that, White’s advantage is very small.

20 ... PxB

Forced. After other moves, Black’s KP is lost.

21 QxBP

White is now threatening 22 N-Q6, followed by 23 NxB QxB 24 QxB.

21 ... P-KR4

Black cleverly prevents the above threat, for if 22 N-Q6 R-R3 23 NxB R-KB3, or 23 N-B5 Q-B4ch.

22 B-B4!!

The only quick winning move.
22 ... R-R3 no longer works, for 23 BxP, and he cannot interpose on account of NxR: e.g., 23 ... QxB 24 QxR/B7.
If 22 ... RxB 23 Q-N8ch Q-K1 24 QxQch KxQ 25 N-Q6ch.
If 22 ... P-KN4 23 NxP Q-B4ch 24 R-B2! QxB 25 QxR! QxQ 26 N-K6ch, again coming out with an extra piece.

22 ... K-N1

The only move.

23 N-Q6

To win the KBP.

23 ... R-R3
24 BxPch K-R1
25 N-K4

In order to prevent 25 ... R-KB3.

25 ...

R-B1

With the idea of continuing by 26 ... R-B1, just immobilizing one of the important White pieces. In view of the added fact that the White Knight has to stay at his post in order to prevent ... R-KB3, this would mean a considerable reduction of White's mobility and possibilities.

26 B-Q5

It is important to have the Knight protected. After 26 B-N3 R-K1 would be troublesome, as 27 N-N5 is answered by 27 ... R-B3.
Notice that the exchange of heavy pieces would facilitate Black's play, although in the long run Black has to lose anyway.

26 ...

R-K1

26 ... R-Q1 is answered by 27 Q-B5.

27 P-KR4!

Gives the White King a flight square and, moreover, provides the strong outpost for the Knight on N5.

27 ...

Q-K4?

Loses at once, but Black has no good moves anyway.

28 QxQ RxQ
29 R-B8ch K-R2
30 N-N5ch K-N3
31 B-K4ch Resigns

He must give up the exchange and remains a full piece behind.
“Which is stronger, the Knight or the Bishop?” The strength of these two pieces is relative, not absolute. In the case of the Knights, it depends on where they are posted and whether they can be maintained in their position. In the case of the Bishop, it depends on whether the Bishop is on diagonals on which it is free to move at will, in which cases it is called a Good Bishop, or on diagonals obstructed by its own Pawns, in which case it is called a Bad Bishop.

This game exemplifies the power of a well-posted Knight as opposed to the ineffectiveness of a Bad Bishop.

The French Defense—Classical Variation

Master
1 P-K4

Amateur
P-K3

As has already been explained in Game 6, 1 . . . P-K3 is the beginning of an opening called the French Defense, a closed game: that is, one in which the center files generally remain closed, thus enabling Black to build up a solid position in the center, as contrasted with the faster development and greater mobility of the open games beginning 1 P-K4 P-K4. In the French Defense, Black will need more time to bring his pieces into play because they are hemmed in by his solid Pawn formation.

2 P-Q4

White immediately takes possession of the center.

2 . . .

P-Q4

Black contests White’s attempt to command the center and threatens 3 . . . PxP, compelling White to do something about the situation.

3 N-QB3

White makes another move to command the center. His QN now exerts pressure on his Q5 and K4. Tension in the center is maintained.
White has several other possibilities at this point.

(a) The Exchange Variation
He could have ended the tension by playing 3 PxP, which is known as the Exchange variation. After Black answers 3 ... PxP, the game becomes drawish because there is one open file for both players. The logical consequence of a single open file for both players is that Rooks and Queens will be exchanged along this file. If this open file is left in possession of one player, his opponent might get into trouble.

(b) The Nimzovich Variation
White could also end the tension by playing 3 P-K5, which would alter the position and the positional aims of the game completely. In the Nimzovich variation, we are in the presence of a Pawn-chain: White’s Q4-K5 vs. Black’s Q4-K3. The Q4 is the base of the White Pawn-chain; the K3, the base of the Black Pawn-chain. The K5 is the head of the White Pawn-chain; the Q4, the head of the Black Pawn-chain. When dealing with a Pawn-chain, the primary strategy is to attack the opponent’s base. In this position, Black will try to play ... P-QB4; White, P-KB4-KB5. The secondary strategy is to attack the head of the Pawn-chain, as will be shown later in the present game. We have already seen in Game 6 how a beginner playing White can go wrong in this variation.

(c) The Tarrasch Variation
White can maintain the tension and defend the KP by 3 N-Q2. As compared to the text, it has the disadvantage of not exerting any pressure on White’s Q5-square. On the other hand, the Tarrasch variation has the following advantages over the text: (a) The QN cannot be pinned by the Black KB, since 3 ... B-N5 would be quite useless on account of 4 P-QB3; (b) at Q2, the QN does not hem in the QBP, which White might later wish to play to B3, especially if Black plays ... P-QB4.

3 ...

N-KB3

Black, by playing 3 ... N-KB3 and controlling his Q4 and K5, protects the center and incidentally threatens to win a Pawn by ... NxP or ... PxP.

Black could also have played 3 ... B-N5, the Winawer variation, which is probably safer. In this variation, Black protects his center squares by pinning White’s QN. (See Game 22.)

4 B-N5

By this pin White threatens, under certain circumstances, 5 P-K5 and also neutralizes Black’s pressure on the center.

If White should succeed at this point in forcing Black to give up the center by ... PxP, he would have a superiority in space, for White would then have his Pawn on the 4th rank, whereas Black’s Pawn would be on the 3rd rank.

At this point, amateurs sometimes instead play the plausible move 4 B-Q3. The following analysis will show that the move gives Black counterchances in the center after the reply 4 ... P-B4:

(a) 5 PxBP PxKP 6 NxP NxN 7 BxN QxQch 8 KxQ BxP.
(b) 5 P-K5 PxP 6 PxN Pxn.
(c) 5 PxQP NxP 6 NxN QxN.
(d) 5 N-B3 PxQP 6 NxP/4 P-K4, followed by 7 ... P-Q5.

After 4 P-K5 KN-Q2, one gets the PQ4-PK5 formation, typical in many variations of the French Defense. White should then try to defend either his PQ4 or PK5 or both, playing 5 P-B4 or 5 QN-K2 (preparing 6 P-QB3).

4 ...

B-K2

Black, in turn, unpins, again threatening to win a Pawn.

At this point, the McCutcheon variation, 4 ... B-N5, is also very playable. After 5 P-K5 P-KR3 (a standard forced move in such positions): (a) 6 PxN PxB 7 PxP R-N1 8 Q-R5 Q-B3 is not
dangerous for Black; (b) 6 B-Q2 BxN 7 PxN K-N5 8 Q-N4 P-KN3 is very sharp, with chances for both players.

5 P-K5

Black was threatening ... PxP or ... NxB. Here, 5 B-Q3 is inadequate, as we shall show below. White has no further good defense against Black's pressure against his center. He therefore decides to exchange his QB for Black's KB, and this will take place on the next move. As we shall also explain in detail very soon, White's QB, which is on the same color as his center Pawns, is known as the Bad Bishop, whereas Black's KB, which is on the opposite color from his center Pawns, is known as his Good Bishop.

There are two plausible possibilities other than 5 P-K5, the second of which is sometimes played by amateurs, who often do not realize why one variation is superior to another. An examination of these two variations and a comparison of the resultant positions to that of the main line will illustrate:

(a) 5 BxN

5 BxN BxN 6 P-K5 B-K2 makes things a little easier for Black—he has the Two Bishops. This means that he has retained both his Bishops, whereas White has either a Bishop and a Knight (as in this variation) or two Knights. To have both Bishops when an opponent has a Bishop and a Knight or two Knights is considered advantageous. The game might continue 7 Q-N4 0-0 8 B-Q3 P-KB4 9 PxP e.p. BxP, with considerable counterchances for Black. Note that the seemingly strong continuation 10 Q-R5 leads to the loss of a Pawn for White, since after 10 ... P-KN3! (1) the sacrifice 11 BxP PxN 12 QxPch B-N2 is unsound because White has no follow-up, whereas Black has a start in development and already threatens 13 ... Q-B3, (2) yet the White Queen cannot withdraw without loss of theQP, as, for instance, 11 Q-K2 BxP or 11 Q-N4 P-K4, and Black obtains control of the center, which is very important.

(b) 5 B-Q3

On the face of it, 5 B-Q3 looks like a logical developing move leading to attack, but one must examine what happens after 5 ... PxP:

1. 6 NxP NxB 7 BxQ 8 BxN Q-N5, which wins a Pawn.
2. 6 BxP NxB 7 BxB QxB 8 NxN Q-N5ch, which wins a Pawn.
3. 6 BxN BxB 7 NxP BxP, which wins a Pawn.

Even 5 ... NxP 6 BxN NxB 7 Q-N4 KxB is favorable for Black: 8 Q-N5ch K-Q2.

5 ...

6 BxB

White exchanges his relatively bad Bishop here, because it has no important work to perform. If it had, then White should not exchange. For instance, after inserting the moves 6 P-KR4 P-KR3, White would not exchange but would rather play 7 B-K3!, for now the Bishop has a meaningful function because of Black's weakening move ... P-KR3. The White Bishop on KN5 is only relatively "bad," because its diagonal QB1-KR6 is not blocked by White Pawns.

After 6 P-KR4, the Alekhine-Chatard attack, White develops quite another type of game, which is taken up in Game 23.

6 ...

QxB
White now has (a) a Good Bishop, in contrast to Black's undeveloped Bad Bishop, and (b) more space. Black, on the other hand, has the possibility of attacking the base of White's Pawn-chain by ... P-QB4 much more easily than White can attack the base of Black's Pawn-chain by P-B4-B5.

Let us now examine the situation of the White and Black Bishops. White's Bishop can move freely, since it is not hemmed in by its own Pawns; not only is Black's Bishop undeveloped, but its possible development is severely limited by its own Pawns. White's Bishop is, therefore, called the Good Bishop; Black's Bishop, the Bad Bishop.

In the opening and middle game, it is especially the center squares which make a Bishop good or bad. If, from the initial position, White has played P-Q4, P-K3, and B-Q2, that Bishop is "bad" because it is hemmed in. If, instead, he has played B-KB4 before playing P-K3, the Bishop is still "bad," because, if Black should attack White's Q-side, the White Bishop on its KB4 cannot come to the defense of the Q-side. In general, blocked Pawns cannot move, and they determine to a great extent whether a Bishop is "good" or "bad." One Pawn move sometimes changes a Bishop from "good" to "bad" or vice versa. In the end game, it is the blocked Pawns and their position which determine the value of the Bishop.

7 Q-Q2

The move 7 Q-Q2 has in itself no deep-hidden meaning; it is part of a system. White cannot maintain his complete center after Black plays ... P-QB4. He will therefore protect his KP by P-KB4 and will exchange his QP sooner or later by playing PxP after Black's ... P-QB4. 7 Q-Q2 prepares 0-0-0 and protects White's KB4-square. This square (or the Pawn which will shortly move to this square) will require protection if Black plays ... P-KB3, which White will answer by PxP and Black in turn by ... Qxp.

Other moves, such as 7 B-Q3, enable Black to ruin White's center completely by ... P-QB4 and ... P-KB3.

Let us examine some of the common alternatives to 7 Q-Q2.

(a) 7 P-B4

This move is about as strong as 7 Q-Q2. The usual continuation is 7 ... 0-0 8 N-B3 P-B4 9 PxP NxBP 10 B-Q3 P-KB4 11 PxP e.p. QxP 12 P-KN3 N-B3 13 0-0, exerting pressure against Black's position as long as Black is prevented from playing ... P-K4.

(b) 7 N-N5

This constitutes somewhat of a premature attack, which does not have much force. Black answers 7 ... N-N3, followed by 8 ... P-QR3, driving back the Knight. White, however, does attain one of his goals, namely, the strengthening of the center (after ... P-QB4) by P-QB3. In the present game, this is not possible because the QN is on QB3, and White has to give up the center by PxP, which in this case is not too bad. Also see the comment under Black's 7th move in the present game.

(c) 7 Q-N4

Aggressive as it looks, this move, found in many variations of the French Defense, has no value here. It forces Black to castle, which he would have done anyway. After 7 ... 0-0 8 B-Q3, Black might continue either by 8 ... P-QB4 or 8 ... P-KB4.

7 ... 0-0

It is instructive to note that if Black had played 7 ... P-QB4 here, he would have weakened his Q3-square and 8 N-N5! might have been dangerous, since 8 ... N-N3 can now be answered by 9 N-Q6ch.

8 P-B4

The purpose of 8 P-B4 is to strengthen the White KP on K5. In many variations of the French Defense there occurs at some time or other ... P-KB3, PxP QxP, after which it might be im-
important for White to have his K5-square defended. After certain preparations, White could then keep Black’s backward KP on K3. If White succeeds in preventing ... P-K4 (after ... P-KB3; PxP QxP), Black’s KP remains backward. White can prevent ... P-K4 in two ways: (a) pressure against K5; (b) pressure against Q5, i.e., Black’s QP, so that Black’s ... P-K4 is answered by NxQP.

8 ... P-QB4

In the French Defense, Black’s primary strategy is to attack the base of the Pawn-chain at White’s Q4; then, after having eliminated White’s QP, there often follows the secondary strategy of attacking the head of White’s Pawn-chain by ... P-KB3.

White’s possible 9 N-QN5 is not as dangerous now as it would have been a move ago, for Black’s King is now safely castled. For instance, 9 N-QN5 N-QB3 10 P-B3 P-B3, and White’s Q6-square is already undermined. After 11 PxKBP NxBP, White has not accomplished anything, and 11 N-Q6 is not good either, for 11 ... PxQP 12 PxQP PxP 13 BPxP Q-R5ch, followed by 14 ... QxQP. If instead of 13 BPxP he plays 13 Q PxP, even the sacrifice 13 ... QNxP might work: 14 PxN NxBP 15 NxB QRxN, and Black has a marvelous game. His whole army is mobilized—look at his Rooks!

Why does Black suddenly come to life notwithstanding the fact that his opening, the French Defense, has a rather quiet character?

One must see this as follows: Black’s attitude means at the outset passivity in the center. But, as soon as he has developed a sufficient number of pieces, Black will try to obtain the initiative. This strategy will be more effective if White neglects his development, and this is the case after 9 N-QN5. Note the rule “In the opening never play the same piece twice.” It is true that this is not a rule which can be applied in all cases, but it may give some help, and in this position it does.

Another example of the chances which Black can obtain after 9 N-QN5 is shown by the following variation:

9 ... P-QR3 (still stronger than 9 ... N-QB3, since 10 N-B7 now leads nowhere after 10 ... R-R2) 10 N-Q6 PxP 11 N-B3 (11 NxB RxB 12 N-B3 N-QB3 leads to about the same, while 11 QXP N-QB3 loses some tempi for White) 11 ... N-QB3 12NxQP KNxKP! winning a Pawn: 13 PxN Q-R5ch, and 14 ... QxN.

9 N-B3

After the exchange of the center Pawns either by PxP or ... PxP, it is important for White to have control over his strong square Q4. A strong square, as we have already pointed out, is one which cannot be controlled by hostile Pawns. White’s KN also assumes control over White’s K5-square, which may be of importance to keep Black’s KP backward in case of ... P-KB3; PxP QxP (as already mentioned). The entire latter part of this game evolves about the idea of the strength of the strong square Q4.

9 ... N-QB3

10 P-KN3

The idea of 10 P-KN3 is to continue by B-N2 (or B-R3), PxKBP (after ... P-KB3) and 0-0-0 (Rubinstein’s move) in order to get pressure against Black’s center.

If, instead, White should play 10 0-0-0 immediately, Black might play 10 ... P-B5, followed by 11 ... R-N1, 12 ... P-QN4, and 13 ... P-QN5, with a heavy attack.

10 ... PxP?
Black captured in order to open the QB-file and gain possession of it. But, in doing so, he handed over to White the possession of White's strong square Q4. White now has full possession of his Q4: that is, no Black Pawn can threaten White's possession of the square, only Black pieces, which means that, in the long run, White must always be able to occupy the square. Since Q4 is not threatened and cannot be threatened by a Pawn, we call it a strong square for White. A piece on that square is like a cannon in a hidden place. It fires, and you cannot attack it.

Certainly, 10 . . . P-B3 (Black's secondary strategy) is stronger here. It forces White to liquidate his center completely, but after 11 KPxP NxBP 12 PxP QxP 13 0-0-0, Black's center Pawns might become weak. White has all his pieces at his disposal and can continue by moves such as B-R3 and KR-K1.

Let us now see how White uses his strong square at Q4.

11 NxP
12 QxN

This is consistent with Black's previous play. Note that 12 . . . P-B3 is much weaker here than two moves earlier and would represent a loss of tempo; 12 . . . N-N3 leaves White's Queen in a powerful position.

Black cannot do much with his half-open QB-file, whereas on the contrary White can make full use of his strong square Q4 by posting a Knight on it, thus preventing Black's Bad Bishop from occupying many squares.

13 QxQ
14 N-N5

Not to bring the Knight to White's Q6, as one might think, for it could most likely be exchanged there, and its position could be undermined by . . . P-B3; but rather to bring it to Q4, which is the ideal square for a Knight here. The Knight on Q4 could also be exchanged, but then the White King would move to that square and become the deciding factor in the simplifications which would ensue, namely, those leading to Pawn endings.

14 . . .

P-QN3

Black, who had assumed that White planned to play 15 N-Q6, wished to answer by . . . N-N2 and . . . NxN.

15 0-0-0

Simply a developing move. If White had played 15 N-Q4 immediately, Black could possibly try to trade off his Bad Bishop by . . . B-R3 and then obtain his K5 as a strong square for his own Knight. With the text, . . . B-R3 is prevented for the time being by 16 N-B7!

15 . . .

N-K5

Black now occupies his strong square, but this is not so important here, since White can always exchange this Knight for the White Bishop. However, Black's threat of . . . N-B7 does give White some trouble.

Black might have considered playing 15 . . . P-QR3, but this is bad because it takes the QR3-square from Black's Bishop.

16 R-N1

P-QR3

A better move would have been 16 . . . B-Q2, which would have gained a tempo by attacking the White Knight. It is true that the
Bishop is not very active on its Q2, but it is not very effective on its N2 either.

The text move also weakens QN3 and makes Black's QB worse, since more Pawns are on its color.

**17 N-Q4**

The Knight now settles on its strong square, where it is very powerful. It controls many important squares in the enemy position: White's QN5, QB6, K6, and KB5; it can support a later attack by P-KN4 and P-KB5. Moreover, the Knight protects its QBP, which will be of importance in case the Black Rooks start an attack along the QB-file.

**17 ... B-N2**

Black is playing from general principles instead of from a specific position. Often the Bishop is strong at N2, therefore Black plays **17 ... B-N2**. At this point the White Knight blocks the advance of Black's QP. Therefore, the Black Bishop has no future at QN2 as long as the White Knight remains on his post at Q4.

Black might have played **17 ... B-Q2** and **18 ... P-B3**, aiming at White's Pawn formation.

**18 B-Q3**

White plays to exchange his Bishop for the Knight or drive the Knight away. After the exchange, White remains with a powerful Knight against a Bad Bishop. Also after the exchange, White can maintain his Knight on his Q4-square, if necessary by P-B3. It is another question whether after BxN PxN White could have derived as much advantage from his strong Knight as he did in the game.

**18 ... N-B7**

It would have been better to try **18 ... N-B4**. After Black exchanges his Knight, White's advantage is too clear.

**19 R-Q2**

**20 RxN**

20 PxN would also be good. Black's possible attack along the QB-file does not mean much, since White can oppose his own Rooks. But **20 RxN** is probably better because of the possibilities on the 3rd rank.

Now the situation is clear. The White Knight is on the strong square, and it can be maintained there for the rest of the game. No power on the chessboard will be able to drive it away.

Such a permanent Knight is the most ideal basis for a plan, because the Knight can be relied on: it will always be in its place; it cannot be driven away. The question is how to take advantage of this strong Knight, how to bring the Knight into the strategic plans.

We have already seen that the Knight (a) can work on the K-side; (b) can work on the Q-side; (c) defends its QBP so that Black cannot do any harm by doubling his Rooks on the QB-file.

This last consideration especially makes it possible for us to proceed quietly, without undue haste, without being disturbed by counterplay. This is most important in general and especially here, since a careful study of the position will show that White's plans cannot be realized at once. This will soon become evident.

For the moment, we must consider two plans:

**Plan A—on the K-side**

The key move is **P-KB5**. How can it be executed? And what is its purpose? It attacks Black's KP and, under certain circumstances, permits the successful pushing of the BP to B6.
In most positions, Black will have to take the BP with his KP (KPxBP). If White can then answer KNxBP, he will be able to open the KN-file, and will also be able to push his KP to K6. Under certain circumstances, this plan looks promising, but it is not necessarily decisive. So White will have to prepare P-KB5 very carefully and carry out this advance only if it can be shown to be decisive—for, if it is not decisive, it might create a weak KP.

Plan B—on the Q-side
If White had the move, he could win at once with 21 R-QN3 P-QN4 22 P-QR4, etc. But Black can easily parry the threat, and then there is no way to develop a growing attack against the Black Q-side.

Therefore, White's chances lie in still another direction: the exchange of the four Rooks, followed by a struggle between a powerful Knight and a limited Bishop (Knight vs. Bad Bishop). White has all kinds of chances in such a struggle, but he is sure of a win only if his King can penetrate the hostile position. Let us try:

20 ... KR-B1 (as played in the game) 21 R-N3 P-QN4 (by forcing this move, White has created holes in Black's position by which his King could penetrate later) 22 R-Q1 (22 P-QR4? R-B5!) 22 ... R-B5 23 P-QR3 (White does not want P-QN5) 23 QR-QB1 24 KR-Q3 K-B1 25 K-Q2 K-K2 26 QR-B3 K-Q2 27 P-N3 RxR 28 RxR R-QR 29 KxR K-B2 30 K-N4 K-N3 (the Black King has arrived just in time to prevent the White King from marching in). White can still try all kinds of maneuvers, but the win is doubtful. White has simplified too soon.

This means that neither direct action on the K-side (Plan A) nor direct action on the Q-side (Plan B) will guarantee success. White has to keep an eye on both possibilities and make a definite choice, depending on Black's counterplay.

20 ... KR-B1
21 K-Q2

Following Plan B. This move is necessary for the general exchange on White's QB3.

21 ... K-B1

To counter Plan B.

22 P-KN4

This move is useful for both plans.
For Plan A—P-B5 is better prepared; the possibility of now playing R-R3 gives additional means of attack.
For Plan B—KR-KN3 is prepared, to be followed by a general exchange on White's QB3. Moreover, R-KR3 might force the Black King back to KN1 and thus favor the success of a general exchange.

22 ... R-B2 (?)

A colorless move! Preferable was 22 ... K-K2.

23 R-KR3

A very important move. (a) 23 ... K-N1 would now favor Plan B; (b) 23 ... P-R3 would favor Plan A. It would even permit White to carry out Plan A directly: 23 ... P-R3 24 P-B5! and (1) 24 ... R-K1 25 P-B6! PxP 26 PxP P-K4 27 RxRP, etc.; (2) 24 ... PxP 25 PxP R-K1 26 P-B6 P-N3 27 RxRP, etc.—not the slightest doubt; (3) 24 ... K-K2 25 P-N5 with wild complications finally leading to convincing advantage for White.

On the other hand, after 23 ... K-N1, the advance 24 P-B5 does not decide. 24 ... PxP (24 ... R-K1 could be tried as well) 25 PxP R-K1 26 P-B6 P-N3 with nothing definite.

23 ... K-N1

Still better than the text would have been 23 ... R-B5, for after 24 P-B3, Plan B would have been out of the question. This means that White would have had to rely on Plan A completely—with chances, but nothing certain.
We have already seen that the weakening Black move 23 ... P-R3 would allow the breakthrough by P-B5.

24 R/N1-N3

Not giving up the possibilities on the K-side, at the same time White prepares the later general exchange (Plan B).

24 ...

P-N3?

This additional weakening move makes possible the immediate carrying-out of Plan A.

Let us see what could have happened after the preferable move 24 ... R-B5 25 R-Q3! QR-QB1 26 P-N3 R/5-B2 27 R-R5! (Plan A—a general exchange by R-QB3 would not mean much, since the King cannot penetrate: Black’s QNP is still on its N3. Still, there would have been chances. However, Plan A is better and decides right away.) 27 ... P-R3 (if not, White wins by 28 R/3-R3 and 29 P-N5) 28 R/3-R3 K-B1 (White threatened P-N5) 29 P-B5! PxP 30 PxP R-K1 31 P-B6 and wins. A better move for Black is 29 ... K-K2, but then 30 P-N5 leads to a win in the long run. Again Plan A decides.

Or, supposing 24 ... QR-QB1 and now Plan B comes to the front, which shows the strategic value of the strong Knight:

25 R-QN3 P-N4 26 P-QR3 R-B5 27 R/N3-Q3 (the other Rook must hold the Black King at its KN2) 27 ... P-R3 28 P-N3 R/5-B2 29 R-QB3 K-B1 30 RxR RxR 31 R-QB3 RxR 32 KxR K-K2 33 K-N4 K-Q2 34 K-R5 (34 K-B5 is also good) 34 ... K-B2 35 P-N4 B-B1 36 N-N3 K-N2 37 N-B5ch K-R2 38 P-B3, with three variations:

(a) 38 ... P-N4 39 PxP PxP 40 N-N3 B-N2 41 N-Q4 B-R1 42 N-B3 P-Q5(!) 43 NxB P-B4 44 N-B2 B-B6 45 N-K3 B-K7 46 P-QR4 wins.

(b) 38 ... B-N2 39 P-B5 B-B1 (39 ... PxP? 40 PxP and 41 P-K8) 40 PxP PxP (40 ... BxP 41 NxB BxP 42 N-B7) 41 P-KR4 P-N3 42 P-N5 P-R4 43 N-Q3 followed by 44 N-B4.

(c) 38 ... P-N3 39 P-R3 B-N2 (39 ... P-R4 40 PxP PxP 41 P-KR4) 40 N-Q7 B-B1 41 N-B6 K-N2 wins a Pawn anyhow: 42 N-N8 P-R4 43 PxP PxP 44 P-KR4. The Zugzwang (after White’s 39th move) in the ending Knight vs. Bad Bishop is most important.

We further notice that the exchange of all Rooks is to be considered only after Black’s Q-wing formation is weakened by ... P-N4. White’s 26th move is necessary to prevent ... P-N5 after ... R-QB5.

Now back to the diagram on page 256.

25 R-R6

K-N2

The KRP was in danger.

26 R/3-KR3

R-R1

27 P-B5!
Plan A at last!

27 ...          B-B1

Other possibilities are: 27 ... KPxP 28 PxP and (a) 28 ... PxP 29 NxPch K-N1 30 RxNP, etc.; (b) 28 ... B-B1 29 P-B6ch K-N1 30 R-QB3, etc. White is practically a Rook up, as in the game.

28 P-B6ch      K-N1
29 P-N3

29 R-QB3 would have been just as good, but White has another plan, that of playing N-B3-N5, and he does not wish to be disturbed by ... R-B5.

29 ...          B-N2
30 N-B3         Resigns

The game might have continued 30 ... P-Q5 (despair) 31 N-N5 (nonetheless) 31 ... R-B4 32 RxP RxR 33 RxR RxKP 34 R-N7ch K-B1 35 RxPch K-K1 36 R-K7ch K-B1 37 N-R7ch K-N1 38 P-B7ch and mate in another move.

Game 22

The Winawer Variation of the French Defense
The terrible self-pin
The necessity of eliminating a weakness at the earliest possible moment
Attack with superior force against the uncastled King
Drawing the unprotected King into a mating net

In chess, as in war, it is possible to carry on a battle on two fronts by dividing one's forces into two separate armies. Games in which the battle is fought on more than one front require a continuous weighing of the factors on the respective fronts and very sharp calculations as to the relative value of the fronts and whether it is worthwhile to continue the two fronts. Decentralization can have its advantages, but it should not last too long. Two separate armies should maintain points of contact, so that at any moment these armies can reunite. If a player misses the right time to reunite his forces and maintains the split of his army into two separate parts, the time may come when the opponent can successfully attack one of these armies, weakened by the absence of part of the total forces.

In chess, separate armies are sometimes created by dividing the forces into the most powerful piece, the Queen, on the one hand, and the rest of the pieces on the other. For a time, the Queen may go off for adventure on her own, but there always comes a time when it is prudent for her to go back to the rest of the forces to restore the cooperation between the pieces, a cooperation which has naturally suffered during such an isolated action.

In the game, the White Queen gets separated from the rest of
the White forces and never again rejoins them. Black's task is facilitated by: (a) the very damaging self-pin which White imposes on himself; (b) the fact that White does not bring his King to safety in time. With White's forces paralyzed by the self-pin and weakened by the absence of the Queen, and with White's King still in the center of a relatively open board, Black gets the maximum opportunity to launch a forceful attack.

**The French Defense—Winawer Variation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amateur</th>
<th>Master</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 P-Q4</td>
<td>P-Q4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The French Defense once more. For the basic ideas of this opening, see Game 21.

3 N-QB3       B-N5

The Winawer Variation. Black pins the White QN and threatens 4 ... PxB, which compels White to come to an immediate decision as to what he will do about the center.

In the Winawer variation, Black plans to break up the White center and to gain the initiative at the expense of a broken Pawn position on his K-side. This defense gives Black slightly more initiative than other variations of the French. It is often played by Botvinnik.

Instead, Black could have answered 3 ... N-KB3, maintaining the tension and allowing White to neutralize in the center by 4 B-N5. This is the Classical line, which was taken up in detail in Game 21.

The Winawer variation avoids certain problems inherent in the Classical defense and eliminates the possibility of White's playing the Alekhine-Chatard attack (see Game 23).

4 P-QR3

White puts the question to the Black Bishop at once. As will be seen, this allows Black to gain a Pawn, but only temporarily.

In addition to the text, White has these alternatives: (a) 4 P-K5 (the most often played); (b) 4 PxB; (c) 4 B-Q3; (d) 4 N-K2; (e) 4 Q-N4.

4 ...

BxNch

Black exchanges his Bishop for a Knight, a slight disadvantage, but succeeds in return in doubling White's Pawns, an advantage. If 4 ... B-R4 5 P-QN4 B-N3, and Black's pin on the 3rd move has not had any meaning, for 6 P-K5 or N-B3 and Black is hemmed in, completely unable to realize his freeing move ...

5 PxB       PnP

He also wins a Pawn temporarily, but he cannot hold it.

6 Q-N4

An attack by the White Queen on the Black KNP early in the game is a common theme in variations of the French Defense where the Black KB has left its original square.

Here, White attacks Black's KNP and KP/5 simultaneously.

6 ...

N-KB3

Black, who has the choice of defending his KNP by 6 ... Q-B3 or his center Pawn by 6 ... N-KB3, prefers to protect his center Pawn, at the same time developing an important piece and forcing the White Queen to move.

7 QxNP

In return for a broken Pawn position on the K-side, Black obtains a half-open file along which he may attack under certain circumstances. Important also is the temporary absence of the White Queen from its Q-wing, which is weak.

7 ...

R-N1

Not only does Black force the White Queen to move once more;
he also exercises pressure on White’s KNP, thus temporarily immobilizing White’s KB.

8 Q-R6 P-B4

At this point, Black makes the thematic move of the French Defense, attempting to break up White’s center and perhaps attack White’s uncastled King. The text move, moreover, opens the diagonal for the Queen to come to QN3 or QR4 where it can do considerable harm to the White Q-wing. By this move, Black follows the precept: “Take the initiative where the opponent is weak.” It is to be noted that Black does not need to protect his QB4-square, for if White plays 9 PxF, the disadvantage of his triple isolated Pawns outweighs the advantage of having the extra Pawn.

Black’s Pawn on his K5 is already exerting a restraining influence on White’s movements. It prevents the natural B-Q3 and N-B3.

9 N-K2!

White hastens to develop his Knight to its K2, where it adds protection to his QP and QBP. Moreover, moves like N-B4 and N-N3 now come into the picture.

If White had played 9 PxF for the win of the Pawn, he would simply have afforded Black more freedom of action, and his extra Pawn, being one of triple Pawns, would not have meant anything. If he had played 9 B-N5ch, then 9 ... B-Q2 10 BxBch Q Nx B, which simply furthers Black’s development and exchanges White’s Good Bishop for Black’s Bad Bishop. If he had played 9 B-KN5, the threat to the Black Knight could have been parried by 9 ... R-N3 10 Q-R4 QN-Q2.

9 ... N-B3

Black counters with more pressure against White’s Q4. This is much better than 9 ... QN-Q2 10 N-N3! R-N3 11 Q-K3 N-Q4 12 QxP NxP, and White is better off (Alekhine-Euwe match 1935). The material is even, but White has the Two Bishops and the possibility of castling soon, whereas Black’s Rook is vulnerable at its KN3.

10 B-N2?

A typical amateur move. White tries in this way to give added protection to his Q4. The move is bad because the Bishop is exposed at QN2 and because White gives up the possibility of playing B-KN5 at some later time.

However, 10 B-N5 R-N3 11 Q-R4 PxP is good for Black as well. If 12 N-B4 Q-R4, and if 12 BxN QxB 13 QxQ RxQ 14 PxP B-Q2.

Theory gives 10 PxP with about equal chances, since White has a plus Pawn and the Two Bishops to compensate for his triple Pawn.

10 ...

Q-N3

Attacking the undefended White QB and at the same time applying pressure on the White Q4.

11 R-QN1
White protects his Bishop by a self-pin; the Rook's threat to the Black Queen along the file is illusory, since the Rook is unprotected and the White Bishop dare not move. We have already seen a self-pin in Game 5. However, the self-pin in this present game is still worse.

11 QxN QxB wins at least a Pawn for Black. The best move would have been 11 Q-B1.

11 ... R-N3
12 Q-R4?

This does not solve the Bishop pin. White should have played 12 Q-B1, unpinning.

12 ... PxP

By this exchange, Black retains the initiative, an important consideration. Moreover, after the reply 13 PxP, the White Knight is tied down to the defense of its PQ4, which Black could take at once if that Knight should leave its position. If Black does not exchange at this time, White could play 13 PxP, unpinning his Bishop and freeing his game after 13 ... QxP.

13 PxP

After 13 NxP B-Q2, Black has considerable advantage in view of White’s wrecked Q-wing Pawn structure.

13 ... B-Q2

Although the Black Bishop cannot move far, its moving clears the way for the development of the Black QR and places the Bishop itself on a diagonal where it, too, may be useful later on.

14 N-B4

If White made this move just to threaten Black's Rook, he was too material-minded; one must not play for win of material when one's house is on fire. But if he made the move to develop the K-wing, then the move is good.

Momentarily, White is in an awkward position because on his K-side the KB and KR are out of play, and on the Q-side the QR and QB are tied down. One cannot play a game with only half the pieces. Black must, therefore, have a favorable line.

14 ... NxQP!

Threatening to crack the position by 15 ... NxPc6.

Considering White's lack of development, it is not surprising that Black has this enterprising move at his disposal.

15 Nxr??

The amateur knows that the Rook is normally worth more than the Knight. He therefore makes this exchange as a matter of course, hoping by this mechanical means to even the score somehow. At this point, White needs to (a) develop pieces, (b) unpin the Bishop and thereby activate two or more pieces: the Bishop and the Rook.

White had two better moves:

15 B-B4—to prepare for castling and thus unpin the QB.
15 BxN—sacrificing the exchange, but solving the problem of the pin in one move.

In either case, the position becomes rather complex, although naturally favorable for Black. We give one line of each of the above-mentioned moves to illustrate how the game could have continued:

(a) 15 B-B4—One must consider that as soon as White has castled, he succeeds in threatening Black in several ways.
simultaneously. In the first place, he now has NxR (now good) followed by QxN. This means that Black has to do something to improve his position on the K-side. He could play 15 ... N-B4 16 Q-R3 R-R3 17 Q-QB3 P-K6! And now after 18 0-0, Black wins beautifully: 18 ... PxPch and (1) 19 RxP QxRch! 20 KxQ N-K5ch, which leads to material advantage for Black, or (2) 19 K-R1 N-K5, threatening mate on N6. But if Black replied 15 ... NxPch?, he would be playing into White's hands, for 16 K-Q2 and White has connected his Rooks and his QB is free to move.

(b) 15 BxN QxRch 16 K-Q2. White has given up the exchange, but now he has threats such as NxR and BxN. Black must again act positively: 16 ... P-K6ch! (making room for the Knight) 17 BxKP (other ways of retaking are no better) 17 ... N-K5ch 18 K-K2 QxPch 19 K-B3 N-N4ch 20 K-N3 N-B6 dis ch! 21 KxN B-B3ch, etc.

Now to return to the game.

15 ... 

NxPch

Not to win a Pawn, but to draw the King out into the open, where it can be surrounded by Black's forces and captured.

16 K-Q1

16 K-K2 would be countered with 16 ... B-N4ch, and White would not be any better off.

16 ...

Q-Q3ch

Black can afford to sacrifice material to bring the White King into the mating net. Moreover, since White's pieces are either tied down or far from the field of combat, it does not matter that Black sacrifices more than a Rook.

17 KxN

If 17 K-B1 R-B1 and the discovered check is killing. For instance:

(a) 18 N-K5 (to interpose if possible) 18 ... N-K6 dis ch 19 N-B4 Q-Q8 mate.

(b) 18 QxN N-Q5 dis ch 19 K-Q2 N-B6 db ch 20 K-K3 Q-Q7ch 21 KxP B-B3 mate.

(c) 18 B-K5 N-K6 dis ch 19 K-N2 R-B7ch 20 K-N3 (20 K-R1 QxP mate) 20 ... Q-N3ch, followed by mate.

17 ...

B-R5ch

The encirclement continues. Because of White's lack of development, he is powerless to interpose. In general, the King alone is powerless against two major and one minor piece.

18 K-B3 

19 B-B4

The only move, but the interposed Bishop is pinned and has only part of its normal power.

19 ...

Q-Q6ch

20 K-N4 

QxBch

21 K-R5 

Q-N4 mate.
Game 23

The Alekhine-Chatard attack in the French Defense

Playing according to the strategic requirements of the opening

Bringing pressure to bear on the center

Breaking through the center

A complete scheme of variations in a complicated position

The success of certain openings depends on the extent to which the players execute the fundamental ideas on which the opening is based. In the Alekhine-Chatard variation of the French Defense, Black strives to build up a strong Pawn center, preventing White from taking advantage of the superiority in space which he always gets in this opening. By advancing his center Pawns against his opponent, Black is sometimes able to reduce his opponent's superiority in space.

The present game exemplifies what can happen when one of the players is ignorant of the basic idea behind the opening which he is playing. Black, the amateur, plays mechanically, without understanding the strategic requirements of the position. White succeeds first in neutralizing the Black center, then in building up a terrific concentration of power against that center.

The game is a striking example of how to build up pressure by bringing all available pieces to bear down on a given point, so that, once the attack is launched, the opponent is helpless to defend himself against the avalanche of power which descends on him. There is no way out!

The French Defense—Alekhine-Chatard Variation

Master       Amateur
1 P-K4        P-K3
2 P-Q4        P-Q4
3 N-QB3       N-KB3
4 B-N5        B-K2

The Classical line of the French Defense, which was taken up in Game 21.

For many years, 4 ... B-K2 was considered the logical move here. But, because of the Alekhine-Chatard variation, this move is no longer considered as safe as it used to be. This is one of the reasons for the popularity of 3 ... B-N5, the Winawer variation, taken up in Game 22.

5 P-K5
6 P-KR4

The Alekhine-Chatard attack, in which White offers a Pawn in order to open the KR-file for a strong attack in which the White KR will play an active role.

If Black now accepts the Pawn, White gets the half-open KR-file, and Black does not get the opportunity for the counterplay which is usually so effective in the French Defense.

The acceptance of the Pawn sacrifice by Black is so strong for White that one seldom sees it in master play. The game might continue: 6 ... BxB 7 PxB QxP 8 N-R3 (developing with tempo and leaving the Q1-KR5 diagonal open for the White Queen)
8 ... Q-K2 9 N-B4 and White now has sufficient compensation for the sacrificed Pawn in his open KR-file—his extra tempo and his greater mobility. The game might now continue: 9 ... P-QR3 (to prevent N-N5) 10 Q-N4 (an attack against the uncastled K-wing) 10 ... P-KN3 11 0-0-0 P-QB4 12 Q-N3 (White wants to make the sacrifice KNxQP but this could be met here by 12 ... PxN 13 NxQP N-N3, attacking the White Queen) 12 ... N-N3 13 PxP (13 KNxQP would also work here, but the text is stronger, since it opens the Q-file for the White Rook) 13 ... QxP 14 B-Q3 (threatening 15 BxNP BPxB 16 NxNP) 14 ... Q-B1 15 B-K4, and after 15 ... PxN 16 NxKP/4, White's attack is overwhelming, and if Black does not take the Bishop, White sacrifices on his Q5.

This is just an example, which has little conclusive force. It is difficult in a short discussion to show the full power of the White position, but with best play White gets so much activity for his pieces that his attack becomes irresistible.

6 ... P-KB3

It is very difficult for Black to find a move sufficient for equality here. For a long time, the text was considered so strong that it was looked upon as the refutation of the Alekhine-Chatard variation of the French Defense, but that is no longer the case today. There are five common continuations for Black, which we are listing in order of their comparative strength. If 50 indicates full equality, then the number in parentheses after the move indicates the extent to which equality is attained according to theory today: (a) 6 ... P-QB4 (48); (b) 6 ... P-QR3 (to prevent 7 N-N5) (40); (c) 6 ... P-KR3 (35); (d) 6 ... P-KB3 (35); (e) 6 ... 0-0 (35).

7 Q-R5ch

It is this strong attacking move which almost refutes the 6 ... P-KB3 variation.

For a long time, it was customary to continue 7 B-Q3, but 7 ... PxN 8 BxN K-B1 9 R-R3 P-KN3! 10 BxP K-N2 seems to give Black a tenable position.

7 ... K-B1

In the French Defense, Black often gives up the privilege of castling in return for a center majority. That is why in this game White tries to neutralize the center majority and prevent Black from taking advantage of it. If White succeeds in neutralizing the center majority, he has the best of it, because Black's King is misplaced.

If instead Black should reply 7 ... P-KN3, then 8 PxP! (this surprising move was not known until about 1950) 8 ... P-QN 9 PxP, which leads to a clear superiority for White, because after 9 ... QxP 10 BxQ KxB, Black has weak Rook Pawns, and White has the Good Bishop. White could win a Pawn right away as follows: 11 KN-K2 N-KB3 12 N-N3 R-N1 13 B-K2, followed by 14 K-B1 and 15 NxRBP.

8 PxP

As soon as White has succeeded in preventing the hostile King from castling, it is in his interest to play for an open game—which means that, in the first place, the center Pawns have to disappear.

8 ... NxP

Strategically, it would be ideal for Black to consolidate his center by 8 ... PxP, but tactically this is bad, for then 9 B-R6ch K-N1 10 Q-N4ch wins.

8 ... BxP is less good, because it entails no effective threats, and the Black Knight hampers Black's development. After 9 0-0-0, White has more advantage than in the game.

9 Q-K2!
Also commonly played here is 9 Q-B3. But the text is perhaps still better, since from the K2-square the Queen exercises pressure on the Black center. From here, it most effectively prevents Black from carrying out his aim of taking advantage of his center majority. If Black can attain ... P-K4, his position will be excellent. If he cannot, the Black Pawn at K3 remains a weakness, and Black's inferior King position is not compensated for.

Although 9 Q-K2 is in accordance with the strategic aims of the position, the move looks strange because it prevents the development of the White KB along its natural diagonal. But this KB will be developed to KR3, where it will bring new pressure to bear on K6.

9 ... P-B4

If White should now reply 10 PxP, Black might eventually be able to play ... P-K4 and obtain a strong center. Black threatens 10 ... PxP, which might also give him the possibility of playing ... P-K4.

10 N-B3

Protecting the QP and controlling the important center squares Q4 and K5.

10 ... N-B3

Black's countermove controls the same squares. After 10 ... PxP 11 NxP, Black's KP would be en prise.

11 0-0-0

This move brings White's King to a more sheltered position and at the same time brings the Rook to a center file where it defends White's QP in order to maintain the center.

Black now still has his trump in hand—the center. But a trump is of no value unless it is used. The way in which Black should use his center is to attempt to advance the KP without disadvantage to himself. If he can do that, he will obtain counterchances. At this point, the general exchange on Black's Q5 was necessary. After 11 ... PxP 12 KNxP NxB 13 RxP Q-Q3, and Black can hope for ... P-K4, and in that case he would obtain a splendid game. This is especially true because after 14 R-Q1, Black could improve his position by 14 ... P-KR3 (15 BxN BxB 16 N-K4? Q-B5ch). This last variation, however, gives the solution for White. He should play 14 R-Q2, and in that case 14 ... P-KR3 does not work, for 15 BxN BxB 16 N-K4, and Black must play 16 ... Q-K2. Or 16 ... BxP 17 KxB Q-N5ch 18 K-B1 QxB 19 QxQ PxQ 20 R-Q8ch, and Black loses a Rook. In short, with 11 ... PxP, etc., Black would have some hope of playing his center trump sometime; his KP is not permanently immobilized in that line, as it is in the game.

11 ... P-QN3?

At this point, then, Black should have played 11 ... PxP or 11 ... NxP.

But Black, not understanding the strategic requirements of the position, not realizing that his true strength lay in his Pawn center, made a routine move with the idea either of simply developing his Bishop to N2 or, after ... P-QR4, of playing ... B-QR3 and exchanging Bishops.

In the French Defense, after ... P-KB3 has been played, the Black KP often becomes weak. The Q-side fianchetto is all the more useless here because Black's QB is needed to defend his KP.

11 ... Q-N3 also comes into consideration. In that case, White continues 12 PxP QxP (if 12 ... BxP 13 N-R4) 13 N-N5, followed by 14 N-B7 or 14 QN-Q4.

12 P-KN3
White, taking advantage of Black's weak KP, opens the way for his KB to go to KR3 and attack it again. That is the logical consequence of White's 9 Q-K2. Now Black has to face the attack without counterchances.

12 ... K-B2

In order to protect his KP doubly so as to allow the Rook to come to K1.

13 B-R3

By his attack on the Black KP, White immobilizes Black's QB and prepares for KR-K1, which will bring a third attacking piece to bear on the Black KP.

13 ... P-KR3

By this move, Black hopes to force exchanges which will cut down White's pressure and attacking forces.

Another method would have been the strengthening of the weak point by 13 ... R-K1. In that case, White continues the siege by 14 KR-K1, whereupon 14 ... B-B1 fails against 15 N-K5ch NxN 16 PxN P-KR3 17 PxN PxB 18 Q-R5ch, and 14 ... Q-B2 fails against 15 N-K5ch NxN 16 PxN N-N1 17 NxP and wins.

14 KR-K1

White pays no attention to Black's threat to his Bishop. Rather, he intensifies pressure on Black's KP and along the entire K-file. The sacrifice is sound, because White gets two Pawns for the piece and a direct attack against the King, as all his pieces are in action.

14 ... PxB

If instead Black had protected his KP by 14 ... Q-Q2, then 15 Q-N5, threatening both 16 BxPch and 16 QxN! (16 ... QxQ 17 N-K5ch) would have won.

15 BxPch K-B1

If 15 ... BxP 16 QxBch K-B1 17 QxQ! and White has regained the material with a Pawn interest and a splendid attacking position.

16 NxNP

With threats such as 17 N-B7 or 17 BxB followed by 18 N-K6ch. The Black position is tottering. This is a result of the disadvantageous position of the Black King and of Black's failure to take advantage of his numerical majority in the center.

16 ...

NxB

The only move. There is no defense against all the threats, so Black makes a move which is both aggressive and defensive.

17 RxN

White does not need this Rook for his attack and can therefore afford to sacrifice the exchange in order to continue the attack along the most direct line.

17 ...

PxR

18 BxB

Threatening 19 N-K6ch, winning the Queen. Once again, notice the tremendous role the threat plays in chess.

18 ...

Q-K1

Black cannot retake the White Bishop with the Queen because of 19 QxBch, etc., nor with the Rook because of 19 N-K6ch.

19 NxP

Threatening 20 NxB.

19 N-K6ch followed by 20 N-QB7, winning the exchange, looks fine at first glance, but it leads nowhere. Consider the sequence 19 N-K6ch K-N1 20 N-B7 QxB 21 NxR QxN 22 QxB, and White's attack is gone. When attacking, it is imperative to maintain the attack and not to be drawn into a series of exchanges in which so
many pieces disappear from the board that no clear-cut decision is possible.

19 ...

B-N5!

19 ...NxN? will not work because of 20 Q-B3ch and if 20 ...N-B3 21 QxR or if 20 ...K-N1 21 B-K6ch.

In many variations, the powerful Knight on KN5 locks in the King, as, for instance, 19 ...RxB 20 NxB R-QN1 (practically forced) 21 Q-B4 and White threatens to win the Black Queen by 22 N-K6ch, since the Queen has to guard against the mate on KB2 and thus cannot run away from the danger.

With the text, Black hopes to exchange Queens at the cost of material but still maintain the advantage of the exchange for some Pawns. Thus he hopes to soften the attack. For instance, 20 NxQ QxB 21 RxB, and White is slightly better off: 22 N-K6ch, followed by 23 NxBP.

20 N-K6ch

To avoid the exchange of Queens and to continue the attack. Never exchange Queens during the attack unless you attain a clear win thereby or unless there is nothing else to do.

Look at this marvelous position. Almost all the White pieces are in the air. This means that White has to calculate very sharply, consider all the possibilities. The slightest omission could be fatal.

20 ...

K-B2

21 NxN

For White, there is nothing in 21 NxB RxB.

The complications now to follow have several implications. The player always has to take into consideration: (a) the material relationships, which may not be so important during the battle, but which determine the decision after the battle; (b) pieces in the air or pieces en prise (it is a good thing that one can take only one piece at a time, and this explains why White, under the given circumstances, can permit himself the luxury of having so many pieces in the air); (c) the situation is very volatile. At each move, either White or Black can completely turn the balance. The battle is taking place on a razor's edge.

Conclusion: White has a won position even if Black's defense is perfect. (See the detailed analysis of possibilities on pages 278-279.) The game itself took the course of 21 ...QxB, etc. The student might ask how it is possible for the master to analyze in such a jungle of variations. He does not analyze all the lines. He sees a few complications, then knows whether there will be a winning continuation. If he feels there must be one, he goes into the jungle. It is just a matter of intuition. The student of chess should carefully and repeatedly examine all these possibilities, for it will improve his capacity in the field of making combinations. The first time, he will be able to carry out the variations only by making the moves on the board, but eventually he must try to follow the variations without moving the pieces.

21 ...

QxB

22 N-N5ch

KxN

We have already seen that other moves, such as 22 ...K-B1 and 22 ...K-N3 lead to a loss as well.

23 Q-B3ch

K-N3

Not 23 ...Q-B4? on account of 24 R-K6 mate.

24 Q-B7ch

K-R3

25 P-R5!

This is still stronger than 25 R-K6ch, which "only wins the Queen," since 25 ...QxR is forced.

25 ...

Resigns

For if Black plays 25 ...Q-B3, his only defense, then 26 R-K6ch! QxR 27 NxBQ, followed by mate.
We now give an almost complete scheme of possibilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) ... KxN Q-K5ch K-B2 QxP mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N3 QnPch, followed by Q-N5 mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-K2 NxNP dis ch, winning Queen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) ... PxN Q-N4, threatening Q-N7 mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-KN1 Q-R5ch R-N3 Q-R7ch, followed by mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-K2 N-B7 dis ch, winning the Queen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-R2 N-N5ch PxN Q-B5ch wins the Queen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-N1 N-N5ch PxN B-K6ch wins the Queen (material advantage + attack)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N3 N-B7 dis ch K-R2 B-B5ch, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KxN B-K6ch, wins the Queen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N2 N-R7 dis ch? K-R3! with no mating combination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-K6 Q-KB1 N-B7 dis ch K-R2 B-B5ch Q-N3 QxQ mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-QN1 N-R7 dis ch KxN B-B5ch, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-R3 NxP, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-K1 N-B7 dis ch K-R2 B-B5 mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-B1 P-QB3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And, in the above position, White has two Pawns for the exchange plus the attack and possibilities of attaining extra material. One variation: 26 ... R-KN1 27 QxP B-B4 (27 ... B-K2 28 N-Q6) 28 QxP Q-K2 30 Q-B5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) ... QxB N-N5ch K-B1 Q-B3 PxN QnP, followed by mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BxR N-Q5 dis ch K-K1 Q-B7ch K-Q1 Q-K7 mate (only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N3 P-R5ch K-R3 N-B7 mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KxN/4 Q-K5ch Q-B4 P-B4ch wins the Queen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-R3 Q-K4, followed by Q-N6 mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KxN Q-B3ch Q-B4 R-K6 mate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-N3 Q-B7ch K-R3 P-R5 Q-B3 N-K6, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ... BxR NxQ with important material advantage and a mating attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Game 24

The theory of the King's Gambit Accepted
The sacrifice of a piece to bring the Black King into a dangerous position
The opening of lines and bringing pieces onto the scene
The all-out concentrated attack against inferior development

There are gambits and gambits. In some gambits, one must play very carefully to make the tempo gained count for the material sacrificed; in others, where one has sacrificed much, one can almost throw caution to the winds in order to overwhelm the opponent before he can catch his breath. These two methods of approach apply not only to different gambits, but also to different variations of the same gambit.

In the King's Gambit, the king of all gambits, there are variations such as the Kieseritsky or the Philidor Gambit, which have a positional nature to a certain extent. On the other hand, the oldest variations of the King's Gambit, such as the Allgaier and Muzio Gambits, are highly combinational and generally lead to the wildest existing open positions, in which only the carefree adventurer can feel entirely at home. Such variations are characterized not only by the offering of a Pawn for a tempo, but, in addition, by the sacrifice of a piece at a very early stage of the game. This sacrifice of a piece is designed to bring the Black King into the open field, and White can take advantage of the resultant position only if he succeeds in opening the maximum number of lines at whatever cost necessary.

The King's Gambit which follows is an excellent illustration of this procedure. Typical in such cases is that White either wins quickly or doesn't win at all.

The King's Gambit Accepted—Allgaier Gambit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Amateur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P-K4</td>
<td>P-K4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 P-KB4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The King's Gambit. As has been explained in detail in Game 17, a gambit is the offer to an opponent of a Pawn in return for a more rapid development.

By 2 P-KB4 White hopes through an exchange of Pawns to open his KB-file. Once he opens this file, the possibilities of developing a strong attack on the Black KB2 are great. Imagine the open KB-file with White's KB on QB4, his KN on K5 or KN5, his Queen on KB3, and his KR on KB1, and you will see the possibilities of the White attack. With normal resistance from his opponent, White will never be able to attain this position completely, but he will strive for it.

If Black accepts the gambit by 2 ... PxP, White will also have the possibility of attaining a strong center by moves such as P-Q4.

2 ... PxP

Black accepts the Pawn, and now White has a clear plan to open the KB-file either by recapturing Black's Pawn himself or by some other means. Momentarily, Black has an extra Pawn, and, as we shall see, it is not easy for White to regain this Pawn. But, on the other hand, Black has exchanged his center Pawn for a side Pawn, thus giving up control of his Q5 and allowing White the possibility of occupying the center.

Black can refuse the gambit by simply replying 2 ... B-B4 or can play the interesting Falkbeer Countergambit 2 ... P-Q4, the usual continuation of which is 3 PxQP P-K5, at which point, in return for the Pawn surrendered, Black has these compensations: (a) White has not succeeded in opening the KB-file as he wished; (b) Black's KP has become an oppressive force which will prevent White from developing normally.

3 N-KB3

The KN is now developed to its natural square. This eliminates
the possibility of Black’s playing 3 ... Q-R5ch, which, in certain
cases, might be recommended: e.g., 3 N-QB3? Q-R5ch 4 K-K2
and the White King is very exposed and moreover impedes
White’s development.

3 B-B4 Q-R5ch, often played during the nineteenth century,
leads to violent attacks and counterattacks: e.g., 4 K-B1 P-KN4
5 P-Q4 B-N2 6 N-QB3 N-K2 7 P-KN3! PxP 8 K-N2! threatening to
win the Black Queen by 9 PxP.

3 ...

P-KN4

A popular nineteenth-century continuation with three aims:
(a) it protects the extra gambit Pawn; (b) it attempts to pre-
vent White from opening his KB-file; (c) it threatens ... P-KN5
followed by ... Q-R5ch, at which point the Queen check has
greater force than in other variants.

4 P-KR4

This leads to the Allgaier Gambit. White attacks Black’s KBP
and threatens to attack it doubly by 6 B-B4. There is only one
disadvantage: White’s Knight has no retreat, and White will be
forced to sacrifice it if Black attacks it.

5 N-K5 leads to the Kieseritsky Gambit, which is less risky
than the Allgaier Gambit. White can also play 5 B-B4 PxN 6 QxP,
which is not very promising.

4 ...

P-N5

Since Black cannot maintain his Pawn on his KN4, he pushes it
to his KN5, attacking the White Knight.

Let us see what would happen if Black tried to maintain his
Pawn on his KN4. (a) If 4 ... P-KR3 5 PxP and Black cannot
retake without losing his Rook. (b) The move 4 ... P-KB3 is a
weakening move which can be met in various ways. Considering
the attacking possibilities along the diagonals Q1-KR5-K8, the
most convincing is 5 NxP PxN 6 Q-R5ch K-K2 7 QxNPch K-K1
(7 ... N-B3? 8 P-K5) 8 Q-R5ch K-K2 9 Q-K5ch, followed by
10 QxR. In this variation, note how White manipulates his Queen
until he is able to take the Black Rook without Black’s being able
to begin a counterattack by playing ... Q-K2.

5 N-N5

P-KR3
Black attacks the Knight immediately, so as not to allow White's threatened assault to develop.

6 NxP

This sacrifice is in harmony with the over-all strategy of the King's Gambit, for, by bringing out the Black King, White makes the KB-file still more useful to himself. From a theoretical point of view, it is difficult to judge whether the attacking possibilities are worth a whole piece. But, from a practical point of view, the sacrifice is justified, because the defender generally has a more difficult role to play than the aggressor.

6 ... KxN

[Chess diagram]

Black has now won a whole piece, but his King is most vulnerable to attack!

7 N-B3

7 N-B3 brings a new piece into the field, a piece which White will need to conduct the attack. In positions such as these, where the aggressor has sacrificed a piece for the attack, he must get his remaining pieces into play as soon as possible. The cooperation of every White piece is needed now in order to succeed.

In this position, 7 QxP is inferior because it furthers Black's development after 7 ... N-KB3 8 QxBP B-Q3, and Black has the attack. White must avoid moves which allow Black to develop with a tempo, that is, forcing White to move his Queen. 7 QxP would be a very good move if White could attack with the Queen alone, but he cannot.

In former times, 7 B-B4ch used to be played, but after 7 ... P-Q4 8 BxPch K-N2, Black has, at the cost of one Pawn, strengthened his position, especially since after 7 ... P-Q4, his KNP is protected by his QB. Moreover, the possibility of Black's playing ... N-KB3 and attacking the White Bishop on its Q5 affords further opportunity to Black to consolidate his position.

Of the possible moves, 7 N-B3 seems to offer the best development to White and the least opportunity to Black of consolidating his position at White's expense.

7 ...

P-Q4

Black offers a Pawn in order to gain a tempo for the defense. That is, he plays 7 ... P-Q4 in order to protect his Pawn on KN5 and enable his QB to develop.

A preferable move would be the aggressive 7 ... P-B6, since after 8 PxP B-K2, White cannot defend his KRP, which means that Black gets counterchances.

8 P-Q4

White opens lines for his own development, threatens to open the KB-file by BxP, and prevents Black from playing 8 ... P-Q5.

8 ...

N-KB3

Black develops his KN to its natural square, protects the QP, and exerts pressure on the center.

8 ... PxP would lose a tempo for Black, and winning White's KP is not very important for him. It does no harm to White's position and, on the contrary, opens the QB4-KB7 diagonal for White.

9 BxP

White now opens the KB-file. Since Black's King is on this open file, there should soon be a violent attack.

9 ...

P-B3?
Black played this move because he vaguely felt the necessity of strengthening his center Pawn. But this move loses a tempo in a position where Black can least afford to lose tempi, because each move counts. Black should have developed a piece here. Either 9... B-K3 or 9... B-N5 would have been stronger. In either case, White would follow the same strategy as he uses in this game: that is, B-K2, followed by 0-0, to open a direct attack against the Black King.

Let us examine this position a bit more closely, just to show (a) what a tempo means in an open position like this; (b) how strong White's attack really is.

(a) 9... B-K3 10 Q-Q3? N-B3 11 0-0-0 PxP 12 NxP NxN 13 QxN Q-Q4 and Black has refuted White's attack. White can do better: 10 B-K2 N-B3 11 0-0 K-N2 12 P-K5 N-K5 13 BxNP NxN 14 PxN Q-Q2 and Black can hold his own; or 12 PxP! (better than 12 P-K5) 12... KNxP 13 NxN QxN 14 P-B4! QxPch 15 QxQ NxQ 16 B-K5ch and White does not seem to be badly off.

(b) 9... B-N5 10 B-K2 BxNch 11 PxB N-B3 (to defend the important square K4) 12 0-0 K-N2 (White threatened 13 P-K5) 13 P-B4! (to carry through P-Q5, thus gaining control over K5) 13... NxKP 14 PxP N-B6 (after 14... QxRP 15 PxN P-N6 16 B-K5ch K-N3 17 B-R5ch wins. The same after 14... QxQP 15 P-B4 followed by 16 P-Q5) 15 PxN!! (overwhelming) NxQ 16 B-K5ch K-N3 17 B-Q3ch K-R4 18 PxP! B-K3 (18... BxP 19 R-B5ch and mate in two)

19 PxR(Q) QxQ 20 QRxN R-KB1 21 RxR QxR 22 R-KB1 Q-K2 23 R-B6 and White must win.

10 B-K2

Planning to bring his KR to bear on the open KB-file through castling.

10...

B-N5

By pinning the White Knight, Black hopes to take pressure from the center and by exchanging his Bishop for the White Knight hopes to reduce the number of pieces on the board. Black reasons that if he can exchange piece for piece, he will end up with an advantage, since he is a Knight to the good. White, of course, has better development to compensate for his lost Knight. But he must act fast, or Black will make his superior numbers felt.

11 0-0

Now White has attained his strategic goal—the complete domination of the KB-file. Castling brings the White Rook into a direct line with the Black King. This holds within it an element of danger for Black, even though his Knight comes between his King and the White Rook. White now has two direct threats: 12 P-K5 and 12 B-K5.

11...

K-K1

Realizing the dangerous position of his King, Black moves it to a relatively safer file, but thereby loses one more tempo. He
would have done better to play 11 ... BxN first, since 12 B-K5 doesn't mean much after 12 ... QN-Q2.

12 P-K5

In order to win the Black KNP after the Black Knight moves and in order to bring more pieces into play.

12 ...

BxN

Black now exchanges to reduce the number of pieces and the danger of attack. But such moves contribute nothing to Black's defense or development. Since White is not forced to retake the Black Bishop, 12 ... N-K5 would have been better, although also useless in the long run.

13 PxN

By opening more lines and bringing out more pieces, White eliminates the last obstacles to his attack. The threat is 15 B-R5ch K-B1 16 Q-B1, followed by 17 BxRPch.

14 ...

N-Q2

After 14 ... BxB 15 QxB Q-Q2, White wins by 16 P-B7ch followed by: (a) 16 ... K-B1 17 BxPch RxB 18 Q-N8ch; or (b) 16 ... K-K2 17 Q-N8 RxB 18 PxR(Q); or (c) 16 ... K-Q1 17 Q-N8ch, etc.; or (d) 16 ... QxP 17 Q-B8ch K-K2 18 QxR or 18 QR-K1ch.

15 B-R5ch

White now takes advantage of the wide-open lines. These lines are at White's disposal but not at Black's. This is because White has developed his pieces, whereas Black has not. Open lines favor the side which has the attack.

15 ...

16 Q-N4

K-B1

Threatening mate. Black cannot play 16 ... R-KN1 on account of 17 BxPch.

16 ...

NxP

The KB-file is now wide-open.

17 Q-N6
Again threatening mate.

17 ...       B-K3

Or 17 ... Q-K2 18 B-K5.

18 B-Q6ch

Here 18 B-K5 B-K2 19 RxNch BxR 20 R-KB1 also leads to a win. But the text is prettier.

18 ...       Resigns

For 18 ... BxB 19 RxNch K-K2 20 Q-N7ch and mate on the next move.

---

Game 25

The theory of the Giuoco Piano
Breaking up the center with a freeing move
Pawn sacrifices for greater development
Importance of making active rather than indifferent moves
The sham sacrifice
Play against the King in the center of the open board
R + P's vs. R + P's ending
Losing a tempo in the end game

When a player has superior mobility, he must make use of it fairly soon or it may vanish, leaving him with nothing to show for it. Often, the best use which can be made of mobility is to drive the opposing pieces into less favorable positions, thus creating problems for the opponent.

How should one proceed against a King in the center of an open board when one has only Rooks and minor pieces at one’s disposal? Of prime importance in such circumstances is the realization that the advantage of having attacking possibilities against a hostile King with such pieces is of a rather volatile character. It can suddenly disappear. Ironically, as soon as the Rook and minor pieces are exchanged and the King in the center of the board no longer has to fear an attack, it then suddenly stands better than the opponent’s King, which is safely guarded on his 1st rank. In such cases, a disadvantage can easily become an advantage and vice versa.

In the game, Black does find the most energetic moves against the White King in the center of the open board. Finally, he wins a Pawn, but even then the winning of the game is not an easy
task. Black has to maneuver very carefully and make use of all kinds of finesses, such as Zugzwang, losing a move, and keeping the enemy King from coming too close to his Pawns, in order to reach his final victory.

**Giouco Piano**

Amateur       Master
1 P-K4         P-K4
2 N-KB3        N-QB3
3 B-B4

Stationed at its QB4, this Bishop helps control the center, exercises pressure along two important diagonals, and is trained on Black's KB2. Yet 3 B-N5 has even greater latent possibilities, because it exerts greater pressure on the center by its restraining effect on the Black QN, which will be pinned as soon as the Black QP moves (see Game 12).

3 ...

**B-B4**

The Giouco Piano or Italian Opening, one of the oldest in the history of chess. This opening is characterized by a rapid development of the pieces.

Stationed at its QB4, the Black Bishop also exercises pressure along two important diagonals, helps to control the center, and is trained on White's KB2. Yet 3 ... N-B3 is perhaps stronger, because, in addition to exerting pressure on the center squares, it attacks White's KP and forces White to take measures to protect that Pawn.

4 P-B3

White prepares to occupy the center by 5 P-Q4. If he can control the center, he can paralyze the actions of his opponent to a considerable extent.

If White should play 4 P-Q4 immediately, he would lose a Pawn, since his Q4 would be protected by two pieces (KN and Q), whereas Black attacks the same square with three pieces (QN, KB, KP). In order to occupy a square, one must control it with at least as many pieces or Pawns as does one's opponent.

As a matter of fact, 4 P-Q4 PxP 5 0-0 is a famous variation of the Giouco Piano known as the Max Lange attack, in which White sacrifices a Pawn for a strong attack.

4 ...  

**N-B3**

Attacking White's KP, 4 ... N-B3 is directed against White's aim of obtaining complete control of the center. If instead Black had played the passive 4 ... P-Q3, White could then obtain complete control of the center as follows: 5 P-Q4 PxP (5 ... B-N3 6 PxP wins a Pawn) 6 PxP with complete control of the center.

5 P-Q4

White completes his bid for control of the center. By attacking the Black Bishop and thus compelling his opponent to take action, he gains a tempo.

5 ...

**PxP**

Forced. If instead Black retreated (5 ... B-N3), White would increase his domination of the center by 6 PxP and if 6 ... KNxP 7 Q-Q5, threatening both 8 QxBP mate and 8 QxN, thus winning the Knight.

In openings where both sides are attempting to occupy the center with Pawns, it is very important to determine whether the Pawns can remain and the tension be maintained, or whether
the Pawns must be exchanged to prevent the opponent from gaining overwhelming control. This is one of the most important problems in the theory of individual chess openings. The meaning of this comment will become clearer after Black's 8th move.

6 PxP
   B-N5ch

By giving check, Black forces White to take action, thus gaining time in his attempt to destroy White's center, as we shall presently see. Black must work against White's plan to build up an ideal center if he is to survive.

Suppose Black had played 6 ... B-N3. White now has a solid center, which he can use as follows: 7 P-Q5.

(a) 7 ... N-QR4? 8 B-Q3 with the threat 9 P-QN4.
(b) 7 ... N-QN1 8 P-K5.
   (1) 8 ... N-N1? 9 0-0 P-Q3 10 R-K1 PxP 11 NxB N-K2
       12 NxP KxP 13 P-Q6 ch.
   (2) 8 ... N-N5 9 0-0 P-Q3 10 P-K6 PxP 11 PxP P-B3
       (preparing ... P-Q4) 12 N-N5, threatening both 13 QxN
       and 13 N-B7.

7 B-Q2

White could have played 7 N-B3, to which Black answers 7 ... KNxP, after which the White center is destroyed, White's strategic plans are counteracted, and White will have to follow tactical aims instead. This is the Möller variation, which is very complicated and not definitely favorable to one side or the other.

7 ...
   BxBch

Today, players make this move automatically. But in the history of chess, plausible alternates had to be analyzed and evaluated. Therefore, 7 ... NxKP, which contributes to destroying White's center, also had to be looked into. The game would then continue: 8 BxB NxB 9 BxPch KxB 10 Q-N3ch P-Q4 11 N-K5ch K-B1
   12 QxNch Q-K2 and White has recaptured his Pawn with a slight advantage. But in this case, too, the White center does not play any role.

8 QNxB

This is the move that breaks up White's center. White must exchange Pawns (see comment after Black's 5th move), and so, of a once powerful center, only an isolated Pawn remains. This does not mean, however, that White has the worst of it. His QP is isolated, it is true, but, on the other hand, his pieces have full activity, and on many occasions it has been shown that White's chances are not to be underrated.

8 ... P-Q4 not only breaks up White's center; it also opens Black's center so that his pieces have room to develop. For him, it is a freeing move.

9 PxP

For 9 P-K5 PxB 10 PxN QxBP is quite satisfactory for Black.

9 ...
   KNxP

10 Q-N3

The most active move. It confronts Black with a problem and is therefore stronger than 10 0-0.

10 ...
   0-0

Surprisingly enough, this is not the sacrifice of a piece, but the sacrifice of a Pawn, as will be seen in a moment. Usually 10 ... QN-K2 11 0-0 0-0 is played here, and White has a slight edge.
If Black should play 10 ... N-R4? in order to cut down the attack by exchange, 11 Q-R4ch P-B3 12 B-Q3, and Black's QN is not well placed, especially in view of the threat P-QN4.

11 BxN

If White had castled at this point, Black would have played 11 ... N-R4, and, after having exchanged his Knight for the White Bishop, he would have had a very promising game. In that case, the weakness of White's isolated QP would not have been compensated for by the greater activity of the White pieces.

Whenever the White Queen is on its QN3, the White Bishop on its QB4, and the Black Knight on its QB3, Black may always try to play ... N-QR4 in order to exchange the Bishop for the Knight and cut down White's attack. White must often guard against this possibility (compare Games 7, 10 and 18).

11 ...  N-R4!

This is the key move of Black's little combination. After the White Queen moves, Black captures the Bishop and has a fine game, because of the pressure he exerts against White's isolated Pawn without any compensation on the part of White.

12 BxPch

Practically forced. 12 Q-N5 P-QB3 does not improve matters. With any other Queen move, Black answers 12 ... QxB with a very good position.

12 ...  RxB
13 Q-B3  R-K2ch!

This move is instructive in various ways.
An indifferent move such as 13 ... N-B3 allows White to castle and leaves Black a Pawn down with no compensation.
13 ... R-K2ch is good first because it forces White to act and second because it forces him to act to his detriment. As will be seen in the game, the entire Black strategy is based on the un-

favorable position of the White King, which, being only temporary in nature, had to be exploited immediately.

14 N-K5

If 14 K-Q1 or K-B1, White keeps his Pawn but gets into difficulties which are not temporary in nature: e.g., if 14 K-Q1, the White King is exposed; if 14 K-B1, the KR is out of the game.

14 ...  N-B3

Threatening ... NxP. Now White loses his Pawn but gets all the play.
White wishes to castle. If he castles, what can Black do, and where will that leave White?
After 15 0-0 NxP 16 KR-K1, Black has no advantage after 15 0-0 QxP?, and White can even win by 16 NxN QxQ 17 NxRch. White, however, chooses another line, which is also satisfactory.

15 QN-B3  NxP

A sham sacrifice. Black regains his piece immediately.

16 QxN?

Much better is the in-between move 16 Q-B4ch. 17 ... B-K3? 18 QxN loses a piece for Black, and 16 ... K-R1 17 0-0-0 would...
not be much better for Black, so he is forced to reply 16 ... N-K3, and White certainly does not have the worst of it.

16 ... Q×Q  
17 N×Q R×Nc

Now the King must lose his casting privilege, which is not so serious, in general, after Queens are exchanged and even less so in the end game. Most remarkable in this game is the fact that, with Queens exchanged and many of the major pieces removed, the White King still has many difficulties in the middle of the board.

18 K-Q2

Of course, it is of major importance to connect the Rooks, and for the moment it cannot be seen that the King risks too much on the Q-file. No better is 18 K-B1. With best play after the text, White could have drawn.

18 ... P-B4

This is the logical continuation. Black must somehow take advantage of the open position of the activated White King, who otherwise be powerful in the end game. A less incisive move, such as 18 ... B-Q2, would allow White to get his Rooks into play.

19 N-B2

White avoids 19 N-B3, because it enables Black to win a tempo and thereby bring the second Rook into the game as follows: 19 ... R-Q4ch 20 K-B3 B-N5 and if White does not wish to permit Black to double his Pawns by ... B×N, he must move his Knight, and Black then has the opportunity to play ... QR-Q1, threatening ... R-Q6ch, with all kinds of prospects.

19 ... B-K3

To exert some pressure on White's QRP.

20 N-K3

White reasons as follows: 20 N-K3 looks like the best move, because the Knight is so well placed and exercises control over so many central squares.

But this is more apparent than real.

If, in this position, White had played 20 KR-K1, it would have reduced Black's positional advantage to microscopic proportions. After 20 ... R×R 21 N×R, Black still has a slight advantage, because he has a Pawn majority on the Q-side and a Good Bishop. But, in view of the reduced material, it is quite doubtful that this would have led to a win.

20 ... R-KB1

The strength of this move becomes apparent from the following continuation: 21 P-B3? losing a piece after 21 ... R-Q1ch 22 K-K2 B-B5ch 23 K-B2 R-Q7ch 24 K-K1 R-K7ch, winning the Knight.

21 KR-KB1

 Forced. Black has played in such a way that both White Rooks are tied down to the defense of Pawns. Naturally, this is not the most efficient way to use one's Rooks.

21 ... B-Q2

Threatening to win a Pawn by 22 ... B-N4, forcing the Rook to move.

22 P-B3
22 N-B4? loses a Pawn in a most remarkable way: 22 ... R-N4 and the KNP cannot be defended unless White prefers to lose his KBP; 23 P-KN3 B-R6 again forcing the KR to move. If 23 N-K3 B-N4.

22 ... B-N4
23 KR-K1

He must defend his Knight because of the threat ... R-Q1ch, losing the Knight.

23 ... R-Q1ch
24 K-B2 B-Q6ch
25 K-B3 B-N3

The Bishop retreats, threatening to win a piece by ... R-Q6ch.

26 N-N4

If 26 QR-Q1, either 26 ... RxR 27 RxR RxNch or 26 ... RxNch at once.

Black must now play very carefully or White will obtain equality.

(a) If 26 ... RxR 27 RxR R-Q6ch, leading to a continuation like that of the game.

(b) If 26 ... R/4-Q4 27 N-K5 and Black does not have many chances left. For instance, 27 ... R-Q7 28 NxN FxN 29 R-K8ch, leading to equality.

26 ... R-Q6ch

Black continues with a check in order to retain the initiative.

27 K-B4 RxR
28 RxR R-Q7

The maneuvers have finally resulted in Black’s getting control of the 7th rank, a most important rank, especially in the ending, because a Rook on that rank threatens the Pawns horizontally, and in this direction they have no power to defend themselves.

29 R-K7

White adopts the same strategy, but one move later. A tempo is important.

29 ... RxQNP
30 KxP P-N3ch

Again gaining a tempo—the Pawn gets out of the attack by the Rook with a check.

31 K-B6 RxRP

Black has finally won a Pawn, but, in view of the rather active position of both of White’s pieces, there are still some difficulties to surmount.

32 N-K5 K-B1
33 NxBch
The alternative here would be 33 R-N7 B-K1ch 34 K-Q6 P-QN4, and it doesn’t seem likely that White could stop Black’s passed Pawns in the long run.

33 . . .  
34 R-N7  

To prevent the blocking of the King by P-N4-N5.

35 K-Q6  
36 K-K6  
37 K-B7  

Threatening 38 K-B8, winning a Pawn. Therefore, Black feels obliged to simplify. But, as a matter of fact, the situation is favorable for simplification, since the White King is far from his home base and, in particular, is not able to protect his K-side Pawns.

As far as the exchange of the last piece (in this case a Rook) is concerned, so that a pure Pawn ending may be reached, it is a question of judging what the Pawn ending will give, which is not too difficult, special cases excepted. In Pawn endings, the plus Pawn decides in more than 90 per cent of the cases. However, if simplification means exchanging one or more Pawns for others, it is difficult to give general rules. In Rook endings, the stronger side should exchange Pawns if he is sure to improve his situation in so doing. In case of doubt, he should not exchange.

37 . . .  
38 RxP  
39 R-N7  


39 . . .  
40 K-K6  

Typical in Rook endings; the Rook protects his most vulnerable Pawn and keeps the enemy from a certain area of the chessboard.

41 K-K5  
42 R-R7  

A kind of reciprocal Zugzwang. If either player moves, he weakens his position. Black must protect his QNP and his KNP/N2. White must maintain the pressure on these Pawns.

If Black now plays 42 . . . K-R3 in order to continue later with . . . P-N3 to relieve the pressure after he has removed his Rook, White then plays 43 R-N7 and Black’s Zugzwang is complete: (a) 43 . . . K-N3 44 K-K4!; (b) 43 . . . R moves on his 3rd rank 44 K-B4; (c) 43 . . . R moves on KB-file 44 RxP ch.

That is why Black first plays:

42 . . .  

K-N3!

and only after

43 R-N7  

continues by

43 . . .  

K-R3!

We note that Black could reach this position only by going from R3 to R3 in two moves, that is, via N3. Now White’s Zugzwang is complete. White must relieve the pressure: (a) 44 R-N8 K-N4; (b) R moves on 7th rank R-B7; (c) 44 K-K4 P-N3. This
is the key and explains the difference between 43 ... K-N3 and 43 ... K-R3.

44 K-K4

If 44 R-R7 R-B7 45 R-R6 RxP 46 RxPch K-N4; if 44 R-N8 K-N4 45 R-N7 P-N3.

44 ... P-N3
45 K-K5 K-N4

Black has come a little farther, and this enables him to give up his QNP for White's RP.

46 K-K4 R-B7

This simplification is the quickest way to win.

47 RxP R-K7ch

A very important tactical finesse—first drive the King away. The farther the White King is from the Pawns, the better it will be for Black.

48 K-Q3 RxP

In general, this ending is won, but Black has to play exactly, and from what follows we see that Black always prevents the White King from coming too near. As long as Black keeps the White King away from his Pawns, the game must be won.

49 K-K3 R-R7
50 R-N1 K-R5
51 R-R1ch K-N6

In such positions, the King must get in front of his Pawns.

52 R-N1ch K-R6

After 52 ... R-N7 53 R-KR1, Black has to make another move with his Rook in order to enable the King to advance and support the Knight Pawns.

53 R-R1ch R-R7
54 R-R1 P-N6
55 R-R8 R-KB7
56 R-R8ch K-N7
Resigns

A possible continuation to show how Black wins very easily: 57 R-KN8 R-B3 58 R-N7 R-K3ch 59 K-B4 K-B7 60 R-QR7 P-N7 61 R-R2ch R-K7, etc.
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at Q3, 14, W8; 44, W4; 220, W7
at Q6, 135, W6
developing on blocked diagonal, 259, B17
development of KB, 135, W6;
206, W6
exchange of Bad Bishop, 245, W6; 262–63, W9
Good Bishop vs. Bad Bishop, 241;
246, B6
ideal squares for, 179, W13
restricted by Pawn, 168, W25;
W27
sacrifice on KR7, 57, W5; 216;
217, G19; 221, B8

Bishop vs. Knight, 32, W5; 66, B6;
117, W9; 133, B2; 152, W13;
171, B40; 210, B12; 240–41

Blackmar Gambit, 158, W2

Book
amateur vs. master, xv, §13
chess, xvi, §15
openings, 40–41; 52–53
player vs. nonbook player, xvii,
§15
players, xiv, §10

Breakthrough in center, 84–86;
B14–17

Caro–Kann, Panov variation, 158–
59; B2; 193, W3

Casting
long, 37, B18; 68, B10
loss of, 298, B17
postponing, 192, W18

preventing opponent from, 182,
B18
unnecessary, 49, W14
unwise, 220, B8
weakened wing, 68, W12; 221,
B8

Center
control, xxiv, §28; 2, WB1; 29,
B1–4; 135, B6; 146, W4; 151,
B12; 231, B7
influence in, by . . . P–Q3, 134,
B3; 145, B3
majority in Alekhine-Chatard,
270–71, B7
neutralization of, 231, B6; 295,
B8
surrendering, 114–15, B3; 147,;
W5; 217, B2

Center Counter Gambit, 192, G17

Center Counter Game, 157, G15;
B1
Checking, 14, B9; 68, W10; 301,
B26

Chess notation, xxxi–xxxiii
Chess play, styles of, xxxi, §9

Chess players, ix–xv
Chess rules; see Rules

Chess struggle, nature of, xxxii, §22
Chess terms, xvi–xxxii
Closed game, 241, B2
Combination, xxxi, §21; 151–52,
B12; 200, W13; 207, B7; 222,
W10; 295–96, B10–14
Communication, cutting, 110–11,
B15; 121–22; 126, W12–13
Coordinating of pieces, 37, W19

Corridor mate, 112, B24
Counterattack, 184, W28

Counterchances, xxiv, §29; 145,
W2; 218, B3; 231, W4; 243,
W4; 272–73, W11; 285, B7

Damiano Defense, 9, G2
Defender, attack on, 46, B5
Disperado, 165, B15

Developed piece, moving twice a,
32, W6; 83, W9–10; 84, W12;
126, W12; 232, W9; 234, W13;
248, B8

Development
breaking rules of, 229–30; 232,
W8–9; 248, B8
necessity for, after sacrificing,
284, W7; 296, B9
sacrificing for, 102, 103, W4;
104, W5
superiority of, 77; 84, B10, W17;
116, B7; 148, B6; 151, B12

Diagonals, 3, WB1, B2; 5, B4; 6,
B5; 12, B2, W3; 38, B7

Differences between master and amateur, ix, §2–3; xii, §7; xiv–
xv, §§11–13; 232, W8–9

Discarded lines, 8, 11, B2

Discovered check shuttle attack, 74, B25

Double check, force of, 36, B13;
38, B21; 120, W20

Double isolated Pawns, 46, W7;
164, W14, 165, W16–19; 169,
W28; 197, B9; 200, W13, B14

Doubled Pawn, when not a weakness, 99, W13; 197, B9

En passant, xxxii, W9

Equality, xxxii, §23

"Exchange," the, 25, B17; 235,
W15; 275, W17

Exchange, motives for to acquire mobility, 296, W17
to attain superior position, 33, B6
to avoid loss of tempo, 125–26,
W11; 178, W10
to bring piece to better square, 25, B17
to eliminate opponent's active piece, 182, B19
to eliminate opponent's threats, 199, W12
to eliminate strong Knight, 252, W18
to exchange Good Bishop for Bad Bishop, 262–63, W9
to exchange undeveloped for developed piece, 46, B6
to exchange a well-posted for a poorly posted piece, 225, W13
to make lines available, 119,
W15; 124–25, W8
to make square available, 38, B22
material advantage, when one has, 97, B6; 122, W32

to mitigate opponent's Pawn structure, 35, B10; 46, B6; 200,
B13, W14

to obtain more freedom of action, 124, W7

to piece that has no more work, 245, W6

to reduce attacking power, 48,
W10; 66, B8–7; 108, W11; 154,
B3; 211, B17; 274, B13; 288,
B12

to reduce lead in development, 206, B7

to reduce number of pieces, 89,
B29; 288, B12

to remove opponent's well-posted piece, 119, W15

to retain initiative, 264, B12

to strip piece of defense, 35, B10
to win material, 19, B5

Exchange, when not to to maintain big advantage, 112, W24
to retain attacking power, 48,
W10; 276, W20
when one's piece is better situated, 125, W8; 160, W6
when one's Queen is more active, 85, W21
Falkbeer Countergambit, 281, B2
Flanchetto, 18, W4; 131–32; 132, G13; 144, G14, B2
File, open
dangers attendant upon, 14, W8; 24, W15; 287, W11
domination of, 287, W11
illusory pressure along, 180, W15
neutralizing, by opposing Rooks, 253–55, W20
opening, 69–70, B13–14; 73, WB17; 289, B16
use of, 98, B12; 99, B14; 109, W12
Finding best move, 36, B12, W13
Flank attack, 135–42, B6–W26
Flight square, 60, W10, W12; 90, B33; 129, B18; 168, W23; 201, W19; 212, W19; 237, B18; 259, W17
Fool's Mate, 2
Force, superiority of, 78
Fork, 21, B8
Fork Trick, 2, B4; 79, B3(e); 80, B4
Four Knights Opening, 17, G3; 77, G8; 78–79, B3
Freeing move, 231, B6
French Defense
Alekhine-Chatard, 245, W6; 260, B3; 268; 269, G23; 269–70, WB6
Classical, 241, G21; 241–45, WB1–6
Exchange variation, 242(a)
McCutcheon, 243, B4
Nimzovich variation, 53, G6; 54, W33, B3; 57–58, W6; 242(b)
Queen at KN4, 261, W6
Tarrasch, 242(c)
Thematic...P-QB4, 262, B8
theory, 53–54, WB1–2
typical K-side attack by White, 57, W5
Winawer, 243, B3; 260, G22, B3; 269, B4
Gambit
Center Counter Gambit, 192, G17
Correct way of playing, 209, B10; 213–14, B23
definition and nature of, 191–92, 202, 220
Göring Gambit, 204, G18; 205, W4
King's Gambit Accepted, 281, G24, WB2
Queen's Gambit Accepted, 172, G16; 172–73, B2
Queen's Gambit Declined, 92, G9; 94, W3; 217, G19, B2; 231, G20, B2
Guicci Pianino, 292, G25
Good Bishop, 241, 245, B6; 262–63, W9; 299, W20
Göring Gambit, 204, G18; 205, W4
Granite wall of, 81, W6; 82, B7
Half-open lines, xxvi, §31; 274, W14
Hole, 17; 18, W4; 82, B6; 135, B5–6; 149, B7
How to use the book, xxxi
In-between move, 25, B18; 112, W25; 236, W16–17; 297, W16
Indirect attack, 98, B12
Indirect threat, 180, W16
Initiative
example of, 15, B10
in French Defense, 248, B8
importance of, 153, W19
maintaining, 87–88, B20; 107, W8; 111, B22; 264, B12; 301, B26
relinquishing, 42, B3
Irregular openings, 9, G2; 28, G4; 62, G7
Isolated Pawns, 169, W28; 207, B8; 211, W16
Kieseritsky Gambit, 283, W5
King in center of board, 38, B20; 94–96, B13, W15; 105, W12; 121, B12; 234, B12; 266–67, WB16–21, 291
King's Gambit Accepted, 281, G24, WB2
Knight
at B3, 9–10, W2, 17, WB2–3; 29, WB2; 41, WB2; 44, B4; 59, W8; 233, W10
at K2, 59, W8
attack on pinned Knight, 162–63, W12
in front of isolated Pawn, 169, W28; 250, W14; 252, W17
N-QR4 attacking Q and B, 66, B6; 106, W7; 106–7, B7, W9; 210, B12; 296, B10, WB11
power in center, 24, B16; 240; 253
on side of board, 30, W4; 46, W6; 149, W9
Knight vs. Bishop, 32, W5; 66, B6; 117, W9; 133, B2; 152, W13; 171, B40; 210, B12; 240–41
Lines; see Open lines
Loose piece, 30–31; W4; 33, WB7; 47, WB8; 181, W17
Majorities, Pawn, xxvi, §33
Marshall variation of Queen's Gambit Declined, 216; 217, G19; 218, B2; 231, G20, B2
Master, ix, §2; x, §5; xii, §7; xiv, §11–12; xv, §13
Mate, how to bring about a, 172
Material
exchange of other advantages for, 87, B19
superiority of, 78
vs. time, 191
when not to play for, 264, W14
Mating-net, 50, W16–17; 226, B16
Mating pattern, 1; 7, B8
Max Lange, 294, W4
Meras Defense, 178, B8
Mobility, superior, 291
Möller variation of Giuoco Piano, 294, W7
Morphy's method, 113
Move, best, xii, §8
Muzio Gambit, 282, W4
N-QB3 vs. N-Q2, 133, W3
N-QR4 (attacking Q and B), 66, W6; 106, W7; 106–7, B7, W9; 210, B12; 296, B10, WB11
Neutralization, xxvi, §25, 5, W4(b)
Open lines, 26; 125–26, B9–11; 130, B22; 146–47, WB4; 195, B7; 219, B6; 231, B13–14; 235, B6
Notation, chess, xxxi–xxxiii
Opening, xxv, §31; 38, W23; 38–39, B24; 49, B12; 50, W16; 52, 69, W12; 70, B13; 125, W9; 211, W16; 289, W15
Opening the game, 84–85, B13; 86, B17; 117–18, W10; 123, W16; 207, W9; 232, W9
Opening theory, xvi, §14, 2, B1–4; 8; 9, WB1; 23, W9, B1–3; 40–41, WB1–3; 52–53; see also listings under individual names of openings.
P-KR3 defensive, 67, W9; 102, 103, B3
flight square, 129, B18; 168, W23; 212, W19
K-side attack, 81, B5
motives for, 82, W9
P-KR4 for K-side attack, 135–36
B6, W7
... P-Q3 to obtain influence in center, 134, B5; 145, B3
P-QB5 followed by P-QN4, 95, W4
Panov variation of Caro-Kann, 158–59, B2; 193, W2
Passant, en, xxxiii, W9
Pawn best way to lose a, 205, B4
majorities, xxvi, §33
snatching, 129, B19; 213, B20
weaknesses, 118, W3; 149, B7
Pawn-chain strategy, 248, B8; 249–50, B10
Philidor Defense, 113, G11; 114, B2, W3
Philidor-Hanstein variation of King’s Gambit, 282, W4
Piece, playing same, twice, 32, W6;
83, W9–10; 84, W12; 94, W3;
150, W10; 208, W10; 248, B8
Pin definition of, 22, B10
examples of, 49, B12; 198, B10;
233, W11
premature N-pin, 81, W5; 196, B9
pressure, 219, B6
standard method of handling, on twice-attacked piece, 22, W11
Planning, 143–44; 167, B22; 253–54
Play, styles of, xiii, §9
Players, xiii–xiv, §10
Ponziani Opening, 41, G5; 42–44
Pressure, xxii, §24; 2, WB1
Queen exchange, 88, W21; 97, G9; 112, W24; 130, B22; 154, B23; 155, W32; 160, W6; 210, W12; 276, W20
in French Defense at KN4, 261, W6
played early in game, 12, W4;
63–64, W2; 77; 158, B2
Q on diagonal with opponent’s B, 150, W10
Q in line with opponent’s R, 110, W17
Q in straight line with K, 14, W8; 25, W20
sacrifice, 74, B23; 184, B24
separated from other forces, 259–60
trap to win, 231, W7
Queen’s Gambit Accepted, 172,
G16; 172–73, B2; 173–75, WB3
Queen’s Gambit Declined, 3 P-B5,
92, G9; 94, W3
Marshall variation, 217, G19,
B2; 231, G20, B2
Rank, seventh, 100–1, B18; 111,
W22; 184, B7; 301, B28, W29
Ranks, xxvi, §32
Resign, when to, 26, W22; 61,
W16
Restriction of Bishop, 188, W25,
W27; 170, W32
Rook, 3, B2; 25, B17; 298, W2
Rook + Pawn ending, 302–5,
WB34–36
Rules, chess breaking, 12, W4; 14, W5; 32,
W6; 59, W8; 66, B6; 81, W6;
126, W12; 148, W6; 149, W9;
150, W10; 208, W10; 229–30;
248, B8
date of, 8
nature of, xvii, §16
Ruy López, 121, G12; 122, W3
Sacrifice for attack, 12, W3
of B on KR7, 57, W5; 217, G19;
221, B8
to bring King into dangerous position, 284, W6
to bring King into mating-net, 296, B16
to gain a tempo for defense, 285,
B7
to gain time for attack, 274,
WB14; 295–96, B10–14
before opponent catches up in development, 140, B15; 151–52, B12
of Pawn for development, 103,
W4; 104, W5
of Queen, 74, B13; 184, B24
Scandinavian variation, 158, B2
Scholar’s Mate, 63; 64, W3; 65, W4
Scotch Game, 204, G18, WB3
Self-pin, 50, B15, W16; 260; 263–64, W11; 264, W12; 267, W19
Semi-Italian Opening (3, B-B4
P-KR3), 102, G10
Seventh rank, 100–1, B18; 111,
W22; 184, B7; 301, B28, W29
Sham sacrifice, 165, W16; 297, B15
Shuttle attack by discovered check, 74, B25
Simplification, 302, W37
Space, advance in, vs. advance in material, 87, B19
Space control, xxiv, §27
Spearhead Pawn, 140, B17; 222, W11
Squares of chessboard, 240
Strategy definition and explanation of, xix, §18; 41, W3
error of, 9
example of, 5, B4
looking for, 181, W17
playing without, 178, W9
strategic phases of game, 143–44
strategic planning, 167, B22; 253–54
vs. tactics, xx, §20; 6, W5; 271, B8
Strong square, 240; 249, W9; 249–50, B10; 250, W14; 251, WB15;
252, W17; 253
Symbols, chess, xxxi–xxxiii
Tactics definition and explanation of, xix, §19
element of, 5, B4
problems in, 203
vs. strategy, xx, §20; 6, W5; 271, B8
Tempo loss of, 42, B3; 65, W4–5; 68,
W11; 83, W9–10; 84, W12; 94,
W3; 158, B2; 159, B5; 284, W7;
286, B9
playing with, 37, B19; 67, B9;
119, W14; 149, W8; 159, W3;
169, WB29–30; 178, B9; 182,
B19–20; 213, W20; 218, W3;
251, B16; 283, W5; 301, B30
value of, 156–57, 161, B2; 164,
W13; 301, W29
Tension, 93, B2; 94, W3; 293, B5
Theory, xvi, §14
Threat, 5, B4; 7, B6; 18, B4; 25,
B19; 33, B7; 102, 181, W16
Time
vs. material, 191; 233, W11; 234, B12
superiority of, 77; 103, W4; 104, W5–6; 120, W12; 193, B4
Two Bishops, 58, W6; 299, W11; 219, B6; 288, B13

Variations, xxix, §39

Way out of hopeless position, 7, W7; 60, W10; 74–75, W27

Weaknesses
combinative possibilities offered by, 200, W13
exploitation of, 149–50, B9; 166, B19; 167, B22; 181, W17
role of, xxviii, §38
target for attack, 69, W12; 128, B14; 192

Winawer variation of French Defense, 243, B3; 261, G22; 260, B3; 269, B4

Zugzwang. 303, W42, B43